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PART ONE

“L’homme est cible sur terre pour des tireurs secrets.”
-- Antoine de Saint-Exupéry. Terre des Hommes, 1939.
“Misery is wasted on the miserable.”
-- Louie
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I.
I N T R O U T E R I N E C ATAS T R O P H E

. . . Agent Rx -- musician, outlaw, and fugitive at large -- speaks . . .
When I say I’m crazy, don’t look for comfort in mutual. An admission without
consequence, to cast aspersions on the nature of my soul for your sweethearted
amusement. Madness is an immutable fact -- spineless and remote to casual
adjustment.
If you’ll forgive my tics, let’s talk about women. The ones who wear long, flowing threads to conceal their ample rears, miniskirts to accent their golden hips +
hostile limbs astride, the ones who wish they had more girth in the money, the
ones who demand, the ones who don’t think twice. Rita is tying her shoelaces for
her usual 5am run. Nothing in particular crosses her mind. This is the appeal of
physical tests. Out there, her thoughts are alien and it stands to reason she’s devoid
of deep associations. She needs her space and it drives me up a stomach-churning
suction tunnel of immaturity. Her sweat-stained musk carries a stench of career
remoteness I’ll never know. She has hobbies which suggest a rich inner life -tennis, yoga, hiking -- artless distractions. If she neglects them she gets angry
and prone to hurl frames and kitchenware. Her shit is caked on the side of the
porcelain bowl.
Romance is fickle economy stipulated on infinite growth, cascading diminishing returns. Dating is like settling into a cozy New York apartment: you win some,
lose some, get lucky, find a few bills on the floor, drink, and the exchange is fluid
and non-ascending. She was transient for many months and ended up in New York
for several years, where her vagrancy paused, her apartment by the time I find it
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home to portable cues -- dual stacks of trash-or-treasure paperbacks, a collection

. . . tampers with lids, runs afoul of lenses, and intimately acquaints himself

from which a casual observer might infer eclectic taste in canon: Vonnegut, Kafka,

with the contents of Jordan Lupe Strong’s cinematographic subject, one Jane

Gogol -- an existential monster’s cache of pop philosophy that moved unaug-

Bale of northwestern Massachusetts . . .

mented from apartment to apartment like a set of worn props. She never talked
about them. When prompted, she’d feed back with questions cadenced to segue

Crackle and burn. She monitors her cervix regularly to chart for fertility.

into me, savoring my take as a springboard on which she invariably bounced. It

Speculum in hand, she gauges cervical mucus by touch. Keep Life Simple: the

was hard to find her personality imbued anywhere. The living room was a model

Mirena’s thoughtful watchwords. If fluids are thick, it’s working. No ovulation

home shopping catalog, lacking in a single discrete element or fixture. The rela-

cycle, no regular periods, and possibly infertility affects sex drive. She bought her

tionship was defined by relentless perversity.

first vibrator when she turned eighteen, in advance of drugs and alcohol. She is

There are a few ways to relate this. Unicursally would ask beyond a reason-

remarkably attuned to her body’s cycles, severe anxiety accompanying the trifle

able effort, so settle for incoherence cruising on deft exposition. Her bed is an

of self-abuse one night of binge drinking and comfort food may assure. She has

impossibly shrunken twin that induces my worst nightmares. She is religious

uncommon reactions to marijuana (producing in her a kind of psychic fugue),

about contact, and I respond appropriately, shirking the dereliction of self-control

uppers and downers (no foreigner to bugs), but a veteran of the psychic wars; flirt-

people tend to demonstrate while they’re sleeping. But while she’s awake I don’t

ings with ayahuasca overwhelmingly positive and profound: truthfully, the only

resist. The electrolysis rash on her thigh sends me to a high heaven.

thing in her life she’d describe as blissful, and psilocybin mushrooms an unlikely

We meet every couple of days after work under a flag pole, which in fiction

dependable euphoric agent. Her IUD works three ways. She wrestled first with

could be symbolic of some over-arching theme. Really, it’s just where our paths

casual bulemia, then full-on anorexia nervosa in her teens (owing to the corporeal

crossed on the walk home.

dissonance). She has made a total of three suicide attempts.

You live in your own world of insulin and exercise. Everything is athletic when

(1. At age six she ran home sobbing after her boy crush, in the spirit of adoles-

you’re skirting your death 24/7. Dangling from a digital interface wakes me --

cent feints, hoodwinked her tiny heart and dropped her skirt in class, pricking

PUMP -- in the middle of the night. No escape, even in sleep.

the very nerve that would grow like a tumor in successive years and then atrophy,

Sometimes people don’t even know what to say to me.

bound by a recidivism of anxiety that would trail her into her late twenties. She

Log of things I learned (in order)

ran home as her parents were working their 9-5s, swallowed a handful of what

1. She’s type 1 diabetic. This one’s not inherently problematic ‘til we start

she believed were sleeping pills [actually her mother’s cleverly stashed, off-label

pounding down cheap whiskey. Imbibed, she suffers from strabismic spells and

Xanax] and proceeded to lie in the bathtub, where she anticipated she would

blindness episodes.

drown. A call from the school saw that she failed.

2. She’s a cutter. X-acto.

2. This time at seventeen, she takes an inordinate dose of sleeping pills and

3. She hasn’t had her period in five years and hasn’t bothered to get checked out

freaks out and calls her mother who frantically rushes to the hospital to learn

on dread of portent. A quick, unguided research shows potential. Uterine cancer.

that they’re pumping her stomach and she’ll be okay, though she may experience

I give her my first ultimatum. She agrees.

crippling lethargy and short-term memory deficiencies for as long as a week, give

4. She’s afraid of everything. I’m adamant about this.
5. She’s a compulsive, possibly pathological liar.

or take.
3. This is where she would have succeeded, had her mother not walked in at

In my dreams they were interchangeable. Sometimes it was she, going into

the right moment and found her in a petrified state of aphasic dismay, packing her

shock, and often enough it was Jane, pecking at whole-wheat kernels. They were

to the hospital where they gave her MAOIs, anxiolytic tranquilizers, prescribed

always tickling the spoke reflex, tripping over minor sentiments and details I

neuroleptics aka antipsychotics and scheduled an appointment with a nutritionist

found unbearable to aesthetic foundation, in crackling celluloid pitch.

and therapist for eating disorder and self-image anxiety, respectively + inclusively,
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rescuing her from a highly probable death at twenty-two. The plan was to check

accomplish. I did it in two days. I followed the air through nasal cavity into chest

into a hotel and obfuscate her absence and lie in the bathtub and slit her wrists

cavity and breathed in my black lungs. Then in full lotus I vanished into darkness

vertically [she was mislead that bleeding to death was painless, which is true,

while the light outside myself waited to blind me, reminiscent of the postscriptual

except that bleeding would hold no bearing over the natural reflex to a sliced

photophobic effects induced by deliriants (datura, ayahuasca, salvia divinorum,

artery -- uncontrollable and agonizing claw-clenching, carpal neuralgia, and

Dust-Off, and to a milder yet no less profound extent, DMT). I was too deep to

tremors that would reduce a high thresholder of pain to a trickling whimper]).

penetrate the silence. And the light, when it seeped through in harmony with

She has had a total of fifty-one sexual partners as of her twenty-seventh birthday (twenty-nine she would describe as the casual, no-strings-attached type, ten

return of my awareness, was a thin beam warming a single point of my nasal
membrane.

romantic, and four long-term [not including one-on-one same sex dabblings,
which she’d partaken in playfully and casually once or twice], had anal and group

. . . so finds his efforts to secure the loot superfluous, his erstwhile partner

sex three times each, the remaining eight divided as follows: two at once, another

buried under so many layers of self-sabotage that it broke his neck before the

two at once, and four at once. Loved giving head). She was generous; a cataloguing

spawn* . . .

of of her experiences would be in poor taste, even for me.
Someone who lies.

This is how I found him. Mostly, I remember the drool lining his chin like a

It’s funny what people feel. My roommate is hosting a friend over from out of

kettle on fire. His head was ensconced between two pillows supine, jerked and

state. She comes from old money. He looks uncomfortable, says he doesn’t like

tensed up like an asswhupping from gravity, face suctioned into the lens, almost

what we’re implying; sizing her up, high to a commodity. Sexual economy is not so

seeming to enter the antique camera but eyes rolled definitely way up. The Pheno-

discerning. My first assumption is that she likes men. My second is that she wants

typical Exploitation had been completed for years, all his channels exhausted, but

to hook up with a cute boy while on vacation. Can she speak for herself? Who is

he was already hooked for twice as long at least.

anyone to say what she wants, and how are we going to find out? Anyway, I need to

In a sense, morbid depression can be described as a state of intense hyper

feel intimacy I can recline on. A more precise form of commodity, called delicacy.

self-awareness. A third eye pried open; rolled inward, lidless, wreathed in flame.

She is not masochistic. She was choked to the point of fearing for her life twice.

An enlarged brain rotating, catching all the friction of the skull, making a sound

And once more if you count this one sex thing. She has crying spells brought on

worse than kitchen utensils scraping glass, cuticles on a chalkboard.

by diurnal stress over her self-worth, governed by her wallet, which is a very nice

No cause for alarm. Like crashing through a funhouse mirror, one can only

wallet, often worth more than her, and blank-faced corporeal dogma, adhering

hope on behalf of the victim that his torments are over. The circumstances which

to a strict ritual of ambrosial nutrition and daily stretching. She has scars on her

render a suicide are not slow trickle, end of rope. They’re hellacious and harrow-

face from scratching, once banged her head against a radiator with persuasively

ing; a blackmail of the soul, burning the candle at both ends, cold-cocked by the

masochistic force. No stranger to dramatic agency, she is moving toward a violent

butt of a glock. When the visions came for him, he was more than ready to accom-

paradigm. She has led a charmed life. Everything fall into place for her. She doesn’t

modate them.

wait, knows what makes her happy. She is body. Her mind is a stranger with candy.

Obstreperous.

Tell her she is bold, for me.

Cell phone in a microwave.

Filmic.
I wake up knowing I had uttered something in my sleep. This time irregularly hostile; I know when she wakes me by forceful rebuttal + rebuke. I don’t ask.
Nocturnal landscapes get me lost. I have a rictus that speaks in two tongues at
once. If I meditate, I can follow the sensation of breathing. It takes monks years to

With coke-fueled impatience, force prongs into a socket the wrong side up
until the sparks fly and tines bend, twist and scrape upward and down. Yank it
out the wrong way.
A long single shot of a couple cuddling for two hours and gazing into each
other’s eyes.
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A nagging single shot of a couple open-mouthed kissing while the man stubbornly clutches his scotch glass.
Pour the following into a tin of makeup powder: Smear a tube of mascara, go
wild on liquid-liner, leaded gold paint. Drink the palatable emulsion.

whatsoever in others, and ascertaining order would amount to careless, at best
unsubstantiated extrapolation. For the same purposes, all events past, present and
futile can be said to be occurring simultaneously. The author has thus arranged
the materials in a manner most soothing to him on structural, thematic and

Pop your head on a window. Pop.

aesthetic grounds, with loyalty to his intuition on what may be concluded as well

Crying spell.

as the deepest writerly instincts; no more than an impeccably sequenced string of

“Correction, your honor; that’s a clerical typo. The witness and defendant have

nonsequiturs it may seem, but follow closely and its craft will reveal itself through

no children together.”

evocations of the commonplace in consummation with a lyrical imagery, like a

“Then let the prosecution rest. Too much clarity shuns the eyes.”

pop record or novelty calendar, more wedded to the flow of emotional nuance

And in the end, blood stopped pumping to her uterus too. I am old and boring.

and hyperbole than any pretense of engineered delivery, like paraffin bombs or
molotov cocktails sailing, or real life in tableaux. It is in turn fraught with prob-

* spawn, i.e. time traveler jargon for the subjective observance of an alternate

lems of verse and various first-person monologues intruding haphazardly into a

if/when/how, usually a simulacrum for intents and purposes but should an errant

more robust narrative form. For the sake of further clarity, a character index and

caller wish to dwell there indefinitely, in which case arrangement can be made by

corresponding web graphic have been provided. The reader may consult the char-

leaving the receiver off the hook, so to speak. Also, ripple effect: the observable

acter index optionally and at their leisure or not at all for compiled information

outcome of long-term addiction to Phoning Home, in which multiple spawns may

such as birth dates, death dates, and other identifying data, such as a complete

have transpired and the caller may begin to feel chronically fatigued and reclusive,

reference of every page in which each character appears. Additionally, * notes are

photophobic by nature. Socially phobic by circumstance, as the caller’s discipline

cited before the end of a given chapter in a manner adhering strictly to intuition.

may deteriorate and time spent inside these hosts’ brains being generally disproportionate vis-à-vis certain responsibilities to oneself, such as hygiene and other
forms of self-care, the negligence, harmless enough at first, may encumber one
with one too many vicissitudes in logic, as the caller may have forgotten to hang
up, and once the thought enters the mind, one could hardly be held accountable
for its consequences. Time dilation is a common side-effect. Hence the rippling.
Speaking of which, a host is the vehicle by which the caller may view the spawn
manifest, though lingering is not recommended, first because the state of repose is
attractive enough and pleasureable enough to warrant the properties of addiction,
and second because, all else equal, no practitioner of these dark arts really wishes
to remain, should their head be level on their shoulders. The experienced, the
adept and responsible user knows moderation, when to fold the line and move on,
however tempting the visitation may be, the temptation to stay. Continual motion
is crucial to keeping your head above water and see where you’re even going.
Thousands of Lies is an atemporal narrative, an esoteric literature comprised
of historical tales culled from a multiverse, viz. it concerns multiple parallel realities on a nonlinear axis, making it useless to attempt a chronological delineation
of events, for what happens in one universe may not have occurred to anyone
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zones. One night he sneaks out his parents’ hotel room in the Walt Disney World
Resort and walks barefoot to the Hard Rock Hotel & Casino bar. After 2 ½ shots
of Jameson, the other half of which he regurgitates on a gold leaf embroidered
napkin, he starts sobbing loudly, attracting the attention of a nearby waitress, a
pale female about twenty-two, petite, with angular black-rimmed glasses match-

II.
B E F O R E YO U G OT S C A R E D O F M E

ing blue-black hair and lipstick suggesting a stark yin-yang of neutral absolutes,
objective, an element on the periodic table.
“Are you okay?”
“I’m a little sick,” his response muffled by besotted inhales.
“Where are you staying?”
“Goofy Lodge.”
“Can I get you a glass of water?”
“No, that’s okay. I should be getting back.”

. . . from Lupe’s lips, transcribing for Nick and others both callow and over-

“Where are your shoes?”

used, a compendium of damages wrought in panorama, dislocated in severe

“I don’t know.”

strokes to catch the periphery . . .

“Be careful. This is a family place.”
She is careful to make this sound breezily conciliatory with a slight lilt of

Jenny Fitz was smart, sweet, sophisticated, and average.

emphasis betraying subtle admonitions. Later the waitress is in the kitchen gossip-

“Don’t ruin this.” I’m thinking I’m having a panic attack on our way to meet

ing about the encounter with another black-haired brunette. God, the last time I

these girls when Joey asks me,

saw a guy cry like that was when I dated Anthony. He was so sweet and self-effac-

“What’d you do to your hair?”

ing I almost felt badly for him. Well, you did break the guy’s sad little virgin heart.

“What hair?”

What? No, I meant the guy today. What a babe. Huh? Are you listening to me?

“The hair on your head, man.”

Honey don’t have such a chip on your shoulder, I mean well. Well okay. So you

I’m the guy who rearranges everything. You know the type, puts the cooking

gonna go back to school or what? I want to, all a matter of getting auntie to foot

shears in with the bin of office supplies, leaves half-drank water glasses every-

the bill. For what? I wanna be a nurse, I think. You wanna know what I think? Not

where, never returns anything to its original place, takes photos with objects in

really. Well, I’m gonna tell ya.

the way, never cleans, just rearranges. The artistry of a life out of balance, things
left untouched, photographed, remembered.

The next morning Nick was not in bed when his phone alarm, fifteen minutes
premature of any exigencies to make allowances for snoozing and cellular futzing, rang out against the chalet’s mahogany floor and faux alabaster walls through

. . . Rx with a crude interjection . . .

the festooned privacy curtain which he required (or some less snooty variation
thereof) to sleep in a room when others were present, unknotted and caught in a

I come for the gentle-hearted, so pry open their smacking gums and lemme
get some tongue.

ventilated draft as his mother stirred with honeyed moans and oblique somnolent
murmurs during another nameless mauve decade impoverished of vertical hours.
The windbreaker which as of the previous night lay strewn over one of the elon-

During the past half-decade, Nick has been forced by due circumstance to

gated projections protruding from the Doric columns bastioning the king-size

endure five full days of sobriety against his will, give or take a few hours for time

wrought iron bed was missing. Though this minor detail eludes any investigative
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pertinence (he showed up not a few minutes later with a venti ice coffee from

history of Nick Frank’s life. When I go visit him in prison, he’s catatonic for ten

Starbucks and a reassuringly countenanced explanation that he had stepped out

of twelve minutes we share in silence and suddenly starts incoherently, mumbles

last night for a few minutes to make a phone call, the muscles on his face stretched

something about a Jamaican guy and some weed. I get frustrated when his voice

to a perfunctory grin of self-confidence that is meant to suggest genuine inner

cuts off, escalating, pounding the glass in a boorish blind summon to the guard.

well-being but which comes across as unnervingly shaky, strained politeness), his

“Hey! His microphone! What the fuck!?”

mother’s sudden yet historically justified state of agitated panic does provide a

“What microphone?”

quite convenient intertextual springboard for an important * note.

There was no microphone. Only when I realize he’s not fucking with my head

* (missing)

do I conveniently recollect my dusty lip-reading abilities. He was trying to relay

Each year Walt Disney World attendance records showed a number of perhaps

something to me in covert. I caught the end of it before they came and grabbed

unrelated but nonetheless disquieting statistics. A quick glance reveals a consis-

him, a little too efficiently like on standby for their cue. He could’ve said wait until

tent and unusually pronounced spike in attendance for the reliably elusive 21-26

they arrive or wait ‘til they die, or lie. Before exiting, he deposited in the tray what

age demographic in summer.**

I later determined to be a nondescript scrap of unlined Moleskine paper with a

** (missing)

disconnected phone number barely legible. I don’t know why I stared at him for

Marketing Research’s proverbial file cabinets and hard drives were inundated

so long before that, but it gave me time to offer this brief footnote of helpful back-

with 2,893,333 different signatures in guest satisfaction survey pamphlets from
this age group (accounting for approximately 43.4% of total daily attendance

ground to the sincere in pursuit.***
*** (missing)

during the year’s three hottest months), all with more colloquial variations of the

If Nick’s life wasn’t already vividly predefined by the running commentary

phrase “take drugs” or “get high” scrawled in a palsic spasm under Reason for

given by the various women who through some cupid’s whim deigned to give

Visiting.

this limp the time of day, if that exposition wasn’t so breathtakingly complete in

He sabotaged or stole my * notes and interjected his own easter eggs. But I
guess that’s collaborating with him. Huh-huh.
So I’m having a panic attack and I’m driving with vice on the stick and I don’t

adventure, effectively rendering all other biographical happening redundant and
in fact circular, I would probably digress to mention how his progressive mental
deterioration in fact began with several cosmic misfortunes.

know where I’m going. I think perhaps I should’ve taken the 30mg of Adderall

When he was just thirteen, Nick had his vestal encounter with love. Her name

solo without the four lines of blow and the anticipatory bong load of sour diesel

was Estelle Flores, a chubby (though she delicately hid behind the archaic “full-fig-

for the steep comedown. My mental image is stuck on a flashbulb of epileptic

ured”)**** goth whose mother died while sleeping.

memories, a Brakhage cut-up of sore orifices and mangled genitals.

**** (missing)

“Bro, tell me what you’re feeling.” I scan for imagery pertinent to nail the

Estelle, whose habit of going a bit too far with otherwise healthy rebellion

Wagnerian tormented brass band in my head with subtle twang vibrations, like

finally gave her mother the heart attack she frequently threatened to have, in the

trying to shimmy to a polaroid.

mock ominous tone of Spanish ladies given to owning saints. The time of death

“A holocaust of unraveled nerve endings. I can’t do this. I gotta pull over.”

placed her daughter in the throes of fast food ecstasy, plump legs dangling, pole

“Can you hold it together a few more blocks? Pull over here and you’re gonna

dancing her twenty-seven-year-old fresh-out-of-prison- and-hung-like-Columbo

draw heat.” Transcalent: the quality or state permissive to the passage of heat. That

boyfriend, nine inches deep and scraping the stall door at McDonald’s, the clue-

he didn’t see the other car before he let go of the wheel while trying to hold his

less cashier wondering where the young girl and her suspicious father with vari-

heart in his mouth and the vomit dribbled out and the car veered is no surprise

cose eyes had wandered off to. Her happy meal was ready.

and purely circumstantial evidence.
The next thing you oughta know now seems another detour in the strange

Whenever I asked if she was hungry, she’d say ‘‘Always.’’
San Lazaro is just one of many saints nearly requisite to a Catholic Hispanic
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household. Estelle’s mother’s untimely demise scarred her in all the expected

drug money housewife, fake tan primordial badge, atavistic hearkening to ancient

ways, but the worst part was their last conversation, a prototypically gothic war of

mausoleums, harbinger of skin bleaching facilities. Her septic hardware is cate-

words invoking burning and eternal damnation to rescue her from these spiritual

gorically semblance first, questions later. Rain or shine.

torments. Their quarrels had lately concerned Estelle’s acceptance and recession

He drank whole milk through a straw at bars. “You cocky cunt! What makes

into a bad crowd, a gangly group of metalheads who clerked at the mall, whom she

you think you should come here? Huh? Answer me!” Shove. Hits the floor. Gets

took music recommendations from and lost her virginity to. One of them would

up. Walks away.

later do hard time in federal prison for statutory sexual offenses.
To further the cumulative damage, Estelle was the one who discovered the

. . . what we talk about when we talk about rock . . .

body. The blood caked on her nose spelled it out in bold italics, capped and
baroque. Estelle was wearing heavy makeup which stained her linens when she

“It feels like it’s burning while you read it.”

cried. Afterwards, she felt dragged into an abysmal echo chamber of loss and

“Whoa.”

mourning, where she kept locating respite in memories of the Spanish moss that

“And the way he writes, it’s like moments dude.”

charmed their brief stint living with a man in Savannah, Georgia. Ever since, the

Lupe is thirteen. Nick’s ten and portly and they call him Stones. The other two

perfect angle of sunset peeking through the stuff is as dreamy as it gets, having

boys in this room are fourteen. That’s four hits of blotter and these kids are goosy

never been farther north than that. These mirage-like semblances of calm were

and giggling, soaring, talking about Thomas Pynchon.

pitted between recycled images and sound bites of her mother scolding her.
Nick went to see the Spanish moss closest to south Florida once, with she and

“Exile on Main Street? Oh c’mon, that’s such a sob record.”
“Sob record? Only Beggars is better, son.”

her brother, who drove them as far as Jacksonville, so mutually devoted was he

“Beggars is a million times better, and you know why? It has Anita all over it.

to the memory. It correlated with the last time their mother was in love, and its

Same with Aftermath, dad. The Stones’ signature masculinity was sublimated by

drooping foliage resembled the weeping willows of New England that someone

women, bad women. I dig that shit.”

might miss, should they ever make it that far north. I know people from the rust

“Anita? What about Marianne?”

belt to the dustbowl who’ve never seen these trees. Go see them. You owe it to

“Marianne wrote ‘Sister Morphine’ man, don’t even go there.”

yourself.
After that’s the episode with Clark, the interim between to do and not. She

“It’s women inspiring woman-hate, and animating it through men, like the
charitable muses that they are.”

thought she was pregnant and never told him she wasn’t. Vendetta. She was a

He began to take Ambien on heavy rotation. Watching YouTubes by self-pro-

pathological puker and aggressor, stumbling into waking fits at broad sunrise,

fessed haloed gurus who did not believe in a universe beyond their subjective

drunk as a mule or a skunk. I saw her tear a knot of hair from a girl’s scalp and

consciousnesses. He sought enlightenment inopportunely, at crowded theaters,

forcefeed it to her until they pulled her off, all because she fucking started it. When

in the confidence of bewildered friends trying to enjoy the women and the drugs,

they were introduced, the subject of his failed relationship fizzled like a drool

perturbed by his sophomoric philosophizing. Nick, who had been such a come-

bubble, and she said, “Oh Maxine? I fucked that girl.”

dian, such a goddamn bag o’ popcorn, turned into a bloated casuist overnight.

The following interstitial, before Rory and the dick penchant, harrows back to

Ambien fake-outs, lapses in memory, hallucinations, an insatiable compulsion to

preprom senior slump, when the cue cards were still transparently visible behind

bloviate on the mysteries of the universe and then recant his positions, a nause-

the DNA of day. His name was Messy. His choice scent was chamomile lilac. Catch

ating Socratic loop on pedestrian autopilot. He psyched himself into a wet dream

him on the right day, he’s homeless and looking to crash multiple jets. Where you

and when he woke up and felt his crotch it was... sweat? He’d go to him instead of

staying, tough guy? You wanna haunt my mattress? When they met he said, “You

her. Offer up his friendship.

sure do look like a pocket full of posies with your fanny on the fly.” When she left,

“Dude, I don’t care. I don’t want to talk about this right now. Just shut up.”
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“What the fuck?! You fat fuck! Where in your wildest dreams did you imagine

more v-necks than scoop necks or other tee variations. The ladies love obvious

I’d ever so much as touch you?! I think you’re disgusting! Those stretch marks! Get

masculinity; just like big tits and curving, supple hips are fertility triggers, espe-

off me! Fuck you too, Joey!”

cially for young boys, so do young girls magnetize toward the tallest, most hirsute

Elmer comes over every weekday to shoot the works. Looming large on his
calendar is the upcoming peewee softball game. His daughter Miriam was seven
when she bled out of shock from arterial thrombosis. She had seven operations

and able-bodied male. I mean, try flirting on crutches. Agog, Jordan steals the
lead from under Nick’s distracted donut craze.
“Lennon’s ‘lost weekend’ period. Eighteen months without ‘Oh Yoko.’ And

and seven comas in her life. The sixth, in her words, felt as though she were

that’s when he wrote some of his best stuff. This is like ‘72-73.”

consciousness disembodied, all tics and incursions, silent and alone, not empty.

“But they got back and wrote beautiful music together.”

Her father came and read to her everyday as often and for as long as he could

“... That Some Time in New York City double album? At the risk of sounding

manage, and the words would sway her. Softball was one of her proud and unlikely

irredeemably irreverent, other than ‘Woman is the Nigger of the World,’ which

pastimes. On the weekends she used to run track from the bay to North Harbor.

is obviously one of his best, that whole thing is awful heavy-handed and boring.

That neighborhood is a vague stripmall and apparent street performer haven. She

‘Course, the nude centerfolds they did ‘round that time were glory.”

met Rory when she was six. He handed her a volleyball she had bounced solitary
by the stevedores’ shed. He wore a satin blouse, hypertrophied arms, one crabbing
a cigarette. Spoke with a lisp. By his twenty-ninth birthday he was dying. He asked
that his ashes be laced with incense and sold in pink packaging at his funeral.

“Oh yeah, I’m a sapiosexual don’t you know that? You’re wrong about that
album though. ‘Luck of the Irish?’ C’mon and have a heart already.”
“Maybe you got yourself a point. Cheesy as it sounds, I reject the idea that
certain ethnic strifes are off limits to Beatles.”
“I’ll match you. You know I’ve always wanted an Asian princess, and an eigh-

. . . what do we ever talk about . . .

teen-month fugue, and a palace facing the sun...”
“Nick stay high, no matter how many donuts he cram in his gourd.”

Dave, Larry, and now the eminent A-listed Tarkus Tolke has graced the discus-

“Davey boy, this shit is from God.”

sion by joining this crew in Joey Spill’s upstairs bedroom, where Nick and Jordan

(Laughter)

remain steadfastly pursuant to the idea that true love will find its way, through

“Shut up.”

even senseless murder and media smear. After last night’s mind-blowing blotter

“Nah Tark, I think he’s on to somethin’.”

sesh and this afternoon’s Ritalin-induced carb and glucose crash and consequent

“Yeah, time slows down... so you live longer.”

feast over Joey’s kitchen centerpiece, a granite countertop with indentations on

(Laughter)

the side for wine bottles, the elephant in the room was decisively Joey’s recent

“Nick, I’m not trying to dissuade you from your dreams. I’m just tryn’a warn

family trouble; a heated fistfight with his dad, ex-military alcy slouch outta ‘Nam,
and the next-day discovery of his obese mother lying supine with her legs spread

ya, buddy.”
“Larry, enough with the bouncing ball already.”

jolly and the next-door neighbor lady’s face buried deep in her crotch, an experi-

In 1995, Nick attended a screening of the movie Kids at the only arthouse

ence confided solely to Dave, who can’t keep a secret and told Tarkus right away

dabbling multiplex in the city. Though he later repudiated his admiration, at the

in stitches. Tarkus is a leaky vault on neglected layaway. A-listed meaning well on

time it was his initial foray into anything remotely independent or experimental

his way to a collegiate dean’s list and minted career in finance, law, something or

in film. He was eight years old, and it felt like this act of watching was dangerous,

other. Joey’s got a prominent shiner that makes it difficult for the kids to digress.

and he slumped low in his seat trying not to look so young.

Jordan takes a dig about his hirsutism from Dave, and Larry, in a rare move of

His father was an overweight ex-alcoholic who read golf and fishing magazines

solidarity with Jordan, defends his friend’s hairy ass by ennobling his chest hair,

but never partook. Divorced for thirty-two or thirty-one years, he’d been single as

which Larry knows Jordan’s secretly proud of, even gaga for, owning significantly

long as he remembered.
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“Well, if you’re planning on leaving, don’t yuh ever plan to come back!”

gonna hurt me... in my childhood!”

Her face was ablated and abstruse. On her eyes spanned digits. Making a

The setting is an empty concrete lot reserved for patrons of a Thai restau-

move was pretty much uniformly limiting or discouraging. She was not friendly

rant, closed now nearing a quarter to midnight. Larry is fidgeting because he

or charismatic. Very specific adjectives suited her. She was autonomous to fault,

doesn’t want the fuzz to notice them loitering and partaking of herb. He was just

elusive, airy, vaguely hostile, scientifically moral. Her name was Marie. She dated

suspended from school for smoking a cigarette. They had spent the day at the

abusively. Married into dual nationalities.

Alley -- cold beer six-pack to nurse the swelling from a hardcore matinee show

“And you see pockets of fluids pooled here around the cyst. Now we just wanna

-- and later a parking garage where Tark’s older brother was schooling them on

puncture it swiftly, just under the ribcage here; ready? Okay, go. Attagirl. And... a

self-defense, by slapping them around and laughing when they tried. Afterwards,

boy?! Looks like the radiologist overlooked the genitals on one of these. Bring the

he bought them the beer as a sort of reward for putting up with him. Plus had

girl to the NICU. Let the mother rest; it’s gonna be a while after they stitch her up,

he reneged they’da certainly moused on him. Tark was supposed to meet him to

before she can hold them.”

see about a pussy later, which his bro promised to show him in real life if Tark let

Lupe was born entangled in his twin, who preferred to go by Relle. Jordan goes
back and forth between sobriquets.

himself go unconscious for a few seconds in a headlock. Tark’s brother would be
the first to succumb, followed shortly by Relle, and they both could’ve asked for it.
Neither of these kids gave the other proper schrift when it came to meeting on

. . . period . . .

anything unincorporated, that is to say, above the scene.
A bed of smoke. Nick was the only kid born at home, delivered by a Cuban

“They lived like outlaws and died young...”

midwife into a bucket of water. Naturalized twelve years later with a thick accent.

Tarkus and Larry orbit Dave and the other two, who are continually engaged

To think that eventually he would exile and not Jordan, was not at all unthink-

in popular rock crit. Larry seems to deliberately bypass Nick’s turn in the joint

able, given the acuity of Nick’s slide into dementia following the monumental

rotation, though deliberation doesn’t suit him. They hover nervously over a faded

discovery, and the tender nature of Jordan’s untimely but ultimately sentimental

Hopscotch outline in trippy, Jackson Pollack chalk intermingling declarations of

circumstances.

adolescent love criss-crossed with “4ever” in pink.

Flash to green friendships. Sean.

“Two can play, as they say... what a lyric.”

“He writes about man stuff. The grit of life.”

“Oh no, love! You’re not alone!”

“Spending time in this author’s head is more relatable than Ed Bunker’s cell.”

“I have to say though, that although much of Bowie’s music is closer to my

Big watery eyes. Cool Jim eyes. I see. She’s looking over here in a crazy outfit.

child-like heart of hearts, Roxy’s body of work is lapidary perfection. His develop-

“This place looks like shit!”

ment as an artist, and the resilience and endurance of his unique personality while

“You get high. You get fucked with your memory. It rules.”

weathering new trends and absorbing them with swan-like poise through an

“The best part of any drug is when you hit that plateau where it doesn’t even

aesthetically seamless career impresses me more. Bowie just continually latched

wallop you anymore; it just makes you comfy. That’s when you know you got a

on to whatever was hip, be it hippie gypsy-folk, glam, punk, Krautrock... he’d be

true friend and keeper.”

nowhere without the Dead Boys! Granted, he made it his own, but Bowie was a

“I think I know some junkies who would disagree with that.”

slut. Ferry was more sophisticated when singing his images of decadence, and

“Junkies excluded. Plus I’m kind of being cynical. I just mean that once you

much darker; always dark. Always a weirdo.”

get to that point, some stay put and some chase that high into higher thresholds

Dave chimes in while Tark and Larry save their pennies.

of tolerance. Tweaker, junkie, whatever; I think that’s what you’d call fiending, or

“Ziggy Stardust is the shit! What are you talking about, Jordan?! Bryan Ferry

an addiction.”

was a creep! Great record covers all ‘round, but when Bowie bites the dust, boy it’s

I took a salary reduction. The manager said it was that or dishonorable
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everything. The value of the sucker punch: everything after is dumb animal pride.
At least he got what’s coming to him. At least. I look at the high school halls.
I was going to Europe for a (), wound up staying for a ()*. This is how it went.

III.
B L OW S

. . . more on women -- Rx style . . .
“Which part of no don’t you understand”
I’d say that for me it’s the way “no” says more about me than it does otherwise.
Take the first time for example. You intimated I shouldn’t push so I pulled.
“What does that have to do with now”
Bad timing. The circumstances broadsided me, like it was just my turn. Like
a foregone game of chess where you stall to pick out the tactical ephemera, I’m
interested in the way you hesitate with your mouth ajar and your pupils unfocused
and emptied of charm.
“What gives you the right”
Sorry. I can’t help but always find a way to make your retreats seductive. Even
when you told me at your parents’ that I was the reason I had you, I, impishly
reaching for the wine decanter, felt good. That night your mother made us casserole and didn’t get offended when I said it was the finest in cajun dining, your
father regaled, and your grandfather sat penumbraed in the back rapidly puffing
on cigarettes while nervously rolling from his stash of Drum to our unanimous
discomfirt.
Laying side by side with you I couldn’t help but take a third person to the
concept of duality to no one but yourself.
The best way to have something is seldomly, and the last time this happened
I suppose I did take it for granted. Marking advances meant things could only
get more interesting. It meant access to the things about us that belonged with
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more compassionate people. The circumstances that made us mutual and were

“Lone Star it is.”

not scholarly, but colloquial, rounded out between your legs. You trust someone

got it?

or you don’t expect them to. You said you hanged with pussycats.
“It just made sense”

Beer bottles line the coffee table, some of them hardly touched. There’s a party
every night. One girl is flirting indiscriminately like an animal in heat. Another
dude won’t stop telling everyone he’s from Miami. The girls love it each time, and

. . . getting around on various modes of invested mileage . . .

by the end of the night he’s covered in lipstick. I sit down beside this vaguely
oriental-looking chick, maybe Filipino, and make her uncomfortable in seconds.

I’m writing this to explain that I’m on a bullet train out west where the pace is

Turns out she’s Peruvian. That’s all I get to learn about her. She politely disengages

less deafening. I’m planning on joining an art commune or squatting for a while

me. By the end of the night she rejects a friend and beds another. The third way

until the checks clear. Then I’m going to build something that makes you stop and

isn’t necessarily different from the first, except for resistance.

think for a few seconds while you buy a burrito. I’ll sell out everyone in the name

I consider shifting gears. Find a throng and butt in, say something about the

of full disclosure, overplay my hand but never fold, because I don’t know how to

music. How do you know so and so? I’m tired. I pass out on my host’s bed and

take it slow, every exhalation of the day.

wake up next to him. His breath smells, literally, like shit. His apartment smells

The following is a sequence of disjunct details. You said my face reminded
you of the grandfather, a colt in his tender prime apparently, though not a sliver
of virility endures. Did you just call your grandfather hot? Does that mean I’m

like shit. We get up and get brunch at a trendy restaurant/bar, shaded by tiki
umbrellas.
“So what’d you think of Maggie? She was all over you last night.”

hot? Are you insinuating the two of us in incest? How wild. Something about

“Really? I couldn’t get past a couple of sentences with anyone. Eventually we’d

first times I excel at makes things go smoothly. We exchange similar life stories.

start turning clockwise and counter away from each other, and I’d look for some-

It’s one of those heartwarming holiday parties where social tensions melt away in

thing to comment on, to point to and say, ‘look at that, wow!’ ”

clinks and somebody buys each person a McDonald’s apple pie. The way you eat

“You could take the joke a little more seriously.”

it, sloppy and full-lipped like that, tasting of layers of chapstick and teeth, smacks

“What?”

of some regressive fixation with fast food blowjobs I think.

“The opposite of taking something serious in jest.”

“He was grilling me and I got frustrated trying to qualify a simple thing”

The skronk of an axe laced in… my friend was playing some good old

The first way this works is sensual. You flood the other with enough sport to

midwestern cock rock as we rolled in his Volkswagen to the liquor store. We’re

reduce a star of the screen. The next is intellectual, or strategic. Withhold here and

silent most of ride, with a bit of dull catching up demonstrating how shortly we’ve

there, drop light ultimatums and retract them, and most of all, demand what you

progressed: socially, intimately, successfully. Self-actualization and work is a sham

are owed until something gives.

marriage. My friend has always done what he wanted despite, possibly because of

“There’s something ugly in you babe”

onslaughts, and I’ve never searched for home except in women. Women whom

Stopping in Milwaukee to visit a friend. He is a midwestern social hub for the

I’ve never had much to say to, who naturally grew weary of witticisms. A chronic

weirdo set. The roommate, Brad, swings by before work, pops open a can of beer.

sense of humor is less asset than something to give you away, a symptom of hydra-

“Want one?”

headed syndromes. My friend is always funny because he’s lighthearted and wants

“Sure, I’ll take a Miller.”

to make others laugh, and I’m a nudist with nothing else I want to show. He

“Naw, those are for shotgunning.”

suggests I stop in Chicago and visit a mutual friend. I skip it.

The walls are stained with what I presume to be beer.
“Detroit or Chicago?”
“... Detroit”
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. . . Rx phones JLS . . . literary vandalism and the monumental discovery is
broached . . .

if you weren’t an MFA or on track to becoming one, writing creative fiction was
just not something people did as a vocation. So it became imperative to just do it,
to strike while it was hot and hang the pages out to dry. Now, I hadn’t realized that

“Hello?”

self-publishing had become so ubiquitous it had become a genre, and a vacuous

“You have a collect call from...”

one, convolved with Twitter and Facebook so much so as to almost invite derision.

“I’ll accept the charges.”

A smaller version of the monopolized province of shamans, agents who margin-

“So, you’re still outside?”

alized talent and stifled literary creativity by outsourcing the reading to unpaid

“That’s right. Editor says it ain’t ready yet. Needs airbrushing.”

interns and directing them to shoot for dollars... you see, what was good about the

“Hmpf. How much are you paying this two-bit actor to airbrush your laundry?”

60s was that publishing houses took risks because they recognized the inherent

“It’s a manuscript. And he’s working on equity, so I think it’s like an eighth of

gain in trusting the readership was that while they could hate you for being clever,

what I make up to five thousand? Then I think it’s a quarter. Anyway, this isn’t

they would love you four times over for letting them. Soon enough, the brindled

really about money so...” “If it’s not about money, why don’t you publish it?”

mutts and erstwhile friends who were shooting me clusters of text every month

“You know what, JR? I’m through with that game.”

under transparent pseudonyms and riding my coattails had taken my ideas too

“... JR?”

far, becoming peddlers and connoisseurs of market hustle. Excellent case in point

“You know there’s a reason I did those ‘zines, even if it didn’t click, even if the

-- Dave, who was a bro from the beginning, but who decidedly doesn’t give a

whole thing was about as seismic as a fart down an elevator shaft.”

fuck about anyone but himself -- began getting middling offers from these penny

“I know your reasons.”

rags to publish his ersatz commentaries under egregiously fabricated names and

“No. I don’t think you do.”

personalities. I know it’s a thin line between performative fiction and authorial

(sigh)

voice, but to build yourself a host of disparate characters around things editors

“That’s why you’re going to tell me?”

like -- dimestore opinions about shit like Lena Dunham’s hair, Taylor Swift’s

“That’s right. I did those ‘zines, JR...”

stance on... whatever, it just seems low, reductive, and frankly exhausting. Mission

“Why do you keep calling me JR?”

accomplished. The lowest common denominator has been ensnared. Reductio

“Well, what else should I call you? You’re on a payphone, right? How many

ad absurdum. I mean, did you read Amelia Von Halper’s piece in Harper’s? It’s

snoops you think it’d take...”

nothing. And I hate to say it, ‘cuz she’s a woman writer, relatively unknown, and a

“Point taken. Call me... Agent Rx.”

scraggly, bedheaded press army unto herself, but the only reason she’s in there is

“... Alright, Agent. Anyway, it never really caught on, subliminally I mean,

because of her connections at Bloom. She climbed the ladder. Just like everyone

since I always let the work speak for itself, but the whole reason... we did this

else. Now I’m not special, but I wouldn’t be caught dead or alive with one foot on

thing, they were released to whomever would take them, in limited quantities, and

that ladder’s lowest rung. No, my shit is pure, even if I’m not, and when it gets

so half-formed like that...”

out there, it’ll be like Halley’s Comet, once in a hundred years, and the means

“Half-baked.”

of transmission must therefore be as universal and recognizable as the funny

“Right. It was intended, in albeit a somewhat short-of-breath facile capacity, to

pages. Once I saw what was happening, that small press shelves were becoming as

be a titular salvo. Expat -- a carte blanche upon which to superimpose a new iden-

crowded and connection-oriented as the big boy bookshelves, and that we were

tity, not just electively, but viciously and with baggage -- an open letter and invita-

just gonna be lumped in there with them, I lost the energy to compete... in help-

tion to the readers to take up figurative residence with our expat community, and

ing to manufacture a sturdy trend, impervious to market demands, a boarded up

bring all their closeted monsters and self-sabotaging demons, because indepen-

bulwark of ramshackle shoestrings, user-generated and consumed, as some sort

dent writing had become so disenfranchised ‘round the turn of the century, that

of incestuous reversion to, I dunno, the studio climate in the early 60s, to use an
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example you’re familiar with, when there was no studious mold, and investors

“To collaborate. To... jam, so to speak. To do what I was doing. Writing with-

were hungry and open-minded, except with the current self-referential model of

out formal background or limitations, like it’s my right, to consign these kisses to

build first, then sell, and think later, healthy content has eclipsed the need for

eternity. Appalling, I know...”

a healthy format. A recursive feedback loop*, an outmoded paradigm with no

“And you didn’t have the patience to push very far...”

place to run. Profuse output is my condition, not my strategy. Standing out among

“No see, in that sense we are alike. Here I was, putting all my uvulae behind

flocks of incontinent seagulls has never been my bag. This is the specter of punk

a project that was behind me, and had so little to do with me that I didn’t even

rock operating in a different time, except this time the mold is so much a part of

recognize myself in it anymore. I’m a fast mover like you, my friend.”

our collective second nature that it’s bulletproof: like social media and cannabis

“I just wanted to put out good records and sling dope to support, but you

legalization, too predictable to put up a fair fight, too dumb to dismantle. And

wanted a revolution. You’re too ambitious. But you’re framing and following your

don’t get me started on self-promotion. I could get fucked, suck and swallow but

own narrative. Must be lonely. I respect that.”

I ain’t gonna front. No, I have more corpulent fish to fry... and the kind of model
that’s gonna resolve my writing problem by forcing me to take it seriously, is an

“Some of us are just good at the jobs nobody wants, and I don’t need your
courtesy.”

antiquated one... with agents, antitrust, and all sorts of other bureaucratic bluster

“So are ya gonna explain this thing to me, or what?”

and bravado that should mean next to nothing to a self-made legend like yourself.

“Pfft. No, we gotta meet. This is too big.”

You operate in a different medium, a slightly less airy and wispy one, but it’s kind

“Where are you now?”

of like what you did with records and anarcho-syndicalism, except maybe more

“Same... I thought you were headed out west.”

haranguing...”

“I got sick of those beach brained ding-dongs pretty fast.”

“This ain’t Broadway J. Your message is maybe ace if incredibly hackneyed, but

“Heh. You miss the regular trainspotting ding-dongs yet?”

it isn’t a truism to be peddled en masse like some cartoon dog on a shirt. You’re all

“We’ll have to meet some other time.”

over the place. Slow down. What are you getting at?”

“It can wait. For your wheels.”

“I’m just trying to figure the industry out, to unlock the crux of what needs

“Just do me one favor, to prove it exists...”

to be purged, inured from personal experience, to turn this book into a Game

“My friend, when have I ever lied to you?”

of Thrones. The crux is clarity, or chronic lack thereof. We speak in codes; our

“Just tell me. Humor me. Where am I now?”

whole lexicon is informed by endless self-reference. Our generation sees itself in

“... (exhale) You’re calling me from a payphone in rural Missouri, corner of

a dramaturgical dyad played out with an increasingly invisible intermediary or

Larry and... Franklin. That’s all for now. Safe travels, friend.”

medium -- television, internet memes, dreams spontaneously occurring to us; you

“Wait. Regarding Expat... what about the dignity of labor movement? Have

walk into a room and it’s on. What place does literature have when it can’t talk,

you been hearing this? Bunch of ex facto union goons masquerading as far-right

sing, etc. from somewhere outside the self? I’m not saying I won’t self-publish, in

reformers... I think it has some wishbone to pick with the right to die... err, death

fact I probably will let it fly on broken wings before letting it languish in deadlock;

with dignity movement.”

I’m saying I have to find a way this time to make a difference. Because I’m allergic,
or should I say sober, to the transparent social climbing and elbow rubbing that
constitutes networking in the rarefied art world, I have to distill my efforts selectively to reach the right clout-endowed acculturated specimen.”

“I could give a shit about prescriptive brainwashing of any sort. I’m not about
to devote eight hours a day to anyone’s bankroll.”
“Thought you’d say that.”
“Yeah well, we’ve been over this JR. We’re different. You may be an incandes-

“You’re trying to reach and inspire people? Are you mad?”

cent martyr for society’s ills, busting your tailbone just to stay alive, but what about

“Not people JR, persons; just one will do.”

freedom? Does it exist when our only choice is to join the prescriptive society or

“... You were trying to inspire them to write for you?”

become a recluse? I guess I’d rather be alone than prematurely extinct.”
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“That’s the criteria by which we’re different. When you truly exist on a margin

the spectacle as an oval shape with entry and exit points at two opposite ends

or fringe, you are primordial ooze. I’m a hunter-gatherer. The majority of us are

of a mirrored ellipse circling in a vacuum, that is, independent of Father Time,

pleasure seekers, just killing time. You’re a bourgeois con artist, lumpen bohe-

wherever your worship lies. The caller does not, contrary to Jordan’s unschooled

mian at your most downtrodden. When you breathe, it’s cotton candy, and not

intuition, do anything but exit out the backdoor or remain within the oval, which

even your own lungs. You may not be a child of privilege, but you aren’t one bit

seems to expand and then eventually contract, though no agent of tarot or govern-

concerned with time-honored debts to personal responsibility and self-reliance,

ment has lived to tell the tale. There’s no going back.

not in any traditional sense.”

...

“That model’s been outmoded since at least the 1950s, people just forgot.

I catch a flat on I-64 West. The chassis lays bare the flux from a spectral point in

While there’s therapeutic potential in labor, there’s no reason to work when you

my associations with people. Putting them behind me in advance, stopping only

simply don’t want to. The death of freedom lies in our dearth of options; how

to shake hands or exchange fluids, oil gurgling from misuse, transmission rusted

can one truly be free when left to their own devices one is automatically coun-

to pale purple, automatic maintenance governed by opportunity costs. I’ve been

terpoint to the struggle? The ill is the struggle itself. You people are impossible

a collector since I was exposed to the addiction. My possessions dictate the rate

to read; kvetching ‘round the clock about your meaningless workaday existential

at which I move deeper into the inner city. I abandoned them recently with no

dread while somehow also loyal to it. The most predictable blue-collar chip on

intention of recultivating. Just as the people I’ve amassed have littered themselves

your shoulder, the idle in your warpath. Resentful of anyone who says no in lieu

transcontinentally, I never cared for entrusting, the matter of where they’ve been.

of other opportunities, because that kind of conduct is intrinsically synonymous

They’re spatially accessed in real time, near or far, and they’re always willing to let

with aristocracy and exceptionalism. From the moment we are born, we are never

me put things in them. Or they disappear. I’ve never bothered with anything else.

left alone, except in sleep. What if I just want to sleep? Or dream awake? Does

Scraping an emaciated spare to St. Louis, where I arrive perfectly in time with

that make me free? No such thing. If there’s evil in this world, it isn’t so much in

a major blizzard. I stay at another friend’s apartment, an illustrator looking for an

self-interest than in currency -- the opiate that pushes us ‘til we expire. Well what

ad job. The last one he worked on was rejected for being too edgy. His apartment,

if I’m ready to go now?”

I admit, is cozy, nostalgic, even lovely. Its disarray; unisex clothing scattered across

“I’d tell you that it’s worth the wait to find out who you really are, which really

the carpeted floor, a small aquarium with jewel cichlids doing their fish thing, and

happens when you pull back the curtain on what you call therapy, the need to

unwashed dishes brimming over the sink, initially suggest they weren’t expecting

fill, to replenish our dopamine stores with euphoria, or release. The problem

me. His girlfriend, petite and skinny with an affinity for hot pink pajama pants

with your approach is that this sort of revelation tends to be phenomenologically

and blouses, spells out that which attracts me to this place. It is a fond space, where

reserved for retirement. The way you live is a kind of death.”

many desired things take precedence over respect.

“Death in motion. I’m still trying to make a difference; you’re just trying to
survive. I’ve done the latter and I’m still thirsty.”
“I’m talking about what time and money means to you versus what it means
to others.”

Mechanical problems notwithstanding, my vehicle is going to usher me to its
demise. Its spare parts will be sold and I’ll keep going till I run out of faces that
recognize me. Then I’ll latch on to someone young.
During the blizzard we play boardgames. A randomizer displays dubious AI

“Have to go, Agent. See you on the road.”

and the solo careers of every Velvet Underground and Fleetwood Mac member

(click)

cycle like an obsessed teenage girl. Scrabble quickly becomes the game of choice.

* Though not specifically pertaining to time travel in this instance of what

The letters I get are forced together awkwardly into adverbs and questionable

could earnestly be described as a slip of Jordan’s tongue, feedback loops are the

verbal esoterica. I win based on access.

fundamental Phone Home system and corresponding dialectics on which all

While the girlfriend is sleeping, the friend and I play increasingly compet-

concomitant calamities are stacked. When a ripple is opened, one can visualize

itive rounds of chess. I’m always one point ahead. Conversation is a hazard we
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goose-step around. I’m always first in line, and he’s always raising the bar, stepping

standards homosexual who was HIV-ridden and the last of his Studio 54 ilk, who

over me. We talk of what happened with Franny, last year when she fell and hit

deteriorated under the strain of treatment and marijuana-induced paranoia and

her head. He describes in detail when they spoke last spring. How they reconciled

later gained an extraordinary amount of weight even for someone on as many

the things that happened and the things that needed to get done. How her intox-

antipsychotics as he was, and would knock on the couple’s door at untimely hours

ication that night was the product of vehement insistence against reproof, how

and rant about the twin forces of his mother, who it turns out actually owned the

her history didn’t bode well for rehabilitation. How he’d stopped caring, really.

building, and Bob, a stone-faced malicious homosexual pervert who had taken

Francesca was sexually abused at a young age. Innocence supplanted by carnal

up the mantle of Himmler to her Adolf, and went around evicting the low-rent

urges, naivete and ignorance bruised but intact. She spent her teen years playing

paying tenants formerly under the de facto landlord’s good graces, firing the

that game.** She learned how to win. It always hurt. She learned at an early age

nice and lonely old lady who managed the building, who also showed up then at

what most of us never do; it’s child’s play. That’s the fun part. I know this because

untimely hours (like when was it not though) to appeal and petition the tenants

of access.

for her job, as if it was in anybody’s power to stop the upheaval that was transpir-

** Of pull and resistance: (tricked for a Napoleonic, phallically well-endowed

ing under cover of dark, the displacement of affordable rent on the beach. Franny

pimp who sold marijuana on the side and creeped out much of his exclusively

and Jordan’s odious relations began one morning when he showed up drunk from

stoner clientele by having his girls stand silently in the corner wearing ridicu-

his shift and shook her awake to perform fellatio on him. On various occasions

lous outfits [tutus, Victorian hats, frilly dresses with child-like stockings exposed,

they would engage in fistfights. On one of their last nights together, Jordan did

which sometimes he would debut for a client he believed he could exploit, having

something he spent many years trying to bury, until it came roaring back in Tech-

the girl turn and smile seductively, never a word, offer a client he believed he could

nicolor when he decided, for sustainability more than health-related reasons, to

exploit pussy, first by asking them creepily what they thought of this silver shiny

quit drinking and smoking, the ensuing withdrawal an occasional horrorshow of

spandex-thing and whether they would mind photographing, if not participating,

painful memories, wellsprings of abuse from his own bloody hands. She played

in whatever video he was filming that week, then by asking them if they could care

the deep dicking card, saying she could sure use it, as a somewhat cruel tease but

for a free sample] and was friendly but testy with coke-addled paranoia to boot; a

none deserving of his tumultuous reaction in the wake of fuckless drought pretty

volatile combination) mutual profit in friction and torsion, beholden to the idea

much universal to long-standing couples unless you have some kind of hormonal

of submission but not submissive.

or glandular disorder. And Jordan was so overcome with tectonic lust that night
that he threatened to kick her out, homeless on the street, unless she performed

. . . sawdust memories -- a coda for Franny the tranny . . .

fellatio on him again, to which she complied under threat of expulsion, where out
there in the nocturnal abyss she’d have little recourse but to sleep on the streets or

When Jordan was eighteen, he took up residence with his cherry partner in

off herself before returning back to the alcoholism of her father and the wounds of

crime and ambiguous lover, yet another unsavory character you may know, a

her mother. Franny, who he couldn’t for the life of him try as he might recall one

transitioning M2F transsexual whom he took advantage of, lied to and cheated on.

unlovely thing she ever did to him, Franny whom he used to accompany to work

He was doing shiftwork at a local grocer at the time until he straight up just didn’t

in the mornings after his shiftwork and before crashing, to stare down the haters

show up for work one night. For a long time, theirs was a mutually cultivated

who in 2006 still found it righteous in them to psychologically torment a woman

paradise in exile from their queer bashing relatives, out but not free. Together

in flight from testosterone.

they worked miserable jobs and coopted a consumer’s appreciation for the New

...

Queer Cinema of Araki and his contemporaries. They sold drugs on the side and

It sort of dovetails there into his girlfriend, Lily, who I dated previously for a

life was more or less one big festival minus the girls he kept on the side. They lived

short time and so did another. I’m not surprised she liked him in comparison to

on South Beach under the tenancy of a flamboyantly outré even for the beach’s

me. There was no vestigial compromise; when she entered me she was already on
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her way out, just waiting for her ride.
Trains in America: the air-conditioned types with recliner chairs and cute old

I follow you out of the class and straight ninety degree right-turn, barreling
through the double-doors with your forceful aplomb, and

ladies you don’t nudge, even when they recline so far back as to sleep on you, and

“Hey? What did you think of the film?”

the types that open their windows and are somehow trailed by gnats that hover

pause.. quiver.. yes.. no..

in and out in erratic patterns undemonstrative of any search for food or source of

“It was.. intrusive. I feel like I need a palate cleansing.”

artificial light hypnosis. For a moment I entertain the whimsy that these are souls

“Have you seen his work before?”

of the damned reincarnated in limbo, transfixed permanently in motor dystrophy.

“Yeah, I love his work. This was the first of that period.”

“... Hello?”
“Your call could not be completed at this time, please...”
Agent Rx slams the payphone on the receiver. Frustrated, he elects the will to
try again.
“... Hello? Agent?”

“I know what you mean. These films feel like they have something to hide, and
the more I think about it, the more consuming, perverse even..”
“Yes! Like something unspeakable is lingering under a series of stark impressions. A dissection of tropes, a fiction written with historical certainty, a mood
symphony of red minutiae.”

“... Agent.”

“Hey, do you want to go to that restaurant for drinks?”

“You know, there’s a fundamental absurdity to your reasoning. It’s paranoid.

chortle..

And I’ve got a record.”
“It’s absolutely compulsory that we take every precaution when discussing
this...”

“We could go to that bar for food.”
smile..
*** Hebe: A Hebrew, i.e. more ecclesiastical than your average Jew. Zionism

“Just because something can go wrong; I mean, even if it did, it’d be anybody’s

has no direct bearing on what constitutes a Hebe, although it could augment, say

guess! They’re milking your attention to detail. Because you can’t rule everything

automatic +10, the characteristic. The slang originates from the verbal need to

out, but that doesn’t mean... Hello? Fuck!”

distinguish these super Jews from their more humbly theistic yamaka-donning

Getting Jordan Strong to run his mouth has never proved so difficult in a

counterparts or ethnic, possibly atheistic Jews. Most Hebes are well-made men,

thousand lifetimes. To hang for an idle chat, and expound on phenomenology for

in high rungs of tenured academia or perhaps owning many properties in their

Christ’s sake, when at last it’s of interest to someone else... but I’m not going back

native enclaves, such as Brooklyn.

to New York. There are too many women there, residing in that terrible place. That
self-contained schismatic cosmos of a cunt city.
Truth is, I’m afraid of women. Afraid of what I might do to them given the
chance. Mostly I’m afraid of getting caught.
Métier.

My favorite is when they skip showers. Their armpit BO, their imposing vag, but
mainly the smell of sweat on their skin, like aged cream. And the opportunity for teasing, the inevitability of a shared shower, the feeling of trust, and.. I’ll stop right there.
Try again.
...

. . . Rx learns the ropes . . .

I spent longer in St. Louis than I’d planned, smoking from a seemingly inexhaustible stash of sour diesel. Too lazy to whip the snow off my car, and too secure

A German film. Black-and-white. Lecture hall, auditorium-style. A hebish***

in my ideal parking space, I playfully overstayed my welcome. As corny as it sounds,

professor standing quietly aside, observing the film as it weaves through pensive

we pulled out a Ouija board and played, the three of us. She’s superstitious, and the

naturalistic fantasies to the machinery of bucolic life and a shameless disregard of

whole time I distract myself by probing the friend for anecdotal nugs of gold from

personhood, a cinematic feint, unironic oversight of that which grows darker in

his travels out west. In the dark with the candles lit I could swear she was glowing

imagination.

goosebumps, her forehead dotted with globules of perspiration, night sweats. Our
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hands on the planchette, it moves arbitrarily, in semicircular fashion. I accuse her
of moving it. She swears she’s not while I apply reflexive pressure to keep her from
control and from spelling out something hokey. She refuses to admit she’s moving
it. So would I, but neither one bothers to suspect me.
“I’m not moving it, this is crazy!” But I can feel it. “Creepy,” she says.

I V.
H OW M A L C H A N G E D H E R I D E N T I T Y

. . . Mal the unflappable succumbs to Phone Home addiction, and in a
frazzled state of mourning for Jordan her not exactly innocent pawn, takes an
unsuspecting fan with her, here the speaker . . .
I’m taking a trip and I want you to come with me. Mal’s loosening her bandage
meticulously like she’s working around a wound. The whole thing will take one
night before you’re through with me, tops. It’s funny but here’s a girl I’ve spent
many nights of the last three years listening to and I’m not sure it’s her. It must
be her. She says “drop out of life with bong in hand” in the same husky cavernous
quality of her singing voice. I am beside myself. She danced around the subject
all night. When I asked questions she’d do her best to dodge them, mentioning
how her parents well they used to have money but they lost their business so now
I’ve had to adjust from coming up minted to a life of only modest privileges. She
goes to Harvard. This segued into more casual flirting about how I was just the
opposite, growing up in exceptional poverty until my father divorced my mother
and married a staggeringly wealthy heiress from a pedigree of franchise magnates.
Since then everyone’s been pretty happy. Even my mother, who still lives with my
father and his new bride in a nonharem-like arrangement, comes to dinners with
my father and his new bride and me and is very close and downright sororal with
my stepmother, set up by the new bride in lavish ways like access to a mutual bank
account under her own name. We stick close together. But obviously going on
about my life story is no way to flirt. And as tempted as I was to peg her, knowing
anything is no way to optimize your chances with the gentler sex.
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So anyway how I connected was I made a terrible joke, I said but at least you

asked him in earnest for some direction, a recording, anything to go by before I

had a prosperous childhood; now that my parents are rich I have to wait for them

pack up my violin and jump a flight to LA, where he wouldn’t even let me phone

to die. Then she said something along the lines of how the older you get the less

my parents because that’s how controlling he was. The deal was one night only

you sense the difference anyway, unless you’re poor, and thank God we’re still

and if he was gonna spring on me this opportunity, it wunn’t something for noth-

upper middle class. This wasn’t smug in tone but self-deprecating. Actually I think

ing. I said, but John, it’s the friggin’ Grammys; my parents are gonna be watching

everyone should get to be rich just once, only once, like five years, and then they

no matter what. Then he said alright, call ‘em, let ‘em know, but tell them you’re

should have to give it all up and spend the rest of their lives trying to get it back or

busy, you’re mine for the night, alright? Short notice don’t even cut it. Weird, but

else just content to party. It went on like this, outside, for maybe a half-hour tops

that’s just the way John was. All in or nothing. I think I lost patience for that sorta

before I went inside and closed my tab. When I walked back, she was still standing

attitude after it went down. He calls me up and tells me about this one last shot of

there smoking a cigarette alone, waiting for me. She didn’t feign distraction. It

glory he has in store for him, and that I could come too, if I was so disposed. That

made the whole scene antiquated. People don’t allow themselves to be vulnerable

he couldn’t send me a recording because there was no such thing. Now I was into

like that anymore. Did she come alone? Where was her boyfriend? She must’ve

Appalachian so I knew a thing or two about free, but the problem was he didn’t

just ended it with him. Tonight I could’ve been anywhere and it wouldn’t’ve

know his audience and his confrontational posturing came off wrong, like for no

mattered. But for a public person every night of their life is an alternate history,

one in particular. They say the worst kind of sting is impersonal. Tonight we’d be

and now it’s something of concern, at least to perverts and tabloids.

improvising before the whole world, well, the best dressed of them anyway.

She says she wants to sleep now more than ever. Her voice is Southern Gothic,

Driggy was a charmer alright. I don’t think John ever forgave me for going

every other apocopic word weighed with fatigue for having been uttered, punc-

back to Driggy’s room instead of his, but who wunn’t mad at him that night? He

tuated by tenuis. But with just plain subacademic malapropisms like she’s on to

botched the whole thing, didn’t tell nobody about the installation he was planning

me and trying to throw me off. But it’s unmistakably her. I read about how when

to unleash, kept looking back at me like, keep playing, keep playing! That’s when I

John Dart died he had already squandered most of his estate on the horse. I’ve

threw my instrument down and showed him the finger. Ain’t nobody gonn’ run to

listened to all the Waiting Room records where her cherry-picked melismatic

his defense after what he showed the whole world: blinking, crackling on that big

vowels occupy, lord over the tracks, and I’ve seen plenty of those lewd photo-

monitor like a Han-cocked rider for ruin [sic].

graphs where the only egregiously absent details are those of a personal nature. I
check them against the inevitable mole on her thigh. I’ve been in the audience at

. . . Joe Nobody keeps talking . . .

her collaborations with cult free jazz pioneer and hometown treasure, the enigmatic and indomitable Driggy Scope, whose real name if any is undocumented

The once-provocateur had become subject in a series of revealing, humiliating

and unknown. And tonight of all nights I’m smoking a joint and up she walks. I

expositions. Listening to her fulminate against any notion of romance I still can’t

don’t think she was counting on ending up here. That she’s been lying all night

tell whether this is her or if she’s just channeling her Ronnie from Triple to Tango,

belies any commitment, or confirms one.

where she played the jilted lover in an embarrassingly contrived box office flop.
Her career’s been nothing if not versatile. She’s played a prostitute, a clown, an

. . . on John Dart, Waiting Room Records, and the now-infamous ill-fated

entrepreneur, and once even juggled all three in a sort of Mamet-esque modern

Grammy debacle and its impact on Mal’s career, with a fabled discursion

revision of The Tempest, set in the cloak-and-dagger milieu of a twentieth century

into the heart of Driggy Scope and Midwestern free jazz ensembles, from the

toothpaste factory, a heavy-handed at best attempt at some kind of provincial

horse’s sultry mouth . . .

postmodern bid for relevancy.

“Don’t stop playing.” The one lousy piece of advice he gave me. This after I
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. . . Mal again . . .

apparently all women were helpless and any ruffian or gentle-hearted Marlowe
type could simply buy them a drink and the world was a quaint little date store.

You’d think even bad publicity’d be good for Waiting Room at the time, but

Then fey women in fugues, the Gena Rowlands and Ingrid Bergmans and Shirley

the masses had taken hard umbrage against him, calling him out for the same

MacLaines, fetishized vulnerability on a pedestal. And on to the era of ingenues.

shit he’d been pullin’ for years. Under the harsh spotlight, it seemed damn evident

Talkin’ All About Eve. Then finally Anita Ekberg howled at the moon and all was

this’d also be my last venture for them, for nobody peripherally involved with that

history.

night’s spectacle could avoid being typecast. That’s when I decided to take my

Like the time she starred opposite Paz Sotolongo in The Freddy Lopez Story,

credentials ‘round another beat, to the houses of government, where I was enlisted

one of those very dated two-hour docudramas about the quaintness of Latin dias-

and moved up quick, thanks in no small part to these... reconnaissance skills of

pora and their endearing culture-specific euphemisms for the opposite sexual

mine. Exactly one week later he died.

reproductive organs. Disconcerting teen comedy raunchiness in a bizarrely

Driggy? Oh he was a sweetheart. Can’t complain. I’d spent some time in
Chicago, so I knew about these jazz quartets even if I was by no means vetted
in their ways. I knew the way they talked. So I could project a palpable sense of
listening, even if I couldn’t talk back.

incongruous format, one of suitors and biddies, i.e. I respect and admire your
values but intend to extricate you from their culture’s misfortunes.
She’s channeling blank again. Her movements are an apoplectic calligraphy
of nods and gestures. Somewhere buried there is the same penchant for proles’
smock and dollar store makeup, innocence envied as another man’s nexus of

. . . host . . .
She cracks opens her mouth to speak and it sounds a bit like an unsettling

madness.
. . . Angelica from her basement room . . .

Faustian rendition of her sole appearance in slapstick, a remake of City Lights set
in modern-day Afghanistan, where apparently blindness is a blessing in disguise

Any day I’m not horrified is a good day. If I’m at home inhaling load after

and the role of Chaplin’s Tramp is reprised by a palsied septuagenarian who tries

bong load and singing “Idiot Wind,” all the better for at least I’m not trying to

not to restore the fey damsel-in-distress’s sight and win her heart but rather to

inflect properly. The underground is a messy place that resists cleaning. It’s like I

assimilate her into American society’s industrial machine during the postwar

go through two rolls of paper towels and the surface is still grimy, encrusted dirt.

employment boom of Reagan. Needless to say, the slapstick is fatally undermined

Summer is looming like an amphibious hot-air balloon. Flooding guaranteed.

by the septuagenarian being confined to a wheelchair, for which there proves

Moisture will accumulate and warp all her Creedence records. Every sweltering

little range of humor beyond the painfully obvious parallel to libidinous imams

morning she’ll wake up spongy and sticky like a soggy pancake. Days decompos-

and their vestal concubines. A one-joke-pony. Endearing to tragic effect, funny

ing in the gustless heat breath of the season.

because it’s odd to see an uneducated woman in postpartisan years anyway.
But still it’s the same old-timey Pygmalian-esque courtship tale. Most famous
for its sensitive and accurate portrayal of pretwenty-first century petite bourgeoi-

. . . an anonymous latchkey donor shoots Jordan an empathetic glance
mistaken for sustained eye contact . . .

sie. Her history is presently a nightmare from which I’m trying to wake, some
kaleidoscopic miasma with circling actors yet all the same archetypal schtick.

Suppose you’re home on a Sunday and the door’s locked. The focus of the living

All with the same strange repellant quality of cathodal deathrays, seductive

room is a state-of-the-art 72” square, one of those pre-HD aesthetic monstrosi-

pre-Method Tinseltown coquettes, before Gloria Swanson relished opening new

ties that has to be forklifted anywhere. The ultimate high-calorie cultural comfort

avenues for cinematic female depiction by shirking and brilliantly exposing one

food. The network of possibilities dims. Go back. The year is 1967 and your family

of its cardinal rules, egocentric women a quite ghastly, grotesque thing back when

comes to America for daily red meat and watches history unfold on a 7” screen.
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Your father can enjoy these things after toiling under a Sisyphean work code. It is

I read was the Contra strategy guide. I read it cover to cover, often before bed.

not to be taken for granted.

I watched one video day-in day-out for months at a time. I was allowed to skip

Mother’s house is the kind of suburban widescreen that looks like nothing

school to watch videos if they were released that day. As long as they could relax.

short of idyllic transpires behind its walls. Meals are served piecemeal throughout

It was through the repetition of button-mashing that we derived frustration or

the day as crazed nutritional sessions in front of the TV. No enforcement of tradi-

joy. At school they could beat on you for being effete, and however angry you got

tional meals means no communal dinners, and the quirky friction of the Ameri-

it translated meekly to stumbling, duckish bouts of ineffectual aggression. The

can clan blooms from the stuff of sitcoms like Leave it to Beaver, The Simpsons, and

first time you fought back you were taken aback by the rift between your violent

the untouchable The Wonder Years. Everything is considered age-appropriate. You

fantasies and your body’s limitations. There’s no question that TV was my life.

could get away with not wearing your seatbelt or brushing your teeth or skipping

The other thing -- dating -- was unapproachable given ineligibility.

showers. You are coddled. So when we transfer our guilt from the blissful egocen-

There were other rules and repetitions. At school your performance was

trism of those halcyon years to the feckless narcissism of preteen inadequacy,

steadily mediocre, and every day was the same bullshit at home. Honoring their

when our nightmares become self-aware and fears surpass knee-jerk impulse, we

ultimate sacrifice was easy enough. But you made friends with outsiders, and

find ourselves praying every night as we are told, believing it will keep malicious

suddenly your defiances were less kvetch, more adventurous gauntlet. You gladly

dream spirits manacled or at bay, mentally chanting the mantra I love the angels,

gave up your possessions in favor of your formative years. But your siblings fell

of course ad nauseam until the instant we fall asleep.

behind. They chose recreation over conflict, loneliness over confrontation. These

Nocturnal cycles jolt you back and forth. More lucid now, you notice the

boyish politics at home made me susceptible to punk rock.

running faucet unenameled and the drain clogged. The limen is balancing you as

Idealizing the lifestyles of the city beyond -- the drugs, the crime, stacked

you splash freely, over and under, each lapse as ignorant as the day you were born.

columns of wasteful consumption stretched to the horizon -- I took solidar-

Only one thing is constant throughout. You never want to go anywhere. Shut your

ity with those who fight repression with idiocy. Soldiers without a proper war.

eyes and the transfer is, for all intents and purposes, instant. Again and again, into

Because fuck you, that’s why.

the mouth of the host.
Our household rules are stricter. We can’t frolic outside now as eccentric mani-

. . . Angelica on her European tour . . .

acs amble loose. Supervised team sports are doled out as pittance. At school, the
mass of your head makes you an ongoing target. TV is a window through which

In the basement the sun plays bradykinetically on a stack of unread maga-

life seems more appealing, where you play on the street and are always the center

zines, the previous tenant’s uncanceled subscriptions to city guides. Angelica sits

of attention. Whereas they once spoiled you, now you have to fight to get what you

on a filthy borrowed lawnchair, legs crossed, smoking a cigarette, waiting for the

want. There are consequences for insubordination. Your meager possessions are

glacial maintenance to show. The plumbing has been faulty for a week now, the

held hostage, and you’re made to realize that supporting you is a struggle which

third time in four months. She’s never been much concerned with the quality of

they are obligated to endure, and that one day you’ll understand what a thankless

a proper home, but for the first time in her life stability is a refuge from aimless

task it is to slave forty hours a week on top of feeding us, buying our clothes and

soul-searching and mobility.

entertainment, that believe me, I would love to play in the sun instead but I have

She traveled alone for three weeks through Eastern Europe, the cap of a resi-

to wash, cook, clean the dishes, and the only solace I ask is to watch MacNeil-Leh-

dency at Charles University, a position bestowed by a curmudgeonly film profes-

rer Report undisturbed by your ceaseless kvetching at nine.

sor who was key to the anti-Soviet resistance, a publisher of rare samizdats and

Mantras are important. Soon they become intrusive, persecutory, obsessively
hypergraphic. Every blank surface must be filled.
Every week we were allowed to rent one video game cartridge. The first book

host of an underground freeform radio station, operated out of a basement, thus
literally underground, he liked to joke, flatly and humorlessly. The radio station
broadcasted mainly dissident poetry, with nightly incursions into unsettling synth
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backdrops, loops that recycled on themselves during ungodly hours, and the thing

for pleasant conversation. If you heard me speak, you’d no doubt find me classless

that gave him away. No one knows who tipped them off. His wife of barely one

and dull. I weird people out; my voice a thin, nasally robotic chirp. I have many

year vanished forever, his humble apartment ransacked. He fled on a train to

complaints about myself and the environment I’ve been duped to live in by similar

Vienna that spring under the auspices of government moles.

but unrelated cowardice. But I’m smart. I have refined tastes. My wine collection is

The three weeks she spent mainly in north Germany and rural Poland. The

nonpareil. My library you could no doubt spend hours with your nose hidden in

first part of the trip she made brief connections with the local Jamaicans, from

its recesses. But in social situations, I’m always the guy who opens his window and

whom she bought marijuana. They talked reggae, and the apparent figurehead

asks for a hit, or approaches you at a party from out of sight, at the inopportune

alluded to an internet radio station that seemed fabricated upon further inquiry.

moment when you’re crouched down tying your shoelaces and asks “remember

She lurched forward to Poland, where she paddled down a river tracing rocky

me?”

cliffs. They looked smooth dwarfing overhead, though she never touched them.

The party was raging around midnight, but by two it’s died out to the few

Now she’s on sabbatical and can’t figure whether to settle or flee, which seems

remaining husks of neural activity still mesmerized by the lasers. The free liquor is

just like settling somewhere else, somewhere smaller, with lagoons and hospitality

depleted. The DJ now spins for himself, delving into ambience that is anything but

and less depression, where income is no check on aspiration and she can maybe

minimal, a sound that takes you uncomfortably close to someone’s vibrato, soupy

open her own vintage shop, where she would sell old, worn records on the side,

Delphine pocket symphonies gutted on a sticky barroom floor, glitch-happy and

nothing too coveted; staticky mainstays. She would call it Bargain Bin.

always verging on the ribald, hungry vulgarities of attitude. Already marking

The last place she lived belonged to someone else, a woman who cleaned obsessively and was taken to keeping seven pet rats in a crowded cage, who complained

their territory on the concrete, the soused gather around a communal joint. The
conversation goes places.

often about noise, from neighbors and Angelica’s meek turntable, resonating the

The first thing they tell you working this joint is to not be a pushover. The girls

soft sounds of southern soul, Detroit soul, West Indies soul, calypso and abstract

are scum, they say, not people. They will rob you, take advantage of you, try and

jazz, but who brought a different stranger home every night to fuck with unbri-

fuck you, ask you to play a song, and sometimes you have to put them in their

dled zest, mostly thugging jerseys of every creed and color, gold crosses glinting

place. One of them I wish I’d have fucked. A blue-black African with a boyfriend

from their necks.

no doubt triple my size, knuckles that’d notch flawlessly to my mandible, shred-

How Angelica knew Mal has one thing to do with now. The latter is making

ding my adam’s apple, make a mess of my smile. She was of model size, thin with

a long ballyhooed appearance at a local art space near the bay. Her lithographs

rounded curves, and when she confidently sat on my lap during an intermission

have sold for unsung amounts in major cities across the continent. She’s taking

and asked me if I’d ever been with a black girl she seemed genuinely offended

her time developing a fresh persona for her new career. Mal isn’t her real name,

when I snarked it off. She could’ve been one for a night.

or even a shorthand.

Donna was the one I didn’t want to fuck, and she’s the one who got close to
other places. Hard drugs are a nasty social contract between defrauders. She tells

. . . a trip through lugubrious milieux . . .

me about her pseudo-estranged daughter, who boarded a bus to California, knapsack packed with threads and two cartons of cigarettes. “She’s like me, but young.

I’ve seen you toking in a business suit from my window, behind an alley. The

She’s perfect for you.” I pondered the thought of her as my mother-in-law.

tip of your one-hitter ablaze and then that portable peppermint spray. If I were less

Straight-faced she told me “But don’t you even think about fucking me,” that

afraid of failure, I could afford the risk of opening my window and asking you for a

she’s too old, as if the thought ever crossed my mind. I shuddered and wanted

hit, as if nothing else would justify opening my window to gesture a friendly hello.

to void my entrails on the stage. This is show business, I thought. Glamor by the

But this exact same overcontemplation is what makes me such a good listener and

handfuls. Auditions, biddies, debs, whatever you want to call them.

deeply analytic person who chooses his words carefully while not making much

The money I earned I spent on coke, which I shared with the whole wretched
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lot, for which I became anointed, a saint among usurers. Then the crack; when we
were higher than clouds she told me, “I want to live a romantic life. I want what’s
inherently a crash course in failure, and I wanna take these courses repeatedly.
Each time I enroll, I’d learn at least one new fact about myself. If I could do that for
life, I’d be happy, maybe even rich and famous someday, if I’m lucky!”
One night I drive her home. I meet her family. Her husband is at least a decade
younger than her. I was unable to tell if his loyalty was well-ingrained or if he was
merely fucking crazy. They had way too many kids. I tried to count them all stirring under the sheets. One was no more than a year old.

V.
L O S T I N T H E F U C K H O U S E O R S O U L S I C K FAT G I R L
TORNAD O

She talked of unbelievable connections with former politicians and Hells
Angels. The business was floundering. One night she breaks down, sobbing
unfashionably because she used to in her prime command crisp 20s for a blowjob,
and now she can’t get 5. That was when I knew I had to quit. I owed the safe 500.
From the grinding flat-bound firmament of junk-addled nausea, the sleep-depraved winters of anti-sex, clack the psychedelic hooves of solstice-long trial-anderror, groping with myopic microscope along the curves of a vast wrinkled canvas,
transferring only where the money goes like a sunken drillbit in gooey flesh.
Technology now lets you track. Ask her.
. . . a star is born under a ninety degree prospect -- Venus Hamden the odalisque is abducted in lieu of remittances -- shown the good life before migrating
for sordid shores . . .
The man said he wanted to see documents. He was glancing me over like a guy
who knew presumptively what he’d won. Only thing left to do was take it. He does
study with impeccable affected interest though -- the ripe, almost genuine kind.
He is a doer at his peak, a fossil. Chitinous type-A turd. The name Vance confused
him. The dates do not match up. Perhaps I am from a rival syndicate, he thinks. A
set-up preordained by superior ministers, haunt from a past life.
He came to offer me money, one million laminated greenbacks, for the
procurement of my next in line. Alice jerks me to the corner like an overmade
athlete. She thinks we can get away, but it’ll take more than he can give. She thinks,
to her horror, she may actually rather watch her child die than have it grow in a
world without National Socialism. This is twice removed from the real caveat.
The deal assures up to and including our demise. The only threat to our blood is
internal.
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But we aren’t venal. We’re hubric high-rollers. Little in the way of force in his

chasing drug-exhaust than a young dude eyeing. This is where disaffected married

doughy countenance. Retreat to our chamber. We are in it now, resistance’s firm

men came to stalk. Sexual energy and orgasm are more or less indistinguishable

affirmation scant solace against our cause’s sheer futility. He is offering us a fresh

from violence. I pick up a cutie. She is young, naive, plump, and she wants me. She

start and we cling to our expiration, because we are ready to go. We are solipsistic

talks about her parents, shows me pictures of her mom, who looks surprisingly

in this regard.

like a dessicated Papa Vilar, the last ghost I went yards for. A hovering obligation

The altruism was tainted. It was a settlement, made in exchange for our lives.
We chose to be happy again.
Couldn’t confirm a rival bloodletting would shake things up. So fed says your
alibi’s clear and off the hook.

pokes me in the shoulder, too evanescent to reconcile.
On the car service home, I begin to see the isosceles intersections we make
depress me. She likes The Simpsons. Her affection for 80s/90s children’s programming extends beyond tactile backrub. I am vicariously nostalgic for innocence,

Many years later, too bleary to count for the pocks of last-gasping pores only

and she is the trademark. On the escort over, the driver narrowly pushes a red and

cosmetic smudge conceals -- bold colors in a pouch screaming art, therapy,

gets sidelined. Are you okay? Yeah. That was scary. I agree to pay the cab fare and

self-esteem -- we were shocked to receive a letter from our daughter’s benefactor, a

plan to walk the rest of the way. She doesn’t mind a walk.

man whose name I recall as DeWitt, though again, eleven or so years of estrange-

We walk down seven long avenues. Along the way, the foliage gets thicker,

ment left little to excavate from morasses of bottle hoarding. Alice and I were

parasitic. Moss growing on houses and gates, seeping from manhole covers,

invited to a well-kept home several sizes in excess of expectation. We were led in

mangroves dominating the tropical semblance of landcape fluctuating in a low

by a creamy-faced butler, yardstick in one hand, balancing a trinity of teacups and

tide that sweeps the reveal clean, oscillating along a smooth perpetual gradient,

saucers on the other. Golden tassels bestrode his ornate robe, adorned with the

towards and away from a receding apex, reverberations responding to vibrations,

proprietor’s familiar imprimatur of sledgehammer and spade, fundamentals of

intuiting the traveler’s instilled sense of direction, insinuating itself under the skin

agriculture, implements to till the affluent soil of this grand estate he paced with

like a pinky’s curl or maggot’s digestive crawl, and the steam, it billows thick at

leaden steps. His eyes squished into a pleasant tug-of-war operation with the rest

eye-level, obscuring half the block. I joke that some of these factories being gutted

of his face while gesturing at us to proceed, we walk past him. Chandeliers line

and transformed into lofts should be named UNESCO World Heritage sites.

the vertical corridor, floral awnings divided in thirds, each announcing antecham-

The word “cathected’’ jumps to mind. I kick cans on the sidewalk, rolling

bers producing the sound of infinitesimal drone, a carpet hum, muted television

downhill in deluge. Walking uphill, trash cans rip over in the wind, spreading

from the 1950s. When we pass through the next set of double-doors, I can recall

rotting food and dead pets. The rats start acting like bees. I kick a solitary upright

recognizing her first.

trash can, just for kicks.
At this point the cutie, whom we’ll call Lu, starts rolling on the sidewalk. The

. . . a detour through Jordan’s final years and fate, as the oval flies . . .

grime encrusts itself to her bare back. She motions over like a cheerleader. I lose
track here.

The trick is not to think in terms of bodies. I would think if you were lifting

I walk ahead, leaving her in the underbrush of garbage. My concentration

heavy furniture up six flights of stairs, plus one spiral set of rusted-to-malleability

shifts to warm places which turn piping hot or bitter cold in micro. As I walk

steel, to a loft with a tiny door, a door through which no 6/12΄ sofa will fit without

further, I forget where I’m going. The scenery has evaporated a wet green. The

pivoting and geometric improvising, a sofa from Ikea which is assembled DIY

palms sway in metronomic humidity. I walk in search of nothing, guided by

but cannot be disassembled without tools (not included), if you’re doing this to

something unknown.

get paid, and you’re not smoking cigarettes, you will be treading disembombied

I reach a grove parted by a red fence with an accosting sign: “No Littering”

clouds, speaking to imaginary dead relatives, and not counting down any such shit.

painted brighter red. Next door is a house. Judging from the exterior, there are

The bars I frequented then were sordid types, better suited for a croaker

three bedrooms. The green metal gate is open, swinging in the cold breeze and
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clanging loudly in predictable pattern against itself. The area smells like bog water

buckteeth speak of a farm in Wyoming, her blue eyes of northeastern elitism,

and mud smoked with hash.

and her face, trust me, looks like nothing else on the planet I can describe. The

I am home.

room’s odor is sterile. Her breath smells vaguely of sage, her hair like strawberries,

Greeting the folks may as well have not happened. I am home. I am warm.

a distinct microbacterial fungus. She smells better when she’s filthy.

I am accepted. I could open a meth lab in my old room and no one would stop

The room’s personnel include the academy head of applied sciences, the grad-

me. Lu’s already there, looking at her chubby toes, dressed in the same blouse yet

uate director of student resources, and the graduate student writing his thesis on

somehow clean. Did you shower? Yeah. All the videos I owned as a kid were still

the subliminal changes caused by electrodes on the temples, rather, the implied

there, as if nothing temporal had changed in the last twenty or so years. The titles

innuendo behind every husk, every bundle of nerves prodding and zapping one

spell imperceptible acrostics. She says come, we’ll watch them later.

another into entropy. But for what?

A purgatory of awkward sex ensues. My parents are strolling the hallway trying

If ours is an age that medicates routinely for irregularities: irregular sleep,

to find something to do, as if having to dick around the most cluttered nooks for

irregular eating, irregular productivity (lethargy), irregular emotional mgmt,

something to distract them is a symptom of senility. I can’t keep it up. We stop

irregular living, to foster good habits; then health and all its requisites, every-

midway. I give her the spiel. My meds, this and that, sex drive, just kicked Viagra.

thing old and new under the stinging rays, conforms to this uniform singular-

I stare at her rapt expression and wish I was more honest with myself. I have no

ity dictated by these unimpeachable decrees and dogmas handed down by hard

fucking clue what turns me on anymore. Breasts are just fatty organs, in this case

hat ambassadors from the land of concrete and honey, inching out the wild and

endowed with permanent teeth. I search for a way out of the gash. An obligation

viscous abutting shrubs no more than a stone’s throw away from you and I. Turnt,

this time bites me in the shoulder and I realize what I’ve been missing. Mid-ED

American society knows no limit to innovation and progress; bedlam on all fours,

I scramble. Take your shit and go. And hurry up. I hear muffled grousing, sobs,

cylinders overheated from functioning. It may take something like greatness to

innocent unspoiled hurt as I shuffle around the room hunting for any remaining

cleave the Gordian knot of imposed circumstance.

signs of the encounter. I toss lingerie at her.

To institutionalize a population, one’d be hard-pressed to find a more exem-

What happened was I had a dream. It was photographically accurate, like step-

plary model than the United States. Generate a surfeit of information in a language

ping into your history, witnessing you in a historic taxidermied zoo. You were

they understand, secretly appealing to their sublimated interiors. Pathologize their

bleach blonde and you looked gorgeous. I kept staring at you to see if you’d ripple.

vocabulary, criminalize and diminish it. Febrile urges? Tough sluts cut bruises?

Feisty and haughty, exerting a cool confidence drunk; reassuring, relaxed, plati-

Yeah whatever you junkie. Tell it to the doctor.

num, bombshell. Your friends gathered around, many of them sipping PBR. We
were together in a different time of our lives.

Grad student: Today I’m going to ask you some personal questions. We ask
that you leave your psychic inhibitions at the proverbial door, so to speak, and
speak candidly and exhaustively.

. . . a dramatization of the violation of Jane Bale the follicly nymphean
ex-strawberry by Jordan Strong the weak via Emma Linden the fatally erotic
subject and host . . .

Subject: Mmkay.
GS: Let’s start by removing your clothes, as preconditioned in the packet we
sent you.
The subject disrobes without hesitation.

Phallic pecking order.
The interview personnel swell the room to a coronary murmur as the subject
sits cross-legged on a polyurethane chair with aluminum legs. Her auburn hair
lends her creamy complexion a deep, rich sexiness implicit in beautiful redheads,
in this case exceptional even in the room’s sterile, overhead lighting; her gapped

Subject: Can I smoke in here?
Director (butting in): I’m afraid that’s against both national health regulations
and -GS: I think we can make an exception, given the gravitas of the topics at hand.
If it will put you at ease, please proceed.
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She draws a softpack of Virginia Slims from her vest pocket. She is not carrying
a purse.
Subject: Now that I’m comfortable, what concerns you? GS: I’m going to ask
you to tell me about your life.

is not my ex, and while the two of us are and have been flirty by nature, there is
nothing romantic lingering there. What we had was two years. Of traveling east
to west, west to east. Of outdoor bathtubs canopied in palm fronds, and weeping
willows scouring the sunrise for our very eyes. If he was mine, I would’ve gone to

Subject: What part?

find him. And while it’s very telling that I’m beautiful, glamorous in that photo,

GS: When I was younger, I would often fight with my siblings over toys. Now

you should know that I’m not so confident. I’m dysmorphic. Right now as I write

I fight with my significant others and it’s always violent, dramatic. You’re arguing

this I’m thinking, does Roy really like me? I’m looking at his Facebook and idol-

over something stupid. As kids that’s the message. As adults the message is that

izing and abstracting him the way I’d never do in person. I’m thinking about the

you’re too fucking old to be playing with toys.

festival he’s playing in the Bahamas and all the cute girls that’ll be there. Right now

Adjacent to the cardioid room is an R&R facility for those engaged in similarly

as I’m typing this, I’m obsessing over my dry skin, peeling my hands, scared of

dour pursuits. The other room’s occupants sound utterly entranced by a televised

the cracks that’ll form. I know it was inconsiderate to your feelings and concerns.

demagogue’s lecture on hedonism.

Please know that Dan has made clear that you’re it. I’m so happy for the both of

The interview personnel shift and examine their hair follicles. Whinging

you. And should you think jealous feelings again, looking at that ethereal photo

resumes from the rabid scopophiliacs in the next room, a plangent debate about

of me, just know it isn’t me, here peeling the skin off my palm, dabbing the blood,

maternal monogamy in the real world. The barely audible fizz of a Fanta registers

until I’m purple and sting.

feelings which are inappropriate to academic priorities.
“I know it’s kind of arrogant but I felt so fun and healed and loved. My heart
now feels huge.”

“See, when I broke up with Remy I felt really lost. I was a call girl once. It wasn’t
so bad. One guy was charming and had a good sense of humor. Not while I was
in it. It wasn’t until I got home that I felt gross. I made a grand in a day and used

“What happened?”

it to move to New York. That and disability insurance. I modeled for a minute,

“First the emails. Dan and I had been friendly now for years. Two years. They

nothing serious, just trashy pseudoart stuff for this guy’s website. The guy wasn’t

called him Big Dan because he shaved his balding head and looked like a profes-

creepy whatsoever. Wanna know the worst thing I’ve done? I let Remy believe I

sional wrestler, effete voice and gestures notwithstanding. The last time I saw him

had an abortion when I wasn’t even pregnant. He owed me so much rent money

was two winters ago. We shared his family’s cabin upstate. Lots of flirting and

I was feeling ruthless. I took back all the gifts. Then we were on positive speaking

cuddling. The sex was great, truly magnificent. Erotic. Am I going too far?”

terms until he straight-up cut me off. That was the most hurt I’ve been, that the

“Keep going.”

guy I lived with and shared with for three years would suddenly just disappear. I’m

“When he left that time, it may seem strange, but I knew that was it. Then

sure I hurt him too. Plenty.”

summer he gets in touch and tells me he’s in love. I suppose part of me wanted

“And what did you do after?”

him to move east for me, but never enough. I told him I was thrilled for him. His

“I fooled around. I told him to keep all our friends; they were closer to him

girlfriend emails me shortly after over a photo I post, a sunny mirage of Dan and

anyway. So I got desperate. I started stalking the internet. I found people with

I, inclining backwards to focus the camera. So I wrote back.”

similar interests -- event attendees -- I would strike up conversation with anyone

“Tell me what you wrote.”

at a bar, and I started fooling around with this guy. He was my rebound, you

EmLinden <emlinden@gmail.com> to Sabrina Troy

could say. I took him in the bathroom at a bar and yanked his cock out, put it

In all honesty, I didn’t intend any mixed messages and would never want to

in my mouth and sucked him off, a princely cock, not too large but an adequate

hurt you or your relationship. All I was thinking was here’s a disposable camera

fit, I sucked his cock like there was no tomorrow, and I thought about Remy, but

from God knows when and I may as well get it developed. Most of the photos were

not in a monogamous way; at that point the universe seemed full of possibilities,

blurred. When I was younger, I would’ve developed them myself. Anyway, Dan

like everything felt ecstatic. Moaning at myself in the bathroom mirror, getting
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fucked, I felt fully in control. I was single.”

worked was visibly blue collar, stevedores and technicians pacing the harbor, yell-

“Talk about the party.”

ing and pointing at cell phones. That’s when I started eating meat again. AJ offered

“It was in the middle of the woods. Hundreds of folks camping, taking mush-

me a strip of baccalau. Its texture was rubbery.

rooms and rolling around like toddlers. Holding hands. Orgies. That’s why my

The flow of nose candy made the urban grids look coated translucent. It

heart swelled and felt big, because I felt so pretty and on my game, in top form,

centralized for us the unclimbable feeling of despair; that life fed on life was unen-

and everyone saw me too. Everyone saw that I was pretty, even covered in mud.”

durable enough, but that it was profitable felt like losing, over and over again. The

“Shameless polyamo monkeys.”

violence was total. Women on the streets holding rags up with one arm; if they

Manhattan.

could cover one weak, battered titty they could still charge for the other one. Old

“hello boobie”

spinsters with nothing to live for but their own collective voice. The suffering was

“i had to go by here anyway”

real, abetted by the institutions of fear, the tide of western drug violence gravitat-

“i know, stay there.”

ing way out east until it found its next proxy. In the old red-light district, there was

“subway sandwich?”

a lesbian couple who lived together behind a big glass exterior. They were a living

“sure we have plenty of time. 20 minutes. 5:42”

billboard for lust. The sunroom transected their bodies the color of hue. They got

“ham and cheese?”

gobbled up, micromanaged.

next stop. flushing”

The borders had been redrawn already for decades, and it took all that carnal

spanish

energy, bequeathed ad infinitum, to show them what they really needed and

“what if there’s a lot of people? Then we go.”

wanted was nothing. They would have to maintain the holes. The quest would

“you need money?”

migrate infinitely outward. The holes will have to wait for a whiter day.

“sheepish no”

“Interface. Entertainment. Pleasure. Centered around a violent, casual-

“you want money”

ty-claiming game. No culture, feeling, the relevant get marginalized, honesty

so now you have money.

crushed to prosper mutual bonds. Go through this with me and come out the

“we get off at this stop.

other side. Fuck you, we’ll hate each other. Couch-surfing affection network.”

I know
“money tomorrow (pointing)”
“The difference was I always thought he was distasteful, but he on the other
hand thought it was wrong.”
“Two consenting adults are urged to make their own decisions.”
“Why do you say that? Adults?”
Got home. Before that I ordered a shit of chili. It was good but don’t think it’s
vegan.
“Life is not your show for you to entertain and make the best impression of
yourself that’s not what life is is your show.”
I don’t miss having friends in the city. What I miss is the romanticism of that.
It felt like yielding feet to an immense metallic platform, with wires and interfaces abutting. On the way up, the city of Edinburgh looked majestic. The house I
bought was in the suburbs, a crooked thing you had to vertically ascend. Where I

The rankest urges, the flourish of being a careerist. Get rid of it.
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who barely help themselves. A bedraggled drifter begs for change. His arms and
face a porous geometry of hyperbole, launching, hunger be abated or damned,
into off-putting jeremiad against continued indigence, for not having eaten in
twelve days (blanket estimation): “And it’s all because of fags like you!” He follows
the well-dressed man with glasses into McDonald’s, where the hoods practic-

VI.
T H E H I S T O RY O F S E I Z U R E S

ing unsavory propel him to old lady branding a face a mother could accurately
judge. The Face is framed by locks hanging chin level with split ends floating
about 45 degrees from gaunt cheekbones, gray, ungroomed whiskers singing
aptly of irreducible confusion, eyes which despite abandoning self-worth many
long sentences ago remain capable of anything. Dilating expectantly, rejected and
scoffed at across the aisle, walking in earshot of the well-coiffed blazer with the
glasses as he orders and tips the cashier fifty cents, politely engaging: “I couldn’t
help but notice that wad of cash you just secured.” Secured.? That really the kinetic

. . . Agent Rx’s treatment outline . . .

operative word he’s using here? “Sorry buddy! Bank’s closed.” Navigating a clunky,
quasi-cocksure strut to the door: “I can’t get anything to eat, and the guy with the

1.

glasses gets a double!”

Ask me and I’ll tell you the one who speaks first is the one you want. Anger,

He and the officers have an understanding. The Face smokes crack in the

defensiveness, stalling through excessive elaboration and affability are flags. I talk

courtyard adjacent to the NYU library. He tells an unassuming bunch of amateur

to a lot of lawyers, bring them in as they weigh them out. The brightest conces-

campus sociologists about the double homicide which landed him forty, before

sions rise smack upfront. Thugs flex sanguine to sweet like wiry method actors.

fumbling to the young twenty-somethings about a Dick Cavett interview from

Some decidedly too syllabic for court. I bring this one in on one charge of homi-

1970 and paying superfan lip service to obscure SNL one timers faded to ritual

cide and one armed robbery. You’d think leading questions and poker faces, but

amnesia. He smokes crack. His voice rises to bombastic pitch and stays there. His

the prize curls in the minutes they’re picked, eyes darting rearview. They expect it

buddy looks embarrassed for him, while making zero motions towards talking

in the partitioning of hits from hired. The hitter’s classical impasse: life by choice.

down, snubbing or taking leave of the nut; besides the free weed that the students

He wants to see his lawyers. Hireds will give you what you need to know for selec-

here share in earnest, two homeless men are stuck together by circumstances not

tive reprieve, though seldom have long-term goals to retire quietly to. Those who

entirely stripped of affection. Quite the odd couple these two, as the more reserved

survive disingenuously might pour you juice; one reason They inculcate retribu-

of them periodically nods out between his friend’s cracked out and nauseatingly

tive lent. He confesses to discharging a chrome-black BB gun, a warning shot. The

sincere takes on pop culture. The double homicide story is implausible, something

BBs littered the scene so it looked like the victim was BB’ed to death. His accom-

Wes Craven cooked up with in the 70s. Two crooks bust into his home while he’s

plice disappeared somewhere probably upstate.

at work and murder his wife and daughter. He gets home and finds them idling,
lounging, one supposes, replenishing their flasks on his Ballantine’s. The Face ties

. . . New York at a Hobbesian velocity . . .

them up, tortures them and murders them. He breaks down after relating this and
thanks them for listening and for being unassuming.

Trying to convince a thief he’s committed a crime is not like asking where

The nebbishy guy with the glasses has never been transient or on the block,

they hid the stash. Reminding them they took it, serving nothing past one clumsy

however once disowned for waxing fruit in the privacy of his room, which,

conviction of righteousness. Some creeps plaster their hostility onto gladhands

not without compassion for the average income-challenged, now seems quite a
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WASPy first-world problem to him really. A mixed blessing when enough of his

solitary confinements huddle, pacing themselves year-round to a cyclothymic

bravery veils thinly. The queer community is a retro meat market, still going only

trance of caffeinated boredom and invincible enthusiasm, trying everything in

where they’re explicitly invited, scraping the resin of the 80s from the teeth of the

between, working to get minted limited-edition. Step on it. Surrender financial

uninitiated. Makes him feel like some class of dungeon catamite, or worse, like he’s

self-governance, snort a cut of the world’s population. Make your body work for

still seeing women.

others and it works for you.

Another freakish thing about the Face is the spectacular hole in his head.

In Brooklyn there’s a substratum of junkies who go from dropping to adopting

Not that he’s sought clinical diagnosis, but one unstudied glance evokes Biblical

in menstrual cycles. Wake up before you’re cooked and bleed. Work proportional

leprosy in some inchoate yet markedly malignant form. Morning unveils forehead

to dope. Money no object like time. Only faithful lovers need partake. When it

sweat-soggy, tender and elastic to such unreality that gets chalked up to quotid-

cramps, pays to sit and give it time. Maybe just acknowledge the hill for a while.

ian hallucination, like the rotating bolt on the subway. Next thing a dermal layer

Some shill for more hours than they play to return to pods equipped for fucking

fissures open in sleep, revealing a blood nucleus with veiny filigree sprouting from

and cooking in the same room. For each ounce of perfection, always a remainder.

the center, fleshy flaps flopping and dangling limp in flank. Not everyone who sees

If you’ll sign away a monthly garnishing, own a stock of the City now and make

him pities him enough to give money, but the ones who don’t usually encounter

the most of net sweat. Help engineer infinite verticality so $$ incentivizes progres-

him silhouetted around the same opening.

sivist hard-ons and voters elect politicians to flick lighters, contract sphincters,

Deep-fried when he was still toking reefers in parking lots through his inau-

feather g-spots to orgasm, capital flow fertilizing eggs of innovation, inseminat-

gural rock, missing every salvageable connection along the way, the Face does

ing collective free market uteri, mucus a thickening mold, cervixes calcified shut

not have the faculties and resources or intra-class social skills of your average

by osteocancers. Only afterbirth emerges from the swollen c-sectioned amnions

seasoned lifer, fitted rather to hawk whatever wares or materials can be scrounged

of the market. Willing participants line up to be here now, in this moment, and

throughout the day and bustle at night, hustle bluster too demanding for lumber-

most will eventually retire. The protracted consequence of letting bullies run wild,

ing 2 + 2 memory and ungainly gait once described by the journalist whose first

hovels which were once prole habitats, squats and storage closets are now where

novel’s secondary protagonist was inspired by the same transient, as “cataleptic

you wait for something you can’t simply take. How equal to us are you? No getting

subsimian.” At night he gets plastered past the point of remembering many assur-

wild in the streets. Rest your feet.

edly entertaining urban romps. Shifty Eyes, sometimes he’ll wake on subway plat-

One item of junkie fascination concerns the labyrinthine spread of junkie

forms or sidewalks, luminous anthro-resources pushing safe and sound. Though

connections. No junkie is initiated without proper tutelage. There are so many

he can’t perceive a larger picture, the Face dwells sensually in transom light, riffing

rules that even copping’s a desperate hassle, urgency inversely proportionate to

on the subinfinities of a day with characteristic withdrawal. He gives life to special

immediate state of relief. It’s social if monotonous, the grind amounting to the

objects because he’s neurologically a woman. He has paranoid episodes and wells

remainder you get from the horrific notion that you’d probably be doing this

up when he hears a troubadour.

anyway, zoning out like wallpaper, pre and post-junk. Solidarity among users is

Nights are for getting faded. The master lies on Broadway so you needn’t

marriage; your lover will show you how to work, opium’s history tangled in reli-

mind the rats. It’s never a choice between cheeseburger and sample-size whiskey,

gious intensity of permanent protest, sick patriots militantly hunched awaiting

calories and all. 4.95 and don’t care where you’re going -- halfway house, Central

death. Ectoplasms surface and they drop like dead birds.

Booking, shelter -- you bum all day to buy enough of this sauce and you get what
I’m saying and you live another day.

I told myself, and no one else, that only flow would bring me back here. From
a shallow depth of field, strictly speaking, I’m rolling in it. Well, shit. In between

Living in the City’s stressful to the extent that it’s fashionable. It runs from river

investigations, I decide to pay a visit to an estranged friend, but not because he

to canal and the East, where it pours from gutters. Take me to H Town where the

owes me. If anything, I owe him. Ding-dong; I mean, buzzzzz. The intercom

only thing you consume and accumulate is time. On the Island, a million little

returns my wordless greeting in a half-step more sotto affirmative and the front
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door unlocks. I push with the hinges’ grooves and there he is, standing at the top

xylophone’s twirl, complacent like frogs, mopes bagging poppycock screws for

of the first flight of stairs, with his own second floor unit’s door wide-open, arms

later use, uprooting another pot to piss in. I’m prefacing all this because the better

crossed, stern, wearing a bright red and puffy cashmere sweater, looking like a

part of the text at hand paints a rather sympathetic victimhood portrait of Jane

Christmas present tied in ribbons, cradling a phone on his shoulder. The buzzer

while sparing none for himself. And because he was my friend. I knew he cared,

agogic, it mirrors the sustained release of this corridor’s gulf. It was after eight,

desperately. I knew it when he showed up to an undisclosed location for coffee,

maybe almost nine. There’s been a terrible accident, Mal says on the other line. I’ll

manuscript in a big yellow envelope in tow with my name scrawled in a palsied

talk to you later (click).

hand, scraggly and untrimmed like he’d been soaking up infomercials in an

“So! I don’t even know what to say to you...”

insomniac’s twilight. The venerable Huey Long has nothing on this Nederlander

“Shut the fuck up.”

mayor of dopetown; the sorrows and accumulated scorn of the living have noth-

In a few minutes, they’d be laughing and swapping travel stories in Jordan’s

ing on the dead trees and their fumes. Jordan, who peppered his problems on

living room, decorated with magazine clippings of famous foreign bodies in

paper, whose gender fluidity was apparent in the way he made faces, wunderkind,

corsets and gig flyers appropriated from the original artists’ personal stash

my friend in a friendless weatherbeaten city, provenance of which evaded, flitted

(#stuff), but still the cluttered, nauseating Ikea catalog that drives Agent Rx up the

around like hummingbirds mid-flight, inject some sense into the loam dear friend,

ceiling, bespeaking transition and tough times and anything but permanence, but

bang it out once ‘n for all, rakish, fading into the wainscoting, kid gloves come off,

for now, they would hold these cross-examining poses for as long as Father Time

you’ll see for a spell obtuse, recrimination unimpeded, optic nerve twitching,

could contain their sense of humor in his magnetic hands. When Jordan’s own

chronic ambivalence surging, svengalis lining up to take their share, parity of

dam breaks into hilarity sliding into hysterics, still wary of his own eyes, elusive as

pathogens evident on his sleeve, Jordan Lupe Strong, Manchurian headcase,

old friends are, and Agent Rx makes it upstairs to receive the most warmly tactile

fodder for every woman who ever made herself his self-appointed emotional

of double handshakes punctuated by a brusque embrace, the effect is disarming

guardian, falling asleep next to Olga cuddling on the couch, the squad wide-

and more than a little off-putting. It looks as though the slightly diminutive Jordan

awake rhapsodizing the beauty of Andi Sexgang, waxing Kosmiche, Tarkus sievin’

is climbing something. Agent Rx, dwarfing him, stumbles as the latter jostles him,

secrets, and irascible like any boy he’d buy a box of pencils just to snap them in

suspended from his friend’s hulking collar, guffawing and burrowing his grizzled

half, smearing the graphite on the wooden floor in the bedroom he shared with an

face in Rx’s sternum. To a passerby they might have seemed like lovers, and Agent

aunt and twin sister, and when he bought crayons purple was his favorite color,

Rx has to double-take to make sure Jordan’s not crying, such be the absurdity of

using them on his teeth to plant canine marks on her neck, the girl, and when he

this affectionate display.

was of age he was pubescent and bored and inappropriate with his roommates, but

But Jordan hails from a far-away place where such shows of gaiety and fellow-

hey, that’s hardly surprising to anyone. Always overzealous about spring, ink-black

ship are normal, far from New York City’s cynical shadow, having rows by the

windbreakers unabashedly on fleek in thirty degree weather, pusillanimous

seashore with his girl between Buddha puffs, zooted all toothless and twerpy by

confronter and eventual love hound on tyrannical parole from his better nature,

day, skeletal frame casting gigantic afternoon shadows on the dock off the vernal

just making noise, ugly then beautiful, pisser resume, extolling the virtues of DIY,

vespers smoldering wick and toasting lips in SUVs parked nearby, cutting rails of

begrudgingly romanticizing strong women like his mother and the Mirabal

coco on weekend vacations from amphetamines, stone mint before a fox named

sisters, Francesca and Ilsa Lund, squabbling over the meaning of words with

Jane ate him. Tough slut or nice fella, he doted on his homeboys unconditionally,

fellow scribe Dave Blaze, perilous times in fact, meaningless. At a bar he overhears

POV porn simulation, thrifting for ham radios on a beloved’s allowance, the

“assault,” something about how her friend was having a bad year, was “assaulted,”

means to record a life, natch a cipher for poignancy. Almost farce how far he’s

now leaving New York for good, and suddenly Jane becomes every woman, and he

come. To a matter downright vitreous in its translucency; Jordan is not over what

forgets when it was exactly he began hitting back. Contrived, tawdry, canned, they

happened. The dicey Jane still plays gibbously on his spine, every notch a

shared an unassailable chemistry, hiking the gamut of persuasion from titty
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pinching to cheek gnawing to gagging each other to bang on balconies and hand-

column and started finagling on my own, while she the manipulative and spiteful

cuffing one another to kitchen sinks and bedposts, to sharing darknesses unknown

wench smeared him until nothing left. Where does one go in America for authen-

to me. Something was supposed to happen that never did, or if it did happen it

tic experience devoid of irony and sarcasm and rich in sincerity and substance?

was beyond the purview of the impersonal. He forgot he had left her; irrelevant.

The language and medium are all but obliterated, and what remains is an era of

This city’s been bad to you, oh Jane. Very strange how he just stopped talking to

unprecedented cynicism and withdrawal, a pile of shit. In Brazil, a man ate his

me. One day, cut you up, peace and prosperity forever, may you come upon some

baby and wandered the Andes in bloodlust after he murdered his wife who was

talent and privilege and luck in your life, and next day perspicacity dimmed to a

suffering from heavy postpartum blues with a large rock. In a psychotic trance, a

narrow focus. At Altamont, my father delivered me from my mother onto a cruel

pregnant woman brutalized her attacker after he ripped the fetus from her womb,

world. In the ensuing interregnum from authority, I proceeded aimlessly, assum-

crawling to a nearby road where she was discovered by a sheriff on patrol, who

ing the qualities that absorbed me into the muck. My intercessors could not save

espied the trail of blood a mile away in the Texan flats. A jailed man dies of food

me. That is not a sad story. Jordan, lumpen bohemian, met lissome Jane in a

allergies after the guards ignore his pleas for medical attention. In this infrastruc-

contrived atmosphere of misguided guilt. New York City was combustible then,

ture’s regressed toddler infantile state, what kind of profound role could the police

apocalyptic even, towering figures taking quote-unquote cue from their forbears

hope to play? A mom is arrested after asking her local police to speak to her child

to build fissures into gnarled former tenements with the intention of seeding sink-

about shoplifting. They flay her flesh with batons while yelling racial and misogy-

holes, buildings spontaneously collapsing and exploding by autumn, all the profits

nistic slurs. Adrian Schoolcraft is involuntarily committed to an institution as

funneled for Project Phone Home into an offshore account located in the Canary

retribution for recording conversations with the NYPD with the intent of expos-

Islands, itself a shelter for unaccounted-for trillions from the free world, enough

ing corruption. So if there’s one thing Jordan taught me, an arc that went from

to feed the rest several times over, held hostage as a stopgap askew from earthly

petty scofflaw through flirtatious bon vivant to blacklisted plagiarist, into a

preoccupations. So let’s roast these chestnuts once and for all; abolish all hope ye

dysphoric spectacle, triumvirate of bitter loneliness known as Jane Mal Jordan,

who enter here. Respect readership, suspend some but not all expectations were

corners contiguous but not touching, it’s to mind my textual surroundings, clutter

the watchwords of J before descending into venality. It was a trending topic

the nooks of your medium held hostage to a hidden message. What hope do we

amongst conspiracy theorists: what if violence were profitable, work liquifiable,

have with that errant chip on your shoulder, with the armchair liberal whis-

blood sweat and tears translating to liquidity for the government? Expand welfare,

tleblower locked up and ostracized, when the vociferous prognostications of a

expand healthcare, keep the expectant downtrodden on their toes. Flecks of cum

favored son is buried post-haste under the imago of a conflated misanthropist,

on all our beards. Sort of violates the rarefied air of platonic adoption for an impe-

isometric ions in flight from futures discarded, part of my new insurance policy,

rial watchdog, don’t it? There were days I was in so much pain I watched movies

once I graduated from partying to sling chloroform on my own behalf, tipping the

like Travis Bickle, scopophiliac like Howard Hughes, Scatman Crothers banging

scales of power, a hapless form of closure, instasham, what’s wrong with you? A

away staccato at a rickety old piano. I forsook all to tend to a narrative so large and

tragedy, a shame, a defect to be unable to be with the person you love, but hurts

Lovecraftian I couldn’t but glimpse the contours of what I was underqualified to

can’t be healed so cut your losses, splurge and cut yourself. So this is how it

see. So I engineered a prolepsis, but before I could tie the knot she was already

happened, how the things that challenged her and made her stronger killed her in

several steps ahead of me thwarting my hard work with a tidal wave of calumny to

cold blood, how he grifted at least three burials from a painted ship, and how

wither the strands, embellishing the work of life itself into an unprecedented

yours truly dangled a carrot in the basest way possible to remind her how she

groundswell of black hats and hard hats afoot at her every immediate command,

hadn’t seen him happy in a long time anyway, how that boutique book of his was

exploiting the ontology of dead ringers to lose me on her trail. So lithe I had

going nowhere fast, and how skittish she should be under her shellacked hairdo,

become, but it mattered so little in the nadir when she manned the midheaven

aspirant and wondering how long before the kakistocracy falls, how fungible the

and helmed the zenith. It was around now that I unsubscribed from J’s advice

yield was during harvest, how the reaper’s marked her for good, how he wanted
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the hot bitch, the bad bitch, the goddamn lunatic fringe, how the wolf was too at

past. Cry, sex, food. Reductionist, circuitous. Cup of Cozza. Bushwacked whiskey

ole’ poppy’s door, how facsimiles grow up and stop listening once they catch on,

glass. The loft is now fully employed. Fully fucking and functional. Möbius strip...

how you should make plenty of allowances for mise en scène, how the venn melts

The Vanderbilts discard the anecdotal trimmings, white trash niggers, bloviated

when women have to assume we’re flirting, how the marrow bleeds, how defunct

sup zombie, squat Dewar’s life; a weird dream with funny parts and sad parts

her pleas, how the ashen warp and weft of her clothing came clean off in the strug-

rising, pealed it to the strip, trilobytes glued to your sex snarl. Analyze my own

gle making the crime scene appear torrid with libido, how the gamechanger was

behavior mechanisms. I am DJ Pancake! Flapjack! Colby cheese! Your box smells

chicken soup from the pen, the dealbreaker the shoehorned Chocolate Hills of

like potions. Submaxillary spring guerrilla. Smiles with half his face. Thighs,

Bohol Island, bombed-out Berlin, and other terrain native to the psychology of

breasts, child bearing hips, amniotic sacs, Pan Am summit. Wasn’t mine ‘til it

fascism, turn of the century ragamuffin J was, and existential dread sets in like a

was ours. Her box was cryptonite, Tark. Reaganite motherfuckers swinging from

mallet machine. But the real question was why? It made me a pariah, but I asked

rafters and stairwells trying to get inside my dreams and decay, looking for a room

many times. Why why why. You’d think if you kept asking, no matter how certain

with my dream girl: no one in particular... courting her while I seize up, patches of

that it’d never yield an adequate response, you could at least get somewhere tangi-

dirigible sky, risible ways of seeing, sinuous, numinous, it’s not comforting to tell

ble by asking.

me it’s bad timing ‘cuz by saying no now you’re saying no forever, but nice effort

The final uncovered reel was blank and one-sided but it had this to say: “He’s

to pad your blows. In Anatolia we plumbed a casual dyslexia.”

just a dick, Tark! A stupid dick. All these people are... What’s that? A lake in

...

Patagonia, my screensaver. You could catch AIDS from a fight... blood spatter.

“I was in Europe for a couple weeks...”

The essayist... birthday king! Str-8 Qu-33-r. Hey, how was your hangover Jackie

“Again?”

boy? Can I call it that? If you have to ask, no. When Giuliani pushed out the mob,

“Yeah... just France this time, though.”

uncompromising motherfucker. It was written by a computer mainlining empathy

“Paris? When we rolled through there on tour, broke-ass whip n’ amps, I felt

from a vial; a viral perspective of flash mobs magnetizing toward a putter, form

like an asshole, ‘cuz I was lecturing Larry on how to comport himself, and I’m

and contents of the working man. She used chicanery and 25’ shears to cut down

the one who gets tossed from the bar! Then Lisa gets pissed. She fuckin’ got so

my strawman. A homerun. I want to taste your thought process. Pneumatic. Firm

blasted, she loses control of her bowels. I had to clean it up. Since then, I been

up and hold my hand through the rigamarole is what he did. Get the neophytes

sick of crackheads, man. That’s what it’s like down south. Like Cali on crack in a

together, mystic pills, sustained release, it’s just shittier here than you’re used to.

dumpster. The humidity corrodes all.”

That don’t mean it’s not normal. Don’t call me unless you’re drunk. Toil under
appalling conditions, strictly speaking, conversant with family histories, profli-

“Good grief. Yeah, I was in Paris, and north and south of there. Not even a
word from Ben though...”

gate spending, tenable a priori arguments, noisome galvanic tides, circumambient

“Aw man, what a fucking tragedy. I know he’s still reelin’. Fuck.”

salient short shrift. Sybaritic waxen Robespierre spitting the Terror. Sibilant plea-

“I know man; that’s one of my biggest fears.”

sure-seeking drones. Persona non grata. When he was little something got inside

“Well, you have a lot of those, heh-heh...”

his head while he was sleeping, replaced the pretty stuff with taunts. A magnetic

“No, for real. Like top 5, I swear to God. Falling down the stairs. You break

enigma, byzantine ringer of old flames, hidebound volumes. I remember Janie.
A storm. A pun, a fever pounding your twat. Punch through wet plaster like

your neck. You see how cautiously I be takin’ out the trash nowadays?”
“Shit, speaking of trash, where your reggie be at these days?”

construction paper. Cars on cinder blocks. Tachycardia and rubber soles. Violes-

Jordan smiles while fumbling with his coffee table drawer. His emaciated hands

cent pinstripe skirts, noise queen, great sharks, eyes, pace macho bullshit, many of

shake. He draws two fat joints, a bowl and a grinder. For intents and purposes,

them love drugs, none actually facilitating fucking to any degree. Pollen tunnel of

“reggie” is one of many colloquialisms which’ll hence be dealt with effortlessly

life. Ellis D in town? Ideograms. Aberration of starlight. Muffin, you jerk off to the

and sans captions within the text you’re reading, but for the purposes of this cold
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demonstration of an ancient ritual, it is close to imperative that the reader understand what’s going on; not just the pipes and buds, but the intimate way Jordan
and his closest associates dispense with the illicit goods, through structured codes
and traditions.
Agent Rx takes a long draw of a joint, passes it, and holds it in. By the time
coughing erupts, Jordan’s already halfway there.

(dragging a few elongated puffs) “Well, let’s get to it then! I’ve only been waiting a year. What’d you find out?”
“It’s this CIA trick I picked up from my distant cousin John, you know, the one
in the Secret Service? Serious Black Ops shit, for real.”
“But his security clearance can’t be that high, if he Secret Service...”
(shaking his head) “He didn’t tell me anything. He wouldn’t. I only know

“Fuck... man, I never get to talk or hang like this anymore.”

because I caught him doing it, or rather, caught him futzing with it, in over his

“What are you doing now?”

head. It was around the time the House thwarted DC’s legal marijuana popular

“Shhh... if I told you, you’d laugh.”

vote, after Obama had exhausted the bargaining chips; I’m talking spending for

“That’s good, so tell me.”

abortion, needle exchange, programs for kids, all that shit, just so they could fire

“You’re lookin’ at a registered PI my friend.”

trees in the nation’s capital? A bit suspicious, don’t you think?”

“No way!”

“This sounds like one of your stories.”

Jordan examines his laminated credentials.

“But it’s not, Agent. Because I didn’t make it up. Or fuck with it. It found me.”

“Who do you even register with?”

“But I mean, how much suction does the United States President have, you

“It’s all standardized. I only deal with high-profile specialty cases. Usually,
somebody with too much money hires a private investigator when they’re not
satisfied with the police...”
“What case you workin’ on now? I know it’s confidential, but you better tell me
motherfucker!”
“Eh. Just some kid getting fucked by the system.”

think?”
“In a representative democracy, not that much. I think he was in over his head
too.”
“Not to sound blasé about this whole stunt, Jordan, but for real, this some
crazy shit you telling me. Precious moments with the President? Are you shitting
me, dog?”

“Ah... so it’s personal.”

“Only if you wanna be shat, my friend.”

“Man, it ain’t even like that. It’s as impersonal and remote for me as any job.

“Well, get to it, then -- the point!”

As anything, really. So, France was with the girl, and you went to Central America

“... Phone Home.”

with this girl. Shit, you two loved to travel.”

“Phone Home? Okay. ET ummm...”

“Still too close... I’ve got legal troubles. And stigma wearing me down.”

Agent Rx loosens a spate of belly laughter while Jordan remains steady, smiling.

The pertinent details are elaborated, during which Jordan goes through a full

“Phoning Home is just a code name. The technology is still primitive in our

swing of emotions. Agent Rx nods in good faith, which to stoned Jordan seems a

understanding of it, so there are no fancy biomedical etiologies nor etymolo-

little exaggerated for his typically stoic friend.

gies yet. It appears to be, and there’s no better word for it, supernatural. And yet

“Shit, no wonder you be actin’ all shady on the phone.”
“On the phone, we talk different. In writing; when I send you an email, or you
me, it don’t sound like us.”
“True. But you think I came all this way, for what... hit a doobie with you?
C’mon.”

squarely rooted in science, with documented results.”
“Jordan, holy... wow. You’re scaring me, man.”
“It’s a little spooky, but nothing more. Right now, its implications aren’t deep
enough nor its applications scientifically or economically fruitful enough to
warrant much analysis. The reason it’s classified, with some leaks that the govern-

“Oh, I know why you came. ‘Least I know the excuse that brought you here.”

ment has managed to hush up as folk tales, and I’m talking post-Snowden clas-

“So we gonna talk telepathy or what?”

sified, highest-level security clearance, like the Director of the CIA knows more

(nodding) “We’re safe here to talk about anything, old friend.”

than the country’s President, is because there have been reproducible results in a
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controlled double-blind scientific environment, i.e. consistency, e.g. it’s held up to

dropping a common name like Jane would be harmless. But he failed to account

the scientific method, under scrutiny, meaning a whole lot of people have to be

for how incestuous the “scene” in NYC is, marred ever only by aging and popula-

lying for this to be nothing... and it’s merely a trick of perspective.”

tion decline, to which he is of the opinion that society should expend no resources

“... Jordan, what the fuck are you talking about?”

on fighting cannibalism and suicide, definitely one of Jordan’s most heartless hits,

“Agent, I’m talking about time travel.. loosely.”

and that’s saying something.

“No way.”
“Yes way. Here. It’s simple. You know I’m no geek. There are a number of ways
I can explain it. Let me get a sheet of paper.”

“Wow, so tell me more. How does it work?”
“Like I said, the natural mechanism is so simple and fluidly applicable that
it’s both almost a no-brainer, once you’ve seen it, and explicable mathematically,

“Woow... wait though, how do you know about this? You skipped that part.”

grammatically, geographically, philosophically, if you wanna bust your gut, though

(smiling) “That’s classified, unfortunately.”

only your own personal initiated perspective gives any weight. I didn’t believe

“To who? You ain’t no boy in blue.”

it myself. Not ‘til I tried it. What makes me nervous is that something so easy,

“Correct. My debt of secrecy is not to the government. It’s to the woman I’m

capable of transcending and even subverting laws of physics and pure common

gonna marry. I can’t fuck with the source or I risk being cut off. Sharing it with

sense to transport your mind, and perhaps your body, I’m not sure, into the past,

you, on the other hand, is so much fun that I’m willing to perjure myself.”

which is the easy part, you can do it yourself in a moment, and... the future, and

“You gonna marry your ex? The one who had you locked up?”

cause interactions that may or may not influence other, we’ll call them realities,

“We were in love Agent Rx, and I’m willing to bet we still are.”

but which don’ seem to, in my experience, be anything more than a personal tool

“You know... you don’t have to call me that in here.”

with no empirical consequence on the now; nevertheless my feeling is that I am

“I know. But I think it suits you.”

wide-eyed and consumed by wonderment over something I can’t quite place, that

“Who’s this broad? That so much hinges on... this shit be crazy. Huh? Who’s

something like this couldn’t come without debt to the present.”

this broad who’s bigger than me?”
“If you must know, her name is Jane.”
“Jane is the girl you dated?! Scene girl Jane? And she called the cops on you?!
Ah-haha! I knew we were tight; how near, how far, but I didn’t know we were
eskimo brothers. That bitch is crazy! Insincerely hyper-polite, neurotic, and, now
believe me, I cry; I cry during movies, Oscar telecasts, I cried when my baby
brother was born, but Jane! She’d cry if I got her the wrong flavor of donut.”
“She’s... clinically anorexic, and I lived with her for two years. You think I’m
nutty about secrets? I’m a Don of nuts about food now. Seriously, don’t get dinner
with me. You won’t be able to enjoy yourself.”

“I hear ya. I’d be suspicious of something so easy too.”
“Yeah well, we’re both paranoid, whether you like it or not, and we know what
it’s like to get something for nothing. That’s why it’s creepy. Growing up, I never
had a cookie jar; catch my drift?”
“So how, and when, are you actually going to explain the damn thing? I’m
getting tired.”
“Trust me, it’s worth the build-up. You’re gonna be giddy, dude. Anyway, let’s
try anecdotally first. Since it’s the way most people learn, and kinda anxious to get
to it, aren’t we? So anyway, President Obama was in a bit of a conundrum.”
“Jesus Christ, how do you expect anyone to believe this shit?”

Since the incident and seemingly perpetual fallout, during which time has

“Just bear with me for a moment and you’ll get to see for yourself. As perfectly

ceased to incur meaning for Jordan, except in the frequency in dreams about Jane,

explicable as it is, I won’t be able to play ball until you’ve actually experienced

morning hard-ons that are all about Jane, and the realization that he was the need-

it. That’s because it can only be explained to someone retroactively. That’s called

ier of them (like fine, okay, if you don’t need my affection, I don’t need yours),

something, I forget what. So President Obama had this problem. He really needed

Jordan hasn’t laughed this hard about anything. By that he can measure time as an

this pro-marijuana legislation to pass, and he was looking more desperate than

energy that’s given up on him, and May seems so far away.

usual out there to bargain, and wacking Boehner off on the House floor just to

He wasn’t anticipating coming together on Jane with Agent Rx, and figured

curry favor. He was prepared to give them anything they wanted, which, the part
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of this that was covered by the media, made it seem very odd, clearly. The poor

“... Dad? I dunno, I must’ve pocket-dialed you... no, I don’t know when Freddy’s

black President at the end of his rope because he just wants to toke up in the White

getting out of school. I won’t be home for a week. Yes that’s right, a week. What are

House and ride out the remainder of his term in office like his college years. So,

you talking about, mom’s been dead for two... (click) ... What the fuck was that?”

one of his consiglieres in the Senate took conference with the President, behind

“That’s not even the weirdest part. One time the past called me back.”

closed doors. He clued him into a highly classified information extraction proto-

“...”

col that was being developed by the CIA in cahoots with a few run-of-the-mill

“I know you’re in shock, my friend. Your whole world’s been turned upside

lobbying billionaires who don’t ever really know or care what they’re funding

down. I know how you feel, like Heston on the shores of the ape world.”

anyway. Code Name: Phone Home. See, when the President was in college, he

“How is that possible?”

made a contractual promise, contractual meaning moneyed, to a young, enter-

“I’m not sure but... were you thinking about your dad?”

prising drug hustler from Florida who also happened to be politically active

“No... I mean, I might’ve been thinking about my mom, but that’s hard. Phew.

and radical. The President wanted to play this one safe. He was not anticipating

What the fuck, Jordan! This is science fiction!”

a filibuster or protest, nor the looming threat of a House majority crushing the

“What year is it?”

economic initiative to legalize marijuana. He expected this to go down smoothly

“Shit, what are you gonna do with this?”

like it had in Washington, Colorado, etc. It’s hard to say whether he was afraid, but

“Well, I’m still learning, but I’m getting better at it... I’ve talked to the past

negro, c’mon, he was bartering women’s rights! It’s well-documented; check CNN

quite a bit now. I’ve even gotten wires crossed and talked to the wrong ones.

a couple weeks ago. If he was willing to cut spending for birth control and alienate

Even dreams I’ve talked to. I’ve been pretty busy. I’ve been transcribing, y’know,

more than half the country’s population, not accounting for variables like conser-

type-writing, about the experiences, trying to make it all work... and pretty soon I

vative feminism, et al., to go gung-ho backing this popular vote, seventy percent

hope to bring it nearer to the present. For whatever reason, it seems harder to talk

I think it was ballot initiative to legalize a plant that’s not really even mainstream

to the nearer than distant past.”

yet, that’s more gall than it took to come out of the closet. If you ask me, he was
scared. And when his man in the Senate brought this solution to his attention, it

“I don’t want any part in this hoodoo voodoo. I dunno what you’re playin’ with
or who turned you onto it but this feels almost like a prank.”

worked. Overnight. Republicans were still themselves in the morning, but Barack

“I would have agreed with you. I thought it must be a prank. But you’ve barely

wasn’t. I think my cousin overheard something on the Oval Office line, and’s been

even used it; you haven’t seen what I’ve seen, and I mean seen; you can really get

trying to piece it together ever since, but that’s not really how I know anyway. This

lost.”

thing has channels beyond you and me, politics, earthly matters and their institu-

“I don’t wanna fuck with this at all.”

tions. But I can’t say anymore about that. So! you wanna try it?”

“You will. That’s why I showed you, and just you. ‘Cuz I knew you’d help me.

Agent Rx listened rapt to every word Jordan said, but came no closer to understanding. Which was exactly the point. Before the Magnum PI could respond,

You’ll come around.”
“Is my dad from twenty years ago gonna call me back?”

Jordan did a quick index of his lexical library, visualizing something like the

“Unlikely. It doesn’t seem to work that way. Only happened to me under some

sallow page of a dictionary, or a sallow setting on Kindle, for more popular culture

exceptional circumstances. You barely touched it. The more time you spend on it,

informed colloquialisms and tropes he could perhaps use to segue Agent Rx into a

the more immersive it gets.”

sort of séance or intake ceremony, but he resolved it would be best to let him try it
like he himself had, with minimal introduction and maximalist mystery.
“Use your cell phone. Dial this number. You’ll hear a busy signal. Wait anyway.
And you’ll see.”
Hesitant, Agent does just what he says.

“Jordan, I know you a psychonaut ‘n all that, and a nice guy, but this is some
wicked shit. I do not appreciate the emotional stress.”
“I’m sorry. You know, I’ve even started to feel different. I can’t explain it. I had
a grand mal seizure not long ago. Jane didn’t know I’d been using. But it wasn’t
‘til she’s been gone that it’s become a pet project. Now, I feel enlightened. Except
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sometimes I get stomach cramps, and a weird empty feeling in my head. I had

yaself, I says. I shoulda taken you in and done ya a favor, instead of venturin’ to

an MRI done. Everything looked pretty healthy, except for possibly a residual

put myself first like you was maybe right about. But I ain’t decided yet. Call it

red marrow, possibly, but unlikely, an infiltrative lesion in my skull’s marrow, but

psychosomatic.

more than likely just a normal abnormal variation, a congenital sort of deformity.”

Miranda Stevenson is as close to spoiled suburban beauty as you get. She’s

“Jordan, I don’t know what you think this is, but other than being a creep

perfumed like fresh mowed lawn, knees aptly scraped to cacophony of gigantic

writer with you and making ‘zines and records, I’m more stable and healthy than

breasts, for which the only word that seems adequate is knockers, conditioned by

ever. I physically feel great. And, I gotta be honest with you bro, I feel a little jerked

imperfect posture to announce themselves awkwardly, once formatively perched

around. I’m just not ready --”

on bicycles engineered for teenage recklessness, straddling unevenly on a canti-

Agent Rx’s phone goes off with a mad chirp. They both stare tentatively at each

levered, impossibly gym-modeled frame. The police report I didn’t file was my

other over the slightly uremic stench of bong water. Agent Rx reads the caller ID

fault, for the record. She ran out all bare-breasted with a needle stuck (hooked)

and answers.

precariously in her arm. What was I supposed to do? Where would I start? She

“Hello? Yeah, this is he. Talk to me. Yes, I can confirm. Tomorrow, 10am,
precinct 109. Gotcha. Bye.”

was distraught. I didn’t want to alarm her by going all-out dutiful. M’am, let me
help you. Then before she can speak this surreally shaggy Rintintin motherfucker

“Work?’

stumbles out bawling, few gambles at speech aglossal, mangled, muted by plain-

“Yeah man, it’s getting late. Look, it was good to see you. I hope you feel better

tive susurrations. So much dandruff in his beard you’d think he’d been osmosing

about everything.”
“Yeah buddy, you too. I hope you don’t think I’m trying to manipulate you or
anything...”
“Nah bro, it’s cool. I’m gonna go turn in and get some much needed sleep.”
“You do that. Early day tomorrow, uh?”

cocaine through his pores. It’s clear by the shaky deliberation in her stiffness and
the cagey way she says you’re putting me on the spot that she hears him, yet her
back stays turned. You want to say open your mouth, say something. Then the
needle hits the floor, thin red streak f(ol)lowing.
And you say you don’t want no drama, that you don’t hang ‘round longer then

“Yeah, and I’m exhausted from traveling.”

a year ‘cuz then yuh for some reason got drama. You know what I really hate this

“Precinct 109. That’s where I was locked up. Detective who handled my case

shit.

is named Renoir; big, bald, Haitian softie. You’d like him, being from a family of
cops...”

Turns out a recidivist will rob you if you invite them into your house, whatever
their upbringing.

“... No kidding. I should drop your name? Heh-heh.”
“If you want. Probably wouldn’t do you any good. You’re likeable enough with-

2.

out my cosign.”
“...”

. . . plays private eye . . .

When they parted ways, it was at the sound of a clap and the grip of a very firm
handshake. As Agent Rx walked down the long, narrow hallway to the exit, he did

Sleeping pills, red wine turned vinegar, drapes tight-lipped to panoramic ocean

not turn for eye contact or any such long goodbye, and seemed to Jordan both

view, shafts puckering UV kisses that vivisect the living room’s posh interiors a

wistful and winded, on the lam as ever.

stale, gristly yellow; white Italian leather sofa, the Cindy Crawford Collection,
white clinical waiting room blinds, white everything, more glass in the house than

. . . Agent Rx the reprobate conducts an interview . . .

plaster, no photographs or personal effects, a decadent Ellis nightmare in a tucked
away commercial district with a ton of suspiciously authentic flora. Sitting oppo-

Miranda but I called her Memiranda. Fucking cop’ll tell ya straight. Ya killin’

site one of many wall-occupying mirrors, lordotic posture and fleshy zig-zags of
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chest and abdomen, paroxysms to opiate crash, hoping to wriggle his way through

my grandfather, pillar of community. Acromegalic chin + forehead: virile traits.

death’s doggie door, death-gripping angel lust, indicating asphyxiation, curiosity

Hot temper: parents yelled a lot. Bags: work hard. Prickly aversion to politics:

being the decorated combat veteran appears to have dressed for his own funeral.

brother killed in war. Lack of meaningful relationships.

A USA Military jacket, token from tour as resoundingly acknowledged Ranger.

And on until every aspect of his emotional and psychological life is tabulated

His Medal of Honor for sniping an enfilade and siphoning his platoon to cover

and every physical discrepancy ascribed to teutonic genetics, the face of weath-

during Operation Anaconda in 2002. And the perennial emblem of Enduring

ered virtue with no circumstance uncalled for. A life sentence of struggling to

Freedom, suit and tie illustrating odd duality between service and ambition,

peak behind gleaming eyelids. He senses it in the gap between transparent synap-

tie something of an anachronism in a present where they’ve been phased out of

tical misfires the instant someone stops witnessing the self he belabors to project,

the workplace, similarity to a noose noted, which in this case is appropriately

committed to his hyperactive vision the way directors meditate over each single

backwards, though not the determined cause of asphyxiation. Rather choking on

frame when nobody’s watching and nobody cares. It never occurs to him to look

about four or five handfuls of Ultra-1000 Strength over-the-counter Tums did

at anything else.

him in, probably thinking enough already, I’m higher than I’ll be again, abrading

“Verbal terror” is what Jordan called it. It just doesn’t register, not in an impulse

his bone-dry palate, heaving in rapid succession till he chokes leaning backwards,

aisle, flanked by wispy volumes of picturesque verse and vine sketches. He was

legs splayed around glass table inlaid with mahogany wood and tile, with guilty

talking about extraction. The raw, uncompromised truth of the past; venom to

erect, retroactively deemed suicide note.

poison the water mains and send everyone in this city to hell.

No longer concerned with who he is, I am assigned not to whom but what.
By all accounts, he was consistently well-dressed. When every interaction

. . . makes himself a stool pigeon on behalf of Granger the truant . . .

professional and social commands subtlety, it has to be second nature. So when
his fiancée goes snooping around his work phone, which he unerringly answers in

Disconsolate boys get flogged and flirt with bottles of nyquil, (girls) are bullied

arresting, informal tones of “hey,’’ she finds his text messages deleted. She resolves

into self-obliterating narcissism (and cut off all their hair), but the optimal way out

the only way she’ll ever qualify the lengthy phone calls at inopportune times, the

of a dark situation doesn’t typically inform the suicide dialectic like the immediate

alogia about business trips, the reduced sexual drive, the stilted dirty talk and the

present. The schoolboy Granger Perp intersects my beat on his walk home, looking

now-hourly marijuana smoking would be to clandestinely forward all his calls

like he could withstand a walloping sans grimace, solid assets for high school and

to her phone when she knows it’d be untended, during the one time of week he

prison. You can be certain that given the choice he’d have willed himself into the

forgoed all duty, the elaborate show he makes of epicurean cocktails and barbecue

ground sighing and stomping, dragging his feet underneath streetlamps, eyes in

that draws strangers to sit poolside and converse or just hang out by the jacuzzi

the sewers singing songs in his head by gravity’s martyrs, mullet whipping about.

with a beer. She sets her voicemail to default. The club is members only and each

He washes dishes at a festive Mexican restaurant after class while his mind

member gets + 4. When the call is received, they peculiarly decline to leave a

wanders from the hoary institution peddling soft porn values all day to the crusty

message. An isolated business call on a Saturday and no voicemail. She calls the

punks and their squalid lifestyles and rooted tribes. They smoke marijuana and

number. He says “hey” and she knew.

sleep on the streets. They carry guns. They sing words you can’t understand or in

Anxious at the thought of having to amount to anyone else, he focuses on
himself. Men are easier.

Japanese.
Mary Sutter looks like Mardi-Gras. Tacky splotches of deep eyeshadow and

Reflections make him particularly active and confident. Performing and

drag mascara accenting a glitter confetti which Granger can’t help but feel cued

rehearsing histrionic (facial) expressions, scrutinizing every pockmark, stubble

or taunted in some subliminally romantic way by. He doesn’t notice the infant,

and mole, surfing every ripple of pale skin in a ramble tamble succession of lurid

drugged in his stroller, the thought of which usually sputters before settling into

fricatives. He excuses negligible imperfections. Asymmetrical eyebrow arch: of

nameless unease. Granger thinks she’s trying to outdo him. He thinks about the
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sunburnt geography of her shoulder, watching one strap of her blouse idly slip,

its byzantine isolation from the observable Money-Makers.

waiting for her to readjust it while she jots down variables. Granger will only

Christening himself reactionary nudist, atomically unweds hair and scalp,

tumesce when thinking of a girl’s shoulders from the rear. The tableau is impressed

starts acting out in class. Though they intentionally elude teachers and peers,

on psychology from paper-thin rituals. He visualizes sunspots, collarbone, shoul-

his performance art starts to foster a cult following among the theater set for its

derblade caught mid-bounce at acute angle with neck, blouse strap just sliding

feckless message of look, don’t tamper. Suspended for a week for mounting the

off, head just barely turned to acknowledge, and another frame renders slender,

teacher’s desk to perform a soliloquy called “This isn’t ADD, This is Parkinson’s,”

stubbly legs, left leg kind of dangling, dithering on big toe, frames not contigu-

in which he violently convulses to the students’ amusement for as long as it takes

ous, leaving whatever’s in between to skin-tight imagination. Romance amounted

security to eject him, smokes serendipity away in his aphotic hot room, ceiling

to three primal titillations: trespass, toothlessness, terror. So she coils on first

fan swinging, hinged insecurely against crumbling plaster, threatening to dislodge

contact. Nurturing, he wears her, skinny ampoule in a siamese wound sticking to

what was hidden in the attic. Granger’s only secret is that from time to time he

his waist with the coital tremble of something larger askance. She always uncoils

and his father cop unspeakable thrills together at the expense of other local boys

but he catches up, braces her suspended from where it strains but doesn’t snap,

and girls. They call it “going out of town.” You don’t force a crackpipe in someone’s

watches her lapse from squirms of defiance to resignation, and the balm of mutual

mouth, can’t threaten them with a good time, but you can fool them into think-

depletion makes catharsis beside the point. That’s the trouble with sexual tension.

ing you’re alright. Sometimes he grows bored of toking and jerking off. The same

To avoid tipping off sleuths it just takes practice, is what brings lawyers to

obsessions that make him ill help bury them in the yard. He’s never thought more

advise not a peep. When I could no longer get inside long enough to feel welcome,

than twice about it.

swallowed the key or forgot where I put it, I recalled something that once stuck

The drama department harbors him like an expat. He seeps unnoticed on stage

about women, about how the what of what makes them makes them. Nobody’s

where his anticultural outsider art blooms. Part spoken word and part filthy, fully

open. Just look at stiffs on the subway wearing mousy headphones, shielding the

wardrobed one-man minstrel show, these kinetic freakouts are jarring for their

covers of emblazoned paperbacks. The anatomy of lying is such that stories are

raw honesty and appreciated for all reasons adolescents lust after sex and drugs,

facts subsumed by a common thread incompatible with another. Since you don’t

or video games, because they don’t have to know how it works or rationalize why

presume to know which thread is accurate, you stay to an assortment of facts

they like it, yet often do.

which reinforce targeted moral consensus between professionals. Then you trim

Granger at home’s a different story. On the street he’s unmistakable, half-hair-

the anecdotal fat. So the accused: in this case a young white male, ties to anar-

cut ridiculous, makeup not unserious. Not even the crust punks like him. We meet

chy and white power, psychological profile ameliorative to cause, may get off. The

through a mutual adversary, cop trying to do his job, intimidate Granger to skip

system is self-satisfied in its immutability. It always wins. The moral is it takes its

school, won’t tell nobody. Say he don’t want no fairy coming on to his daughter.

time alloting like a drawn-out yawn. Metaparalegal forensic: evidence of evidence,

So Granger goes home and packs a bowl. He never saves up quite enough to

facts about facts. But you don’t have to turn anyone in. Hearsay isn’t permissible

count, but has a reggie named Gerome who deals other business with his father on

evidence without affidavit. Don’t sign anything. Don’t write anything down. Your

the side, so that whenever Granger gets home somebody’s already gone through

sins will be read to you. Every lie you’ve told is true somewhere else. Consensus is

his stuff. When he doesn’t bring money home, there’s no grass to unlearn the day.

a decision. If you want to preserve relationships, hesitate.

The stupid bastard earned it. He was sine qua non at every literary event and

Granger had little reason not to bullshit me. Once he tells me wants to study

film screening. But where he really shone was the one place she couldn’t get to.

medicine. Obfuscation more than outright lie, for reasons entirely more fetishistic

Mary the holy virgin mother, the indifferent cow in the room twisting his wrist.

than Hippocratic, something about the throes of victimhood that evoke fetishized

She wasn’t so much imposing as she was present, neither talking nor whisper-

exemplars wrapped in staccato sentences and stentorian yowls, he took a preco-

ing. At the bookstore a writer was talking about impregnating readers. Mary was

cious interest in pure maths, its elegant and amputated contours and mazes, and

dependably coy at these events. He took mental snapshots of the more photogenic
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moments, but could never will them to move. Legs crossed, hands laced, knee

thick cannabis smoke manifesting the adage that you know you’re inebriated

bouncing in mischievous snark, an expression that says: Weren’t you gonna say

when seeing double through a sensory fog. Girls hand out nicotine kisses with

something? Fluttering sex appeal like it’s on sale three for one. The writer went on

deliquescent alacrity and recede into strobe vacuums as epicene poindexters jitter

about how the best stories by design will never be written. Mediocrity subscribes

and sweat in profuse harmony. How could one not want to dent their faces for

to something: a story in search of a reason to be read. There are stories which are

them? Images come from all sides and give you more to write down at once. He

lived, and any writer worth his salt never lived anywhere close. You try and imbue

carved his looks so it’d be his, shaved the other half of his stupid haircut, bled

inanimate objects with what is real, but is it alive? Stop doing it. Live your life.

his eyebrows, plucked his lashes, singed his pubes and shredded his lip flaps to

Have fun. Bang a broad or narrower curvature.

drop on willing pigeons. Flirting with pain and lapses of consciousness wasn’t

And when you realize one has nothing to do with the other, it’ll be the one

Granger’s way of empowering or galvanizing you. It was there, arriving via fire of

thing you haven’t learned about yourself that doesn’t show, and it’ll make you

unknown origin, not an outlet really, or a love letter, just a pill to swallow his way

nervous.

or another, beneath or beyond buzz cornucopias, ear to mouth, a weird cultish

Granger felt about learning that it’s unnaturally a tragic undermining.

culture of unadulterated roots music. Guitar strings make for adequate scourges

The thing he likes about poetry is the automatic derision it invites. This is near

and noisemakers, but their genuine appeal comes from how effortlessly one can

to the reason he likes Mary. His anger galled the creative process until it teethed

bend the same notes into various keys with the sublime out-of-reach elegance of

and swallowed. He wasn’t much for skin and bones, and his displays were to the

irrational numbers. Noise not made but discovered where it was put. Punches

best of my knowledge nonviolent, yet they brought ostracism on him. One thing I

were thrown, but the cops would’ve shown up anyway. He only ever hurt anyone

know, he wanted to hurt someone. If you divested him his day and denuded him,

out of ignorance. When the bodies turned up, I took it for him to unworry myself.

you’d see what he really hated. The first and last.

The Sutters on the other hand were an educated bunch, far-flung from the

Namely oil and fluid, half-mast after the morning announcements, on the

white picket domesticism of their facade. Mary was third after two brothers,

football field while the jocks were warming up their pituitary limbs, incredulous

professional athletes and aesthetes respectively. Not quite the darling of tropes,

and absent-minded, bumping on their soles. The cops expected no less than a

she was nonetheless raised with formally adequate care and attention to her star-

free show. It wasn’t the first time. Mary was more than a private kisser, succu-

tling needs, throwing inconsolable tantrums worthy of Springer night after bedev-

lent well-wisher, amorous divine. He wrote lyrics about her and performed them

iled night with the disarming confidence that she’d be appeased, sobbing insin-

to a mixed audience. If ever he felt coming of age, riding with upper-classmen

cerely and snatching things with so little grace that it drove her father madly off

in sweaty convertibles hung close to the gravel, at unconscionable speeds down

the wagon and into a divorce that was not unheralded whatsoever. Mr. Sutter was,

strips of decrepit highway, beer ensconced in crotch, the engine a rabid dog, was

like many otherwise stalwart husbands, not immune to the occasional what-if

enough to just love. You could say she was something to wrap a melody around,

moment, self-conscious of his inclinations toward alternative hedonisms, not sure

or is it wrap around a melody.

so much if it was the physical nature of it or the taboo iconoclasm that rocked his

At home he was merely complicit, but here he was dynamo auteur, bloodshot

boat and enervated his love life. She was Daddy’s Girl, and she looked forward to

eyes and delinquent lip curling to chin in petrified sneer, robust howl beyond

the weekends when she was treated as equal. What else could a single father do

years, and while some will rush to condemn the lurid misogyny and riot-baiting

but covet his only daughter’s affection like a daily salesman. Her brothers sent

insensitivity of his work, ignoring it would be worse, he thought. The cards were

gifts and showered attention on holidays, that consanguineous exclusivity that

already well on the table, so the only thing to do was volley the table indiscrimi-

attends the semigenerational imparting of street homilies: say your prayers, use

nately across the space, a sparsely lit and crudely decorated storage warehouse on

your wits to defuse advances, turn down substances unless they’re free, and don’t

the industrial fringes of the City. Here the gap between you and another person

tell mother. She was hard enough to resist and possess already without coming up

doesn’t inoculate you from intimate contact. The light plays tricks on hormones,

spoiled. Admirers became detractors, friends turned catty and Dad was finding it
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harder to allot time for roller coasters and cotton candy. By the time she was 13
she knew she was proscribed. She had vivid daydreams prenominating disaster,
fantasies of ill-gotten gains in the thrall of catatonic terror.

remarkable no one’s caught on to the hype.
The Face only talked to one pretty girl he remembers. His short impression
of her was that she bursted with more love than he’d ever seen swell on cheeks.

Relentless as the habitual episodes were, she was never properly diagnosed.

She was eager to be so friendly that he squints and misses the distance between

Her parents thought they would expire like the terrible twos. Her doctors asserted

them. He fumbles his proffered cigarette with nervous glee, remembering what it

lack of control as the culprit of her moodswings, self-fulfilling reactions to trig-

is to feel gummy-headed, reaching into his pockets to rediscover once again they

gers, conducting a daily cocktail of medicine and therapy, except most things she

aren’t working pockets. He defers patiently while his body remembers what that

found remotely revealing about herself she uniformly found jarring and unpleas-

feels like. She smokes with the casual air of someone who doesn’t enjoy anything

ant, flipping the switch and serving as the trigger. Her thoughts were being

particularly, but unspecifically everything for its sheer grace. She lilts every other

replaced by others.

word like it deserves independent consideration. Her pronunciation is vaguely

The air here is contaminated with particles that make it difficult to lead a
normal life. Weirdness is back in though it never went away. Mary can’t feel both-

foreign.
(wide-angle smirk) “Why aren’t you smoking? Here!”

ered to do anything but think, when other psychic intentions come out inade-

She draws a polaroid of the two of them and gifts it to him. She also mentions

quate. She gets talked into anything, but can’t be talked out of terror, her psychic

something he thinks odd, that she’s in danger of getting lucky, and it meant she

paramount, always making it a thing that balloons. It comes back tenfold proof

couldn’t have like friends, having to settle for those who couldn’t give her the

when she tries to get away from it for a while. Some people reciprocate, and Mary

dignity of being taken seriously.

is convinced she’s onanistic. Oversexed at thirteen and rubbing herself to sensual

Bonfire networks illuminate the corporate labor colonies, amplify the buzz-

entropy, everything sledgehammers suberogenous regions now, upheavals of

ing, the workaday sounds of nerve-rattling dissonance, ramparts against dispa-

pleasure centers clicking and ticking in stuttery drone she tunes into wide awake

rate realities, surreptitious squabblings and consortings, unctuous seductions

as they proceed on her dreams.

intended no less than to apotheosize human beings. Soundly they play.

What to make of something you can only touch. She’s diligent about her medicine, and while they do quell the voices for a while, what’s always left is minus the

. . . Lucrecia Robinson rhapsodizes the Slit Throats . . .

original sum overwritten. So no wonder, hardly pubescent and arbitrarily seductive, too hypersensitive to be dedicated at anything, she goes catatonic cowgirl

What you know about them out of town girls who ran the Slorehouse Bed

alone but hardly in private, rivulets of sweat and moisture, fluid parasites of

and Board down in South Georgia? The singer was named Cait Lait as I recall,

earthly purpose clogging their pistons, and she snaps out of it publicly when she

pronounced lay. She was originally from Kansas City, where her mother’d been a

perambulates the streets, infant slung, skyscrapers towering above discernabil-

murderer. She’d been a victim of the postpartum blues, though blues is putting it

ity, feeling risible when the buildings aren’t structures but dens and the people

lightly she might say. Before I get to it, lemme tell you something ‘bout my own

assault-rifle her with roles to impersonate. A dim bulb among blinding lights all

ma. She done suffer from capital-D Depression when I was born. Now I don’t

her life, it should comfort her that she’s covered for blindness and epilepsy by

remember it but if grandma wunn’t around to stay her hand, I mighta end up the

multipurpose Lamictal, and she always comes back to stay for a while after all.

same way as Cait’s baby brothers. What happened was, Cait’s mama had it out

Ugly people fascinate. They’re dogged as reptiles, and like rats we can’t get rid

with hubby in the kitchen, the most insulated room in the house, although hubby

of them however much we bid; scampering in the walls, their domain, paying

was not the baby daddy, and far from a model citizen if I may interlope. He had

them too much attention counterproductive, proving their point. They compete

this habit of running from whatever poppycock struck his impulse to leave. This

visibly for attention when no one wants to pay them any. They’re in our offices, our

time she’d had enough. While they was sound asleep, she prowled stealthily up the

movie theaters, in our beds. Fucking with stick-and-pokes and ballpoint pens, it’s

stairs, into the room where Cait and her two brothers slept. Boxcutter in hand,
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she slit they throats while they slept. Then she ran when she saw the blood, locked

her to the best damn pizza shack in town, and she gave me the nastiest hickey; I

herself in the closet and wept while Cait, the oldest and lone survivor, crawled

had a wound the shape of Texas and she was all like awww, I’m sawrry, like bitch

over to the upstairs phone and dialed 911. She held pressure on her gash and

you more than a lil’ bit crazy. I took her home and we made love. She was sixteen

wondered if she’d been spared intentionally, or if mama had slipped.

and I was twenty- three. Run away from home. Fronted her outfit but acted like a

After the mother was locked up Child Protective Services had stuck her at the

groupie from hell. Did I mention she and Cait were related?

Slorehouse, a boardinghouse in Athens, GA that doubled as a brothel borne of
bad taste, even worse the business model, that being the absence of discrimination
with which they lured passersby, flashing them titties and engineering trains and

. . . Sara Blake at home, gruesomely indulging her mother Agustina’s obsessions on a plastic chair, grooming and manicuring her at age twelve . . .

then forgetting to charge. Cait was able to make a quick buck though. I’m sure
being pretty din’t hurt, but mizz she was smart as whip cracking loose skin ‘cuz
she then hitchhiked all the way to Boston, where she was adopted by some newly
single mother with a big heart. Cait found a family that loved her. She got the scar
on her throat tatted over with stitches like Jack Skellington’s smile, her new mom’s
idea.
So that’s how the Slit Throats came to pass. They were from out-of-state but

“Sit still goddamn you! You’re gonna be a teenager soon, don’t you wanna look
all pretty for the boys?”
“Not really.”
“Now sweetie pie, when I was your age, my skirts were so short I had to wear
matching underwear.”
“I know mom, you’ve only told me that story a million times.”

they done toured here in New York where I done end up on multiple occasions

“Now you know I do this because I love you. Sit still so you don’t... Huh! Look

and always played first so you had to get there extra early if you wanted to see

at that, I slipped. Fuck! Now that’s okay Agy, we’ll just have to go a little shorter

them rip. And boy, they was on fleek even outta they element. They opened for

is all.”

hip-hop DJs in the Bronx and Yonkers at night and CBGBs in the matinee. It was

“I don’t want it shorter!”

an astral collision, but by the time the Perpetrators were getting locked up, they’d

“Now honey, it’s gonna be uneven if...”

disappeared. Heard she was a stay-at-home mom now. Figure that.

“Quit it, mom! I ain’t no doll!”
Agustina swipes the pair of scissors across Sara’s left cheek, drawing blood.

. . . and Daphne Punch & the Surrogate Moms . . .

Sara bawls.
“Oh honey, I’m sorry.”

I called her Snagtooth. Anita Ekberg pirouetting on elbows and roller skates

Sara hovers over the arch to the livingroom, facepalming her tears. In one

over a bed of broken glass, mouth full of soda, bringing me dislocated props from

elegant motion, she tears a rectangle of quadruple-ply paper towel and daubs

the studio in her cradle of skinny wrists. Southern tramp, caged in her snaggle-

the scratch on her cheek. When she looks over at Agustina again, her tear ducts

toothed smile and two-dollar accent, both of which leapt immediately to mind

look swollen but her eyes are dry. She takes a sip of water from a styrofoam cup

when I thought of her, probably because it was there, upfront and center when I

to parch her lips, remnant of last night’s failed birthday party which her mother

first really looked. She told me she was from bombed-out Berlin but she was really

suffered the brunt of rejection for. Her miniskirt which she shoplifted along with

from Boston. She coulda been from the south for my money. Snagtooth because

her anime schoolgirl overalls and white pinstriped bowler shirt with the pirate

her teeth were hooked like crescents, cheeks like half-saucers. They say I objectify

cuffs do nothing to obscure her lissome white meat. She grabs the black trilby

women, but I say I beautify them. The ugliest part of a person is the part you get

from the coat rack and checks her reflection in the window. Dropping her skirt

to know in anything but pictures and images. She’s still an image in my mind, and

and cavorting over to Agustina, embracing her while giving into the wrinkled

what’s more forever than that? Her name was Sara, and long before Granger did

knowing palm already sensually escalating her to orgasm. Moans and kisses and

time, she was hustling her boobies up and down Halsey lookin’ for a date. I took

sorries.
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“I just want what’s best for my baby.”

could buy you something in a mason jar with a little lemon zest, or perhaps a more

“I know mom. I just wanna be like you.”

soporific beverage to allay your stress and disabuse you of the notion that I’m

“Sit down.”

preying on our mutual circumstance on anything more than a lark; going in, to

Sara falls back onto the plastic chair, legs crossed, eyes welling up again, cunt

quote the day’s parlance. Still it takes a certain mettle to achieve the proper mind-

dripping.

over-matter zen. A high-minded aesthetic ideal that spells payola for the creep.

“Let’s get you dry as a stick before Daddy and your older sister gets home.”

First the din I have to drown out, the honking and pollution, and the flood of

Agustina kneels and wipes the moisture from her daughter’s crotch. She pulls

loony bin logorrheia that plagues my daily mind games with myself, accruing

her underwear carefully up followed by the miniskirt.

output beyond agreeable norms, wordplay for the storm drain. A man in a sports-

“Now what’s the first thing we know about boys?”

coat and red-spotted tie cuts off a disagreeable denizen of psychotic police state

“They’re strong.”

#001 driving a utility van, dashing past the cone of mud splatter sparing every-

“That’s right. Look at me. There ain’t no shame in playing dirty to stay alive.”

thing but the cuffs on his Ferragamo flats, sending this hard-body bootlick into a

Sara nods followed by another stream of tears which she daubs with the fresh

blundering blind alley of rage, eliciting the finger and accompanied surge of

rectangle her mom hands her.

adrenaline, chasing the van to the end of the next congested intersection and
throwing three projectile right hands shattering the glass and disarming his

. . . David Bartolomeo, before he was Dave Blaze, putative co-founder and

waking dream double, who gets yanked out by the collar onto the receiving end of

aesthete behind Jordan Strong’s media imprint, pursues a tramp, tosses her

knuckle traffic, finally giving his skull to the pavement before the authorities come

back, and conspires on the phone . . .

skidding by with batons at the ready. Wield the perfect cocktail, buckle down and
get amped like Terminator. So many contact highs; things not entirely germane to

I ask the questions that make you uncomfortable. You, the parka-clad wayward

you but which nonetheless find it in themselves to intrude casually into the tran-

waif emerging from the downhill detritus of Jefferson Avenue perpendicular to

som of rational thought. I’m not especially fond of them, but I gravitate late

Flushing where you always stop by an antique store to windowshop but never buy

behind the hype to cop a buzzed feel. The first girl who ever puked in my car had

anything nor so much as enter and parallel to Bushwick where you slow to remove

to do with the indica in the joint that lead you to believe I would take advantage

your parka and over your shoulder schlep the Gore-Tex weighing your whole

after I helped you wipe your vomit from the dashboard, ushered you into the

comely mess down, sleeves making wind shapes airing out and exposing a pair of

shower stall and invited you to spend the night lying there stiff and skinny like an

cropped dickbeaters in rubber gloves grasping at straws supporting teeming shop-

emaciated blouse or shrunken boogie board when you said “you can do whatever

ping bags. I shrink. You walk into a deli where I skulk in the beer aisle while you

you want.” The art in a good pursuit is in love of the pursuit and nothing more. A

order a chicken breast thinly sliced, grateful for the calculated, predigested ounce

chase must never be a heist. The time a nearby precinct sent an unmarked cruiser

of repose. I follow because I’m bored. Yards, sometimes feet behind your dragging

by the playground sent waves of anxious scatological preoccupation from my

heels. It’s so biting the cold that all around us plod concave mannequins, eyes

chest straight down to my bowels, averring the notion that it’s okay to do anything

wrapped in scarves, in flight to or from their next/last obligation. Call me a

up to and in some jurisdictions including noticeable harassment, with but never

layabout but laziness is preferable to manufactured gusto. One more winter to

folding the line to stop foisting your penal code on mine. The eschatology of dero-

trudge through this bleak urban grid before I make for the mountains and I’m

gation; don’t tell me I’m on the wrong side of history. Spy versus spy, paranoid

bored. I’ll go away from here, toward crossroads shorn of a different maple leaf

versus paranoid. A collision with error; I’m only soundly playing by the rules you

palette, coruscating coasts and the half-sunken boulevards and crescent eagle-

wrote. Cruising these hostile climes in search of the meat. Perish you fine-lined

beaked highways of southern California, crepuscular dawn leading me on.

keeper of mysteries. Experimentation is a foregone conclusion. Always seek the

Drained of intent, I follow you all the time. Should you stop somewhere nice I

most interesting way to do things, never the easiest. There are a million ways from
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Sunday to sling dope in this town, oh cookie cut. Epiphanic: to defray sunken

burrowing toward light. Now we wile our lives away on steroids to get through the

costs of living here, find a friend. I have one who is seriously wackadoo. He’s in a

day, realistic; hep to the ruthlessness of the show. From day one the poet is beset

band called the Doowawas. The opener off their debut single goes “this is a beau-

by adversity, talked down by truculent well-wishers and advisers into psychic

tiful work of art but I wish I could drink in front of it.” He gets up every morning

entrepôts of cowardly failure brimming with settlements and plea deals bereft/

and puts on his bathrobe and cowboy hat and walks to the kitchen. But first he

robbed of one’s own opportunity for recognizance. First you get the money, then

notices Sheryl the roommate sitting on the couch, daubing tears and wicked pink

the women. Steeling myself for rejection by hanging all my weight on my boyish

eyeliner. It’s noon and her makeup is smeared on the armrest. He rubs his eyelids

calves and extruding an idle fart from my haunches, exerting all energy toward

and yawns as his face balloons. If you thought to ask, I wonder the first thing

the glory hole where pupils are pecked out by crows, irises lanced and casually left

people would say. You could say he trusted not one man, woman or animal in his

strewn by the side of the road, and affect a sheepish smirk, spruced up bodybag

life. Bohemian trepidation; he had trouble with alarm clocks. He’d lost a job to it,

look. One must blot out all contingencies to scale the highest peak and dive to the

flunked his classes, blew off his friends, dates and relatives, and missed the end of

lowest depths. How long before you start hitting back? Again the church, this time

civilization. This time it wasn’t the alarm, but it’s just as well since he swallowed

with a slightly ponderous eulogy/elegy in yé-yé striking universal accord before

two K-pins and wouldn’t be waking up to watch the people as they wandered

redacting solemnity in favor of a stumbling chorus dynamic in its spurious cult of

around confused, some celebrating, most just confused. When he fell asleep the

downbeat notes demurring the patrician ghost with a churlish crepuscular buzz,

last thought he had was that he regretted saying something to his friend that had

jumping the gulf between sangfroid and schadenfreude in a fell stroke of lunacy.

left a psychic imprint on him (the friend). “Back to normal” is a phrase I hear a lot

Interlocutors descending into biographical lacuna, bathing in epsom salts. What

these days. I’m beginning to think English is not the best line of communication

is a writer? Ask yourself this over and over. A fascist literature unfettered by

for this story. Fuck me if you love me. Humming posers and their adjunct minstrels

commitments to you, the best and only thing I ever had, seeking community

block the shortest distance between me and you, arms clutched in lockstep rhyth-

among the living for a worthy tribute to the dead. Your funeral. Somebody squelch

mic formation; a cut-up show. When it rains it pours. I catch you ducking under

these incurable indices circling David’s heart in patient, arrhythmic undercur-

a bankrupt awning while hatching a scheme to rendezvous with my special lady

rents; flutter for the sonorous flourishes driving me mad.

friend. A cigarette is as close as I get to letting go. Under a hoodie wearing shades

Next story. John Gluton called today. Said he was changing his name to a vowel

I assess many things. Your chin is speckled with acne scars and the mole above

sound. Shared a hack for living but I zoned out until he mentioned the feds were

your lip screams money money money. An ole’ tug and barge on the Gowanus

hatching a honeypot for Jordan six miles wide, in the neighborhood he shared

flashes its lights before drawing its anchor and petering out into the horizon,

with Jane the categorically uncouth tough little watt monkey. Talked about his

roustabouts dilatorily hitting carcinogenic grits. Two trustfund luminaries gambol

new girl. Spitting more than singing, he said. Any coercive acts? Wheedle n’ coax

about drunk on funny tears, enmeshed in each other’s beige trenchcoats. Otro

‘em all you want, they’re saying intractable on this one. He’s been deemed docile

ataque de los nervios. Your bottom lip quivers as you lift your sunglassed avatar

enough to allow for a penny infiltration. Mal? He didn’t say no.

making sweet chin music as you tap on your jaw-line. This is what might pass for

None better at cajoling user-serviceable parts than Mal. Lemme get some

sexual preening in today’s cutleried age. A cyclist blazes a trail of splash on us and

dome, is what I finally said, before you took one look at me and made off in a

now it’s evident that this story is not a wrap. A boulangerie across the street shuts

slapdash hurry. What’s the rush? I called, but no answer; just the pitter-patter

off its lights. A pedestrian hacks up a cough. Your eyes wander adroitly from the

of tiny sneakers. Gotta earn your fragments. Hippie speedball to J’s dome: hit of

corner of mine to the haunting trellis of the corner church. Don’t sleep on us.

fire sativa with a coffee and maybe a Klonopin for the handshake blues. That’s it?

Raconteurs and troubadours ecstatic with the nocturnal plunge erase the silence.

Cleaner than a duster on Sunday. I don’t believe it. But you do.

Say what you will about finance, but ‘nauts built this city; ‘nauts of every creed and

Ricky was hosting this time and I would’ve let him have it. It’s hard to tell how

color, intoxicated and ravaged by the spectacle of rabbits crammed into tunnels

much space there’ll be between me and the next person, how much is made up. It
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only seemed to mean what it wasn’t. Hors d’ouevres were plentiful. San Cristobal

this Lucrecia Robinson, and personally, I don’t know how she escaped the most-

de las Casas. Yawn. Jimmy the lock. Discredit. Get wasted. Say something reassur-

wanted list. Car-jackings, hit-and-run, murder in four states, all open cases, all

ing; you have all my passcodes. Another jewel for the diadem of Mal. Hollywood is

with leads, albeit minor, pointing to her, minor until you piece ‘em all together.

connecting with audiences stronger than ever while literature stammers to find a

She’s not visible on any type of social media or even the Politico comments

place in this new world. Editor’s advice: burn it while you can. Glowering, action

section. We could see how they respond to a routine tax audit, but don’t you think

must rise inexorably, diadelphous the plot strands, conflict must be present at

that’s a bit paranoid?”

all times, resisting polemical. Make sense? Not a lick. Trolling. Cram it net girl.

“Lex... what day is it?”

Depone him already. They’ll get along swimmingly, I know. Commiserate like

“Sir?”

toadies. On a sojourn to Strickland Cemetery, where the bitch scant begat clem-

“Just answer the question.”

ency. Microfiche. His taxing joie de vivre.

“It’s the night of Friday, the fourteenth.”

Everything happened all at once. Past tense. Ignominies unspoken but

“Last night, in this very suite, like every night, for whose inclusion I will now

surveyed. Love, no chaser. With Jane, we’d make out anywhere new just to sample

switch to the general past-participle, I have appetite fits from the Suzy, I order

the sensation of being angled differently. She was coached by her mother who cut

room service, and then the next day I have violent diarrhea all day long. Is it

her hair ‘til she was of age. Who painted a still life in caricature. We’re all dream

anxiety? Or am I consuming excess fiber? Get my nutritionist on the PA, I wanna

doubles, cosmic doppelgangers of a fiendish sort, shadow puppets, robots made

talk to him.”

by the creator, immortal ‘til he fell, leaving behind this imperfect design. The tarot

“Mr. President...”

worships the negative space in between this preoccupation with death. Another

“The point is, Lex, if you’ll allow me to make my point, is that there are limits

crude interjection. It has recently come to my attention that I’m not as funny as

to what this administration knows about me. Now, you being on the outside, I

previously thought.

could clue you in, for friendship’s sake.”
Lex nods a slow, appreciative nod.

“Mr. President, taking advantage of checks and balances to block policy is just

“Now this woman... is no ordinary activist. This isn’t someone as culturally

an occasional fact of political life. Your administration isn’t equipped to filibus-

visible as Angela Davis, nor are we talking a missive-launching pocket-protecting

ter without you. In your special case, your signature charisma and voice would

blogger at Planned Parenthood. This isn’t Homeland Security’s ball-park either,

actually work against that. The people expect you to be firm, but perhaps even

since Ms. Robinson ain’t about to strap a stick of dynamite to her breast and take

more so, they expect you to be present, in the media and in their everyday lives.

hostages for nobody or no cause. Plus she’s changed identities so many times I

Holing up in New York City at the Ritz isn’t going to distance you from this; it’s

doubt she still answers to Lucrecia. When I said she was an activist, I was speaking

going to have everyone scratching their heads wondering where the most popular

delicately. Her record of loose ends and what-ifs... is a dead end. The only way we

world leader since Reagan just went, and why isn’t he out there negotiating for

find her, is if she finds us. That’s not what I want to happen. Now, we had a deal,

our rights?”

back when I was still doing pro bono legal work and civic organizing, that if she

“I tried sparring with them, Lex. Boehner, he’s a scary motherfucker. Now

do something for me, then when I become President, I will personally see to it

you’ll never hear it outside the confines of this room, but I reckon that jowely-eyed

that the nation’s capital votes yes on weed. I didn’t think this would be a problem,

cowboy’s made it his personal mission to bury me since the day I took office. Only

and it wasn’t. We killed the pop vote. And now Boehner wants to kill the budget,

Cheney frightens me more, but he’s out of the picture. I’ll tell you what though,

and that’s ludicrous. Medical marijuana is gonna line all our pockets with gold.

these politicians, these yes men, and women, they don’t scare me like she does.”

And recreational? Do we analyze this in terms of other returns? I mean c’mon, I

“The activist again... Mr. President, what are the chances that this player is
still in the game? Our intelligence has run an extensive background check on

know he’s God-fearing, but nowhere in the book does it say thou shalt not partake
of herb.”
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“Mr. President, if I may ask, what favor did Ms. Robinson do for you to earn a
slice of the pie, so many years later, when you’ve acted a politician and broke bread
on so many promises?”
“Lex, there’s a reason your man at the bureau’s only giving you loose ends. Do

“... I understand, Mr. President. I’ll fetch Matheson at CIA in the morning. If
we can’t get around this politically...”
“We’ll have to make an extraction.”
“Yes sir... right away, Mr. President. Good night.” “G’night, Lex...”

you really think, given the sophistication and precision of our intelligence, that
we wouldn’t be able to peg a charge on a citizen if we wanted to? See, Lucrecia

3.

ain’t no citizen. She’s a player in the game. A stick-up girl. She’s never gone near
a bank or anything. She wunn’t no activist neither. Haha! She did used to hold a

. . . Agent Rx chomping at the bit on women . . .

sign for a queer lobby, back in the seventies, early eighties, but it was just a front,
a sniper’s nest. And a favor to her young girlfriend at the time, who was a minor;

And this is where you end up salty and screwed on your way out. The last one,

there’s pictures, but the statute on statutory rape long since elapsed. ‘Crecia’s busi-

Joan, was a race against the same inevitability. There are things I did to prolong

ness was robbing niggas at gunpoint, and I never saw her work, not personally,

it. I kept a record of our debts to each other, chronicling what would later appear

but I know she had chops. Her legend crossed state lines and class borders. She

to be an asymptotic cycle of abuse. At the time, it was about binding the two of us

was all over campus back then, and nobody paid her any mind, and even if they

to a conversation that would rush to its last words and act as a forward-thinking

did, they’d have nothing on her. The reason you ain’t gettin’ nothing today is...

investment. She always wanted to do things I was tired of doing so she could do

her business be trawlin’ up a lot of official lint, if you know what I’m saying. She

them alone. Whenever I’d butt along, good times weren’t to be had. I couldn’t

must’ve been charming too, and cunning, ‘cuz she bribed and blackmailed her

hear anything over the music, which made me want to engage you in lewd public

way outta trouble multiple times; border patrol, DUI’s, you name it. Plus, she was

displays, to take you aside and yell:

once a spy for the CIA.”

(paraphrased for lucidity)

“... A what?”

“Hey tits, hit this.”

“She helped them get a leg-in once on a major NYC prostitution ring, little

-Puff puff pass.

over a decade ago. It was politics, some young buck’s bid for popularity. But when

“These drinks cost me over a pretty penny.”

it came time to depose the kingpin, the organization needed a new head.”

“Don’t do the George Costanza thing, please.”

“...”
“Don’t look so shocked; you know the government’s got its stake in black

“Why do you even come here? You don’t like the music, the guys stare at you
like I’m going to start a fight, and you can’t even hear yourself speaking.”

market dollars. Money’s money, so long as it’s clean. Anyway, the head of the CIA

“I’m sorry you’re going deaf but I’m not going to stop coming here ‘cuz you’re

then wanted to appoint her as Madame, with no middleman or higher-up. Install

paranoid about predatory vibes. And please don’t mention the mugging, I can

her, like we do satellites. This lasted about three months, and after that she disap-

already see it coming.”

peared. No trace of her since.”
“What happened?”
“Heh. Lucrecia prolly wasn’t about to take her chances with the Agency. She’s a
born volatile leader, Lex. One of the very few.”

“This is why you got mugged.”
“No, this is why you can’t stand to see other people talk to me. You think I have
something to hide.”
“Yeah, that’s because I can’t hear you.”

“...”

“You know I have to come here for my job. You know this is how I get work.”

“So now you know why I don’t wish to take chances. I’ve had her penciled in

“C’mon. Flirting with photographers to take pictures of you and wooing them

the payroll for this Mary J bidness since I took office. I used pencil ‘cuz if she din’t

with your opinions to let you write an article or blurb is not a job, and isn’t going

come to collect, I’d know she be dead.”

to make you any money. You could do this on your own.”
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“Networking is something I do very well on my own, and it’s not about the
money. Go home.”

into foreign waters with temperament and perfect poise. Asylum from our better
angels for sake of vice.

“Yeah maybe you’re a superstar here, but I’m always in competition.”

“What is up with this pink jacket wearing faggot?”

-Walks away.

“Doesn’t he notice it’s fucking 90 degrees out?”

-Puff puff.

“We should go fuck with him.”

Being with you stipulated ritual alertness to the elements that kept it inter-

“I want to kill him.”

esting. Conduct opportunities with your right hand. Breakfasts were smoother

“Let’s stay civil.”

thanks to time constraints, while evenings we put each other on trial. The conve-

“I don’t care about civility anymore. I rather she hate me.”

nience of being a pothead is such that you can play psychotic and paranoid

“Let’s go fuck with him.”

without having to commit to it in real life. The excitement of constant mulling is

“Let’s just leave.”

infectious. It’s what first wed me to you and vice versa, that you took it without

“It’s 3am.”

complaint or aversion. You hated the apartment, chiding me for its permanence,

“Exactly. Too late to be doing anything else.”

a hoarder’s closet of legend stacked with landscape panoramics of the 11th hour,

“Did you see that bruise? What the fuck.”

large 12 by 12” photographs, portraits mostly, chiefly for sentimental reasons. Not

“She said she didn’t know.”

for reminiscence, already fully loaded, but I like how the material itself is nostal-

“He bit her. He bit her hard and she came.”

gic, the texture, its dimensions more real than what they represent, ultimately

“We’re going to fuck with him.”

falling short of an experience. Finally you sprang an ultimatum,

“Rests his hand on my shoulder and says ‘Is this guy bothering you?’ Then

“Suppose I travel light, and you either drop it or hold onto it yourself.”

he laughs at his own Ivy League joke and introduces himself. I wanted to eat his

When you finally let go of that dogma, you laughed at me just once. I forced

heart.”

myself into you with bridge burning assertion, the kind of charming abandon
which makes everything seem like the end of death however rote it goes each
time, forcing you to confront the dissolution of your then-relationship and throw

“That’s a fight.”
“You should’ve said ‘YEAH, this is an A-B bothering session, why don’t you C
your way out of it, you pink sweater wearing faggot.’ ”

your love life into upheaval while I chased a skirt I’m still convinced is the only

“How about ‘YEAH, you been bothering her too?’ ”

tangible layer that peeled off. The courtship never ends and I know that should

“I’m the guy who had my penis in her just before you. Nice to meet you.”

thrill me but I don’t get that way.

“He must work out.”

Another one, Denise, was as bad as you were content at making me work for

“I bet he takes gym showers.”

it. It was like this every night, a race to the bottom of the glass but in frankness

“In his shorts.”

nothing more than a mutual spacing out of complementary intervals leading me

“I bet she likes to feel his triceps while he’s fucking her.”

to the foot of the bed. Modern dating with all its comfy rules and etiquette.

“His lapidary abs.”

We were ruthlessly captious with one another from the outset, stultifying

“It’s not about her anymore. It’s between me and him.”

individuality in the claustrophobic living space we cohabitated. Neither of us

“One swift kick to the gut.”

saw the limit to our compatibility. I worked to constantly stimulate and amaze,

“A bottle to the head.”

come up with ideas to par with your Hollywood standards, cull from Time Out

“Let’s just humiliate him.”

or invent new things to shill for: a park, a botanical garden, a mountain, so we

“Ask him questions. Feel him out.”

could look at them together. Up until you left, I thought it was baggage that would

“Make fun of his haircut.”

keep you here, when it only anchored your uncertainty, postponing your venture

“Let’s fuck him.”
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“He probably has hunting stories.”

ear as she sings for bloody mercy, wriggling and contorting under ‘Crecia’s weight

“I bet he thinks he thinks he’s punk or something.”

and pressure, which holds firm and yields to gentle counter-pressure with prehen-

“He probably has morals. He probably says things.”

sile properties, like perfect stallion lovers do. Her toes curl and the heels of her

“I bet he’s hung. Women want to fall in love with a cock.”

feet go numb.

“I wouldn’t have it any other way.”

“You are impossibly good-looking, you know that?”

“True.”

Lucrecia blinks her big wet eyes moist with porous sweat and saline tears from

“What am I gonna do, get married and put it away?”

teasing her ducts with the basement’s damp and dust-ridden interior, closed off

“Gross.”

from the junk sickness of the upstairs renters by a locked door, hermetically sealed

“Just find a good cock you can count on. Simple. Works.”

by a pile of clothes obstructing every crevice and vacuuming the humidity and

“He looks like prison rape bait.”

sweat inside like the most fatal incense.

“I’ll regret it if I don’t fuck with him.”

“You’re not so bad lookin’ yourself.”

“Maybe.”

“You drive me crazy... why you cryin’?”

“Faggot.”

“I ain’t cryin’. It just be hotter than a mother in here, goddamn.”

(Action Beat: A scene from our relationship in which several overarching

“You wanna go sit on the stoop? Or go for a round?”

points are illustrated. The conceit is classic vaudeville on a rotating stage, fixtures
subject to rotation by shadowy men. We have a conversation heretofore scuttled,

“Nah, it’s too cold out there girl, and it’s snowing. Plus, we so primp n’ cozy in
here; I just don’t see a problem.”

about commitment, the tonal architecture of which eclipses the physical environs,

“Alright...”

brings us closer to the thing that needed to be there for the content to exist, the

The two cradle each other side-by-side and gaze long and hard into each other.

subject: The End)

This is what folks mean when they say, “I see you.” It means I’ve seen you when
you can’t be hidin’ nothin’. That’s why strippin’ ‘em nude be so effective for interro-

4.

gatin’. People get mad vulnerable when they stuff be hangin’ out. But truthfully I,
Lucrecia R, ain’t never had that kinda connection. It’s like I know how to love, but

Mary’s immaculate conception was not arbitrary. After her first child, she
never stopped wondering where he went off to. Like a ball leaving a temporary
foamy imprint in water.

something be missing when it comes to shit.
In a post-coital haze, ‘Crecia limps over to the record player and drops the
needle on a slab of wax. It’s a 45rpm 12” of hard, Milwaukee breaks. Niggas who,
when that scene blew up for a second in the early nineties, would DJ with their

. . . I am the introitus . . .

dick and cut they glans, bleed all over the motherfuckin’ place, and you’d hear all
your favorite breaks warped with a static sheen, and these jockeys manipulated

Lucrecia is undressing. Her girlfriend, Phea, is gripping the two globular
bed-posts, elbows akimbo, torso and legs quivering in ecstatic suspense. They

vinyl like rabid machine heads; slowing it down, shutting it off, fucking with the
right channel, and cetera. ‘Course, I wasn’t there. It just sound real cool.

make love. ‘Crecia rolls her over, mounts her lower-back, simulates pincer-move-

“That’s disgusting, Creesh...”

ments on her woman’s ass before sliding two, and then three digits in her cunt,

“Don’t start callin’ me Creesh now, aight? We ain’t that close yet.”

revolving and rotating her fleshy wet mass, lubricating the introitus to welcome
four, relishing her honeyed moans, spanking her with the free hand, introducing
finally her whole fist, now steeped in pussy. Her girlfriend rolls up her pupils and
curls her upper lip’s tensile curvature to reveal a fangtooth. Lucrecia nibbles her

The junk addict renters knock on their floor. When ‘Crecia ignores ‘em long
enough, they damn near plunge a broom through the ceiling.
“They must be detoxin’ if they care this much. ALRIGHT! You sack of dingdongs! Sheesh.”
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Lucrecia turns the knob, throws the record across the room with the platter

did, on both knees, with a supplicative demonstration of their own loyalty to the

still spinning, and throws on something a little less hectic, lighter, mo’ romantic:

red white and blue, and not just loyalty, but empathy as well -- stars and stripes. In

Nina Simone’s Emergency Ward. She crawl back in bed, into her girl’s embrace,

a show of servility to their magnificent overlords, the Japanese, and Vietnam later

nuzzles her chin on her shoulder, separates briefly to hit the joint camping on the

as well, presented them with a sample platter of their so-called comfort women

ashtray, and turns into those soft breasts for the night.

upfront, because they had heard Americans love to rape.”
“Yeah, well, I’ve heard...”

V.

“Lot of dirt, in the past.”
“What about the future?”

And bright lights. Wrap it up, send it to someone you hate.

“I haven’t figured that out yet.”

Agent Rx was tired of investigating these depressing social work cases. Incest,

“What else haven’t you figured out?”

childhood schizophrenia -- abusers and abused. A debilitating soul sickness

“There’s more I didn’t get to tell you about the other night...”

whipped him into the narcotic land of nursery rhymes and lullabies where he

“I’m intrigued.”

spent the next week withdrawing from amphetamine salts in an indifferent stupor,
ignoring work calls, which was unlike him, to blow off currency in cold cash like
that. He thought long and hard about the other night with Jordan, and what he
was witness to. There’s no way! A classic, well-played hoax, probably the work of

“But can you hack it, you think? Now that you’ve had some time to think it
over?”
“Yeah. You know I’m your man. I ain’t got nothing else going on right now. You
give me a stipend, and I’ll help you with your... research, in whatever way I can.”

some adventurous radio station. But what if it were real? It could be a milestone,

“Good. When can we meet?”

or perhaps a pandora’s box, since no matter how hard he tried, he couldn’t imagine

“Tomorrow.”

a practical use for this beyond a selfish and reckless man’s heart. Making peace

“I’m transcribing until six. I can meet then.”

with the past is an invaluable human lesson, and part of the commitment is in

“Look at you! Six-o-clock Jordy! Keeping your own schedule and shit. I’m

accepting that it’s beyond one’s grasp.
But something about Jordan’s conviction swayed him, because he was dialing
his number.

impressed.”
“And you’ve got no attachments right now, amirite?”
“That’s right. You planning to slip me a mickey and stash me in your closet?”

“Yo.”

“No... I just wanna know how dedicated you can be. It’s a big project.”

“Hey Jordan, listen; I’ve been thinking about the other night, and what

“I know, I know. Well, see ya after six then, J.”

happened, and...”

“... See ya then. Get some rest.”

“Keep it in code, Agent. We’re never alone on here.”

“Night.”

“I just keep thinking about Oppenheimer’s comments after Hiroshima. His

Agent Rx hangs up, scrolls through his numbers, and calls his cousin Ron, the

famous Bhagavad Gita quote. And his delivery; he looked empty, not sad or

MD of his tired-ass midwestern clan.

alarmed, just drained and depleted of his humanity. Even Truman’s speech, the

“Hello?”

most intimidating war speech of all time perhaps, where he threatened the Japa-

“Hey Ron, you got a second?”

nese with the power of the sun and universe. The physicists who worked on the

“Sure, what up?”

Manhattan Project knew exactly what they were doing. Do you?”
“You know that the Pacific Theater of that war was not without precedent or

“I know it’s dinner time over there so I don’t wanna importune too much, but
I just wanted to ask your medical opinion on something.”

predicate, yeah? That the first Roosevelt was over in Japan encouraging them to

“Go ahead.”

invade the other Far Eastern countries, and they welcomed Teddy, the Japanese

“Cell phones... Can they give you cancer?”
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“Probably not, why? You hypo again?”
“Nah, it’s really just for this friend of mine. He real hypo. This motherfucker
goes to the hospital for an erection. Anyway, he be building cellulars now and
junk, and I’m just lookin’ out for a bro, you feel me?”
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An imago or burning effigy of Jesus Lord flickers on the LED panel. A sight
gag? Little left-field for Burr. Maybe were this Hicks or Brand but...
Anyway, the way white couples assimilated to Bushwick fight isn’t all that
surprising if you’re black. Least that’s what the neighborly lady said in mutual

“I feel ya.”

confidence and expressed empathy, assonant phonemes disjecting and forming

“So zero documented cases... of cell phones causing brain cancer. That’s just a

morphemes of the mothertongue. Though it may seem comical if you’re black

myth, right?”

-- transplants or immigrants, regional expats and what have you -- terrorize each

“It’s a myth, bro.”

other through neurotic projection of deeply embedded ideals not easily shaken by

“Word up. Anyway, much love to you and yours. How’s Sandra and the kids?”

the recognition of any conscientious implication of circumstance. This is because

“Sandra’s fine. Overworked but she doesn’t see it ‘cuz she’s always been a work-

coddled ofays and their teet-nibbling honeysuckles know nothing of varied

aholic and doesn’t know any better. And the little ones are good, except ‘Cisco

experience and the infinite plurality of rationalization and psychic consequence,

broke his foot the other day, trying to break into the house when we weren’t home

attaining everything they know about ethics from the internet and other binary

and he was locked out. He’s getting old enough to fuck with my life, I’ll tell you

reactionary models, knees jerking in the proximity of dissolution, nurturing

that.”

antipathy toward bucklers and hecklers while drowning their vices in heavy doses

“Shit. Well, I hope he’s okay. Speaking of Sandra though, you getting some side
puss or what?”
“Hahahah! Thinking about it, bro.”

of denial and self-loathing. It’s the American way.
“I can’t stop thinking about you having sex with prostitutes.”
Holdovers from earlier seasons. Stand-up need not be a closed-circuit gamut

“I hear ya; well, listen. I gotta go. My plans be calling me on the other line.

gesturing back to time-honored legends, but this was plain embarrassing. Morbid

Thanks for confirming my worst fears as usual. You store-bought diploma quack.”

silence. Jordan tunes in from a stoned lapse to ingest the visual spectacle of Burr

“Alright, no problem brother. Anytime.”
(click)

retiring an old stripper bit.
“Have you ever?”
The last time Jordan was honest was to utter the words, “Yes. Six years ago I

. . . the other shoe . . . all you ever were dead to me . . .

visited in Bangkok. Curiosity I suppose.” Vow of silence.
“Who cares?”

Jane V. Jordan, Round 1.

“I think you just answered your own question babe.”
“You parted the sea to rid yourself of me.”

They sat together alone on the couch, a large and comfy Swede upholstered

“To rid us of each other!”

thing come bed and board (racecar) for their temporary loftmate Bertrand, who

Intermission. It was a spell of bad times like these I found myself dipping in

recently secured employment and lease and whose couch-surfing days were

the habit of storming out for a brisk constitutional to collect myself and thinking,

numbered. A stand-up comedy special was flickering on the screen belonging to

how could we ever be the same again? We wouldn’t. Even on an empirical basis

their indefinite loftmate Tarkus, a cheap LG panel deep into the brief longevity of

-- a cellular-molecular level, we’d be crucially different. Everyone on the block was

its second repair. Bill Burr flounced around tentative while trying to summon his

heading straight for glamorous careers in moral bankruptcy, adopting these styl-

act from the void created by that uncomfortable silence that necessarily bookends

ish pseudonyms by way of vehicles and waving white flags of secret regret when-

any and all pause for thought.

ever chance uttered the name New York, New York you challenged guttermouth

“... I think that’s a pretty arrogant thing to say. There are thousands of reasons
to hit a woman.” (Laughter)

spouting investments in the corralled landscape we must now be indentured
to live by Vice Magazine, proprietors of the waterfront that may make a store
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specializing in Tyler, the Creator socks look like serious venture. The purview of

world, a literature of multiple personalities at war with one another, like Jane,

cogent cultural analysis attritive to authentic grassroots culture capital and condu-

Jordan and their respective armies of dream doubles intent on disarming each

cive to thick drip stasis is a full-fledged franchise whose flagships include films,

other, forgetful of what the cause was for. Perhaps Rx’s most beguiling motiva-

parties and everything else, whose signature fuck-all attitude and snarky irrever-

tion was always his most consistent and endearing, what drove him to obscure

ence pulls no PC punches while belying any sense of actual moxie or grift like a

evidence for Granger and push buttons for Jordan while no one in their right

spaghetti western with an MST3K-style laugh track except the spaghetti western

mind would dare; a devotion to climaxing the needless suffering we inflict upon

is real life and the commentators the unfortunately well-connected and discon-

ourselves via our addiction to repetition and redundance.

tented acolytes of Jim Goad and Black Flag, well into the nadir of middle age and

It may take years to recover mental/emotional stability after flirtation with

letting you know they still care about the same shit, still willing to ride for this;

pharmaceuticals. Though neuroscience corroborates a brain anomaly here and

dipping their mottled, incontinent cocks into the same teenage wasteland of their

here associated with anorexia and body dysmorphia, bipolar disorders, etc. once

daughters because maintaining relevance was never as good as avoiding celibacy

you are cut on that lathe there’s no recrimination beyond one constant; accep-

at all cost. Let Twitter build a world of writers who don’t read while outsiders lob

tance that you are now worse off than you ever were without. Another nuanced

pejoratives and old school cool swats haters who just weren’t getting any action

fast track was the legal one whose aspect will not seem germane here, but whose

as this devolves into yet another reductive, patently juvenile sex joke. Funny, I

preconceived schema of ornery uncouths jabbering away at their seals and gavels

don’t read much either ‘cause I don’t fuck with too much of y’all shit. Except for

will play heavily when probable cause is assessed, an arrest is made and rapsheet

plexiglased gallery captions and the funny pages I generally prefer to be read to.

produced, following the accusatory instruments of information yielding a guilty

This Alt-Lit clique are kids are human memes, beautiful and intriguing and I’m

plea and conditional discharge which will rattle the steps and echo through the

obsessed with them, the lot of them; Lin, Gonzalez, Beach Sloth et al. They’re cute

ages of which this tract is merely constituent thereof. And back to what you came

like Danny Fields might say and I’m a proponent of them consuming copious

to see.

amounts of drugs and alcohol and making hanky-panky so long as I get to watch,

Jane’s face goes flush with rage.

read about and otherwise vicariously submit to their frivolity.

“I think I’m going to throw up.”

The anxiety I was creating was palpable, you could feel my sweat vaporize and
roll down the nape of your neck when I got too close. Which brings me to * Afterimage; you’ll see.

And so forth.
Not the first date where this has happened. She runs into the bathroom. Shuts
the door. She plunges her fists to dent the cheap plywood. The door splinters

To put it mildly and succinctly, the Phenotypical Exploitation was not finessed

against its hinges. He forces the door open as she straddles the knob, propelling

the way a well-orchestrated heist might score hostages and the like; the hidden

her onto the toilet seat before she yanks off his glasses and opens up a spitting

charge filed but never convicted or indicted which Jordan will gloss over in act

equilibrium-clocking comeback. Saliva in his eye and dizzy from the temples, he

three spelled it out plainly before Agent Rx’s eyes: Penal Law 21.0.26-1 obstruction

grabs hold of her wrists, all his anger balled up around their skinny circumfer-

of justice, phone calls on multiple counts to an unspecified (unthinkable in which-

ences, as she screams and attempts a dropkick to the groin, hurtling them both

ever day it was that in these hyper-documental times it would fall prey to typeset

over the array of moisturizers and shampoo bottles on the tub’s rim and slamming

error) number of private interest and intense scrutiny, here dialed out to 911 in

her head on the faucet while hypoxia makes her hands go numb and she twists

a rudimentary huff. Jane was not only complicit; she was integral to its survival.

and burrows her jaw clamping the sensitive nerves near his armpit to provoke a

That’s why Rx tampered with and destroyed the evidence, because Jordan had

harsh bellow in the belly of bloodwork now circulating through a broken layer of

already been there, one step ahead, stalking the indices and serving as amaneun-

skin. He releases her and she plants one right in his ear before exiting the bath-

sis while Jane the wildcat fed him information which he could not (Rx) allow to

room and making for the flight of stairs.

cohere into anything more than a protean identity, shiftless in a hypermedicalized
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Round 2.
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Round 17.

The biting was more like chewing now as his wound hadn’t time to heal, and

Barring the countless arguments and menacing gestures on the streets and in

the rage boiled into a fist again, this time clamped tightly around her breast until

public, shattered objects and defenestrated keepsakes all told, there were none as

she let go in agony and whitewashed tears. Angry now and parrying her blows he

public as the time when she tried the unthinkable and relinquished all trust to

goes straight for her throat before the look of absolute terror in her eyes sends him

eternity. When that phone lay six feet from Sunday, line open, and he couldn’t get

back. Protecting his head with his forearms, he takes several more blows before

to it because she held the knife in hand and threatened. In one swift maneuver

they come to exhausted on the floor and weeping like downtrodden animals.

which he swore she had to have been alluding to the whole time, they commenced
that collusion to which the title of this document refers. The butcher knife fell

Round 7.

and sliced off her big toe, or so it seemed, the blood pooling antecedent to a flood
following a prolonged drought, and together they could hear the host on the other

Not to begrudge her the reality of her size disproportionate to his own, he

line faint as distance but clear and resounding as inevitability, and he pounded her

exerts all his pressure into holding her down on the floor while she screams

face into the kitchen tile once, twice, and a third redundant time, not sure where

bloody murder. Hand over mouth, she bites him again. This time he hits her back,

the blood was coming from anymore but certain with the hollow thud that she’d

calculating his slaps to withhold most of his strength while punctuating each with

lost consciousness, and lame-footed from the ricochet, limped toward the phone.

a put-down on the level with get a fucking hold of yourself.

“Hello?”
And all around them, flitting around in a trapped echo that nonetheless

Round 8.

abounded with the sturdy properties of stars, their janky world collapsed into a
slinky.

She runs into the bathroom and locks the door while he hears the medicine
cabinet and bottles amounting to their small pharmacy clicking lids and shuffling
around. He screams and punches the door. She opens and admits she didn’t take
anything but couldn’t they just end it now while they were ahead and with such an
abundance of means at their disposal?
Round 13.
By now the reader is catching on. Notice the blunt impact of that statement;
I am telling you what you are and what you get to be for the remainder of your
time spent holding this atrocious document. You are witnessing what may seem
like myth but which may actually be closer to reality than a pseudomemoir. She
managed to dial the phone but just as the operator answered he plucked it from
her hand and hung up, hurling it across the room where it shattered against the air
console bolted to the window. He promised to pay for it and did.
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“Right. See you later. Don’t work too hard.”
The comment is a farce, an exhalation. I couldn’t work much if I wanted to. My
pay reflects my duties poetically: narrow enough for everything else.
This kind of writing is inescapable. I can have it one way or another. It’s actually more objective than my friend thinks, in that it’s unlikely anyone will notice

VII.
LU T Z / H E M P E L

it by itself. An object of lust, Tiff greets me in the crowd before settling adjacent
to me. This is the first time this has happened. Everything is where it should be
except me. Alex.
/
Marc is picking me up. This could be a date but it feels more like hanging
out. Alex is watching me iron my hair from the doorway. I took a job as a screen
printer for a company that makes novelty tees. Conditions are hot, but not muggy.
At work they don’t have enough gloves for all the workers, so some of us have to

. . . perpetual fabrication . . .

grab them hot off the press and fold them. Scalds accumulate on my hands like
tattoos. Seniority dictates glove entitlement I think.

Jordan Strong <yourfavorite@hotmail.com>
to Dave

/
So I’ve been living literature and reading life. It’s an intractable formula. Take

Here’s the review, tentatively titled “Lutz/Hempel.” Originally, I was trying

something and fetishize the convolutions, the not fully-formed illiterate reactions,

to write about Gary Lutz and Amy Hempel while tying them into a metanarra-

the nihilistic “nothing has any inherent value other than what it is.” A doorknob

tive about me learning to write from a female perspective. I got confused. It got

and a feeling are totally alike in function if not form. Turn and step aside. Now

confused. Now it has less to do with Lutz and Hempel than it does about several

recall; did you hold it, squeeze it, clutch it, or did it turn on its axis alone? Who

writers I’ve never read and have only peripherally known. So this fat, smelly,

cares. Whatever you say.

repulsive nerd in the office becomes obsessed with Alt-Lit. I would say the main
impression here is confusion. It probably needs work.

/
It’s a date, as I feared. The whole time I’m thinking about what I’ll tell Alex.
What phrasing and cadence I will use. What jokes can be made at this bachelor’s

Black. To my immediate left I can hear tanks percolating: punch, beer, water.
The space feels angular in spite of unshrinkable mass. An airvent hums. Concrete
(brick?) settles, granite rains. I’m unwelcome here. I envision my undoing.

expense. He makes a backhanded compliment about my outfit. Maybe he’s a fashionista and I’m his latest subject.
/

I’m finding it difficult lately to write about. When my friend brings up some-

What really happened as I felt her up? Confiding this would feel dirty. There’s

thing matter-of-face, I go bleak, dragging the conversation into deep voids of

no empathy in hopelessness. I’m disconnected from an intimate process like a

inquiry. So questions should narrate a commitment to answers. I like writing what

professional who doesn’t need to think about it and thinks a lot about it: regres-

is unavoidable; written for, or against. Spatially, not linearly.

sion. Square one. My dick is lodged square up my ass.

This sort of reading into prompts my reaction to syllables.
“Merv? We’re going to the deli across the street for sandwiches and coffee, you
coming?”
“But there’s already coffee in the office.”

Voice is the medium. What I say is so. Talk to somebody who can tell a story
and they’ll say something else. Their subject is already outmoded. Their sentences
aren’t startled; their sentences have nothing to fear.
Scenario A) You are celebrating a far-away friend’s visit. Go to a bar. Stare at
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a girl for over an hour. Make occasional nervous eye contact. Approach the bar,

gets it. Her prose is a petri dish for a seductive experiment in crude confession,

order a drink. Make with prolonged ogling. Notice that her friend is more attrac-

among other stylistic flourishes (internet-style article omissions, celebrity names

tive. Ignore this. Comment on something provocative about the way she’s dressed.

substituting for real, pictures of the author with ejaculate smeared on her face).

A flower in her hair: a classic symbol of fertility, eligibility. Ask her if it’s real.

Alt-Lit. It’s not boring like a deadpan account of sex and seduction (in that order)

Scenario B) Make a friend. Spend years fostering your friendship. Meet their

ought to be because it doesn’t lift its deadpan for any dash of schmaltz, reading

eventual coworker. Spend an entire night talking under no particular assump-

like a surprisingly honest and unguarded clue into what isn’t often exhibited about

tions. Marry the coworker.

women who cry during sex and hurl themselves adventurously unalert into erotic

Q. Which is more romantic? Consider fate and capacity for volition.

trials for the sake of just feeling human: defenseless, haphazard instincts, where

My friend Sal thinks he can write anything. Give him a subject, a style, he’ll

we are all clueless. Alt-Lit.

write you under the tables. He has the vocabulary, he’s well-read, his experiences

That Duke girl who compiled the FuckList, documenting her frolickings with

are exceptional to yours. He can shift between distinct voices with finesse. Male,

harder sex subjects in embarrassing PowerPoint detail (penis size evaluations,

female, adolescent (pre and postpubescent), and what he’s doing has never been

dirty talk transcripts, blow-by-blow impressions), who accidentally leaked it and

done before.

regretted it and scrupulously declined all publishing offers (the ghost of celebrity

So I’m learning. My other friend Rod thinks men can’t write convincingly as

must have been naked as day, flopping his meat at her) and wrote from a more

women. But fuck Rod, have you ever been with a woman? Ever delved in her

familiar and self-aware, yet no less palpably sincere perspective, of a vulnerable

mind? Gone swimming in her subconscious? I’m starting to see what he means.

girl in her formative sex years, confessing her vulnerability (she writes about how

Sal introduced me to this Gordon Lish school, and since then I’ve devoured the

she was more susceptible to compliments from these subjects as it was happening

works of Gary Lutz, Amy Hempel, and to a less obsessive measure Stanley Elkin,

then as she’s writing about it), and using it to pivot a cattier, more confident career

who wrote the best in the style I’ve read, “A Poetics for Bullies” (Interestingly,

girl pragmatism. Meaty vulnerability is not the foreground, but she is naked.

Elkin doesn’t care for Lish, was never his student, and famously pulled his story
“The Bailbondsman” from Esquire rather than submit to his edits). Even so, I
feel like I’ve only been perusing, the singularity of the style blurring everything
together. Male/Female. Ugly and pretty heart fluttering.
/

Q. Prima facie, which of these girls would you like to get to know? How about
after they’ve told you all their secrets? Thanks God literature is not banter.
Tucker Max. Zachary German, who wrote an endlessly quotable book about
getting high and listening to Weezer, telling it like it is, never throwing down a
single pronoun, where you have to flip through pages of ultra-direct prose and

“Jesus Merv, it smells like a fresh testicle in here.”

pop cult sign-of-the-times making references to get to the dirty parts. Foreplay

“Fuck you, you silly art faggot.”

like hearing someone’s mother say, “there’s a time for sex, and then everything
/

else.”

Men exude a stifling sureness which can only be construed as intransigence.

Tao Lin. I haven’t read any of this guy’s stuff (though if you rummage through

Brusque good cheer at best. Women manage naivete anchored in being one step

enough refuse in Brooklyn, I guarantee you’ll find a virtually unread copy of the

ahead, a sincerity that’s at once confident and aloof, a captivation over their

book with the conch shell vagina on the cover, next to some tabloids and that Ian

subjects predicated on their innate and historical ability to hurt, blaze scandal, flout

Svenonius pap think-tanked to resemble pocket Immanuel Kant), but Calloway

convention, raise controversy, advance revolution. Like their words are inherently

likes him, and he seems to command more clout in the Alt-Lit world for your

saying something we’ve never heard, tagged by the insatiable stark-raving quest

average teenage girl than, I don’t know, DFW for bespectacled MFAs with huge

for clinical knowledge about the female mind. For what they’re thinking. For why

dimples and sagging jowels. He certainly takes the device of using celebrity names

they fuck. For whether it’s the motion in the ocean or who gives a fuck. So what

and elevates it to the next level. Haley Joel Osment and Dakota Fanning are more

do women think about our small dicks anyway? Marie Calloway, a good writer,

scintillating youth sex protagonists to think about than Adrien Brody (Update:
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Since the time of this writing, Taipei was released and critics who previously called

However many episodic roles in whatever century or culture, she’s trapped as a

Lin insipid didn’t read it. Devoid of style, one barely detects an author, much less

woman and free as a man to love a woman; an elaborate joke to her lesbian lover

a vital intelligence, behind the flat and seemingly computer-generated transcripts

with pink matchbook and scent of tulips. Not to say that no woman has ever gone

of pure lifestyle, the same pure lifestyle of which Calloway is protégée and heir to

butch for a man and written about it (while I’m at it, there’s very little that hasn’t

Lin’s male-ness, that continues to define his output. And yet I read Taipei, because

been done yet, and I’m speaking, albeit vaguely, to a subculture that slams Lena

it was a popular success in more prominent markets and I felt duly obligated as a

Dunham’s stylist instead of meeting her on merit, not that she has any, nor am I

deadbeat writer to research the trend now that its soothing strobe cover was star-

exempt from marvelling at how strikingly that woman resembles Alfred Hitch-

ing me down in the New Fiction section of most bookstores, looking suspect as an

cock, or thinking “Nice hair, fruitcake!” when Dave Eggers enters the room), as

actual novel. Probably the apotheosis of the mostly insufferable Alt-Lit brat pack

Sylvia Plath could make straight love dark and sexy for men, and Marianne Faith-

repertoire, Lin peels back the cheekiness of past works and gets serious enough

full and other rock n’ roll ladies exert power over the Jaggers of the world and

to come on with the best qualities of your least favorite authors. Like Hemingway

write compelling literature about it without grossing me out.

in modern New York, or a humanistic, painterly Bret Easton Ellis, Taipei screams

From Marie Calloway’s perspective, internet art is not just intriguing curio, it

with understatement through a mundane that becomes increasingly interchange-

is sincerely, ineluctably her, in the way meeting your first love can hold an inef-

able with your own boring/fascinating drug addled blur. Taipei is accurate. To the

fable nostalgia over how you orbit others (she did in fact meet her first love on

point of seeming populated by vacant motors, Lin writes about urban happen-

the internet). Calloway is a firebrand; her writing is, Noah Cicero for HTMLGI-

ings doc-like. It’s surface-level boring, but currents have undercurrents; drama is

ANT writes, “about a young girl having sex.” Some of her best art have likely been

strained and awkward and forgotten, there are no cues here for anyone to react to

through text messages and Tumblr posts. Some of the best, most romantic conver-

or follow up on anything, and the voice is a sincerely thoughtful drug monologue,

sational salvos and pithy repartee have no doubt been transmitted by my genera-

every pill and powder given due Erowid-style elegy, every human relationship

tion through these mediums. From a man’s perspective, you get Tucker Max, and

variation its echoing decal. The usual targets for Alt-Lit parody are symptom here

it really doesn’t matter how true his stories are because they only provide insight

rather than anti-style; nothing about it feels made up. It’s easy to walk around

into the psyche of an Ivy League educated type-A womanizer, which has been

Bushwick hungover and feel like you can’t wait to leave this world, meaning finish

mined and covered historically.

the book. Interchangeable. If you cared about anything topical in 2013, it was well
worth the short time it would’ve taken you to read or dismiss it).

/
“Women only date men to build their relationships with other women.”

André Breton writes an experimental novel circumscribing (concatenating?)

This is what I mistook for an undercurrent of lesbianism in some of Amy

a mysterious woman and it’s considered groundbreaking and sexy, Henry Miller

Hempel’s stories. I know that women hate dating even more than men, except for

degrades whores and it’s fin de siècle, but any honest attempt by a woman to

them it isn’t agony, just distraction; peripheral. They also enjoy sex more, but it’s

illustrate her sexual encounters and opposites is threatening to the male libido,

hardly worth comparing.

among other masculine preoccupations. Not to dodder, but anyone who inveighs

Every woman’s a lesbian, and I don’t mean that as some kind of would-be fag

against this would probably do well to point out that since men aren’t beautiful,

persuasion or bump for the Kinsey continuum. Women are beautiful. Men are just

any portrait as such would seem gay, and not the coy, expressionless fait accom-

persuasive. What can be said about a mammal whose main reproductive function

pli sketch of femininity considered to be a true withholding of beauty, when less

is to splooge.

would seem that much less sexy. Look at Chris Kraus, whose eloquent rhapso-

Being medicated at twenty-four holds some of the same qualities permeating

dizing over a man in I Love Dick is always firmly tongue-in-cheek. Or Virginia

these stories: forgetfulness, feeling unsexy, lack of lucidity, stiffening of joints and

Woolf ’s Orlando, why not, with its playful gender bending and historical pageantry

muscles, the shakes. I no longer bother with making room for what is always there.

as imaginative conceit for role-switching in an eternally male-dominated world.

So much is indelible in itself that attempting to enjoy life beyond what happens to
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you is some serious brashery. Get out there, but don’t expect anything.
/
“Let’s do it.”
“Japan…”
“You know anyone there?”
“Nah. What about Sprague?”
“I don’t think he’d put us up. He has a wife and kids and he’s like 40.”
“Maybe he’d want to have rockstars in his home. Maybe it’d be a good experience for the kids.”
“I don’t think so.”
“I heard we could stay in the attics of these manga stores.”
“We’d have all the manga we want.”
Two Asian women walk into a bar. It’s funny because it’s true.
The problem with the male/female communication dynamic is not a binary
outcome of birth. There is no inherent disparity between a phallocentric psychology and a kolpicentric one. It is not genderless however, as the difference between
directness and indirectness, or chronic hedging, are masculine and feminine,
respectively. The direct person will mine for meaning in everything the indirect
person says, while missing the tacit point. The indirect person will often interpret the direct person’s bluntness as hostility. The direct person lacks finesse in
expressing or registering emotional nuance. Loquaciousness is a shared trait. You
are all both these extremes and bales in between.
Women are yes, more nurturing, compassionate by nature, with exceptions.
More reasonable and noble in their failures. I want my failures to be spectacular,
my effronteries destructive. You’ve got to make immediate what you get moment
for moment. There’s nothing mature in it. I don’t care about maturity because I
was never good at it. I don’t care about anything except art.
/
“Sometimes you meet a chick.”
“And sometimes you go home with a dude.”
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PART TWO

“Starting today, we must pick ourselves up, dust ourselves off, and begin the work of
remaking America.”
-- Barack Obama
“... and tears don’t flow the same in space.”
-- Frank Culbertson. Commander Expedition 3, International Space Station
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VIII.
PHONE HOME

. . . mira que sueñes con los angelitos mijo . . .
And we’re back. Vacancies out. Zeitgeist is in.
All you social climbers and pinpushers. Parasites and pussyfooters. You shills.
Come on Hugh, take the pussy tour of New York.
The Intentional Dreaming party involved twenty-four people, some especially
strong acid, Bose speakers, Numark mixer, twin Technics, and a bramble of other
expensive shit too involved to name. This is supposed to be the pre-party before
the rave at Casa Nueva, Jeph Malcolm DJ’ing with German Sue on the Button.
Tarkus is sitting in the center of a gyrating funhouse of intractable vibes and
implicit conspiracies.
Celebrities splashing in their own heads. Vultures in their 40s and 50s. Activist
posturing. A city out to get you. You can’t win.
Story: Sister comes to visit, is it wrong? Hypersexed. I love getting to make a
good first impression. I feel that’s the real me.
Flash encounter in the woods. Sing your face to pivot and rotate. This is, oh,
about 50km north of the city. We’re getting stoned on a bench swing and then
screw over to the chairs in the alcove, bleached in darkness. The bathroomed
window looks fogged from outside. We’d been exhaling potsmoke from behind it
earlier. For four days we do little but cook, read and fuck.
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Story: Absence of lilacs denotes unusual calm. The bedspread velvet against

replaced. They are things here that people be hip to, they ain’t hip to anywhere

oak Victorian frame. Dishes piled in a pool of food particles. Decorations previ-

else. They don’t give a fuck about New York in Cali or Chi or anywhere else. Shit,

ously adorning facade strewn in a pile about the parlor, heated in the ghost of her

you bullshittin’ me?

hospitality. The broker, female, barks an erratic caffeinated fusillade into cellular
phone with anachronistic antennae.

Baltimore’s a tough city, gang-wise. Mobile too. But here, slingin’s a whole
different world. NYC, DC, Boston; they tough cities too, but they violent in a
different way. These are powerful infrastructures, pitted in an unwinnable war,

I know a girl who dated a Hollywood celebrity. He’d spend countless hours

with unlimited tactical and strategic and monetary resources, and they still be

eating her ass. He’d eat her pussy too, but as he was lapping around her vesti-

puttin’ people straight behind bars for the same petty drug crimes and not-so-

bule, labia and clit soft and sweet and WILD, not two whole minutes would elapse

petty violent crimes as these other cities, except here, they scared of us.

before he’d ditch the introitus and start teasing her anus with casual swirls, li’l

Haha! Welcome, baby. Thass all I gots to say. Be real, homie. And be well. Now

hello, a penetrative tongue thrust, then eventually shove a forefinger and be at it

put the camera away. Nigga, you know they ain’t filming. C’mon be real, it’s a joke.

again. He was good at it, like his whole life was calculated and geared toward this

Now let’s talk terms, homeboy. What’s that? You can’t afford to give us any money.

pursuit of the good pain. She was well-rounded and genuinely enjoyed keeping

‘Cuz you know, I ain’t like to kill, but fo’ my family, sheeit you puttin’ me in a deli-

up with the indefatigable assman. Ultimately, like a figure-skater needs his or her

cate position. Homeboy, I tell you what. You pony up, and I let you live. But not

catcher, he was consumed by a seething lust for her daily, on a professional as well

just that, I’m buyin’ the next round. ‘Cuz this night ain’t finished yet homie, not

as personal level, which he resented. Like he stumbled on the fountain of youth

yet! Haha! Man, that’s what I’m talkin’ about. Everybody havin’ a good time; that’s

and wanted only to be old again. Because anal is ideally supposed to feel dull

really what America all about, son. I just hate stingy people, and I hate haters.

and all-consuming, not sharp and localized. It was never about the passion or the

Man, you Swedes are alright. Cheers.

animal in love. “This ain’t no bunny nest, no Puerto Rican reproductive doggy
bag, this was a quest, and if there is a quest, you must take it.”
-- Vice fuckers

What it’s like to get Alzheimer’s. Jordan was becoming a techno thriller. Partnering up with Intentional Dreaming was, pardon the local paper’s pun, a “sonic
and visual dream.” He only met potential clients and collaborators in person to

. . . y deja con esos ataques de nervios . . .

discuss the contents of the briefcase he carried with him, and went only to such
meetings where it seemed likely a potential union might evolve, during which it

I think the energy level’s just really high here sometimes. It freak people out,
when they be coming here from places like Kuala Lumpur and shit. I done live

became apparent pretty quick two things: One, this nigga was old-fashioned, and
two, he too shaggy a space cadet to be a lawyer.

in three different states, including this here one, and I’ll tell ya, first of all, it’s not

The briefcase contains his greatest work: a woman.

for everyone. People say New York be like the zone of the A-type personality, and

“Well sir, all the parts that don’t matter to me...” as he was always careful and

it’s true. Everyone in this foul city got delusions of grandeur. They all wanna be
somewhere they not. It’s true.

extra polite at these meetings, exclusively.
It was his friend Sal who recommended the swirling phenotypical baggage to

I think she came here with the idea she was going to run this fucker, and

Matt of Intentional Dreaming, sitting here on a biting cold November night, feel-

shortly realized no one gave a shit. Then she got hired. Now she reckon this her

ing like backpedaling a little with his relationship to the man Empire called “the

true calling and source of identity. See, that’s what a job will do. If it’s rewarding.

twenty-first century’s John Dart, with Joe Meek’s audiovisual sensibilities and Jack

It’ll straight up enamor you to the place. It make you feel like you’re somebody,

Nitzsche’s hypothetical personal stylist.”

but you not; NYC’s the most diverse and anonymous place in the world. And it’s

Truthfully, he was getting a bit creeped out. He thought he was like borrowing

becoming a place of capital culture with such rapid growth, that you could be

a dope fog machine and light show. Here instead sat the saddest old-timer he’d
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ever seen, visibly fading as he talked, but with such burning residual conviction

“What do you do, homeboy?”

from a life of parading his 16mm demons for cash that he wanted to stay, despite

“I thought you were a man.”

the overall creep factor.

“Tonight I’m the devil. And I’m leadin’ the conversation. What do you do?”

Jordan hands him something under the table that looks like, that is tinfoil, an

“Ugh... I’m a banker on wall street.”

extremely large ball of it. He trusts his instincts, which Jordan’s gaze tends to make

‘Crecia dart me a smile, and that’s when I started callin’ her ‘Crecia. Before that,

one feel like doing, and deposits it tactfully in his vegan leather messenger bag,

when we was out, I’d always call him Lucas, like he preferred, but now I was just

patting its firm shape as if to carefully stash a delicate bud.

doin’ it to fuck with this nigga’s head.

“Those are the drugs.”

“Ah, that’s why you only half-nigga. Know how I can tell? No black person,

Matt nods.

whatever the nappy ‘fro on they head or the tone of they skin be, pack a package

“How much?”

this... cold and light.”

“It’s included... everything upfront and casual.” Jordan flashes a demurely practiced smile.

While cupping Ceajae’s balls and straddling up to get a good vantage, ‘Crecia
earned her nickname. That bitch be crazy like only bitches be.
“You a little... coiled and limp today. Did you have yo’ ‘scrip amphetamines for

Story: Her hair wrapped in a beige towel, cushy in a plush bathrobe, emerging

breakfast, with a side of... a big breakfast?”

from the bathroom, reaching for a granny smith and taking a big bite. This is

Said ‘Crecia seductively while she stroke the man’s wang like I ain’t sign up

erotic. You really did it. Won me over with capital lust. Too easy. Anodyne insa-

for this. Haha! I ain’t ever seen that before my man, I promise you that. And the

tiable lust fantasy.

nigger enlarged, slowly but surely, whatever freak move ‘Crecia be pullin’ was

“Everyone’s an asshole, I just want to be that asshole.”

workin’, and for the first time since I partner up with this nigga, I could tell he

“Look man, I’m not trying to curry favor with you by laughing. But level with

knew what he doin’. He was gonna bring us to the gates of Congress or some shit!

me. Will there be fine, interesting women at this party?”
“All ad hoc, my man.”
“Hahaha. Ad hoc. Timmy, strip this wonderbread nigga down to his drawers.
Let’s see what his bones look like.”

Hahaha! When ‘Crecia locked jaws on a target, be it the sex trade, drug trade, the
auto shop, she couldn’t let go of it until it was all hers.
And as the nigga enlarged, somebody started comin’ through the door. I raise
my chrome at the waist, and come barrelin’ through like an attraction, dis same

“Hey guys, wait...guh!”

ole’ Swedish nigga from before, drunk off his ass on them three martinis I know

Timmy Thomas the goon has never heard of Timmy Thomas the soul singer,

and I said he shouldn’t be buyin’ them Swedes, but Lucas... man, he could not

crooner of popular hits “Why Can’t We Live Together?” and “To Hold You.” He

proceed without threat of danger, without rolling the dice one more time; one last

usually only listens to Wisconsin breaks, having grown up on costumed camp like

time. I like to think it caught up with him. That’s the most mercy I can wish upon

Blowfly and the LA Dream Team. Loved to scratch! Nigga had a tattoo for the

the nigga, to be honest.

needle, that much is true.

And I blasted him. He spooked me is all. When you play the game, you don’t

Lucrecia never did this before. Sticking up niggas for fun be one thing, but this

take no chances. It coulda been my own mutha herself waltzin’ through that door

be some CIA shit right here. Interrogatin’ a nigger under threat of torture, causing

and I woulda lit her ass up like a Christmas tree, as they say; she goin’ home in

progressive physical harm with the intent to intimidate and get answers fast. Just

a body bag. So Swedish muthafucka lyin’ dead on the ground, and just as ‘Crecia

like everything else, it had a learning curve, but that din’t mean she wasn’t goin’ all

drop this half-nigga’s dick, he cum all over the place. I didn’t wanna touch him,

at it like a nigga on a ticker-tape float.

man. But this the game. I make no bones about swingin’ dicks from here to Rome,

“So, you takin’ us to see some women, huh?”
“What? Man, are you crazy?”

heh-heh.
The second I realize what’s goin’ on, ‘Crecia already got the knife at his throat.
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“I’ll tell you everything I know.”

of them from the beginning, extremely accusatory and not very pleasant to be

‘Crecia smile that ‘Crecia smile.

around, and Lino often ruminates it was probably about money. He understands
little about peoples’ motivations these days, and wonders if training his body has

A rain-soaked jungle, I remember the chokehold as the memory becomes

dulled his faculties. These thoughts fall on a window’s transom, invisible from the

one giant, dripping moss, like a prickly sponge twisted and drained over a brain.

other side -- his home, his possessions, his long-term memory, forgotten until

David has a round pocket watch in his fist. He throws another fit.

they resurface, usually as he’s falling asleep and starts murmuring incantations to

“I’ll stay out as late as I want, sleep where I want, and there’s nothing you can
do about it. I’ll stomp you bitch!”

himself and the only identifiable pronoun is Carmen, his mother’s name, curious
because he had never heard anyone address her by her first name, not even his

We’d been practicing pressure points. Do it right and you’re gone, for about

father, whom he now remembers as basically an identical precursor to himself, the

five seconds. To think that erasing the hard drive is different from unplugging

span of his life mapped in his father’s DNA. An overworked shop owner, dead of a

it just long enough to wake you up. The first girl I ever piledrove, Claudia -- I

stroke, whose draconian enforcement of discipline in the household and Sino-Si-

wasn’t alone. My brother came along. He used to rip off hookers. Get a room, do

syphean work ethic would nonpluss Lino in later years when his daughters talked

the deed, call the front desk and have them removed, see ejected. My reaction to

of “staying out” and “partying” and “rock n’ roll.” Much had happened but Lino

losing my virginity was lukewarm. My first fight was more cathartic. Blotter pads

no longer let himself worry. Working assiduously on his wife’s fycus trees, making

went around with these cartoon dogs on them. That summer we did a lot of acid.

sure each individual leaf was symmetrical in their asymmetry, illuminating their

I thought I was the Incredible Hulk.

humble home in a humble part of town, a beautifully humble approximation of

When the communists took over, the secret police conducted their shadowy

their American dream. He was at peace with his little house’s legacy, and one day

business while agriculture experienced its first major reorganization and reform

his progeny would inherit that labor of love. There had been setbacks, without a

in forever and illiteracy was embattled. They smoked their cigars. You could tell

doubt. He had fled from the hopeless poverty of communist regimes across the

‘em just by the ember pointing upwards like a goddamn unicorn. They harassed

world, from China to Cuba to the United States, where he first arrived in 1973.

my great-grandfather, who owned a small business, a store called La Perla Asiat-

The details of your archetypal latin diaspora can be inferred, but somewhere along

ica. Miguel Santos Ung died of a massive stroke, said due to stress. In the present,

the line he developed cursory English, found employment, financially secured his

his grandson-in-law names two yachts after the man’s paradise lost.

family’s passage to America, got cancer twice, learned to read (Lino wasn’t a high

What little remains of Lino Anselmo’s life is spent tending to his estate. He

performer in school and moved by his dad’s advice scuttled his education in favor

wakes up every dawn and waters his wife’s plants. With shears handy he inspects

of el campo. He was, however, uncannily adept at math and tutored each of his

for leafy shoots to prune.

children through repetitive mandatory-or-no-dinner arithmetic drills until they

He takes his time. Patience is the bedrock of exemplary workmanship. Before

grew resentful and got back at him most likely by diddling and crack-smoking)

his injury he was an exceptional mechanic, and despite efforts to bequeath this skill

and now his grandchildren were socialists with no love of family or labor. After

to his grandchildren, they never had the patience and fine motor skills compul-

dexterous gardening is complete, around seven, he gently nudges his wife till she

sory for delicate labor. Plus Abuela was always more than happy to coddle them,

stirs. In the alarming fashion of old people for whom each sleep carries with it the

and scolded Abuelito for trying to teach them anything, ushering them to their

potential for never waking up, she springs to consciousness exasperated, slides

videogames like the consummate innkeeper devoted to the coziness of her guests.

into her slippers, and glides to the bathroom to make these gargling sounds that

He raised them and now they were gone, and he would never understand why.

always remind Lino of his mother hemorrhaging seconds before she expired.

Both his daughters didn’t leave home ‘til marriage. He had one son from a previ-

When you reach a certain age, life and death begin to seem interchangeable.

ous marriage, Lazaro, who had estranged himself after college when he got hast-

No one dies, except to others. Days are recursive. And every day ends the same.

ily married to a frightening matriarch with a bobcut. The woman was indignant

Death is a biocentric myth worshipped by the living. In the kitchen the steam
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from the espresso maker billows, and to Lino this makes immaculate sense; the

his faculties to slink into shape. He spends his days balancing his posture on the

coffee burns because the cafetera his wife purchased is the cheap and structurally

couch, adjusting his neck for cramps. He stares at the TV as sensory details flood

unsound IMVU, inferior to the industry standard perfection of the Bialetti line.

his motor state of mind, a vacancy in his eyes that track the ruined pixels at a

Vieja, coffee’s ready! One moment, viejuco, I need to put my dentures on. Did you

differential angle from beak and scope. He retains about a third of the plot.

talk to Bela? Yeah, she got in this morning. Cima’s already longing for home. Of

How he supports his frivolous lifestyle is that his psychic benefactor, a

course she is! I asked her and she didn’t want to go. They’re spoiling her, the little

concerned aunt, deposits money for expensive multi-tiered psych treatment,

gossip! She’s so cheerful, could you have done a better job?

which cost he exaggerates to her, neglecting to keep many appointments while

You kidding me? Three children and four grandchildren. This is our time now.

hoarding the cash for himself, which he variously flaunts on pot and alcohol and

Now that you and I can barely walk. We don’t have to. We can drive. Around and

fancy dates. A measure of his memorability is he courts the way free princes do,

around. We can go to a theme motel... Get out of here!

which enables him to feel as though he’s always being taken advantage of, high on
smiles, money through the counting fingers of time. Then his mother gets him

. . . because sugar may corrode the plastic spoon, Relle the sclerotic spina

high-deductible health insurance and the ruse’s underpinnings unravel, but not

bifida afflicted twin, autodidact, plaque builds here ‘n here, toes the line for

for long. The price for non-vigilance: a mutual locking the door and throwing

finite years and opts out of life in a single conversation . . .

away the key.
Jordan has been a slave to a headshrinker’s plan and preferred treatment

“Brother, remember the thing we never speak of?”

approach all his life. When he dropped his mother’s Blue Cross membership and

“Which one?”

applied for Obamacare, the process was bureaucratically slow. But fuck me in hell,

“You know, the 2nd? Mother tried to deliver her naturally, but having you

this was socialized healthcare in America, and it worked (for at least its first year

inside, and she (the 2nd) with the folds of underdeveloped skin wafting bacteria

before the faulty model of fine first, ask questions later became yet another corpo-

around her uterus, mother had a C-section. She had stretch marks, benzo addic-

rate avenue of abuse). When he started shopping around with negligible copays

tion, two (three?) relapses into functional cocaine, and, in her eyes, her figure

to get the drugs he wanted, he saw clearly for the first time the measure of his

never recovers. Remember how she (the 2nd) disliked being photographed and

institutionalization under the NIMH. He was, genetically and environmentally

going on trips? The one time she came with us to Disney World, everyone thrilled

speaking, a cog that had rusted its gears and stopped working -- an addict. He

because she gets us the wheelchair lane, she throws a fit and makes Abuelito escort

lived according to their (the drugs’) rules of input and output. It was all he had

her out. She was something. How come we never talk about her?”

ever known, a tonic for rapid talking and bedwetting tears. When he started to

“Because it makes everyone upset. Now go to sleep.”

self-medicate by “tricking” unscrupulous “doctors” into giving him everything he

‘Dreen isn’t exactly my little sister -- she’s my cousin, but for intents and

wanted, laboratory-sophisticated amphetamine salts to counteract the profoundly

purposes that’s how she calls.

debilitating sedation and apathy of uncut antipsychotics, only to become clinically

Green-eyed brownie I call my old man, speaks with an accent and owns two

aloof and anxious enough to lean on benzos, he saw the system for what it really

strip joints in Florida. His father was a chronic alcoholic and it claimed his life.

was. A network of salesmen, to be circumvented and exploited to one’s personal

His mother died of a freak kitchen accident, burned. Correlations or causes?

will, and quality of life for Jordan means fighting against, doing, ruthlessly and

“What am I looking for?”

until I turn pale purple. Essentially, he lives to waste your time.

Jordan Strong repeats the phrase in a binary drawl. It is 1am, on Sunday of a
given month. Jordan rarely realizes it’s Friday. It’s not that he doesn’t know what he’s

I would do it for you. I give a lot and I expect a lot. Doesn’t matter that you

looking for, simply that he forgot. Jordan Strong is medicated under a Dretskeian

wouldn’t ask. Let’s face it, you still reap enjoyment from it. Don’t cry like that. I’m

model of bipolar. Lithium and Seroquel for ups, Lamictal for downs. He waits for

curious. Just this once, let me read it (This isn’t borne of distrust, rest assured, but
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rather an unhealthy obsession with you. With everything you’re thinking and ever
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primer. Begin there.

have thought, with your personal rapports, your influencing gestalts, your dreams

Venus Hamden was a terrestrial beauty born in 2018. She exuded a terrible

and all that forgotten sleep in between. When it’s over you may feel at first under-

confidence. Insults and sneers rolled off the sweeping valley of her psyche like

whelmed, then violated, angry, and finally hurt and depleted of trust. I deserve

water. It’s not that she never second-guessed or doubted herself. Instead, she fell

it. It will take me years to live down. I will keep my promise to you; it’ll just be

conservatively on the bell curve between chronic high-pitch anxiety and gloat-

this once. It’ll always be just this once. You’ll have to believe me. Thank you, for

ing self-absorption. She never had an anxious thought in her ephemeral life

forgiving everything short of lies).

(though this may seem deceptive), nor the gut-wrenching fall from self-assured

He stares at the reflection on the dashboard as his mother stares straight ahead

grace associated with athletes, mathletes, and maniacs. Though her name is of

into some unknown foci threading coruscant lights in towed orbit. She cycles

ambiguous origin, she is unequivocally Polish. She’s petite. She speaks with an

ambiently between this and traffic. Last night was terrible. The Baby came over

attractive accent. At twenty-one, her features look suspended in tensile vacillation

around three. Before night fell he was amiable and soothing. Right around the

between baby waif and haggard something or other. She carries herself like she

lupine hour he starts yelling. This is what he does. Soothe, soothe, kiss. Then

could collapse any moment. She was truly ready to die. No suicidal ideation; just a

abruptly his tone becomes cavernous and bellowing, pitch spiked with crazed

settled configuration, like concrete: she was not to return to the earth itself but to

inability to modulate, between this and THAT, polarly outgrown themselves.

the superficial machinations of humanity from which she sprung. She only cries

Pretty soon he’s at her throat. The Baby cries and bangs his head against the wood

in private, not because she’s ashamed, but complexly because when she’s alone

floor. She faints. Comes to.

that’s when there’s nothing else there to dam the flood. She waits stoically in line

Zelda Sayre was obsessed over by Francis Scott Fitzgerald. He read her diary

at the post office to obtain a money order. She weathers the stares, appearing not

and used it in his novels. Gena Rowlands was both the muse and architect of John

to notice, even though humans possess a built-in evolutionary mechanism to

Cassavetes’s most frightening dreams. Arthur Miller read Marilyn Monroe’s diary,

detect stares, only direct stares, because one is hard-wire driven to eye contact,

and wrote her most vulnerable self into The Misfits. Research.

not because it poses a threat, but because one is driven to meaningful contact of

Upon massive screens does heaven lay your image now. A sea of spectators

any kind. The money order is for her mother in Poland, Anastazia, who depends

warp and wobble in orgasmic ripples. A woman at the top pushes a button and

on her contributions from overseas. She purchases an envelope and addresses it

holds it down. The button has no surface; it breaks down malleably at will. You

in block-like characters which from a safe distance appear Cyrillic. She was fifteen

can get into a groove with it much like a DJ immersed. The inventor, CA Lala,

when she boarded a crowded vessel for the US of A. The ship she recalls as plainly

designed its dimensions to simulate a woman’s clitoris. The crowd coos and caahs

black, both within the metallic crate transporting over a hundred sex workers

uncontrollably. The giant projections bind themselves to each individual user’s

in about three hundred square feet within a larger cargo hangar, and the dreary,

subconscious, and the resulting experience is both private and interconnected.

eerily camouflaged deck and exterior, possessed by a nocturnal wolf ’s bane. The

A powder is insufflated at entry which binds with the neuroreceptors active in a

holocaust never ended. While there are Jews who like to believe it only happened

dream state, and may cause partial or full paralysis during peak effects. An unim-

once, that the word is uniquely theirs, the industries of slavery and deprivation are

bibed outsider would gaze upon the swirling images and perceive just the eyes.

more lucrative than ever. A low-level human trafficker is well taken care of as long

Hypergraphia: an obsessive-compulsive urge to write. The writing need not be

as the girls arrive alive. There is no incentive to keep them healthy or comfort-

coherent, and is often gibberish, a splatter of words that read together makes no

able. Without incentive, the trafficker is left to his morals informed by American

sense. The hypergraphic is unable to resist the urge to put their thoughts down on

political and cultural icons, which at the time of Reagan and since has meant the

a legible surface. They are known to write on their arms, legs, chest, face, the walls

same thing. The vessel carrying additional legal goods: vegetables, Hanes cloth-

of their habitation, their showers... particularly notable is their nearly involuntary

ing etc. makes one stop in New York and several more in the Caribbean which

impulse to begin with a word, e.g. noticed the word “bell curve” in an Economics

Venus knows little about. In Haiti, where the US of A has kept fascist dictators
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discreetly installed by corrupting the other side and making Left and Right one

this -- the Bowery, and lower Manhattan, east of Prince Street -- be Stetson turf.

thunderous clap of a satellite, and indiscreetly by say shuttling out in an American

That’s the way it was when I first come rollin’ through with my crew, watchin’ the

helicopter and granting amnesty to Baby Doc of the Macoutes rather than have

corner hustlers spit giant loogies on erry sidewalk, Fridays and Saturday nights,

the murdering son of a bitch answer to his own people. The American cowboy is

while on the normal weekdays you could find them over at Tompkins.

the single most inspiring icon of murderous fascist dictators from the Far East to

Then about last summer power change hands. I ain’t had nothin’ to do with it.

the West, and they are kept in power to further the US of A’s satanic interests of

Them po’ boys know this bitch be a mercenary; I ain’t keep no long-term affilia-

blood money. The World Bank and the global capitalist economy issue unrepay-

tions. People start to get ideas when you start crewin’ with them too much. Uh-uh.

able loans, crippling these smaller economies and making them subservient satel-

Ain’t no thang but a job and the cash. Usually, I partner up with some cowboy to

lites while appeasing the cretinous dogs in power. It is cheaper to import crops

sell the stash, once we dip, ‘cuz I don’t like doin’ that shit.

from the US of A than for local farmers to self-sustain (black sharecroppers of the

Used to be. Haha! Them weak words. Anyway, Carl Stetson got bagged by the

Caribbean’s distant past were no better off). Sex workers can sustain themselves

feds, and the prosecutor that tried his case, was a hotheaded young rookie out of

anywhere, but what the Polish exporters provide is a broader spectrum of choice

Seattle, overeager to catch his first big fish if you ask me... did you know Carl Stet-

for choosy tourists who want their buck to command luxury in predominantly

son’s real name be Carol? Nah, that ain’t funny. I respect the nigga for stickin’ to

black getaways: white, yellow, bronze. There are some dark pits in the East where

his moniker, but I can’t help but figure his reasoning be stupid. The real question

you can get anything you want.

is, why wouldn’t you go by Carol? Not only is that a unisex name, not for nothin’,

Hegemony: (1) Leadership or predominant influence exercised by one nation
over others, as in a confederation.
In Cuba the communists cater to travelers with a wide range of appetizing
bodies. Cuban Dick is their revered specialty. Westerners have been coming to
Cuba for a long time to partake. Americans have exiled for it.

but why wouldn’t you want peeps to think you a broad? That’s crazy. Never underestimate a pair of high heels, I’ll tell you that. Broads be scarier than men, because
broads play dirty. Like Lady Macbeth, they walk up behind a nigga, whisper careless ideas in his ear, then bam! Blood everywhere.
So they shot at the prosecutor, but c’mon, if Stetson was a white mafioso from

(2) Leadership; predominance.

midtown, they’d had killed that prosecutor, spilt his brain matter, with a store-

Venus knows little more, and is suspicious that her knowledge is a fallible

bought bullet shot straight from the high-rises. Instead he black and they miss.

conflation, informed by her friend’s Netflix account, which she uses as a sleep aid.
(3) (Especially among smaller nations) Aggression or expansionism by large
nations in an effort to achieve world domination.
What she understands is that New York is cold. Like Poland. She will feel like
at home there.

Buncha fuckups.
Stetson got booked. He doin’ time at Attica, but he be out sooner than later.
Thing is, you drop your guard in New York for a microsecond, in street-time that’s
checkmate. A royal headache fo’ him and his crones, who’ve had to downsize big
time when Mac G come up in here, enforcin’ and shit, bullets flyin’. I knew a kid
who got shot; he wunn’t even in the game. A fucking tragedy. Jeesh.

When a young, hotheaded politician be on the come-up, yikes! Not only is

Now Stetson’s boys got pushed out of they territory, and they be slingin’ over

this nigga willin’ to play outside his office, he go above and below like a garden

by the Williamsburg Bridge now. Same difference to me. Used to be one way; the

snake. Sneaky mother. But I like him; who doesn’t?! Errybody know this cat be a

dope days, the crack days an’ such... now errybody in New Y is getting high on

born star. I gave him my beat-to-shit copy of Plato’s Gorgias. I thought since he

this Mary J! I can’t help it if I be gettin’ a slice of that pie. Mm-mm. ‘Cuz right now,

be into rhetoric, he might wanna take a lesson from a real OG. But I get the feelin’

culture be down on drugs, all drugs; in a big way, you see the headlines -- “Club

he ain’t about the old ways. Shit, if he stay chillin’ actin’ boss, I might even vote for

Kids: Society’s Menace” -- but one day, this shit we smokin’ right here, izz gonn’

him. Haha!

be legal. And white folks in suits like yo’self, are gonna be making a lot of dough

Before he ambled back to DC, I told him he had to try my stash. Used to be all

from it! That’s right, my donkey; that’s wassup! You whiter than the colonel! Don’t
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laugh. Was I laughin’? Think ‘cuz you hit me up now, errytime you up in NYC,

be ten, twenty years, but I won’t forget your face, Barry. I know you gonn’ be big;

that we tight or somethin’? Naw cousin, this the big apple. Here you ain’t family

I dunno how big, but I’m willin’ to bet you won’t forget tonight neither, no matter

‘til we bonded by blood, suit o’ no suit. You ready to spill a li’l blood, for little

how big and vaunted yo’ black ass get. An’ when you get a slice of that pie, I want

ole’ me? Here, take it. I want you to point it at this li’l hoodlum here, struttin’

in on the ground-level. I wanna buy me a farm and retire. A shoe-string business,

his hoodie and long balls. You see him? He comin’ up fast. Get ready. What you

that’s all I want. Here. Take it. Nigga, you ain’t got a choice. That’s dirty money

mean, you can’t do this? Man, I’m going easy on you so cool yo’ jets, my donkey.

right there, that you helped procure. Tell you what, if ya walk outta here tonight,

It’ll all be over ‘fore it’s over. Aight, if you gon’ cry, just gimme that. Hands up,

and don’t worry, we gon’ get you a cab back to the Palisades, and toss them Benja-

motherfucker! See, now you an accomplice. Bonded by blood, know what I’m

mins right in the can, it don’t make no never mind. I be blissfully ignorant all my

sayin’? Nigga, pick yo’ sweatpants off the floor! Hands! Where I can see them! You

years. But before our conversation leave this here pub, you take the money. I don’t

just got punked! Now show me what you got, partnuh. What is that, a bag of dope.

wanna see that shit. What a waste!

Jeez. I wanted chicken dinner tonight, not to take over yo’ shift. That’s all you got?
C’mon, where the money be at nigga? I’ma pat you down, just to be shore. Aight.

“What am I looking for?”

We ain’t finished. I want you to walk up to that payphone, and I’ll walk with ya,

Maroon five-star hotel. Jordan can see no better use for his money than to

‘cuz even though you don’t strike me as the free-enterprisin’ type, I don’t want

make himself feel important. He is involved with a gassy twenty-something

no funny bidness. Call yo’ dopeboy and tell ‘em you just got robbed. Tell ‘em,

anthropologist working on her dissertation, “Misogyny in Evolution: From the

and here’s where you gonna have to act a little, and don’t tempt me to use this!

Stones to the Pastors,” while his “brother” stalks a maturing lesbian with a ripe

Homeboy; look here, you’re young. Do a good job, I won’t have to light ‘yo ass up,

invite on her sleeve at work.

and we both be eatin’ chicken dinners tonight. That’s right partnuh. Tell ‘em you
turned the gun on me, that you got me hog-tied with my tail between my legs, ya
hear? Tell ‘em to come get me. Aight? No funny bidness! Be cool. Okay, he on his
way? Which way he be comin’ from, and don’t lie to me boy! He ridin’ solo? With
his brother... in a Porsche? Damn. I done pick ‘em good don’t I, boss? Don’t-cha

Thread: Follow the sick-looking people on the lower east side to the empty
filthy lot with alms outside and disjunct garage door in front.
This was during the boiler room days, when life consisted of a series of ritual
meals decadent in the waning effort involved to make them.
“Here.”

worry. After this, we gonn’ be best buds, the hood and the suit, then I let you go.

He slops a square of greasy grandma-style pizza from the chicken shack next

Oh, you didn’t know? I tried to let you take the lead, homie. Now you the bait. Get

door onto his anorexic girlfriend’s plate. Because she was stoned, nothing was

in line. You, boy! I want you to hold him full nelson, just like that. Like a bitch.

more appetizing.

Haha! Don’t be gettin’ no stiffies now, you two. Damn, they takin’ forever. When

They were the boiler room days because for a short while, after a verbal melee

they -- oh shit, that’s them. I got you two in my sights now; don’t fuck around! I’ma

with the generous aunt, Jordan had to borrow almost five hundos from Tarkus to

duck. Doosh! Doosh!

pay rent, who as an amateur lawyer drafted a contract naming Jordan’s 50” wide-

E-Z peasy. Ain’t nobody gonna miss them, believe me. Fucked up yo’ Porsche

screen as collateral should the debt fail to be repaid by such and such date, two

too, motherfucker. And what!? You, boy! Git! Aight, now you search the passen-

months from the time of the loan, on lined notebook paper. So Jordan walked into

ger’s pockets. Haha! We rollin’ Amex tonight, baby! C’mon, let’s dip. I know a

a couple sweatshops who wouldn’t hire him, even though sweating was his first

place. Nah, it’s not far. Haha! Homie. Was that the ride of your life or what? C’mon,

job and he was bilingual, and afterward took a job sweeping a severely disabled

duck in here. We cool. Evenin’ pops! Sup, Chanelle? Oh, you know I’m not just yo’

man’s boiler room, his residence, for reasons never disclosed by his employer, an

princess, I’m yo’ warrior. Muah. Look what I brought. His name’s Barack. Don’t be

effeminate-sounding ‘least over the phone third party never met in person. The

fooled by the suit, he a real nigga no doubt. I know you use’ be goin’ by Barry, but

man was in an advanced state of Alzheimer’s, and had to be fed and monitored by

here it help to be in touch with your roots, ya feel me? So let’s talk bidness. It could

home nurses ‘round the clock. His pockets must’ve been deeper than the swells of
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Hades, bringing the boiler room back into question.
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“brother” Larry skimping over a meal, late night booze control.

Speaking of sick-looking people, Larry’s face looks corpse-pale. He plunges his

She said, “Everyone here is really outgoing and driven. It sits at a crossroads

waxing grimace in the kitchen sink. The length of time and revelry with which he

between exploiters and those who are easily exploited. I fear - know that I sit

splashes looks like showering.

firmly in the latter.”

So on the M train home, while living the loft life, before Jane (though extend-

This was a friend of mine once. Speaking directly to me but facing opposite,

ing to include her arrival, coincident with Jordan’s neurotic inclination to protect

she murmured sheepishly out the car window as my head leaned so far into

her; so they’d walk an extra block to avoid cutting through scarier Bushwick).

what I deemed her personal space that my jaw nearly collapsed on her lap. I had

This was on the cusp of urban renewal’s death knell to that neighborhood, and

never thought of her this way she described herself, but how often do we regard

my apartment was square on the geographic cusp itself. So we’re talking about a

ourselves so differently from what our peers think that to slalom over that gulf

remnant of American folk history square in my backyard, where deeply rooted

would be analogous to committing the social faux pas of intense hyper self-aware-

ethnic communities didn’t hate us ‘cuz we threw inclusive parties on the roof,

ness that was an egregious breach of surface-level affable relations? Sometimes it’s

the roof where I first felt Jane’s breasts, and the entrenched in their domiciles,

best to guess what people think of you as it holds no practical heft anyway.

their kids would open all the fire hydrants on the block during summer and play.

Story: Early morning impossible, his mornings make him feel vulnerable. In

There were puddles and streams that flooded certain badly irrigated stretches of

another word, naked. In a pink satin bathrobe. He feels assessed. He can never

concrete and tar. Once, Dave saw a neighborhood kid hold the hydrant for just the

help the association with cocaine.

right interval to geyser this poor sap on a motorcycle. It was funny as hell.

The sign read “Huddle Your Art-Damaged.” I thought that was cool, so I

And on this block, I always walked a little faster on the stretch of sidewalk

snapped a picture of the storefront, only to have this jew-’fro wearin’ clerk run

immediately preceding my building’s gray concrete walls. I could’ve walked on

outside to greet me. “Nice glasses,” he said. He then asked me if I was going to

the other side and taken a snide remark from a teenaged spic in an Affliction shirt

Instagram the pic. I told him I didn’t have Instagram, that if he didn’t notice the

instead. But Roman candle up my kisser,

camera I was shooting with shoots only film. Then, like I was standing outside

I was hypnotized by the abandoned lot on that street; its garage door and stone

his shop selling soap, he asked me to leave. I told him I couldn’t, because I hadn’t

frame standing on its own, and the rusted metal door seeming to curl inward or

even entered. He got real pissy with me, and asked if I was gonna buy something

melt at the lower right-hand corner, inviting the voyeur to glance.

or not. Befuddled I said sure. I went inside and saw a bunch of junk. I bought

It was like the Blair Witch lived there. You’d always see the absolute lowest
of human garbage; schizophrenics with no one to love them, mentally degener-

a Betty Boop shirt in women’s extra small. No border between seduction and
performance.

ated ex-cons who served a twenty-year bit for possession in the 80s and got their

If I told her what I saw, felt, and imagined, it might shock her senseless. How

synapses fried in the joint; they still smoke crack, except now they mostly talk to

was I supposed to know such magic could occur twice? Do I devolve what I

themselves. Men and women, unkempt with dirt tarred n’ tatted to their pores

already know in commitment to what I thought I knew then? She held the door

with no place to go, who lit oil drums and trundled shopping carts full of metal

for me as we crossed eyes at each other, bullseye between her brows. Her eyes were

for the scrap yard. And anyone could see them, but it wasn’t like Occupy, because

brown. No. 1 way to make a friend -- ask her if she knows your girlfriend: you’re

it was both visible and not. They had a rusted garage facade, and some sleeping

lookin’ familiar. You talk and talk, and all of a sudden everything you had long

bags from Rite Aid.

since discarded as phantom circuitry swells. It is exciting to be bathed in a wall of

Jordan can’t go to work because he’s pathological about suits; can’t wear slacks

precious sound with a passenger. Oh all the music.

without feeling his skin crawl. His roommate sets an example, working at a big city

New York City is full of these beautiful missed connections in movie theaters,

financial firm in shorts and bolo tie -- the office hottie. They share long silences in

waiting in the antevestibule with an older beauty Googling Jodorowsky’s works

the kitchen after hours, Jordan in the nude, small peck obscured by pubic ‘fro, and

while you flex, sharing a series of miscalculated belly laughs with the beauty in
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the front row who came alone and laughed with you when you said “We might

he is sharper than ever, watches local and cable news with mounting fixation,

as well lie down in the aisle.” The black queen seeming native of Queens with the

and has found the greatest invention in his lifetime to make his obsession tena-

eyes that haunt you for days, who makes you leave a pathetic personal on Craigslist

ble: Soylent. Now food can be strictly pleasure, strictly art. Death is imminent

-- “Sorry I forgot to smile” before drifting off to sleep on dreams of her getting off

and life gets less meaningful as aging sets in, even for someone so god-fearing

at the same stop but walking in the opposite direction east toward the suburbs.

and purposeful as him. But maybe he’s trying to wrest meaning, trying to secure

And the language dissipates when you click “post,” becoming nothing but a cue,

things, what in his mind means continuage of lineage. His sharpness; he could

a gestalt, an ideogram.

name every Latin American dictator of the last century. He understands politics

The things that make life worth living make you an unhealthy schmuck. The

with the fierce charisma of a guerrilla. The world confuses and annoys. A woman

concept of an immigrant is so absurd. Get fed up with one group and defect, but

barrels headfirst through the parking lot at breakneck speed, shielding with her

you’re not allowed in because there’s too many of you. The jargon is heavy when

stroller. He exaggerates its proximity and leaps out of the way, landing on the pave-

you don’t speak the currency.

ment with his weak knee. Curses. He cosigns on gay rights and abortion under

You’re not sad that she’s sad. You’re sad it could happen to anybody at all. That’s
what makes the Shangri-Las so great.

extenuating circumstances, but votes republican. How’s the democratic party? He
mocks Elisse in New York. Have you seen the Eiffel Tower? Inside Walgreens the

If you want dependency, there are plenty out there who’ll give it to you.

line makes no sense. Customers sniping others’ places in line by hawking on the

I suffered what the medical dictionaries would describe as a catastrophic loss

two lanes. I don’t understand this. There’s nothing to understand. It’s a line in a

of confidence. An addict has three months to sort his life out before he relapses.
Mary Weiss. Shadow Morton. “Give Us Your Blessings” is a corny song. It’s
written by a man looking flush in his cocaine jumpsuit. He called it “PSTD,” my

poorly managed, understaffed chain. I will try to be vigilant about parking spaces.
Parallel Sisters Story Thread with Bros, about friend pulling away and becoming distant after witnessing his bff abuse his girlfriend.

favorite Freudian slip. I know I’m extremely annoying. Don’t even deny it; that’d
be like telling a fat girl she ain’t fat.

. . . a boilerplate account of enmities long forgone . . .

When I found Jordan he looked wasted on the memories.
I don’t know how that works. It could all be in one’s head but then what isn’t a
product of our perceptions?

Tarkus scolded Dave over May-Thais and oysters in Chinatown. He was
displeased with how he was handling his relationship with their mutual room-

“You Cheated, You Lied.” You can’t teach a class on this. Intellectualize music

mates Jane and Jordan, whose moans of pleasure and shrieks of frustration were

all you want but you can’t deny your ears without damning them. The Shangri-Las

seriously beginning to infringe on adjacent roommate Dave’s personal sound

made sadness a third-person thing. Sex Pistols. Throbbing Gristle. I love every-

privacy, and whose (Jordan’s) unhealthy habits and hygiene and uncultivated

thing by these neologisms. Kim Fowley’s Venus and the Razorblades. How could

sense of his share of responsibility in the apartment’s upkeep (failing even to clean

you not?

up after his own fucking self!) had driven a stake in Dave and Jordan’s rapport,

I like the anonymity of sadness. I like techno; droning, stark, frigid -- egalitarian bass + beats. Brutally sapiosexual, cock chafing treble. Embolden those urges,
levitate like a tiny background dancer.
My relationship with the grandfather is such that I’m inoculated and vice
versa. He is a nervous person, at an age where he concerns himself with minor

now haunted by a volatile, passive-aggressive penchant for sally, which Tarkus saw
(that part, at least), as mostly Dave’s problem.
“So why is it your problem now? Tell me, to what do I owe the pleasure Tark?
We all go way back and you know that what stands between Jordan and I goes
further than...”

renovations of a house which no longer needs for his ingenuity, notarized and

“I know! What I don’t understand is why you can’t just be cool about it?”

willed in ink to his grandson who will likely sell or demolish it (“Honestly I could

“I’ll be cool about it, but I don’t have to like him.”

take or leave what’s inside”), and everything irks him. The world is confusing. Yet

“...”
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“You shoulda heard what I heard the other night, Tark...”

room and it got ugly, not blood-ugly, no fisticuffs or nothing, but the grotesque

“Listen... I don’t wanna know. Okay? Good. Now drink up. Let’s get out of here.”

sound of Jordan’s unintelligible manic sobbing and begging his brother to leave

“What’s the rush?”

them alone while he (the brother) hesitated to consider whether this course of

“The rush is that I don’t wanna have to sit here and swallow your pearls, swine!

action was safe, knowing little but enough about his older half-brother’s unstable

You have the fewest scruples of anyone I know! You manipulate people into having

bipolar episodes, sing-songed him from the room when he saw Jordan’s thread of

sex with you! You’d fuck your friend’s wife!”

phlegmatic drool come dripping from some unknown reservoir. Deducing that

“Shut the fuck up, Tarkus!”

Jane was not in any serious trouble and not about to play relationship cop, he left.

Not even this unreliable narrator knows exactly what Dave meant, but Jane

They quelled their fighting and fell asleep nuzzled in each other’s arms. The next

and Jordan argued constantly, often in presumed privacy, but Jordan’s voice was

day at the airport, Jordan’s mother managed a sly tête-à-tête with Jane, saying she

louder, and the snatches of dialogue eavesdropped from his end more bruising.

could talk to her if she wanted, that she knew what it was like to be in an abusive

Only in sex did Jane carry the upper hand in this, and they banged constantly

relationship, echoing her own (Jane’s) mother’s caution that the signs aren’t always

as well. At first, it was nice to hear Jordan getting some action. But it wore thin

obvious, and that Jordan had reminded her (Jordan’s mother) of his father last

and disgusting pretty fast, like a leaking condom with swamp ass. The pervasive

night. Jordan didn’t find this out until about six months later in Caye Caulker,

atmosphere at the loft was one of shiftless paranoia, with accusations of theft and

when Jane used it against him in another of hundreds, perhaps over a thousand

advantage-taking flying fast and far, unbeknownst to Jordan, who was obliviously

fights they shared in between intervals of romantic bliss, sex on balconies, and

under the spell of romance for the first time in his adult life, really.

many, many puffs of smoke, slitting the dorsal of so many comings and goings to

The boys were falling apart, severing trust and scattering allegiances, and

exquisitely expose the proclivities of that handsome woman who would buck the

when Jordan announced to them that he was moving in with Jane, they were glad,

natural chain of discretion to issue a warning to Jane from the dispossessed cavity

but not for them. Jordan finally caught an errant clue of what was happening in

where her heart once beat for love; now a more real, damning place perfect for

a shouting match with Tarkus. His defense was simply, why didn’t you tell me?

skiptracing her boyfriend’s derailed lineage to the fuckery whence he came.

Openness and honesty were obsessively critical to Jordan on the ladder of respon-

The cure for withdrawal is dancing without a partner.

sibility to your fellow bro or sis, and that Dave had soured and compromised the

During the recent Phone Home sessions (by recent, it was hard to tell days

lines of communication was something he took personally.

from weeks, and soon enough every new chapter seemed to pivot from early

“I don’t need your resentment!”

November like an eternal Groundhog Day spread out like a beach towel on a tar

“...”

roof [in Belize, they called the alloy roofs zinc: a joke]), Jordan had experienced

Once Jane and Jordan were caught in a heated argument by Jordan’s brother

increasingly diverse symptoms. He found his apartment door ajar after he dozed

behind the closed door of their sister’s room which she was kind enough to

drunk one night, and waking up to take a nocturnal piss found a wad of humid

vacate for them. Their hilariously teenaged accommodations, complete with hot

paste-congealed spit hideously collecting dry air on the bathroom mirror, like a

pink comforter and lighter pink bedding, a Beats by Dr. Dre Bluetooth-adapt-

warning from an uncouth visitation that said “Attn: Cunts, Get Out!” Sleep paral-

able boombox and stuffed animals proudly standing watch over bejeweled vanity

ysis had taken on a new meaning (just as he’d be drifting off to stock up on much

dresser supplied a shared joke and photo op. Jordan was admittedly imbibed, yell-

needed stage-2 sleep, he’d spring to blighted consciousness and moan for what

ing and talking very fast, and Jane was letting go huge tears and wails which his

seemed like... whatever [at this point, time was taking on new meaning, and/or

brother heard loud and clear and construed as fear. He may not have been far-off.

lack thereof] while his muscles felt weighed down by either Jane’s afterimage or

Jane was definitely the fragile sort, and as much as she loved Jordan to fucking

her new partner’s), and he woke up every morning to what felt like herniated

death, she struggled with the dark side of him while he remained Catholically

discs erupting in his thoracic spinal region and shifting around, back and neck

convinced that she’d be the one who could take it. The brother barged into the

spasms which went away as soon as he got to work (weekends were by far the most
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depressing for Jordan, as he forced himself to take “vacations” from the ‘Rallin

tightly-wound vector of self-sacrifice (these bundles of paper nobody could give

time travel which kept his mind preoccupied and distracted from the mountain

any flying fuck about) being the only sound.

of self-awareness which was shifting like a tectonic plate in his crude psyche) but

“... So now you’re able to predict the future, is what you’re telling me?”

which nonetheless he had never experienced, pulse-quaking headaches at night,

“More like see the past and present before it happens. I have no predictive

and panic that seized him as the comedown commenced and the new facilitating
chemicals scattered for a foothold in his neuron-depleted brain.
The visitations began around this time (which you can read about... someplace
later on), as did the brays from his friends and relatives that he was becoming too
self-involved and needed to find a job or other more social activity and pronto. He
was a high-strung handful, and nobody had the energy to keep up with him nor

facility; it just comes on, like a fever or phantom pains. I can’t let it go.”
“Jordan, are you sure we’re not playing with fire here? I never bargained to be
a cowboy but that’s what I’m doing, and if it’s what I’m doing, I like to know just
what for.”
“What could possibly happen to you? Agent, for the last time, no one is holding you hostage here. You can leave anytime.”

the willingness to put up, not even his own mother, who was learning the cardinal

Agent Rx catches another hallucination, this time its acromegalic hands exert-

ropes of electronic dating in her late forties and loved to talk about it. Agent Rx

ing constipated pressure around Jordan’s tiny neck, then throwing its hands up

was the solitary pawn being played (and paid) by Jordan across a non-delimited

and laughing only to disappear with a twirl, vortexed into the kitchen plumbing

chess board, and they witnessed each other deteriorate without knowing it.

with humble alacrity. Agent Rx, for whatever reason, tends to hallucinate burly

When Jordan sent Agent Rx a fax promising that he could see through time,
Agent wouldn’t have believed it had the fax not come through addressed to him in

men in construction hard-hats.
“Jesus, well if you’re not going to tell me, I may need to reconsider...”

the lobby of a computer repair shop near Milwaukee, where nobody knew he was

“Alright. You really wanna know? This isn’t so I could finish my novel. That’s

passing through. He was pleased as pie to hear from an old friend but it didn’t do

only a small part of it so I don’t forget anything. I’m doing this for a video installa-

much for his paranoia.

tion. I know a guy who knows a guy who throws these underground house parties,

Jordan Strong was living in a fantasyland where he was convinced he was writ-

and he’s looking for a woman he wouldn’t have to pay much to smile and look

ing the ambitious, Joycean novel of his generation. He was a sensitive cog of righ-

pretty. In due time, I can give him a real woman. But first, I need to collect the

teous output, spitting first blocks, then walls of text, thousands of words; thou-

shards, and you know how this thing works; it takes time. Only those who put in

sands of lies that couldn’t escape the truth -- that he was aging, and feeling worse

the work will shake hands in the end.”

for wear by the day, that soon he would be dying, and frankly, on his best or worst

“It’s a mess... you’re using, what? That short-wave radio?”

days, depending on who you bothered to ask, he was fed up with being a writer. He

“The transistor’s for the sounds, which I want to sound... archaic.”

was approaching his mid-thirties, and had nothing but highly-flammable mate-

“And the sights?”

rials to show for it. Every time the output signal reached his plane of awareness,

“I’ve been using that camcorder.”

static electricity fried his batteries, and he reached for his smartphone to plug

“Touching. You’re using only outdated equipment.”

in some new notes -- character development, structural epiphanies, the perfect

“Well, that’s the only way I’m comfortable. Once you go digital with something

adverb -- he resented the very qualities that made him a writer. They were the

like this, you’re asking for the authorities to take a closer look. Pretty soon I get a

same ones that made him obsessive and unhealthy, and addicted to ritual stimu-

knock on my door, followed by a shout...”

lation, and it was near these islands of self-revelation that he seriously considered
just getting a 9-6, anything where he’d be tasked with helping anyone but himself,
and letting his overactive imagination and rotten jaw take a breather on an irongrated shelf somewhere, surrounded by eons of slush pile stuffed into boxes, the
muffled sound of a paperclip taking flight against cardboard from an overworked,

“The only thing come knockin’ on your door is a beat-to-shit ex-carpenter
who could’ve been a successful architect in another life.”
“... We are getting somewhere. You know it. Now c’mon, help me conjugate
these irregular Spanish verbs and I’ll translate them.”
“You don’t wanna fuck with the dial?”
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“Nah... I’m tired. Let’s shift gears for now. C’mon, you’re on the clock. Give it
to me, baby. Roll those R’s.”
“I won’t fight you if you want to grin and purr with me all night.”
“...”
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be able to track her down to the room of the house she was in, the first such
app of its kind, of which many more would follow cross-platform. It was called
Friend-Finder.
Lino espied an advantage looking over his shoulder to the entrance of the

Wait until you find yourself addicted to sleeping with your head between the

stairwell. There must be an outside means of getting in from there. It’s probably

bars and wake up every morning neck sore and those little fucks from Screamers

employees and maintenance only, but think of the time he could save by avoid-

eating your uptight spine.

ing the entrance traffic, all the geriatrics tugging their shopping carts and locking

Story: Fabulous. The room was dimly lit romantic. You were looking at me

them together like helpless babies. Plus entering through the stairwell would place

with that promissory look in your eyes. We kissed perpendicularly to facilitate

him square in the produce aisle, which he likes to get up on first thing before all

the smoke between us. You bit my lip, your hair a ponytail snarl. She looked on

the beauties get snagged and he has to settle for juice. Getting a shopping cart

knowingly. What a ball. You two had discussed this beforehand. You didn’t want

through there might be a problem, though one he could bypass if he condensed

to be competitive. How? Going down on him with too much gusto. Rule uno and

all his shopping into two baskets instead.

only: no cumming in her mouth. This is sexy. This is science.

He and I don’t talk. Though we’re in each other’s presence much, we advance

It’s true, but not exactly easy for this narrator to report, nor a happy fact for

perfunctorily or let the conversation float away. But I know I’m just like him. Ever

Jordan himself to admit nor ponder the consequences/implications to his spiri-

more cynical and alienated, voraciously consuming information on the internet.

tual health, that Jordan had exercised numerous control and boundary issues over

His geography is nonpareil and he doesn’t own a map or atlas/globe. He watches

Jane. Throughout their relationship, Jordan repeatedly broke into her personal

his idea of the world depart from him through prismatic news television. I have a

email accounts and diaries and gorged himself on a wealth of knowledge he was

jealous heart and no self-control.

never meant to know. These were private inner-most thoughts, often in conflict

“Hey, I’m at the headshrinker’s office. I can’t talk... just let yourself in. It’s in the

with themselves, gestational, and as Jordan would only later come to understand,

chest behind the chair in the supply closet. Help yourself to anything... yeah, I’ll

the nature of all writing is performative and a rite of self-reinvention, corrupting

be home shortly. Bye (click). Ah, poblano! No me digas que te casastes! Cuando y

even the nefarious ends by which he sleepwalked through that self-induced fugue

con quien, viejo?”

of knowing he was trespassing on a golden rule and compromising the dynamic of

They’re not scummy, per se. They’re just dirty. In a world without morals,

mutual trust they had owed each other on nothing more than a perfect gamble of

autonomy reigns in cum. Baz and Renaldo had been friends since high school.

love, of having his finger on the pulse of all her lies. Appalling I know.

Baz is a slut, plain and simple. Throws himself everywhere and on everyone. Sells

He was just then starting to grow disenchanted with ‘zine publishing, as the

himself on the side -- freelance. And Renaldo lets him go down on him. It just

fellow writers he wanted to inspire, whom he first shyly solicited on a fruitful

doesn’t seem like a healthy interpersonal dynamic, as Renaldo was maybe getting

whim, only hovered at a safe distance now, and writers whom he hated and whom

off or perhaps entertaining some curiosity or whimsy about his sexuality (impulse

he was publishing were now publishing their own shit, through his own faithful-

mgmt, please!), while Baz was dancing with his own personal long-dicked devil.

ly-disclosed Chinatown printing press he had used before investing in a mimeo-

Baz was so uncomfortable with his sexuality and well-known promiscuity that

graph; rivals in his own department. What kind of fuckstick thinks he’s better than

he’d dart away in a half-dignified march whenever Renaldo emanated any whiff

me?

of even mentioning it. Chill boy I ain’t gay. Dignified because it was an act of

Jordan spied on her. Through the hacking of multiple servers, he observed all

vanishing. They’re roommates now with Jones the drug dealer, who spends $500

her online activity, monitored but did not try to regulate her profligate spending,

over the course of an evening at strip clubs instead of just spending $300 upfront

apportioned her meals and watched her eat, and even once manipulated her into

for the whole show; which at this rate he may want to consider something more

installing a tracking app on her phone, so sophisticated and advanced that he’d

high-end.
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He talks to framed renditions of dead people. This is why the clan had to
expunge them or put them in storage, so that he wouldn’t talk to them anymore.
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“I’ve always had those... who do you think I am, Philip Seymour Hoffman? Put
those back and close the medicine cabinet. You’re giving me chills.”

Every little thing bothers them; he takes things the wrong way. For many years

“I was just...”

there had been explosive confrontations in the living room, between she and

“No, I know what you’re doin’! And I know you got your history with the stuff

Abuelito, and they were careful to obscure the content of these fights, even if the
obstreperous yells and sobs were clear as kitchen (acoustically). Something about
the mutual knowledge of an indiscretion swallowed and percolating deep in her
stomach.
Story went as confided by her sister, that he cheated on her and that the
mistress in question wrote and reached out to her to ameliorate. She only released
him to carry that letter with him to the grave, an injunction to be taken altogether

so I’ll let it slide, but come into my house and start...”
“I’m just concerned for you, boss.”
“Well, put away the work materials. I’m watching TV tonight. But if you wanna
recoup your brain cells, I understand.”
“You’re missing the point...”
“No! That’s a breach of trust and you know it!” Jordan’s features become hard
like a bitch.

literally. He’d repeatedly accused her of cheating on him forty years ago. He says he

“Sorry, hands off your stash. I get it.”

found the roses he sent. She balked and said she doesn’t remember any roses. My

“No, I’m sorry I yelled. I’ve just been stressed lately.”

mother shows up on her lunch break, chews him out, then starts sort of slapping

“You’re burning yourself out. You need a vacation. You need to let Jane go.”

and clawing at him in torqued motions.

“I made a promise.”

“Who will take care of you?”

“To love her forever? Jordan, those promises are meant to be broken. You two

I’m holding her back, when he says

had no business getting wrapped up in eternity. That’s for Bible thumpers, not

“No one.”

good Christian men like yourself. People make promises like that all the time.

“You always said I was a slut for running away.”

They change their minds. Your feelings don’t have to disappear into the wind. But

My grandmother in tears, he drops onto his withered knees in a ductile slouch.

let them transform and you’ll be saved.”

Jordan returns home from the headshrinker’s to find Agent Rx’s nose perusing
the medicine cabinet. Jordan’s own nose hooks in response to this.
“When I said ‘help yourself,’ I meant to a banana or a beer... but don’t go diggin’
where you’re not supposed to, Agent.”

“I keep my promises. I meant every word. Besides, when I think about Jane,
it’s separate...”
“I know. Because she’s in the past. You can’t reach her. This time travel business is your way of distracting yourself from the fact that she’s still signing affida-

“Did I offend you?”

vits, buffeting ‘n buttressing charges against you, even if she ain’t the one pressing

“Offend me? Nah, you couldn’t offend me... (hanging up his coat) You could

them.”

bewilder and bedazzle me, but never you mind, offending me. Huh. The belligerent broad with the tiny pelvis called. She said she’s ready for you, if you’ve still
got a craving.”

“I reached her yesterday. It couldn’t have been very far, either. She sounded
like the Jane I know, and I’m willing to bet good faith she was talking about me.”
“Dammit man. Focus on your court date. You’re gonna get us all in trouble

“...”

over this. Jeezus. Promise me that you didn’t contact me because you knew I know

“What’s the matter? Ain’t you gonna answer me? You don’t fuck with them

Jane. That your recognizance isn’t in fact a foul little set-up to turn me in as Jane’s

trees no more?”

attacker, drug dealer, pillager and looter...”

“Benzos Jordan? How soon before you start shopping around for, oh I dunno,

“Listen to yourself. You’re paranoid. I swear! Hand on a stack of Bibles, Agent.

opioids... Dilaudid? Did the headshrinker try to sell you those, or are you not in

That’s ludicrous. Look, I know you’re bigger fish. I’m not trying to fry you, friend.

enough pain yet? I hear at this rate they’ll be soon legalizing all of it, boarding up

In your years of knowing me, have you but once so much as noticed a single mali-

schools and opening up shooting galleries.”

cious bone in my body?”
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“This thing of yours; your new toy, ain’t a toy. It’s making me nervous. It’s
making me question your priorities.”
“I started on this before Jane and I split ways, so don’t be breaking down my
priorities.”
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patient sinecure while I extract the goods and get us high as shit. What more
could you ask?”
“I’ll tell you what. When we done with this, you’re gonna do more than pay for
my vacation. If you’re wrong, and this book sells, I want more equity than your

“So that’s why you threw in the towel and botched it with Jane, on purpose, so

editor. I want half. On the multimedia too. For the considerable strain this project

she’d stop haranguing you and comparing you to Judy Garland and so you could

is wreaking on my mental health, and since we can’t do it in writing... I want your

finish.”

word. Or I’m out.”

“For that to be true, I’d have to be somebody else.”

“Done. This isn’t about money, I told you that. Take the night off, Agent. Draw

“So what did she say, when you talked to her?”

a bath. There’s some buds, take ‘em with you. Save me some. And we’ll go halfsies

“I didn’t. I eavesdropped. I dunno how, but it’s the closest I’ve gotten to the

on that other stuff next time. For old times’ sake. And to show you how much I

immediate past.”
“You’re not answering me.”
“Alright already, it’s just intimate and embarrassing. She didn’t say much. Just...
‘He was so sweet to me, mommy. How could somebody be so fucked up?’ and she
was crying, of course.”
“And you recorded it?”
(nod)
“Wow, okay. Can you see into the future now? What happens to the book
you’re writing? The one I’m helping you with.”

care.”
Jordan switches on the TV and the room goes dim. Leave it to a man with no
scratch to his name to come into possession of such luxuries. As Agent Rx threads
his arms through his coat sleeves to leave, Jordan raises a hand.
“Agent, while we’re sharing, there’s something I’ve been meaning to ask you.”
“What’s that?”
“Just something I can’t figure out. Since we’re friends, and I’ve been nothing if
not open with you, I thought you could...”
“Spit it out.”

“The thing just sits in a drawer. No one reads it and the ones who do can’t stand

“How the hell did you make it out of Illinois without getting snagged? That

it. It’s never been about the book. There’s no money in books, no recognition. No

shit just doesn’t happen anymore; doesn’t matter who you are. And I know you got

place for another Infinite Jest. The guy who wrote My Struggle, they could sell that

some strange connects, but...”

shit ‘cuz he’s old. And ‘cuz frankly, he’s better than us. I know we ain’t no tandem

“Jordan. C’mon, now.”

slouch, and the shit you’ve been helping me document is ten times more damning

“Hey, I asked. You could say no and... end of transaction.”

than what the youth be putting out today. But what, you think the MacArthur
Foundation is gonna bestow me a dime, or William Morris is gonna represent

“What happens when you interact with the past? Does it affect the future in
any way?”

me? You must be back on the pipe son, ‘cuz ain’t no gilded accolades in store for

“No. We’re not dealing with causality here. Of that you can be pretty certain.

a nobody with no diploma nor ounce of scratch to his good name. Nah man. The

Otherwise, plenty of things would’ve gone wrong by now, by virtue of pure odds.

money’s in movies. I told you that.”

Each transference... each session is like a dummy plug, to be inserted under the

“Well, this is a hell of a psychic jackpot you’ve whipped up for yourself. You
haven’t bathed or done the dishes in weeks. Your laundry almost crushed me

skin and absorbed. Timelines can interact with each other, but they just exit out
the backdoor sequestered, and ours remains ours, or I’d probably be dead.”

when I went into the closet. I can’t breathe here, Jordan. How much longer can

“So you can’t change anything. That’s a relief.” “And you’re not gonna tell me...”

we keep this up?”

“How do you smuggle a wanted criminal on high alert across state lines?”

“Agent, exhuming and embalming the past takes serious time. We haven’t
earned our livery yet. We are going to make her the cynosure of everyone’s dazzled
eyes. This is good honest work, my friend. And all I ask is for you to remain my

“I wouldn’t be asking if I knew.”
“Exactly. You stuff him in a box marked ‘return to sender,’ and hope he doesn’t
bust a lung trying to breathe through a tiny hole.”
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“You shipped yourself... in what? You’re huge.”

life feels like minimum exertion cycles, each with their own observable fact, not

“A big, sterile environment. I bribed a human trafficker to let me ride with

sexless but unerotic. Things happen to people. He talks about women he’s never

some high-end girls in a connex, on the bed of a truck. They all did their makeup

fucked and never will, coquettes hiding something which no dithering kneecaps

and nails for six hours. No questions asked. When I made it to Boulder, I bought a

or blotchy loveliness can divert; no nubility to adumbrate the function.

new passport, driver’s license, and an inconspicuous four-door sedan with a Colorado license plate. I circumnavigated the midwest. Stayed out of trouble.”

At times I think he waits for everyone to get smashed so he can lure them into
revealing spaces and sit there contemptuous and bored. Your girlfriend sits polar,

“...”

confiding unilaterally. Right leg dangling over left confirms apprehension undu-

“Gonna duck under this weather. See you when I see you.”

lating on her lower lip. At this rate, what won’t he get to? Oblique kibitzing; she

“Thanks for the long goodbye, Agent. Have a nice night. Mind the precipita-

silently compares it to another time she felt unwittingly undressed, back in grad

tion. There’s an extra raincoat in my room, the closet. You can have it.”

school when her junk writer boyfriend at the time (he assembled manuscripts

“Heh. Good one.”

from shreds of existing literature, real conversations, scenes in movies, celebrity

Jordan was unsure what the joke was; having a nice night or accepting the

Twitters etc. Most of the time he knew what he was doing) called her inscruta-

coat. Agent Rx braves the horizontal deluge in black. The ice instills hatred in him,

ble. Not the first woman to be labeled such by a pining developmentally arrested

numbing his veins blue. The walk takes an hour and a half. Bribery as his pass-

male, not to mention one claiming he’ll never work for (with) anyone again, it’s

port, he’s stayed everywhere from Granger’s basement, where he was no longer

not the lout’s projection of inadequacy and latent gynophobia that bothers her,

welcome, to the dressing room of a brothel. He looks both ways before proceeding

but the realization that she’s protecting herself from him. She lied to him a lot.

down the sinuous alleyway where he stashed his dumpster, in the private backlot

He pointed out her aimless scholarship, deferring her dreams with endless theses

behind the firm that first solicited his investigative talents and adjunct to the back-

while sleeping on her trustfund. Maybe she was lying to herself about wanting

door of the fledgling donut shop next door. The payoff was not for the dumpster,

to be a photographer or what. She had lost track, fallen into a role that was just

but for the garbageman’s uniform and dayshift. The less in the know the bribee,

enthralling enough to never notice how overqualified she’d become. He pointed

the more secure he felt. After emptying the contents, soliciting his friend’s moving

out how she hated school and her internship and complained frequently. Not feel-

van and hosing down the aluminum, its overall odor still smacks faintly of rotting

ing obliged to qualify anything, after all, he wouldn’t understand and they would

food. Agent Rx maneuvers his hulking frame into the constrictive metal shell,

just end up making love again at a clinical angle, it hit her that their act of love-

watching his lymph nodes while settling into the only remotely comfortable posi-

making was strictly metaphorical. She lied up a life for him until she couldn’t keep

tion possible: a fetal curl. He focuses on the distant echo of a dog’s insistent bark,

up and he caught her. She had grown to love this untruthful version of herself

and lulls himself into a fitful rest, bound to wake up aching for a spinal tap again.

more than she could have left over for herself or anyone. No one could say she
was unprofessional.

. . . Jack Ringo aka Agent Rx at a tender age . . .

“So you left the last guy ‘cause you were feeling smothered but this gauntlet
is not one-size-fits-all. You need to feel wanted but not possessed, and yet clearly

It’s not that he doesn’t drink. Let him ask your girlfriend enough personal

you love this one enough to turn the table on him. You want him to make commit-

questions and move close to where you’ve never been invited. Watch her fit into

ments for the both of you so you don’t have to feel responsible for them. You’re

an epidermal grin. Too pathetic or wretched to be truly shameless, his lot is in

independent-minded but when it comes to shove you can make with the inclem-

the Getting away with it under auspice of pretty minutiae. Fisherman’s regalia,

ent weather but can’t withstand, so you shield your vulnerability ‘cause you’re

anecdotal cosmopolitans of diaphanous shape and form, lacking human import

the most vulnerable of all. This is a fairly common behavioral construct, and you

or emotional texture yet saturated with information. They bring to mind nature

shouldn’t feel bad about it.”

documentaries that keep you fixated on alarming life-and-death cues. Suddenly

This is what he does.
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He prefers the company of alcoholics, drug dealers, emotional cripples, the

stupid and ingenious the plan was. I do feel bad for roughin’ up that half-Jamaican

borderline autistic. The goal is to learn from people rather than getting to know

kid. He has a girlfriend, turns out. What a faggot. At least he like a woman’s touch.

them.

Yesterday I’m Lucas. Today I’m Lucrecia Robinson and I got a fugly mugshot.

Cuttlefish mate indiscriminately in their lifespans and reproduce exponen-

Now I know I done some bad shit, but when the feds get involved with you, that’s

tially. Males outnumber females ten to one, and females reject male advances

what’s called a relationship. They nabbed me and interrogated me and I done tell

seventy percent of the time. A male will go to extraordinary lengths to seduce the

‘em some bad lies too. I’m finally high-profile enough to have to lie. Shit. I even

female, even disguising himself as female to philander clandestinely behind the

drop Barry’s name like wassup and they just laughed at me.

alphamale. The female recognizes the subtle fitness of an innately disadvantaged

They caught me ‘cuz I dream too big. I was on the trail of a stable of girls

male, and the clever male gets the female more often than the entitled alphamale.

six miles long. Imagine that, little ole’ me, wit my own dollhouse and doll-set

The difference is ontological, but the cuttlefish is never bored.

and everything. But life wunn’t about to hand me that like it’d done anything, so

He has no other authentic human relationships that I know of. He has a girl-

instead I got my comeuppance: happenstance. My serendipity; my joie de vivre.

friend, but it’s telling they don’t speak much of a common language. His Spanish

When life throw you a rifle or pistol and say “run with it, motherfucker,” that right

is poor, her English aberrant. Their pantomime is like watching a blind man baby-

there’s a golden opportunity.

talk his seeing-eye dog. Ironically my Spanish is fluent, but I avoid translating lest

But if I’d known the shitshow that was gonna go down, I’da stayed home and

I become a doubly ironic conduit for their shared frailties. I can’t say I liked either

wait for them to extradite me. One dead girl, two injured, the target fleeing the

of them much, even less in romantic tandem. The one conversation I remember

country and securing amnesty in Bolivia, and a hella long media blitz. I know it’s

having with her was about Bolivia, and the time she spent in a detention center

a speck in the water or drop in the bucket in the grand scheme of things, but one

for suspicion of child prostitution, while her “pimp” the father eroded his mind

dead girl be too much. I din’t sign up for this shit. I didn’t even love Rambo when

somewhere in a district prison trembling from PTSD, the charge a nominal

I was a kid. I thought he alright, but I preferred the Man with No Name. Even if

subterfuge for gang rape. She said she was glad to be in a country where the secret

he is a tight-ass in real life. Can’t win ‘em all. Shit, I only like me now. That’s kinda

police don’t rape you. He says it’s unBoliviable. She says it’s something we all take

sad. Haha.

for granted. I don’t answer that.

The death with dignity movement got some momentum out of it. The girl who

One night we were talking about the usual things: weather patterns, lizards,

got shot through the head, like motherfucker you piece of shit, you just done land

and he invokes the girlfriend. It doesn’t matter that their relationship is vacant

a headshot on the sweetest lookin’ Polish lady I ever seen. It was like that scene

because the courtship was strictly animal. He has everything he needs.

in Men in Black, when Will Smith is trainin’ target practice and he shoots the

He is manipulative and hides behind a front of full disclosure.

cardboard cutout of the little white girl in the forehead. Except we wunn’t briefed
on no aliens.

Men and women not entirely of a criminal persuasion might say otherwise,

Self-deprecation’s a funny art. Delicate because it’s unpredictable. By risking

but I know I’m good at what I do, and I wouldn’t do it if it din’t pay. Have you

making yourself look stupid, you stand to make people laugh. Whether they get

ever had a neuroleptic orgasm? It’s the best. I don’t fuck with them chemicals on

the joke -- that you’re doin’ it on purpose -- is irrelevant; your misfortune is funny,

the reg, but girl you ain’t playin’ if you gonna crush one up for me and mix it in a

whether you with it or not. Your personal interests don’t matter in the service of a

drink. Don’t mind if I do then. It’s like fucking on clouds. And you wake up at 3 o’

higher calling; the joke. Laughter. That’s sacrifice. Make it count.

clock the next afternoon feeling like your whole body can’t move. Hog-tied in hog

Just like the cowards we all were in real life, we got set up. They put the girls in

heaven. It’s a trip but I can’t do shit the next day so it’s strictly a special occasion

the room where the men s’posed to be. And to top it off, they strapped an empty

thing. Like I’m about to go fall off the cutting-edge kinda thang. Ya feel me?

holster ‘round the Polish girl’s thigh, supposedly a sexy dom’ accessory. If only I’d

A layover was gonna fuck up the whole operation. That’s how simultaneously

been at the front I coulda saved her ass. I think about it everyday. Turns out she
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had like stage-five cancer in her lungs, prolly from smokin’ like a Pole, and the

The boys let me go; I had fulfilled my duty and debt to them, I wasn’t a danger

right to die movement made her they poster girl. The absurdity is that the girl

to polite society, as they saw it, and they didn’t want any more media from this. So

was working six, seven sessions a day. The autopsy found like that many different

I go on back to my ole’ hood in Manhattan, get set up in a penthouse with glass

sperms in her asshole, which was bleeding slightly. I ‘unno if I ever really recov-

walls. Every night I watch the stars, scurrying around on the ground like mice.

ered from that.
Only other time I been so fucked up on tears and vodka was way back when I
was leavin’ Florida, in the early, early days, when I was just a young’un. The boys in
black put me in charge; they gave me my dollhouse. I did it for three months, give
or take. Naturally, the girls loved me. The yes men who solicit the upscale liked
dealin’ with a butchy female, and many of them knew
I was in with the brass, so they liked me too. The Senators, Congressmen, they

It’s hard to break old habits. So even though I got me an iPhone as a present, I
couldn’t help but walk by an old hood payphone that be dangling and pick up the
signal. It was busy but hollow-sounding, like the end of a tube.
“Hello? Heeelllloooo?”
“Hi sweetheart. I’m on the way home with the groceries. Want anything from
the liquor store? Daddy’s buyin’.”
“Ma?”

was one animal, but the bankers, the lawyers and playboys, they knew how to
party. I once saw a lawyer throw another guy through a plate glass window. After

. . . Lucrecia waxes poetic about childhood . . .

that I never found lawyers sleazy no more.
Not too many doctors for some reason. And when we did get one they were

Mama Dilya said a lot of things and I know what she means. Doing someone

always quiet and demure, with a sad sense of humor. Eventually I caught that same

else’s laundry can be a thankless chore, and when it started being thankless to

sad, shameful look. See at first, I was trying to do this alone with my one compa-

do my own I didn’t know what to do. So I started wearing the same thing in and

dre. A small-scale reconnaissance, infiltration and Shakespearean backstab. To

out, washing panties in the sink like a square to whom the washer and dryer are

undermine the right leg of a vast criminal conspiracy with Biblical ties; piece o’

unsuitable to supervise their delicate threads, ‘cept I could care less if everything

cake compared to what happen. Timmy was a bruiser still doin’ time and I miss

came out pink or blue. Washing is more like scrubbing: Why won’t you come off...

him.

No more pursed threats. No one has to love but everyone has to fuck. Invita-

There was never no need for the big guns to get involved. This wunn’t no sting

tions. The loveless need to fuck too. I don’t mind being dirty. All this euphemism

operation like in the movies. I hadn’t shot a single bitch or nigga to get to where

on our faces and bodies to feel good and age gracefully. Because no one will fuck

I got wit’ this. Mighta cut one or three, but that’s par for the course. When you

you in heaven.

treat a situation like an emergency, niggas gonna act like they in an emergency.

When I say that I know what she means it’s true. Doing your laundry carries

They gonna feel trigger-happy. They gonna act like hospital orderlies dosing every

the risk of getting stuck somewhere in between with nowhere to go but look.

nigga that walk in there with a cut of penicillin, without axin’ dem if they allergic

The first job I worked, age seven, she and I cleaned houses. Each glacial day the

first. Them drastic measures never had to be taken.

garbage we expunged stacked vertically like paperwork factories. Roaches were a

But, as much as the money was flowin’ in, and as much as I love the connec-

quotidian high-stakes game. We wore long socks and extended the garden hose

tions with the women and the clients, not to even take lightly the fact that I was a

inside if it reached, flipped the switch if there were lights and loosened the valve.

protected US citizen for the first time in my life, but as much as the high life got

If that didn’t flush them out we’d thrash, karate-kick, cannonball the debris and

me high, things they bothered me. Like right now, I can’t even remember the dead

they’d scamper away. We’d hose the house and leave the rest to the extermina-

bitch’s name. She famous. I started to forget things, like my body did. Certain

tor. These were dilapidated, moldy houses in my neighborhood, a cross-section

feelings I couldn’t get back. All this time I was cutting them off to feed myself,

of suburb and bog that depending on where you were standing was either more

without realizin’ who was really profitin’. I got too close to the top and realized I’d

suburb or bog, so we got away with bare minimum, charging the company more

been eatin’ out the same damn hand.

in underwrites.
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Once I was playing with a throng of local boys, ethnic-looking, and a veiled

October 10th, 2046

apparition loomed toward us at a rate of 3am. Tall, large, imposing haunch-heavy

Ms. Minnie Mouse

on a shopping cart contoured with what could be fireworks or powertools; the

East Harlem Academy

thing’s insectoid attire, an enormous sheet tailored for a clerk of medieval torture

Harlem

implements, appendages hanging like battered branches or gears, a mask that is a

New York, NY 10031

tumor look like something out of Robocop or Ninja Turtles. We ran with diffident
limbs as the thing followed with a hover. I don’t recall when it is we stopped to

Dear Ms. Mouse,

turn around if we did.

I am profoundly interested in the East Harlem Academy’s Data Analyst posi-

The houses were drug dens, and before that black people lived in them. It

tion being offered, and feel uncannily moved to assert myself. I was made aware

looked like an uprooted swamp aborted mid-suburb. Mama always went first and

of the position through my colleague Emma Fraun, teacher from a teaching pedi-

I followed. She went immediately for the bathroom, always the smallest room,

gree, through whom I am kept abreast of the Women’s Information Network of

and I would wait for her to spend ten minutes in there rummaging through the

New York City’s Listserv opportunities.

medicine cabinet before she’d come out with a ziploc of needles and order me to

My long-time subscription to the EHA’s goals, ideals, and initiatives is just

get to work on the same bathroom. Later, running the water from the hose, she’d

one of my qualifications. Having practiced in an alternative education center as

find a dark corner in the house’s yard and fix.

both instructor and facilitator affords me a tremendous sense of import regarding

Then she found another job with a company, cleaning single rooms in far

EHA’s exemplary standard of results. My extensive experience bringing people

bigger houses, and I started to do good at school. She met herself a man whose

of different backgrounds together to discuss ideas and collaborate artistically

appearance didn’t settle. You could put a suit on him and he’d look professional

has consistently put me in a unique position to absorb and coordinate different

one second until beady impishness popped through his eyes. He had many silly

themes into an organically digestible whole, developing natural intuition for cohe-

faces.

sion. Additionally, this is an unparalleled opportunity for me to employ the digital
communications skills I’ve developed in the publishing world, where exposure is

Walking along the highway on a craggy dirt road. Traffic built to a pulp. Lone-

key and profit tertiary at best, through working to refine the means of transmit-

liness like the kind in songs sets in. Avoid headphones so as not to drown out

ting a globally imperative message for a preeminent organization, by extricating

alarming honk or siren. Headphones make one appear vulnerable to violence.

progress from raw, numerical data.

Miami is the city for Joey. It isn’t a city so much as low-density suburban sprawl

I am adept at working with populist software tools using statistics directly

extending far north as West Palm, far outside the city limits. There are no pedes-

attuned to new trends. Beyond the seamless integration of digital and print that I

trian considerations, and apparently no driver considerations either, as the citi-

am accustomed to managing, I am seasoned, vetted and into the field of education

zens sit in air conditioned vectors, the fortunate ones cooling permanent lipless

reform, more than well-practiced in the process of sussing out massive content

fatigue. Joey was working on getting his wings since his car got repossessed. He

as well as proficient in ‘Xcel and various software to be able to learn any new

had been fired for having a panic episode on the clock, but couldn’t afford an

platform quickly. In the past, the breadth of my work has required me to balance

attorney and was lacking in pro bono options. Loneliness burrows in like mortar-

complex tasks while enforcing cutthroat deadlines and remaining poised to assist

and-skyscraper. Internet.

on multiple projects at any given time. I am foremost dedicated to effective,
shrewd reading of data and lucid translation to human terms.
Growing up in a somewhat desolate local culture did me good. Miami, a Mickey
Mouse town (not literally) if there ever were one, galvanized me to be self-directed
and take initiative toward personal and shared enrichment, to be free-thinking
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while having the value of collaboration entrenched by natural circumstance. There

spread the word about the only literary journal in Brooklyn written by real life

were few of us but we were dependably gregarious. In crime-ridden Little Haiti

cunts and pricks.

there was a prevailing paganism among the locals, voodoo mannequins hanging

Attached is a detailed resume. I welcome the opportunity to further discuss

noosed from boarded-up storefronts, and homeless who wanted first your money

the position with you, should you feel so inclined. I may be reached at any time at

and then your company. At Winston’s, Miami’s oldest all-ages punk venue, Uncle

jrdnstrng@gmail.com or

Chuck worked the back lot and regularly scaled the chain-link barbed-wire fence,
impressing the English proprietor so much that he let him stay, sharing prison

917.4-4.4--4. I wish you the best of luck in your search to find the peremptory
candidate to fill this essential position.

stories before banging his head to a heavy, forlorn tune. At the time we all shared

Respectfully,

and there was none of the scenester squabble of New York.

Jordan Lupe Strong

I have always adamantly preached do-it-yourself in entertainment/culture. I
have conversely spurred and participated in a growing peer review network focused

Jordan Strong <jrdnstrng@gmail.com>

on fiction, editing countless short stories and poems as well as non-fiction from

to Jane

book reviews to editorial screeds to investigative journalism. I have since returned

Dear Jane,

to DIY tenacity with expatlitj, a literary ‘zine and website devoted to fringe fiction,

In the past, when I’ve been too worked up and wrote to sidestep having to use

poetry and criticism, with the second print issue released in September 2014, and

my own voice, I wrote emotionally occluded messages to you because I thought

a third issue planned as soon as I can find the master copy that my “partner”

words would communicate. That was not thought-out or constructive, and a

jettisoned along with the domain in the winter of 2015. I contributed to, edited,

misuse of the therapeutic value of writing because I wasn’t thinking construc-

and co-designed both print and web incarnations, as well as managing pragmatic

tively about how I was feeling. I’m trying to think constructively about myself

aspects (distributing internationally, recording earnings on QuickBooks). The

(and starting to really love that word, constructive!).

most important aspect however, had been social; I conceived of it, consolidated it

To listen in and pay attention to the content, inclination, rapidity and logic

with my design partner, then went forth and found myself in a stagnant spring of

of my thinking, down to the schematics of thoughts’ formations, which very few

disenfranchised writers; not career writers or MFAs, but honest-to-God kitchen

people pay attention to. This will help me understand the way I think so I can get

writers, bar writers, rock writers, many of whom had a thing or two to bludgeon

better. It’s why I once enjoyed reading dictionaries and still keep interminable

in me. All that remained to be executed was a stroke of marketing ingenuity. I’m

volumes of voluble and graphically detailed, nonetheless expurgatory prolixities

going to try and distill the essence of the idea as concisely as possible. There was

of pain like Infinite Jest below my bedside. I love that book because the act of read-

this episode of Saved by the Bell where they needed to raise money for cheerleader

ing it is like submitting yourself to the same mantric treatment of concentration

uniforms, so they had like an auction, auctioning off dates with the school’s most

and impulse abstinence undergone by the main characters. It’s probably the clos-

eligible bachelors, like Zac and Slater. The concept behind this is that a date be a

est I’ll ever come to attending church. Simulating the spiritual austerity and abne-

time when you get to know a new person, and you’re deciding if this is a person

gation of the endlessly repetitive commitment to AA in an effort to stave off addic-

you want to get to know further, maybe someone who you are going to be in a

tion to bad behaviors and substance enslavement by forcing you to concentrate on

vulnerable situation with, maybe even be someone you fall in love with for the

things one usually wouldn’t. Concentr-ate. Concent-rate. Coonceentraaate. (It’s

rest of your life.

filled with typos. It’s so entertaining you don’t finish it.)

Expat was still pretty new, and not a lot of people knew about it, so think

As I’m sure you’re aware by now, writing is therapy for me. Speaking of which,

of this as a stunt to get people to know Expat, by actually going on dates with

writing is my salvation. It’s the one vocation I didn’t settle for; didn’t even choose

contributors. Now just because people went on dates didn’t mean sex had to be

it. It chose me from a tender age. My teachers noticed it through and through.

involved, if that’s what you’re worried about. The most important thing is that we

All through grade school they would, on a fairly regular basis, suspect foul play
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and delicately pussyfoot around allegations of plagiarism because I was writing

Talk finance. The numbers. Illicit trading.

well at the college level by ninth grade. It was my initiation into psychoanalysis,

I work for a division of the _ doing collating for various sources, sorting and

through a truly consuming and socially debilitating hypergraphic phase that had

compressing and making legible data about the ongoing market. Acquisitions,

me, as a young adult, hoarding in my pockets and drawers scraps of notebook

mergers, trades etc. Low-risk ticket sales; $1500 products to people who don’t

paper (don’t ask me why I didn’t just carry a notebook because I’m not really sure;

even want to answer the phone.

my retro-assessment is that the practiced messiness of the ritual made it more
casual and conducive to actuate, though in reality there is nothing less casual than
the fuck-you-I’m-a-teenager self-martyrdom of needing to hide the palms of my
ink-smeared hands instead of just getting a fucking notebook and at least more
closely approximating the appearance and maybe even accelerating the feelings of

I help streamline an online store’s client interface by designing and improving
codical algorithms.
I perform marketing fieldwork. Rubbing elbows, haunting the business performance with shallow self-pedestaling.
Manila.

normalcy that would elude me into my late twenties, except, you know how hard

The Venus Hamden suicide option: It is uncertain but over the course of the

and glacially-paced the process of rewiring an obsessive compulsion is compared

century it appears humans have grown more inclined to suicide due to exhaus-

to how it sounds).

tion, the advance in life expectancy negligible in proportion to the almost 25%

I finally shook off the paralysis of saying “I need a job” but applying only for

increase in suicide worldwide (excluding the military’s own self-contained stag-

competitive, high-paying jobs. Today I set the bar lower. I only looked, considered

gering numbers). The warm prerecorded voice is not as hokey as that of any

and started prepping but it seems viable now and I’m so much more confident

other nonprofit hawking peace, tapped into the intellectual and spiritual in an

that I can just machine-gun my letters and resume and at least land a seasonal at

uncannily profound way. No one knows what’s on the otherside. Time and space

McDonald’s, Bed Bath and Beyond if I’m lucky. It’s amazing what a powerful force

will disappear; it will happen all at once, history suctioned through a vacuum,

avoidance can be. And then you just look and it’s not that bad and if it is, one still

each second prolonged forever. But death is a process. Execution of any kind is

feels a whole lot better for acceptance. Win/Win.

forbidden. Euthanasia at some point in history became paradise. First, the client,

Just love. That’s all I have for you. It comes in many forms, and it’s a matter of
dismantling the ones that hurt rather than heal.
I love you bug. I’ve been wracking my brain for something to say to your mom
but I think there’s nothing I really can say. Apologize? She’ll say that’s for you and

not patient, gives an optional donation, often a sacramental tithing, and current
nondonors sign the organ registration forms. Then the patient is administered a
drip configured according to their wishes (on a curved continuum of lucidity),
and the rest lies with what to expect.

that she listens to her daughter’s word on whether I’m clan or kaput. I am sorry,

Many do not honor suicide, but loved ones flock on their best behavior

however. I want the mother of the woman I love to know how hard I’m working

whether in support or condemnation. If you were a loved one, you may expect

too. It can wait until I earn it.

your son/daughter/lover to have less energy and begin to sleep more and more.

Janes, You’re so awesome and precious to me. You got me sidespinning. So
excited for you to come home in a few.

In the days (or weeks) before death, people eat and drink less. They may lose all
interest in eating. Their mouth has become very dry and swallowing difficult. You

Your boyfriend *sigh*

should never try to forcefeed a loved one. This may accelerate the dying process

and lover/admirer,

via asphyxiation while disrupting the aura-like aegis of clean euthanasia. The trick

Jordan

is to subvert the model of nourishment=love to the color mottle: red, blue, pale
gray. Poor oxygenation to the blood vessels leads to dementia, confusion, agita-

In the living area, Tarkus pushes the stained ottoman away with his foot. He

tion, restlessness. They will lose bowel control but defecate and urinate less. Respi-

guides David through a specious deconstruction of elementary stocks and bonds.

ration will be noisy and irregular. When fluid is in the lungs, it may cause a sound

David stops him to assure the room that he knows what he’s talking about.

known as the death rattle.
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Schedule your death today. If you and your loved one are both in poor health,
you are eligible for our most popular package.
The self-cessation epidemic can be ascribed, though there are some academ-
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a banker’s salary, she was not useful. Income is only one measure of validation. So
if she knew that surely one of the most humane medical programs in history was
named after her, I think she would consider that fame a very great success.”

ics in abeyance, to a two-tiered paradigm shift. An increasing worship of death,

“And on that note we do thank you for your time, Lauren. Coming at you

followed shortly by a cataclysmic event in India. In the watery graves of Vara-

live from the first labor colony on Mars, Lauren McEntyre is a syndicated colum-

nasi, a kingdom floated. Male cadavers wouldn’t burn at the ribcage and were

nist and author of her new book, The Future of Interplanetary Unions, on how we

flung haphazardly into the tepid murk. Female cadavers lacked the pelvis to burn,

can secure the future of our postpartisan society by having measures in place to

and so those too were tossed in sepsis. Hashish was prevalent in oils, and in the

protect, as well as value the average colonial worker. Thanks again, Lauren.”

evenings those so spiritually inclined partook in mass rituals, putting them in

“Thanks for having me.”

touch with the earth.

“We go now to our correspondent on the Ivory Coast, Frank Prime; can you

Rape as a culture finds its monoliths in India and other parts of the Middle
East. The Taj Mahal, a massive pearl surfaced of earth, with its convex finishes and
bulbous beauty, is feminine however masculine her name may be. The unseeable

tell us how the situation--”
India swallowed whole and the poor clinging for life were lucky to have
mammaries to suck on.

Mecca, a pilgrimage of heat and suffering, particularly for women, who drop from

But the real reason is health, which had reached an unprecedented pinnacle of

the caravan on hands and knees to supplicate and pray for their prompt return

clinical maintenance. Organs could be replaced, cyborgs roamed, and death had

and absolution from the desert, is but a desert, holy as can be.

been ignored.

A young girlchild is lucky to reach adolescence without being raped twice. If
she is discovered, she is sold to slavery, likely to her rapist or his son.

She is not egocentric. Natural, real, no pontif, cleavage flag, or apoplectic

“On anomic suicide, do you believe Ms. Hamden, who fought so tirelessly on

nudity. Not mousy or wallflowery either. She knows feminism as cell, to hope

behalf of her fellow sex workers to stifle the spread of disease and secure their

that the forces at work who hold them back will fight. Meaning there’ll be blood

basic rights as living beings, would advocate for this eponymous option if she

bathed in semen. It isn’t a cell because there are no exits. Free? To show obligation

were alive today?”

to cause. To be feisty and behead Respect. She rather read. Like I want to quietly

“You say ‘living beings’ like it carries more sanctity than it deserves. I would

devour this place from inside out.

argue that Venus was glad to be alive. Knowing her, I mean, she would talk about

No but really. Fuck Sriracha records. Sleepy doe-eyed bottomfeeders. inDUCE

how her ‘employers’ would regularly tell her, they’d flippantly say, ‘Wash that clap

HY- STEREO cause virtually no hysteria, and I don’t care for their irony. Fuck

trap, whore!,’ Just like that, like it was on her to show up, not only freshly dolled

Jason Smiles. Fuck Jack YouKnowWho and New York Retrograde Undertow and

up, legs shaved etc. to multiple appointments a day, but to create her own self-

their chintzy gala. Fuck ‘em. Harvey Hamm is a savant bootlegger, and his Clarisse

worth. This was before prohibition ended, when women like her didn’t have a

reissues are essential. He also deserves credit for serving as Martin Hannett or

choice of profession, when it was simply the only means to get by, to leave your

Malcolm McLaren to the world’s hairiest band, the Jersey import Lamprey Lunch,

home country and sell yourself in the Americas. I mean, Venus used to say that

who were supposed to call their new album Chasing Bait but chickened out due

if she didn’t make a K in a day -- that was her magic number, because that was

to a controversial statutory rape accusation incident and subsequent preliminary

what she made her first day on the job, and it wowed her, and she always wanted

injunction. Fuck The Scrubs. More like the Pussies. And fuck your powerpop hard

to feel valued as a human resource, like all of us, she used to say that... ‘If while

in its vacuum-seal cunt. Fuck sex+1 magazine. Fuck Great Gatsby the band as a

I’m blowing their load, if I’m not also blowing their mind,’ then, to paraphrase, I

band personally; like rock ‘em sock ‘em robots, they cup your balls should you

feel like a failure. She took hooking very seriously. I mean, notoriously! She had

dare venture to the front during their crawling neanderthal sets. The only good

hundreds of satisfied, fawning clients! She felt that if she wasn’t making more than

bands in New York: none. Unless you count Smatterings and Psychic Lunchbox,
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who don’t really exist. I like to think their music emanates from a terraform crater.
I like to think their music comes from some serious mind melding going on.
Psyching out on Miniature Dervish this morning, who hail from the great
state of Louisiana and pack splickety licks on tour. The Concaves, jagged paranoid
stabs informed by the auteur’s retirement from the psychic wars. Tonight. The
Hell House.
Fuck Lotte Lu. What a dickhead. Fuck Tony B. You’re a god-awful writer and
fat. Fuck Scott Stick.
Faggy pat-one-another-on-the-back gash clubs. Handshake culture. Mono-institutions in pretext of seniority. Old, irrelevant record collectors and radio
personalities spinning old, irrelevant records for a predominately youth audience.
Babies.
Your idealization of the sixties is a vain pastiche of sex, drugs, and rock ‘n
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The hooker’s name is Awn, which in Thai is English for fuck. The pimp’s name
is Kal, as in Kalvin Hobbes. He is Satan in wet flesh. The john’s name is Vowel.
A riposte:
To define a fatal crisis in the midst of our crimes
We catch an early movie. My mind wanders to the theoretical haunts of her
yesteryear. Mine are pretty much disclosed in advance. She doesn’t need to know
about Awn, but she knows not to ask. I take up the same lean-to. Orbiting, I know
of none.
To rejoice, and define
this surrender to a moral subprime
The carpeted exterior of the hotel is perpendicularly lined with rose bushes.
This isn’t customary. The excursion is my idea. I wanted to make the most for the
both of us. The simulation will be complete when the money is ground to powder

roll, empty signifiers of baby boomer cocksuck, and there’s only one place for the

and blown into an indifferent breeze.

cocksucker to go and that’s down. It’s over. Please do something cool. Get outta

Confine the punks to the ghettos

here with that caucasian funk schmunk. Somebody do steal Ivan Thelonious’s

and the suckers in the thickest of the sticks

perspiring forehead cloth next time he’s in town. Be sure to give him a hard pinch

Fuck Ari Spielberg and Velvet Hammock Hangover. I can think of a zillion

of the ass and a slick recession into shadow. Heckle and be set upon by a clot of

better comics. Your drawings stink. Your women vapid. Fuck your discount

women who’ve had their palm read by him and considered it a pleasant experi-

tattoos. Your hat. Your colorblind vest. Gimme that hotdog.

ence. Fuck your groupie bullshit. Your friend’s band. You don’t deserve to be here.

We’ll wake up as the lapdogs of a new and banal regime

I hope your wallet gets snatched and your Schwab account hacked. Cop a feel of

In a river of shit

that robust rump, nurse that savage absinthe cluck, watch the canary silhouettes

-- Van Morrison (disinherited rocker)*

in their carnivore flux as you beg for opprobrium. Allasudden you’re back when
you’re sixteen playing videogames, four player Mario Kart, and what happened to
those guys? Techno.
Still, there’s this girl there. Going “Cortez the Killer” with this one. Her name

Because these problems are complex and solutions so painfully simple. Do a
little every day and what you get is something. The more complex a solution gets
the more it ceases to be a solution and becomes simply another problem.

begins with a start and rolls off the tongue. No curiosity she writes with the same

Story is written quasi linearly in present tense. No digressions into past or

remote tilt of the head. By the time it’s written it loses its grace, buried under

exposition beyond the action, yet it suddenly or gradually and underhandedly

carefully subdivided notes in exceptionally elegant penmanship. When she speaks

shifts to include heretofore unmentioned demons, as if known all along. Presence

she’s already talking, sometimes laughing. Figures, the language barrier turns out

without visibility. Mimics the way we subconsciously block or filter out unpleasant

a boon, the gibberish tailoring a scantily clad authenticity, the sort you travel ‘til

or disordered thoughts and comments on the subjective nature of family history.

the syllables are divested of affectation and go stacatto with thoughtful inflection

Date night dig.

for. The night gets off to an unhurried start and the drinks served in a blur of

I know I’ve been thin as air lately but you’ll believe me when you see me.

exploitation, culminating in the sobering realization. A rape kiss. For the garbage

All the illness, ballast against the encroaching darkness... paranoid journal:

it’s worth.
The next date we trot around smoking.

she doesn’t watch her hands, wash her hands after she pees...how does she know?
cross-reference this with other accounts...
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I opened my girl’s desktop iPhoto folder, and while I was say, unfun at the

them all. Once, date someone beneath you because no one else will. Codepen-

quantity of ex pics, it was one ambiguous photo that halted me. In the background

dency. Don’t overwater the plants. It places pressure on relationships. There are

you can see two unlit candles, one white and one blue, on a glass nightstand or

those however, there are those.

dresser, against a gray plaster recess. She kneels by a crotch holding flowers, the
crotch’s arms unequivocally masculine.

Kismet brought her here. She drags a duo of retarded clowns. Madder than
ever, she’s Jim Morrison with half the IQ. With an air of entitlement, she told

I’m just worried she’ll fuck someone. I have jealousy issues. It’s not that I’m

me we’d kiss when the ball drops. I laugh at her. I watch her boyfriend plant a

insecure about our relationship. It’s not the sex. If she had blown him and had sex

rape kiss after fourteen seconds of excruciating flirtation and seduction. I volun-

with him, that wouldn’t bother me. It could be a primeval cognitive dissonance

teer my drunken, unlicensed efforts to drive us around, first to a young single

with regard to my feelings on female sexuality. But the thought of him swinging

mother’s toy-strewn apartment, where the tacky bleached-ponytail dipshit pukes

his dick into that room and getting a blowjob from two beautiful women, and no

blood on her couch and fetal-curls his leg on me before backseat-driving me to

sex, I just can’t stand it.

Las Palmas where I order us five Cuban sandwiches and five espressos and he

I wish I could artificially lube the vag so that it doesn’t... the Exploitation was

complains for not letting him look at the menu and I tell him to drive his own

fraud writ large, a forgery stamped in the bloody escutcheon of Angels (i.e. the

fucking car. She tells him I’m cool. I drive to her place anyway, where he continues

Angels of Provenance, the clandestine cult that cooked his brain). A biocentric

raping her before I resign myself to watching Airheads and leave the chinaman

sleight of hand, Jordan was living in an addled state of constant consumption, a

and negro behind to go lie on her bed and contemplate threesomes and boinking

rodent popping pills and bananas. Mal’s real name was Ren, or Cass or something

her between two pillows but not before taking pictures of her Senior photos and

snappy like that. She could’ve been Val for all I know.

not being able to sleep because I’m horny and discovering the exit locked and

Unpack and meditate on this for a while. The nature of memory, which Jordan

fumbling through her purse for the keys and stealing a twenty and waking her up

and Jack discuss one especially imbibed night. Trillions of little cities lighting up

and getting barked at by her her little shitheel schnauzer just so I could leave. I

in different time zones. It became self-evident that Phoning Home was a fabrica-

finally got my New Year’s kiss, on the cheek. I walked home.

tion of human consciousness, also responsible for death and illness. It would seem
cogent to rail against this breathless pursuit of extreme volumes down the rabbit

I wish I could fuck a dry vagina but they always get excited. I wish I could fuck
a dry vagina but they always get excited.

hole. It is the addict’s fixation with fire that makes them dangerous. Paranoia is a

Anything you like. Emotional trauma has many sides to it. He enlisted my

prison manifest. Realizing how fucked and unfuckwithable you are. How drug

blue-collar bred double helix for tedium and rote accumulation of detail, because

withdrawal never really goes away. How you will always crave that destructive

the task was too overwhelming even for someone who could turn back the hands.

urge. That unflappable, reshaping flame. Plastic surgery of the intestines. Lobot-

A career robbery. A picaresque odyssey. Techno thriller. Log of skeletons.

omies of all the things that once made you happy, that you no longer like but

His mistake was not trusting me. I reverse-engineered the domestic trial of

like can’t live without, because there’s nothing but escape for you. How horrifying

the century in service of our best interests, which admittedly unraveled. He was

it must have felt, and how soothing the acceptance that you were only here to

more interested in his fatally erotic subject. I wanted the book to sell. Notoriety

want more, while taking less. The impending sense of doom that must’ve wrought

for retrograde dollars on dimes. Jordan Strong was a fool. He should’ve trusted

many sleepless nights. Welcome to couples’ corner. Safe travels my friend, and

me. He stashed it all behind dozens of ruffling skirts. The most destructive urges

ever yours.

are the same ones that make life worth living, which is why it’s so hard to extricate

About Mal, bemoan her fate. She got too close and cracked up, but much later.

one from the other.

She thought she was being stalked (#gangstalking). Sing her accomplishments.

What he uncovered, under the fixed scrutiny of various government agencies

Speak to me about U2 or Joyce’s Irish panorama. Proust’s French nightmare.

and chapters of the occult who had a vested interest in monitoring his decay -- his

Summon the basest, tawdriest talents and whip out their wangs. I wanna suck on

guinea pig tits ‘n appeal -- was the ether of the cosmos, the corn syrup that makes
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us run, which he followed straight into the logical abyss.
During a session once, I was a fly on the wall when he got disowned at seventeen for falling in love with a transsexual woman named Franny the tranny. His
folks didn’t believe in their love. Now I know where he gets it. Truth is, if you really
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effronteries be not unimpeachable.”
“You wish to bargain?”
“Whatever I may lack in information, I offer you in service, so far afield of my
capacities as shop owner as you wish.”

wanted to fuck with Jordan, all you had to do was say something vague, like “I

“Very civic of you, but I’m afraid you don’t have a say in the matter. Your

know what you did to that girl,” and homeboy would immediately start scanning

government has sealed the fate of its most endowed citizens. A monetary hub,

his memory database for what you meant, which could’ve been nothing at all.

if you will, in the Balearics is all that stands between our comrades and victory.

Nigga had so many skeletons he slept at twenty-eight like a sixty-four year-old

Unless you care to divulge, in sum and substance, the nuances of this tax shelter,

shellshock; hardly at all, the sleep simply a ticket to another more wakeful time.

my hands are bound. But because I like you old fool, I am hereby empowered to
offer you ‘ludes or barbs for the pain. That noblesse you speak of extends so far as

This was back in the 80s, when Silly Faces used to leave the door ajar. When

this token of clemency.”

we subsisted on a surfeiture of canned veggies and minimum wage takeout. When

“But, most venerable captain, to the same autumn tune we sway... though it

the loud fucks was all we heard comin’ down from the high-rises. When Ma and

may seem preposterous to you, fearless revolutionary leader, the mass psychol-

He was the only ones I still be runnin’ away from. Before I split from down south,

ogy of fascism brindles us all. I wake every morning in a febrile sweat exhausted

I grabbed Tile and made for my auntie Jacqueline, who was residing in affordable

to submerge my hands in dirt for twelve hours a day. To strip the sugarcane my

Section 8 housing, the Rebecca Towers on South Beach, which was really just an

hands bleed, amongst that civic-minded assembly of mannequins, and on days

old folks’ home. I know it wunn’t mine to do, so I left Tile there and never saw

off from the cane fields I shamefully duck my wife behind the cash register for

her again. What I remember more than anything is staying up late on the balcony

respite. I know nothing else but the grudging tedium and coca leaves that impel

puffin’ smoke and watching the ambulances go by, one after the other, escorting

me from her side each morning. One amongst millions of tiny lives under the

the bodies of the newly dead to greener pastures, farther and farther away. You

totalitarian microscope of patriotic duty. I have no use for it. You laugh, but... I

could hear the sirens but it was always ambulances. Into the niveous wasteland of

do not backpedal.”

the north we go, kid.

“All I ever do is laugh anymore. It hurts buddy. Your wife.. she’s rather dowdy,
is she not?”

. . . baptized in the fuck zone 1934 . . .

“I don’t understand... what is dowdy?”
“The mother of your children? A humble housewife, plain jane, frumparoo.”

Interlocutors enter.

“... She is at your beck and call, captain.”

“Hello, I’m here,” said Pablo sharpening the blade.

“That’s not why I’m asking. You would pimp your own wife to spare your life?”

“Please...”

“I only aim to please...”

“No time for begging now, old man. You don’t want to look stupid, do you? It’s

“The problem with Sisyphus is not dread... it’s the monotony, the exposed

your big date. So much at stake for you and Carolina, no?” Pablo swipes the air in

hollow husk of life. To escape this addiction, one must substitute other drives,

a grand motion.

rations, if you will... doesn’t matter. No making heads or tails of it anymore.

“Now hold still. We need to send your family a message. Or how else will they

No time for litanies. Your odious chicanery avails you no longer. Sobriety is a

know you’re still alive? The tip of your nose will be the ambassador, since you don’t

commitment to distillation. Our ministrations are foreclosed in advance. You’re

need it to spite your face.”

trying to outrun yourself, but your struggling is tacky, my friend. The paperwork

“Wait, please... I know nothing. I dare not dissemble, my captain. Purely out

alone we’d have to firm up, to truly have restitution, for wasted hours, wasted lives,

of noblesse oblige, you could find it in your heart to spare my face. Surely my

would deter me from sparing your life. I’m not an ogre, but you’re shooting darts
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from a blind alley amigo. No more syncopated hanky-panky, or puttering in your

•          What do you know of your father’s immigrant experience? What do

master’s garden; henceforth you will fuck loud and clear in the abyss. What awaits

you feel were the most difficult things he faced when he came to Cuba? When

you is grand but I do not envy you, because I still enjoy it. This is the stadium

he got here he immediately started working in hotels and other things, and then

where Richard Pryor cut his teeth. A sliver of bitter truth, an entr’acte if you will.

he started his own business. He worked and struggled and made something of

Something so horrible that you can’t look away. Livid or cordial, if but provision-

himself (La Lucha).

ally to put up with me, I thank you. Your scars will form a large part of this story,
however ill-augured your fate. See this cudgel? It’s not for drubbing. Your veins

•

Was there a distinct Chinese community in Cuba? In your town? Yes,

are but cheap cardboard strips. This mouth is not for censure. It’s for discursion.

absolutely. There was a Chinese society -- there were many Chinese. Sancti Spiri-

Love used to fill up my heart, now it blackens it like an idle precept. Hard to see

tus had a lot of Chinese, their own society, and there was a Spanish colony as well.

when it went bad. You see?”

There were a lot of Colombians also. There was a lot of Chinese commerce as well
as working class. The Chinese were taken care of; they had hotels and private/

•

Start at the beginning -- Where were you born, and what was the

secret restaurants.

community like that you grew up in? Was the town large/small, rural/urban?
What did people do for work? 12/26/34 Sancti Spiritus. I worked with my broth-

•

What about your mother? Where was she born, and how did she

ers as a mechanic, and they brought me up to be a mechanic. The community was

describe her ethnicity? She was Cuban, but her parents were Spanish. Her last

neither small nor big; it was regular. It was a terminal municipal (small town, but

name was Arma. She was first generation Cuban, and had three brothers.

part of a larger entity -- village w/ shared town hall). It was a town of el campo. (a
rural rite of passage, school or sugarcane, see la zafra; sugar for oil was their deal
with the Soviets, before that the US subsidized purchases of it.)

•

What factors influence social status in Cuba? Income, profession,

race? Where do you feel your family fit in? We were middle class, because
we worked. My father worked, and we worked too. We each picked up a disci-

What are the clearest images or memories you have of being a young

pline; two brothers worked as gardeners, in restaurants... another brother was a

boy in Cuba? I was with my parents a lot; it was a happy town. There was a lot of

mechanic. In every country, there are people who don’t fight to advance them-

hope because people were hard-working. We were always going to the park and

selves. There was no discrimination, because it was a country of immigrants from

joy-riding (rico).

around the world.

•

Who did you live with as a boy? Tell me about your family. All of my

•          Having parents of different backgrounds, how did you define your-

family… I was with my six brothers. Because my father was Chinese, he didn’t

self ethnically and racially as a young man? I’m very proud of my parents on

have any other family. My mother had three brothers.

both sides, but I’m Cuban. I don’t have anything against Spain or China; on the

•

contrary, I’m very proud. I am what I am.
•

I know that your father was born in China. Why did he decide to

leave China, and why did he choose to go to Cuba? When was this? I don’t know

•

Are ethnic/racial tensions different in Cuba than in the United

when. He came from Canton (possibly Chinese civil war of 1927-37). With one

States? Is there a racial hierarchy in Cuba? No, the problem was that there was a

brother, who died of leukemia shortly thereafter. His other two brothers went to

change in govt. we didn’t like. (started talking about the revolution -- “... that’s the

the Orient. That was a long time ago and they’re dead. Cuba was a very tempting,

problem.” “Some of us stayed, and some of us went.”) (When pressed) No, there

wealthy place; the tropical climate was good.

were no racial issues.
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•

What was life like under Batista? During that time, it was a country

•

What are the last few images you remember upon leaving Cuba, and

where you could live well because you had liberty. You could travel and you were

what were your first impressions of the United States? My first impression I felt

free. (Problems?) No, well, the problems began with the Revolution and Castro.

was the commerce and the abundance of food and clothes; there was not even

(In 1959?) Well 1959 was when Batista left and Castro assumed power, but the

enough clothes in Cuba to dress your kids. And I worked until I could bring them

problems started before that with his revolution, riling and gathering up a bunch

here. And I am very grateful.

of people.
•
•

What do you feel were the most difficult things you faced when you

Did you feel a foreign (American) influence in Cuba at the time?

came to Miami? (Encountered prejudice? Getting wife & kids over here) When I

There were many big American companies that treated the Habaneros that

got here I reunited with my sister who arrived two years earlier. I started working

worked with them well.

and struggling... and struggling until today. (How much time? Process) Was very
difficult. I began reclaiming my wife and children in Mexico and they robbed me,

•

Do you feel as though the colonial legacy of the Spanish and Ameri-

cans were felt in Cuba? How? I don’t understand the question. (Reiterate) No, the

took the money that I had saved up to afford their visas. (In Mexico?) They arrived
by flight 24 months after me.

Spanish had businesses and the Americans had large businesses. They had banks
and… (indecipherable)

•

We spoke about your childhood in Cuba. What about the childhoods

of your children; how were those different from your own? (Both in Cuba and
How did the Cuban Revolution affect your life initially? What did

after they came to the United States?) They arrived one and a half and almost three

you think about it and Castro at the time? In the beginning, it went very well;

•

years old (my daughters). My mother came. They had everything here; schools,

they were going to get rid of this and that (partly indecipherable), but then they

thanks to God.

started changing and taking the liberty and the things people had worked their
whole lives for. They took everything from my father and brothers, up to our
liberty. It got worse.

•

Has the way you define your nationality or racial identity changed

since coming to the US? With the United States…. it’s the biggest country in the
world giving opportunity to the whole world to progress and struggle, and it’s a

•

What led up to your decision to leave Cuba? In order to leave I had to

country where all religions are respected and everything is respected.

work in el campo for two years; La Zafra. I left on April 1st of 1970. There was no
progression and liberty and I was no longer owner of my person. For the future of
my children. I had nothing to offer my family and daughters.

•

What is your perception of your home country? Has it changed over

time? I am Cuban but I know that my country they have destroyed in total, with
the families, everything…but I feel Cuban.

•

What were the biggest challenges Cubans faced at the time you left?

He separated the families, sent the boys to el campo and the girls one way and

•

Do you go back to Cuba? Why? How has the country changed? How

tore apart families and started the enmity between fathers and sons and ruined

is your life different than those of family members who did not emigrate to the

everything there.

United States? (Sustained emotional, familial, or economic relationship with that
country?) I return to see my brothers, but I can’t see anything because with my age

•

Was it difficult (logistically & emotionally) to leave Cuba? Castro

and the conditions of my country that’s destroyed, there’s no commerce, there’s

said that if you didn’t like the revolution, you can leave. So I worked two years in

nothing, it’s destroyed. (Families stayed behind) Two brothers older than me, and

el campo and left my family: my wife and three children in Cuba.

the poor ones keep struggling and they have their little houses but they’re poor
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people. They don’t have the liberty that I have here. (Both brothers [older] had the

every third week in July since 1972. This upcoming sojourn will be the first in

opp. to emigrate and within a month of embarkation missed Cuba and decided to

ten years since their oldest daughter got too old for school, to feature the three

return.)

Blake sisters together, under the beneficent premonition that their Nana’s health
is slipping.
Since the fall of the Soviet Union, tourism in Cuba has increased.

The oldest is named Cait. The sole mother of the three, her oldest is staying in

What do you think of Cuba being a tourist destination? Do you think it will

•

Medford with his father while the baby drops eyes. They FaceTimed earlier today

influence the attitudes of the Cuban people? Do you feel it will influence Cuba’s

via iPad, and Agustina and Anabelle huddled together with Nana Nancy in the

cultural identity? Well, it’s that the tourism in Cuba is a very bad tourism because

warmth of the foyer cooing and peekabooing their grits off. Cait knows the trip is

of problems of production. It’s not the tourism of the wealthy, free countries. It’s a

largely an attempt to foist the flower of youth on Nana’s dismal dowry to eternity

tourism of people who go to drink and debauch and indulge in prostitution and

and vice versa. Cait rarely commits to a perspective without certainty.

all that.

The middle daughter is Isis, and this morning she and her boyfriend load
the back of their station wagon with baked goods from New York City. One box,
What, if any, are the differences between American values and Cuban

colored green, contains special treats, cannabis in the batter, for Nana, who suffers

values in your opinion? Before Fidel, it was like the same nation, because every-

•

debilitating migraines. The last time she was proffered marijuana, her Nephew

one thought in progress, and what we had in Cuba was the same as in the US, La

Lester plopped an ounce of shake, the kind of grass a twelve-year-old would

Lucha, but everything, all the problems came from the Cuban government.

smoke in the nineties, on her dining room table and left without providing the
implement or instructing her how to use it, like the act of procuring was a suffi-

•

What do you feel is the biggest challenge facing Cuba now? The only

cient strain on his conscience -- a gift that speaks for itself.

future that there can be is that communism and socialism ends so that people

Of course it’s impossible to anticipate the manifold potential consequences of

can work and one can send something to their families so they can advance and

herb smoking by her octogenarian grandmother. A party-size bowl distributes

rebuild because right now it’s destroyed.

THC unevenly but efficiently, with greater immediate potency than edibles or
portable vapes.

. . . the fugitive economy of hidden messages . . .

“What’s shakin’?” Sara, the youngest, enters through the front door.
Isis’s boyfriend is laconic the way all introverts are, eyes wide open and invita-

Agustina rakes her fingernails across the skillet, leaving the water flowing

tional while his tongue laps the chips and jags of his spacious teeth, pupils darting

as accustomed. She stashes the pot. Her sister Anabelle is nestled in the corner

around the room like unstable tentpoles, miniscule lid twitch lending arrhythmic

dining set, ensconced in a pile of home furnishing magazines left behind by their

punctuation to his restless thinking, a savory combo for the ecstatic, life-affirm-

younger brother Donald, deceased, who was a closet interior designophile in his

ing venture capitalism Isis is drawn to like a President to the center of a c-note;

youth, taken primarily by what he saw as the chiastic overbite of 60s brightness

success matrices, dollar arrays and recreation quotas excite Isis but spell death

and decadence. Agustina has long been the toast of the town, succour of ragged

(said behavior) to any conversation with her right coast small town/simple values

misfits numbered.

humble work ethic clan. His name is Ceajae. His tongue goes sore just from idling

“I don’t know why you stash any of this stuff. Like posterity demands an inheritance.” “And not a shabby one at that. The Christmas tree ornaments are theological camp. Post-post-post...you know,” says Agustina in a throated brogue.
Frederick is retired military, colonel-cum-law-enforcement, strictly nominal
now. He and Agustina have planned a getaway to Old Orchard Beach, Maine

in line for Big Gay Ice Cream. Los Angeles calls him home.
He moved out east for Isis, which speaks favorably to his priorities, at least as
far as
Agustina dare concern herself.
“Trusting the government is a lot like trusting a very unscrupulous person,
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one willing to do anything to get what he privately deems is in everyone’s best
interest.”

Emma Fraun’s hair was fried like Buzzo from the Melvins; lacelike, knotted
something serious at their ends, strands splitting and returning to aggregate form

“There’s something encoded, a codec.” Nancy stirs from hypnagogia to grad-

like blotter. Her comely if slightly adipose physiognomy strikes a slightly unset-

ually take in the presence of intruders. “HggUUUUUUUUUGGHHH!! Donnie,

tling contrast. She brushes her hair back constantly, and would probably take up

it’s time for school!” They calmly turn.

smoking to occupy the void should she drop the habit in favor of forging an inti-

“It’s 3 o’ clock, Nana.”

mate relationship with somebody who couldn’t stand her. This nobody was called

Isis and Ceajae step outside. They seek momentary egress in the dense woods

Loopy.

behind the house, passing by old Loretta’s shack. The poor woman is already in a

“It’s spelled like Lupe.”

soused coma. They kiss perpendicularly to facilitate smoke.

His place was littered with magazines and yeti hair.

Cait is wearing extra concealer. Yesterday she burst the blood vessels on her

“Do you own a cat?”

face from straining too hard while defecating as a result of constipation from fiber

“No.”

deficiency. She was broke. She had been throwing away electric bills because she

He runs the lights, and now it glows; a tribute to the century of objects in

couldn’t afford to pay them and felt embarrassed. She felt the vague premonition

souvenirs -- last rites kits, maps, stations of the cross, civil war memorabilia,

that she would be murdered, that the only question was when.

campy superhero + Presidential figurines, kitschy racist artifacts (magical negro
plushies called googlies, stylized and athletic pectoral bust of Sitting Bull, shadow

Yeardley Saint Laurent bore a name of statuesque eminence, part French

puppet diagrams with visual instructions for how to make “Le Nègre” c. 1908),

and part Jew. His job description asked that he maintain his shuffling presence

on the walls, to the high ceilings -- dozens of gig/movie posters, indie queen film

of already having left the room yet entered, a breathless ballet of negotiations

stills of Parker Posey, Adrienne Shelly, Teri Garr et al. and that famous Phoebe

foreclosed in advance. His next client is in for tenant rights, an area in which

Cates shot in the bikini. Thousands of records on several of those Ikea Expedit

he specializes (two years or so ago a battered woman named Analis took up his

shelves, themselves housing and abutting more antiques; Bauhaus lamp, Israelite

invitation to stay on his sofa while she sobered up. He didn’t know she had already

spherical vase, phrenology kit.

been withdrawing from heroin when they met, which would explain the general
look of unwellness she wore like a tattered glove. He thought here was someone

“Whoah... how’d you ever afford this stuff? I couldn’t fit it all in my
one-bedroom.”

he could talk to for a few minutes who knew nothing about him and didn’t care.

“Easy.”

He wasn’t counting on getting laid but then who’s he kidding; he stopped having

“What do you do for work?”

sex around the time he stopped drinking. Too much, too much. She addressed

“Nothing. I haven’t worked in oh... four years?”

him at the bar as “jou,” which sounds like “Jew.” She was telling him to check

“So what do you do all day?”

his split fly. Indeed, he was wearing that pair that did that. He was rushing to get

“Nothing. Sometimes I buy records online.”

home before Southland. Then she came over and made love on him, after which

What if we could depend on our premonitions? Yeardley called yesterday to

he cradled her to the sofa and returned to his room. Upon a quick, somewhat

inform me that his client had died after much anxiety the night previous. The

desperate stroke session, he went to sleep. When he wakes up, he finds she had

neighbors still haven’t quieted. I hear them fucking through the walls. I look at the

defecated on his stately-brown leather couch. His exasperation was muted by the

halls, cognac highball in hand.

urgency of getting to work. Without thinking, he drags the couch out to the yard.

Water running. Svelte legs twitching. Thoughts bending inward and outward

Then he stops on the way to his car, returns and lays a tarp over the mess. Had he

on themselves. Furniture spiraling in oakiness. Collard greens on the stove. Figs

invited her back in he may have surrendered his rights to eject her at will, as she

and manchego on the pewter mantlepiece. Conversation circling.

could claim tenant privileges after only two weeks of residence).

“You know but Enrique never said why.”
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“Central America is a savage place. It figures neatly. That I’d find a guide.”

Used to be just the two of us. Whistle, whistle, whistle. If I ever find my

“And a fuck.”

obelisk in the sand, I’ll bury it and keep going. Hahaha. Oh, Herman. Sure, yeah.

(chortle)

Hahahahahahaha!

“Seriously, I need to find something odd.”

A park.

/

“C’mon Yurely, smile!”

“Otherwise ain’t cutting it.”

“She doesn’t like Yurely. Do you, Relle? Coochi-coochi-coo.”

Flatness belies hidden feelings.

“Don’t coochi-coo, she’s not your kid!”

“You know when I first started this business after coding school, I remem-

“She’s my sister, mom.”

bered how they said I didn’t have the right look. Said they wouldn’t hire me until

“Just hold up that toy. Hey Yurely, you wanna play with the dinosaur?”

I cleaned up. So I turned it on them. I didn’t just ignore it; I proved them wrong.

“It’s a stegosaurus.”

Now everybody knows, THIS is the face of America.”

“Perfect, one kid doesn’t say a word and the other never stays shut.”

I feel like she doesn’t know me. It’s the same argument again. I’m in my

“She won’t play when you’re taping her.”

underwear staring at the fridge. We can’t communicate. I walk toward the room,

“If I don’t tape her, there’ll never be any record of us as a family.”

from which she is presently emerging clad in baggy men’s shirt and black silk

“Where’s Dad?”

underwear, her cheeks rope-hugging, her vulva seeming to hang from about two

“Yurely! Right here, mama!”

centimeters of string, and in near-collision she leaps into hysteria. Shrieks and

“She’s gonna cry. Look at her face.”

hand-wringing. She reaches for the vase, tosses it at me, I bat it with my hand,

“Oh no Yurely, come here.”

which is painful, and it shatters beside me. Before I can even WTF, she’s reaching

A home. Yurelys Strong is sitting cross in her collapsible play pen. One leg is

for the chain-link latch on the door, yelping now, and this is another thing that’s

stretched out sideways and kind of twitching, the other bent at the knee. Amelys.

happened before. I grab her to calm her down; never a good move. Baby, please.

That was the name they originally picked, when they thought it was a baby girl.

Please calm down. At this point the blood-curdling yowls have probably alerted

Before the third ultrasound and the discovery of the hidden twin. A girl was what

more than just the upstairs maintenance man, who I can hear slamming his door

they had hoped for. This was back when Mother was still in high school. Before

and skip-shuffling down the steps.

Father started fucking with crack. Those days they would hit the strip and never
stop riding, windows down and CD case with white lines going back and forth,

. . . fuckhouse revisited . . .

back and forth. You can get into the rhythm, that life groove, where it’s just back
and forth, back and forth, calmly, at a groovy pace, like a dance. And you can slow

On the beach, the wind skewers. Umbrellas go tumbling down a contaminated

it down a little too, just back.... and forth, back.... and forth. Before Father nodded

shore. Seagulls take their disgusting maritime dumps. Relle’s human bubble is

out at the garment factory, in the textile room where Mom said she’d used to come

cradled by her mother, who is locked in a mantric “shush-shush-shush,” her eyes

get him in her father’s red minivan during lunch, after Father had dropped out,

slanted so they appear faintly oriental. Jordan kicks sand. Relle wants to build a

and they had these little vials of cocaine which they’d take turns keying from,

sandcastle, but her mother won’t put her down. Sure she’s colicky, but more stolid

and they’d drive out to the Grove and sit on a bench in the sunlight and dream

than pouty now. They are waiting for their father to return from the car with Gato-

of feeling as high as possible forever, and sometimes they’d bang in the backseat

rade and cigarettes. He got waylaid at the gas station. A flippin’ gas station, in the

(of the minivan), but usually they were too wound up to lubricate, because they’d

middle of the sand, for dune buggies. I must be tripping. Bathos. Maybe I’ll get a

be all head, no body, because all their neurons were firing and there’d be pressure

sixer. But I don’t think she gave me enough ones. She said,

building up under their eyelids, and they lived for this, and who wouldn’t? In

“Here, in case you find a popsicle stand, get four.”

retrospect, I can’t say I blame them. So but anyway, the sewing gun left an open
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wound, and he wandered out of there like a golem dripping red matter, got in his

“Q?”

car, reached in the glovebox for his tools, and fixed in broad daylight. That wasn’t

“I’m not saying that. I’m just saying that as soon as I learned what I was made

the first time he was arrested for possession, but the first one she found out about.

for, what I was capable of doing to myself and others, I started using it. It wasn’t

“Why don’t you just smile?”

always positive.”

“I don’t want to.”

“Q?”

“Well, FINE then! If you won’t smile, all the other kids are gonna be in pictures

“No, I’m not going there. Aren’t you supposed to be more subtle?”

except you!”
“Mom, just take the fucking picture.”
“No, she is going to smile, or I’m going to break the fucking camera and there’ll
be nothing, you hear me?!”

“A.”
“I guess. Anyway, it all started getting weird when...”
“Q?”
“...when Jackie and I, Jackie was my girlfriend at the time you could say, started

“Mom, she’s in a protective bubble. She can’t walk. Her spinal fluid is probably

frequenting these sleazy after-hours gash clubs. We’d be on separate ends of a glory

leaking everywhere. And I don’t know why you would bring us to a beach; you

hole, I’d be fuckin’ something or getting my dick sucked, and she’d be doing the

know she can’t get sand on her person. And she’s getting old enough where she

reverse, and we would say ‘It was great doing that with you. I feel so close to you.’”

needs an actual wheelchair, not just a fat kid stroller. Just take the damn picture so

“Q?”

we can get out of here! Everyone is staring at us!”

“A gash club is just what we’d call any club. Gash is kind of like a reverse euphe-

“Shut up! I didn’t bring you up all by myself...”

mism for snatch, ass, mouth. It don’t matter so long as there’s gash I’m there,

“You didn’t! You just come get us whenever you need something!”

heh-heh.”

“That’s it.”

“Q?”

“Where are you going? You can’t leave us here. At least give us some quarters

“That’s kind of outside my comfort zone to discuss.”

to use the phone. Mom!”
“...”
“Pfft. ‘Everyone will have pictures but you.’ Hell you’re ugly anyways, I don’t
blame you.”

“Q?”
“Right! ‘Cause we’d been together before, I knew when it was her. But you
wouldn’t catch me guessin’. Her neither. It didn’t matter. Because it was always
with her, even when it wasn’t.
“Q?”

“Relle always used to look askance, somewhere off to the side. It’s a habit that
rubbed off on my own body language, kinda like if I know I’m gonna be sour I

“It’s like picture you go see a movie with someone. You’re both watching the
same movie...”

might as well get used to directing it elsewhere, or like I’m so mortified I can’t bear

“Q?”

to look at you. Her face was a perpetual pout.”

“Right! ‘Cuz life’s a movie. Ain’t none better. Haha!”

“Q?”

“Q?”

“... I would do anything for my sister. You know, whenever you force a body to

“Real intimacy? I resent the implication.”

do something against their will, they become like storm vanes (the bodies). Free

“Q?”

will isn’t a vacuum; it reacts to pressure by netting that pressure and unleashing

“Nah nah nah, with Dottie it was different. I guess you could say we both

it. Sort of the way a chicken runs around with its head cut off... maybe I’m not

came from the same school of hang-ups. She was like a flytrap or somethin’. She’d

being clear, but all I’m saying is I’m glad nothing happened to Relle because she’d

come all dressed up, dolled up miniskirt, like how dare you...hahaha! She was

be trapped. She used to say things that sounded funny coming out of someone so

always two steps ahead of me! I never been no hustler. She’s the best example of

small.”

myself, y’know? Because she hustled and she was open. She would sink you with
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a few words. She would show that she was into you without showing any type of
attachment or...pathos, you know what I’m saying? She was never pathetic. Never
anything less than a woman. And when you connected, shit boy, it was like lightning. She was going to do everything to you that she’s ever wanted, and you got
what you wanted and nothing less or more, because her energy was electric; it
absorbed what powered you and gave it back. And if you were lucky enough to

IX.
THOUSANDS OF LIES

see through those twin pale zeros, one would go ‘one,’ and the other’d go ‘one,’ and
then they’d both be zero AND one, which can’t be...”
“...”
“Just stay positive. She never said it, but I think she liked being positive, and
me negative. Saying yes to life isn’t the same as being positive. You have to ask
some of the questions, even if they’re not yours, and hope you get something.”
“Q?”
“I miss her. I really do.”
“...”

I register disgust all around me. There’s no word for what I see. Healthless,
ruddy faces pinched in rictures of pain and confusion, a cracked asshole, things
no one likes.

*Lyrics to “River of Shit” by Richard Papiercuts

Ceajae stops to rest under an eastern white pine. The beach where most of the
others are frolicking is nearby. The rustic shack where four of them are staying is
a quaint site even in Maine. Its dark-brown wood panelling was put up by Agustina’s father many decades ago. The prickly leaves of the white pine move him to
recline into them. The tickling sensation puts him at peace with his surroundings.
He reaches for his one-hitter and takes a few deep puffs exclamated by a coughing
fit. Ceajae feels like he can only get high if he holds it in long enough to effect
respiratory cramps.
Agustina looks through the window at the beach, scanning for Isis and the
others. Cait is in the shack next door with the baby. Agustina’s state is bittersweet.
She knows this is the last time they’ll all be together. She knows when she gets
home she’ll have to start her biweekly appointments. Her long-time oncologist
has since retired, and her replacement whom she’s yet to meet disconcerts her and
makes her feel emotional afterwards. She feels that while chemo may have saved
her life, it left scars on her mental capacity. Like her consequent inability to read,
understand and digest poetry; whereas she previously loved Cummings, Baudelaire, Milton, Blake, and others, she no longer can see them. She has memory
problems. She circumvents them to enjoy her fantasy novels by allowing herself
to forget the complicated parts. Ceajae believes this is a real-life manifestation of
Joyce’s instructions for reading his work. He finds Agustina’s unyielding love for
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fantasy endearing, even inspiring, since it seems living proof that one can suffer

anymore than they want to be around someone receding into a catatonic state

damaging neurological afflictions and still find Avalon beautiful.

with two exes for eyes. Linguistically, body language is most always the primary
semion. You could botch your tact and garble your phonemes, and with a natural,

paranoid journal: did she give him the keys? sublet’s not ‘til freakin’ november...is she manufacturing coincidences?

pleasant smile you’d still register more ID’ing than you’d think. Not so for poor
Jordan Wrong. Absence of affect is not a zero, but a rather potent missive message.

It was at this point that Emma began staying with Jordan “Lupe” Strong. They

This is especially worthwhile knowledge in a clinical or laboratory setting, where

would spend their evenings smoking pot and taking Adderall, Jordan on the

you may lack the wherewithal and limbs to make yourself understood. Jordan

wicker rocking chair writing and grinding his teeth, churning out words at his

has only briefly looked into the art of communicating with blinks. He’s memo-

own careening pace until he burns out and falls asleep with his neck craned. His

rized so far how to say “kill me” and “water.” The last time he was hospitalized

methodology is not to write linearly, but to transcribe discrete ideas or visions as

was not for mania or psychosis yet nonetheless reminiscent of the unmedicated

they come to him and figure out exactly how they all fit together later in a cartoon,

glossolalist lapses of previous carting-offs to inpatient care (and who wouldn’t be

a bastard amalgam of memoir. A sort of uncontrolled tumescent formlessness

reminded of the same IV-and-catheter treatment, pink curtains, and ambulance

qualified by the simultaneous follow-through of expositions. Lately he’s been

sedations uniform to all facilities of rest, or the extreme depression and schizo

structuring his writing like a TV network in dream logic, with various channels of

torment of voices from inside) that bulleted years past, except this last time he

nonsequiturs illustrating a fractured world of messages by characters longing for

ate an accidental overdose of psilocybin mushrooms (also the last time he ever

collective belonging through the sharing of myths and solidarity (or complicity),

trusted a plant) he bought from some high school kid at home, who warned him

like words are, when they stain the page, common splooge, empty canisters of

with buyer beware and yeah yeah, planning to chew on a couple caps and stems

vitriol, vulgarity and vehemence. Or messages. Snatches of radio transmissions.

while waiting for the shuttle to the Magic Kingdom with Jane, and anyway started

Attempts to communicate, to make intimate contact with weird strangers. To be

tripping heavy during the evening spectacular ‘works show, when the rosetta

LOUD! To run on the page like renegade ink-blot. Fractals. To come at the thing

stone part of his frontal temporal lobe started glitching out, and he was hearing

from all sides at once. Epistolary bildungsroman, roman à clef, vérité, voyeurism,

Mandarin, Cantonese, Japanese, Thai, various Spanish dialects, guttural German

vicarity [sic], projection, creature pleasures -- how many ways can I tell the thing?

throat clearings, assonant French vowel elongations, language center going in and

I don’t have to make the monkey dance if the monkey can speak for himself. I

out, and his tics were out of control, lungs and diaphragm constricting, pleurisy,

can’t be held responsible if he’s a chronic alcy abusive fuck-up smoking free ciga-

panic, his girlfriend’s reassuring breathing exercises like little dwarves chattering

rettes and snorting that fat reserve line of party coke, pelting you with his own

nonsense over one another, her eyeball a suctioning vortex, seizures, convulsions,

feces and keeping you up talking poesy plus pussy under halogen arabesques,

loss of consciousness, demonic visual distortions of the figures who were trying

intentionally clingy, manually cockblocking. Gun jammed, jeans too tight, it feels

to help, strange sensations, unchecked violent movements (gripping Jane’s arms

right where it is. I can see the structural intent, the sinuous logic of what the

a little too tight, nearly convincing the park police that he needed a straitjacket

subconscious chooses to pay attention to. Lingering and dwelling on what it finds

instead of a stretcher), visions of death, alogia, then overwhelming fear, unintel-

fascinating, leaving loose ends it just forgets about. Inexhaustible detail aggregat-

ligible petitions for food, and Jane, the planar interpreter, conveying a basket of

ing in shiny, shiny cornflake clusters. In his mind, this is the only form of honest

french fries, ah lovely, and burger, sweet relief. The burger wrapping gets ripped

writing he can synthesize. Emma would take his laptop, close it and lay a satin

open like a brat’s birthday present, and Jordan shoves styrofoam fries in his gourd.

blanket over him while he seemed entombed. Jordan does this thing where he

He mangles a bite of burger. His dry mouth only tastes styrofoam. He leans over,

modulates his voice to a base pitch and his countenance to a flat anti-affect so

and at Jane’s howls of encouragement and supportive, balmy remarks tries regur-

as to preemptively defuse any verbal implications. Everyone finds this unnerv-

gitating the poison that’s surely killing him, or at the very least threatening to

ing and creepy, since most people don’t want to talk to a self-possessed vacuum

impel him permanently from the cliffs of sanity, a trip worthy of the Brotherhood,
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Eternal Love indeed, and when he could only muster dry phlegm and pleural
blood, he fell back like a board, supine and legs way up like a cartoon, collapsing
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On their penultimate night together as roommates, Emma struck a coversational chord about sex. The ill girlfriend once had an IUD.

to a pair of pliable knees, stopped resisting, pissed a foamy facsimile of himself

“I haven’t that to give to you or anyone.”

and warmed up to it, the madness. Jane was able to effectively convey him to the

“I get it, but don’t you get your kicks? I bet she would.” “...”

stretcher, after which they were separated until the hospital. It is unclear at which

“I know that because I’m thirty-three you must be suspicious of my motives,

point and to what degree she believed there was something wrong. During the

‘specially since I don’t seem interested in anything more than friendship and sex.”

ride, strapped down, the EMTs kept upping his tranqs as he convulsed slower and

(chortle) “That’s not it.”

less pronounced, denying him wet lips, and so he grew obsessed with communi-

“Those new futuristic calfskin condoms are great.”

cative precision, particularly with regard to water and being taken seriously (from
cavernous, pink eyelids, he was reminded of how much clean water he swallowed

“The whole culture of contraception is fucked. And it’s tied directly to the
global consciousness about sex projected mostly on the internet.”

in that prehistoric cave near southern Belize, inoculated from stagnating diptheric

“Ha! That’s gold. Do tell.”

ooze and dengue by pitch black, rushing, bats, foaming). To die with dignity and

“Nah, forget it.”

fatigue. Because, as he’s been beaten over the head with many times, words don’t
do like their fairweather friends actions do. They must be animated somehow, and

“Well don’t keep your cultural critiques to yourself big man, especially with a
staggering preface like that.”

therein lies the struggle. He uses a self-taught, not clinically sanctioned behav-

“I’m not a big man. Actually, I’m a touch on the smaller side.”

ioral strategy inspired by a lifetime of manic depression. Jordan Strong, smil-

“Well, you’ve got some junk, I can see it through your silk.”

ing politely. Coming up in a cramped, obstreperous environment may have had

“Sure, I’m a grower and a shrinker. Sometimes, when I’m on drugs, uppers/

something to do with his inclination to raise his voice, as if to talk over someone

downers/everything except pot, I look in the mirror and see this short little stub

or something. Everytime Emma walks to Jordan’s she passes a flower shop and

peeking through tall, dense pubic hair, and I get really self-conscious. Everybody

considers buying him a bouquet but always reasons it comes off too strong. While

gets hyper body-conscious; I’m not unique, and I’m not always, but when I am it

they sleep together in the same bed, they’ve never had sex or been intimate, with

almost certainly at least partially involves the size of my function.”

a few brief pecks in the beginning which obviously meant nothing. A cold crush.

“Your function?”

During their mutual residence, a month and one week, Emma leaves Jordan for

“Well, ‘almost certainly’ is an exaggeration. Magnum-size condoms are a sales

a long weekend to visit her parents in Pittsburgh. When she returns, everything

scam, obviously. But it doesn’t matter because idiots like to be told that they’re

is immaculately clean. The dusty library of doohickeys and paperback trash now

huge. Regular-size condoms are more than accommodating to huge cocks and

resembles more an oasis, a shrine to whatever else used to breathe here. Emma

the problem is that nobody wants to sell a condom for smaller, less-threatening

shares a common ambivalence about visiting relatives.

Sweet Movie dicks; there isn’t even a validating adorable catch-all or byword for it.”

And around this time, Jordan opens up. His girlfriend used to love visiting her

“Vanity sizing.”

folks, and they went together probably over a hundred times until he felt closer

“Exactly. Trojans are too big for me, and Durex are too tight. Even if there is

with them than his own alien relatives. Living in a skeleton of their deferred

an ideal fit for me, I’ll never know unless I go on body-shaming internet forums

relationship, he makes the call he makes every week. Her mother has no news.

populated by sad guys who have had their confidence shattered by cruel women.”

The ECT is working, with the usual confusing side-effects. He prepares for his

“But..”

usual biweekly out-of-state visit, the last one missed perhaps for unspeakable

“Not cruel women, excuse me. ‘Size worshippers’ who are used to having their

reasons. She struggled for over a year and had success especially considering her

bodies taxonomized and desensitized to the way bodies really work. So what you

tireless academic and professional workload. Then the blow came, and the thing

get is a dichotomy where bigger tits/ass/dicks are better, except cocks are an appa-

happened. Emma didn’t ask about either.

ratus manifestly tied to a simple function, to please a woman so that she grabs
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your ass and pulls you toward her and screams for your cum and...”
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human condition.’“

“OKAY.”

“Why not?”

“The world we’re living in is this; men with little dicks who catch another penis

“Because you can’t act out something so abstract as that.”

out of the corner of their sight have zero confidence, women who want large cocks

“Sure you can. Check it out, I’m the Beatles in Mono, lookin’ all mildewy and

think it’s the only way they could be satisfied, or at least tend to strongly prefer

warped, eyes rolled up in rock-roll homage, I’m John Lennon mocking the hand-

them then complain when said candidate is selfish in bed, doesn’t care about their

icapped with bow-legged scissor stomps, homogenous haircuts, militantly strict

body and is maybe even grossed out by it because they’ve been told their whole

dress code.”

lives how well-endowed they are and so never had to learn how to be intimate.
I know guys who find themselves amused because they’ve only just entered a

Mama always went first and I followed. In this case her trajectory was question-

woman and she’s already screaming something like “It’s so big!” like it’s some-

able. Sleeping on floor mattresses in broad daylight with the shutters shut tight yet

thing to be worshipped, a divine miracle. I’m speaking for this one really big guy

light still flooding in like a dull wave didn’t bother me. Her insistence that I now

in particular, who’s close to one of the polar freak extremes. Everyone is out of

oughta address Silly Faces as “Daddy” felt like a callous betrayal of intense psycho-

touch and can’t get off. The world beneath this is different. No one is encouraged

sexual thrust. But considering she was never privy to any of my nocturnal excur-

to be creative, playful, genuinely intimate and sexy in bed. It just fits or it doesn’t.

sions with black boys, wherein we rode bikes and wore red kerchiefs over our faces

The experience of discovery is reduced to a split-second calculation of ‘whoa’ or

and would hassle club patrons for five dollars when they reached for their keys,

‘no.’ Most people have no imagination about the manifold Seussian variations of

the pale look in our eyes unmistakable taunts of aggression, it wasn’t unthinkable

fucking. Most women have no idea whether they’ve orgasmed or not. I know this

that she may have unwittingly averted herself from all prior abuses. I deign not to

because of access to testimonial gold. Maybe one day they’ll find something real

digress here. Maybe she just didn’t care. None of that is relevant because she’s dead

and just implode. I’ve never been traumatized or gotten any complaints, just that

now. Being a little girl was not so separate from the uncountable anthropological

my junk is cute and that I’m a terrific lover.”

examples far away from my white trash lot, on those other arid planets populated

“I believe you.”

by black people, where clothes are not a possession but a transitory blessing. They

“I really don’t care.”

don’t need to come fully off to make you bereft of soul or temporal vessel. To think

“You really know how to gloze over your oww!”

the damned who have been damned before on a ferris wheel of cyclical suffering,

“Please don’t.”

brutish and brief their lives may be, wander the desert in flamboyant asceticism,

Jordan’s features tense up then hang slack like a coin purse. His face pinches a

tongue and ass pierced, praying for removal from interminable reincarnation, is

limited nerve of expression, making each seem severe. Emma’s rangy figure seems

not dissimilar to a doper’s inevitable flirtation with oblivion in austere solitude

predisposed to put on flab. Jordan finds this oddly soothing.

from recovery to relapse, nor the gangster’s unconditional oath to the sword, a

“People are freaks. The sooner they recognize this, the sooner they start having
sex. The sooner awkward sex is no longer an object.”
“Kimonos are alright... men are even worse, wired for release: hard-pressed
not to cum. At least chicks get down long and hard with the D, whatever their
preoccupations.”
“Can we just kiss?”

race to absolution if ever. The difference between them and me is the little girl
inside. I can hide only more than a carbuncal freak at birth. I have always been at
loss as to what to say.
Mother was afraid to get a lawyer lest she get deported. I told her there were
protections, organizations there to help her, but she didn’t care. I took my baby
sister away. She died of pneumonia.

“No.”
I’ve saved the youngest of the three for one reason. Sara was the one I should’ve
“... Larry, ‘The Beatles in mono’ is not a valid charades topic. Neither is ‘the

met instead. How close to living a pornographic life is one at any given time?
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Always one half-step from a seduction; all a matter of striking the right mood,

of fresh lilacs from the impulse aisle and unattends his cart to snag a bouquet for

vibe, and nailing that spontaneity of fun.

the apartment. Since Emma’s been staying over he’s been leaving unannounced
to run errands, a means of plucking some much needed time alone without risk

Footage from the Only Extant Home Video in Jordan’s Extensive VHS

of offending her. He’ll bring home treats to seal the deal. His girlfriend, now in

Library, Discovered Unlabeled by Emma when She Slept in and Woke Up to

her early sixties and on the shortlist for a pelvic transplant, may get to live out

Find a Note Scrawled in Jordan’s Hand, Explaining that He Was on a Grocery

her wish of giving natural birth instead of settling for an incubator and calling

Excursion in Mid-Town Manhattan, and but Couldn’t Resist the Curiosity to

it a day like most women her age who’ve finally come around to love. Lilacs are

Plug and Play:

her scent. Perfect for October. Lost in the impeccable sweet-smelling violet luster,
gasping and doing a one-eighty to find a mob of ageless prunes ready to roll his

Jan. 26 2008. A car. The camera pans out the backseat window. “I know my
sister’s gonna dress slutty to this thing.”
“How does that help me?”

teeming cart aside and sprinting back in time to secure his place before the cashier
unamused who’s probably about twice his age but whose optical implants and
chiseled jawline make it impossible to tell.

“ I ‘unno, take what you want from it.”

“Will this be all?”

“I’m trying to look nice for your aunt’s wedding.”

“Yes, ma’am.”

“I know... why don’t you just wear that sequined thing you like so much?”
“... My Mamey’s dress... You want me to wear a hundred-year-old heirloom to
a tropical reception on a private island?”

She isn’t annoyed with him at all, her bittersweet rasp playing a seasonal jingle
on Jordan’s downplayed soft spot for little old ladies.
While Jordan doesn’t let the paddler on the River of Styx get him down, he’s

“...”

known to be quite conservative among his contempo-adult friends who prac-

“Ugh. Can you just ask her? I want to start planning...”

tice noisome habits on comely fairchildren reveling indiscriminate in the flow-

“Fine. I’ll call her right now.”

ers. He’s in a very long-term committed relationship, doesn’t play nightlife, slicks

“Hey. I’m good. How’s it going? ... Uh-huh. Look listen, what sort of outfit

back his gay old gray hair and gels his mustache, moisturizes and keeps well-

would be apropos for my date to wear? ... Uh-huh. Okay, gotcha. Yeah, we’ll be

groomed in a handsome cat burglar kind of way. He knows a sixty-three year

there. She’s still at the house on Naomi Street, no? Uh-huh. Eight-o-clock, got it.

woman in a committed relationship with a twenty-three year game tester. They

See ya there. Buh-bye. (Hangs up) She says cocktail dresses, for the girls. Guay-

eat beige butterscotch cookies and drink tea together, and she loves to watch him

aberas for the men.”

play his games. Diff ’rent strokes. His friend Tarkus is dating a woman nearly a

“...”

year younger than his own youngest daughter. What a world. He pushes his cart

“What’s wrong?”

outside, finds a transport vestibule, punches in his address, watches his groceries

“We’ve been at it for a year, and I’m just your date? I don’t even have a name?”

get launched underground and ducks into an old bookstore. On a tip from an

A second female laughs off-frame.

online vendor, he may have tracked down a ‘zine he made in 2014. The aging

“C’mon... Look, if you guys are gonna have this conversation, let me get my

customer service rep looks at him with tired, tucked eyelids. He begins to fold

camera...”
“We’re not gonna live forever, Jas... better make sure to catch what we can, on
obsolete recording technology no less...”

and form his lips around the word “no,” sounding it out in a lazy, hesitant drawl
of “uhh... no” before he even checks. Jordan now sees this old codger couldn’t
possibly be of any use. The book clerk must be over a hundred-and-seventy years

“Will you shut up?”

old. These extreme long-lifers have to lose it at some point. I don’t care what class

... Static...

of high-tech brain implants they got now; there aren’t even computers that old yet.

Jordan, now in his late fifties but not quite going on sixty, picks up the scent
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paranoid journal: if i’m paranoid, i have to be right some of the time. rarely?

“We’re not even an item. This is a non-issue. We were pretty good acquain-

most of the time? the lesson of the sixties is that the paranoid were right...i have

tances before anything hit off. If you could even call it that. Truthfully, we’ve never

exceptional skill at defusing indiscretion, i get it from my father but not because

even had sex.”

he taught me anything.
“It’s my only power. Well, one of two.”

“I know that.”
“So this whole thing has the air of a secular arrangement. Her mother is abso-

“That’s too much power for you.”

lutely stunned by her recovery and feels like it’s her turn to take a long distance

“My powers don’t benefit me or anyone else.”

role or vantage in all this.”

“Sean, are you mad at me because I’m crazy?”
“Nah, I wouldn’t have come out either.”

“Raised by the village.”
“I wish I could say I was man enough, but the thought of starting a family... as

“’Cuz we’re pals, I’ll let you in on a li’l secret.”

intrepid as I’ve been in the face of stark-raving lunacy, I still wilt inside when she

“What? Wedding bells ringing?”

hurts. When she most needs me.”

“...”
“Sorry. I thought things were going better for her. What with the brainwashing
and everything...”

“You’ve been celibate for almost three decades for her.” (something about
Sean’s tone registers as lucid and literate disbelief.)
“And you know what else? She wants to take my name. I told her I would be

“She seems strong. If her mother knew how much she makes me wilt...”

Bale-Strong. She said she’d rather us all be one unit. I’m not chauvinist or anything,

“You’re threatening in the subjunctive again.”

but this is one phallocentric tradition I believe in. It’s clearly one of the elemental

“I’m feeling tentative and precarious, like at the bottom of something but with

balances of the sexes and reproduction. What a mother has with her child...”

a harrowing view from the top.”

“It’s transcendental. Growing a life inside your womb, however poorly planned

“What’s the problem?”

and parasitic that life may be, binds two forever, not to mention loaded with

“Hard to say. It’s like she actually came out the other side. As she herself

psychoanalytic heft. Breastfeeding is sublime.”

predicted, as I’m guilty myself of being skeptical. She is absolutely reconciled and

“Oh absolutely. Most guys get bogged down in the preoccupation that to take

adjusted to the repercussions of her choices. But it’s strange; it’s like her cerebral

one’s name is a gesture of shared permanence, binding the mother to yet another

wings were delicately, partially clipped. She repudiates her friends, her I guess

schmo forever. For me, bear with me, I get a little agitated; her mother thinks

‘former’ aspirations. She only wants me. Jeezus, I thought this business was

the revolutionary answer to a hoary tradition is complete revolt -- inversion of

supposed to be safe.”

values.”

“Who knows what else she’s on...”
“She wants to marry me, Sean.”

“Iconoclasm. Rather anarchic.”
“Yeah, she’s like the unreasonable detractor of a two-state solution, prolonging

“The doom and gloom of your skepticism is an unstable curiosity, my friend.

dischord by claiming history for her own sake. Instead of, you know, for now. I

Always harried, always in crisis, I don’t believe you could be surprised you came

just think that dismantling tradition in the name of personal suffering, i.e. preg-

out too. Unless, of course...”

nancy and labor, is a bit...”

“That’s just it... I still want her. I’m bromidic with desire.”

“Irish Catholic.”

“What about Emma?”

“No, what I’m getting at is this: first of all, Jane agrees with me. If that’s not

“What about her? She’s cool with me.”

bottom-line enough, there are already two Bales under the age of sixteen, both

“You mean she knows?”

her nephews, both her sister’s sons. The name Bale is immediately patrilineal as

“Well...”

it’s her father’s name, who by the way I understand his health hasn’t been all there,

“Jeezus.”

but anyway rendering the already specious sexist accusation quite a joke. And
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then there’s the reality that I am the last remaining Strong. My sister’s dead, and

you to whip out a social security card, and getting rejected because there simply is

my father might as well be. Not to mention it being none of her fucking business.”

no pressing need for your scrawny credentials, and being bilingual doesn’t make

“Why do you care so much?”

you Kurtz, and afterwards having to hop the bus and waltz your ass right over to

“Other than the delicate balance I mentioned earlier whereby I feel that, consid-

East New York where you can still fellate for cash just like they used to do in the

ering the inherent permanence and perpetual psychodependence of mother and

70s. These are strictly provisional ways to exploit fine print and loopholes to get

child, taking my name is a humble pittance to ask for, It’s also an assertion that I

money you’ll eventually have to repay. It is a business of sorting priorities. Tread

exist, that my kid has a father, which is a subject that, you know...”

softly, for the future of debt collecting does not bode well for one’s immediate

“So it’s a reclaiming of history, as it were.”

future without knowing what that future is.

“Exactly. It’s a reclaiming of the tragedy of the name Strong. My father is tragic.
His mother and father began it. Now it’s my turn to reverse fortunes. I start here.”

Subnote: All of these outlets are limited with their generosity to you, and the

“You’re carrying the plague of your ancestors to your grave. It’s nice. She’s giving

fine print defines this limit as “at their discretion,” which is why it’s so important

you a new chance through her genetics. You know that there’s a systematic appro-

to be consistent in repaying them. Additionally, fees may accrue. It’s important to

priation of traits, even if the sequences aren’t fully understood. It’s not roulette or

pay them as contesting these extortions will only see that the invisible thread of

chaos. But there are exceptions to the system. Abnormal ones. Quite marvelous.”

your “credit” run out.

“Sometimes I miss my family.”
“Sure.”

•

Use Paypal’s Bank-Account Transfer option: Paypal will actually front

“Better throw on Peter Gabriel again.”

you any amount of money within reason (thousands of dollars in debt this way)

“But, ah... really?”

for any transaction or to send money to another creditor instantly, and expect you

“It’s just what I’m feeling.”

to have the amount there in two-three business days for them to withdraw. Talk

“You know, Bale-Strong...”

about capital-P Pals; if it’s not there, they try again in two-three business days.

“I know, it does sound way better than Strong-Bale. How can I deny my child

Then they go to whatever charge card you have listed as backup. Afterwards, the

aesthetics?”

debt simply gets posted to your account. They even pre-approve you for a credit

“A foundation on which to build a tragic life.”

card that when activated “adopts” the balance, just so they can mail you a paper

...

bill. Paypal are like the uncle who loans you a car and just expects you to return it,

“Think about it. What’s the first thing they do to desexualize and medicalize a

gassed and everything.

person? Wax that hair.”
“During the Holocaust.. what do they do to humiliate them?”

Maternal Score: 5, you hide your money from them once and can expect to be
put on probation for about a month of good behavior.

“Same with the Indians and the Samurai.”
“Chop off those locks heathen and praise Satan!”

•

Overdraw your Bank Account: Again, with the proportionate amount

of discretion, this can put you in the hole for thousands. Note the pervasive negaLupe’s Guide to Making $ Appear:

tivity of my tone. I don’t think anyone is supposed to know this, but you can spend
money you don’t have, I mean really don’t have, and pay it back when you have it.

Note: These methods are not recommended for those unwilling or unable to

The authority of discretion here is creepy. Sometimes you’ll be declined for going

work. Please be prepared to take any job or frack-for-flow you can depend on.

a dollar over your balance at the checkout line of Walgreens, and sometimes you

This means walking to the nearest industrial park, into your local sweatshop, and

can charge a $3,000 collectible inflatable Mr. T doll on eBay at 4am without a peep

telling them you’d be willing to work for illegal wages as long as they don’t expect

of hassle. Having excellent consistency (weekly) with returns is prime, and I’ve
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found that trying this works better the more $ you’ve had in your account in the

you’re viewing a point in time or a parallel dimension is often a subject of dispute.

past.

And then there were demons and ghosts to deal with, neither of which shared

Maternal Score: 6, sometimes they’ll cover your groceries for a week so you

habits in common. Demons, unlike ghosts, always bore ulterior motives. Since

don’t starve, and sometimes they’ll leave you stranded with your pants around

buying access to this newfound way of life, he was learning steadily but surely

your ankles, realizing that you got it all wrong, you have to pay.

how to unmask them. And he was becoming an exhausted channel by which the
likes of all temporal and cosmic strands stopped by on their way to distant seas

•           Burn a Special Bridge: Only worthy of the lowest of most abject

to humor, assist or malign him. He was exposing his brain to a kind of radiation

circumstances; you’d have to be a pretty selfish fuck to go through with this, but

poisoning, and later, long after he’d lost interest in the project, and twice removed

for completion’s sake, I give you the whole bloody strike. I’m not talking about

from accomplishing his goal, he would carry with him the psychic lesions and

boning over some smarmy ole’ sap who likes you disproportionately for a bag of

scars of a belligerent and abusive war on the cosmic realm, from which no spoils

dope to first alleviate the sheer pain of a night of wearing down their stories and

could ever be maintained for long. The tapes on which he was recording had the

then to make you sleep. In order for this to work in spades, you have to know a

curious tendency of their reels degrading at almost quadruple the normal rate so

beautiful, gilded-like bridge. You have to have either good credit, no credit, but

that Jordan had to keep transferring them. Going digital was never an option as it

nonetheless the best demonstrated intentions with this other person. And that’s

opened the door to snoops, not to mention the threat of catching a demon between

an important thing to remember, that this is just another person, expendable if

the 0s and 1s, where they could theoretically harvest an artificial intelligence and

they’re like you, and possibly more than willing to play the game and feel sorry

network on broadband -- working in digital was absolutely verboten among all

for you, which is not an adverse feeling if you’re this desperate. What you wanna

channelers and wielders of the occult worth their salt. Paranormally speaking, the

do is reach out and ask to borrow a sizeable sum of money. If you’ve made it this

tarot allusion was a bit off. It’s more like shaking a snowglobe or a powder keg and

far, you’ll need it. You’ll want to offer collateral and hope they don’t demand it

watching the distorted images buckle. There’s no telling where you might be off

upfront. A TV, computer or sound system will do nicely. Then you say goodbye.

to nor what you’ll be denied access to, especially over time, as the litany of your

Maternal Score: 10.

half-hearted cries to walk on water will wear thin. Trip a docile ghost line and you
get, at worst, too much nudity. But hopscotch around the vibrations too much and

Thread: Relle. Doctors think she will die but she keeps surviving, costing the

you become a reviled trespasser, no matter how magnanimous your intentions or

family more $. They get help. Comatose all the time. Being good wound up only

sententious a host to wandering spirits you be. Before you know it, you’re on a

to mean being good to her. Discard.

shortlist for plague-like imprecations of a sinister and Biblical nature. The closest

Thread about being alive and human in the frame of a superhero strip. Sean

Jordan ever got was a warning -- his sebaceous glands had overproduced to such

getting into comix as a magnifying lens for superior weakness. Fragility=Divinity.

an extent that he was covered in painful hives and whiteheads that left copious

Discard.

wrinkles and scars and wrought real havoc on his toothsome flesh.

Channeling was about drawing from a quasi transparent deck of tarot cards.
Transference was the process by which Operation: Phone Home spun its wheels; it

Selected Excerpts from Lupe’s Half-Attempted Ask Annie-Style Interactive

involved clearing one’s consciousness of debris and thinking long and hard about

Treatise On the Importance of Breastfeeding, posted off-the-cuff on a number

the person or episode you’ve wished to call on. It didn’t mean they’d necessar-

of feminist and related web forums c. 2018-?:

ily return your calls; as a matter of fact, the transparencies may very well have

This might seem trite to you but Freud had a point. If you don’t breastfeed your

no riding interest in answering. The psychic have no idea that they are, and the

kids, they will have developmental problems and long-term issues with intimacy

observed, while capable of interacting with the channeler at times, often fade out

and addiction. Everyone you know who wasn’t breastfed is case in point. If you

of sight and sound before one can harness much. The devil’s in the details; whether

plan on being the primary support for your infant during their first two years of
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life, isn’t the sexual moratorium and sleep deprivation sparking enough to impel
the extra step? If you don’t breastfeed your kid, he/she will be a needy, unbalanced

“That’s why I stopped mentioning it. Because while I do enjoy the jealousy,
it always ends up being beside the point. Like now my dick inhabits a zip code.”

and socially maladjusted drug addict, emotionally and financially exhausting to

“How do you keep it inside your pants?”

everyone, maybe even you. You’ll be glad you just let him chew on your tit.

“I’d never cheat.”

“Hi Lupe, my cousin is a heroin addict and he was breastfed ‘til he was at least
three. His brother is locked up and an alcoholic and he was also breastfed. I do
agree breastfeeding is important but I’d need citations to give any weight to this
argument.”
Thou shalt not breastfeed for longer than eighteen months to two years or

“I know that.”
“I bury enough guilt as it is.”
“Anyway, I ran out on her again last night without a word, because I’m a
sociopath.”
“You’re not a sociopath, you’re just not a socialist.”

spoilage may occur causing a separate set of overlapping concerns such as infant

Lino Anselmo likes to play dumb. He goes by this name because he wants to

gigantism, breast-naming, and ending up on the cover of Time. Citations? This is

downplay his Asiatic roots. His father was named Ung, and his descendants play

Freud. My citations are purely theoretical, anecdotal and/or metaphysical.

dumb too, getting as far away from him as possible or so it seems. His only son

But young’uns will be young guns, amirite? You can’t keep protecting ‘em

was just busted for tax evasion, and his son-in-law guarantees him an attorney,

forever. The least you can do is spoil them young and hope they find their means

the very best for his next of kin. His daughter was registered with social security

before you’re too old to enjoy life.

disability for a few years as a teenager, and when it came time to renew as an

“This is my story with every woman. They always get way more invested than
me.”

adult she said no. Anyone who’s peeped the application knows how incessant the
requisite affirmations for disability are. Free money for anyone who can withstand

“Damn. You seemed pretty invested this time.”

the whole depressing process of proving you are so physically and mentally inca-

“I was! I mean, I am. Hannah just doesn’t get it. She’s so damn good to me. She’s

pacitated by depression, eating disorder, or other debilitating handicap that you

never given me half the shit other women have, in the past. She just doesn’t realize

can’t fry a ham because you never learned how. And God help you if you did learn

I don’t have the patience for perfectly human expectations such as indefinite wait-

and they find out. God is the all-seeing word, trained to sniff out all loose ends.

ing around, dawdling, wandering...”
“Don’t paeanize her kindness. Don’t make that mistake. It’s such a masculine
thing, to acknowledge her kindness without being sentimental.”

If there’s any worse than the Chinese, it’s the trenchant Italians he worked for
as a young suspected émigré. Whip-cracking sons of bitches, they helped him get
his start in the country without insisting that he hold a piece for them. Setting him

“I miss being single.”

up with a jeweler who operated an airtight front, he was able to pay for his sister’s

“I have a hard time with that one.”

medical bills and wife’s visa, in exchange for the high price of nothing but loyalty.

“I miss the prowl.”

They rigged unspeakable crimes against the Mexicans who robbed him. Lino

“Sex. The mediocre kind.”

doesn’t want to know. But he hears things. They’ve been watching him lately, in

“...”

the brow sweat of these climacteric years. He knows this without knowing how or

“Why don’t you just engage in a little casual, harmless flirting?”

why. There’s been a death in their extended family, perhaps murder. Today, as he

“I do, but it’s like fishing and throwing ‘em back. And they always get catty

makes his way back to the car from buying groceries, he thinks about his grand-

when I mention I have a girlfriend.”

children. He wishes there was something he could do to help them, to set them

“Oh dad, ever the lothario. They get catty with me on regional territorializing.”

straight on a narrow path, while fairly, unknowingly certain that they are better

“..?”

off. Their work is without country or God. His father would not have understood.

“Like, say she’s from the north shore or Jersey and I say...”

His mother floats just an inch above his brow. He can’t picture her face. He doesn’t

“Gotcha.”

talk to her anymore. Rarely does he broach the subject. Perhaps it’s God’s mercy
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that she’s gone. The son-in-law just celebrated his sixtieth birthday on the island

The first thing you hear when Joey Spill enters a room is some thinly-veiled

where he was born, with his parents who remain both alive and in mediocre

rock reference (“It’s Saturday night! I don’t wanna fight!”) as some kind of unnec-

health. Lino knows he was born on no island, but in his mother’s cradle. Imagine

essary (and unfunny) party-rallying move, as if it were the Green Party and Joey

watching your son wither and die. With age expectancy increasing and legalized

had the floor before Ralph Nader took the podium from him to a sea of cheers.

suicide on the rise, this will be the century of many unknown things. He puts

Rather, it was still pretty early on Saturday and there wasn’t much going on, just

down the grocery bags. Fumbles for the car-keys. Something rots, harrows his

a room full of boys and a blunt going around, which he goes straight for and

bones. A putrid death-smell seizes the frontal cortex, buckles his knees and rails

camps on. They’re talking about that androgynous broad with the huge painted

him vehemently to the concrete coughing and spazzing. He lifts and turns. He

lips. Joey thinks her lips are nice. Dave thinks her boy cut is a little bit like Eleanor

covered his eyes to see what was there.

Roosevelt, but secretly would he hit? I dunno; Joey thinks yes. The room is an

To need to be off something because it’s becoming your face in the mirror,
replacing everything you once loved with itself.

auxiliary to the main household where Dave’s father lives. A nice man in his fifties,
he used to cook methamphetamine when Dave was little. Dave and Joey noticed
something going on in the kitchen, and the dad’s explanation was: he was making

October 20th, 2046

condoms. Dave bought it, and thought his dad was pretty badass. So nice every-

J, I’m writing this letter to address some things I’ve never felt comfortable to

one liked him; the warm center of many long, loud parties at home with his fellow

address in detail. Addressing them now in person would risk a confrontation and/

expat chums. He was handsome and a hit with the babes, dating women half his

or visceral impact to your health. I know that in the past you have suffered severe

age. Arelys, esta jeva, was as much a hit with his kid and his friends, kidnap-

associative abreactions to certain themes, touches and sensations. You’ve projected a

ping them to vintage clothing shops where they tried on blonde starlet wigs and

stilted and fixed fear of men on me. Thanks to the usual perps, women like you have

other assorted disguises, went crate-digging for Blue Öyster Cult and Donovan

to grow up with this nagging default for a worldview. Yips all around. You deserve the

records, chatting up her babely, teasing friends, trying on their jewelry, hypno-

truth straight from my pen.

tized by crystal ashtrays and dilated perfume jars. Dave’s dad was also known for

I didn’t even go out with her. I dated her dumber, uglier friend. Also, when I

his heroic, long-abated temper which he only seemed to take out on poor, unfor-

banged on the bathroom “wall,” I was only thinking in macro. The neighbor is a

tunate strangers, once pulling a crowbar on a McDonald’s cashier who “disre-

nice Jewish man who lives alone. Above we have a Latino family of four and Jerry

spected” him and gave him the wrong order, brandishing it in highly caustic spic

the maintenance man. I talked to them in the hall, one by one, and explained away

spaniel defiance until he got his way. All of the boys in this room have tremendous

all the noise, a palliative, if not antidote to rancor. Yeardley, the man next door,

respect and admiration for the man, and consider him in with respect to their

wasn’t really having it at first. He seemed way more interested in airing out all his

internal affairs and cajoling gossip. He is in kind on very good conversational

complaints in this haughty, passive-aggressive manner. Blame it on a flatlining

terms with their parents.

joke I made about his leopard-print tie. Whatever. The lady upstairs is a young

Joey can’t stop thinking about his reputation. His boundary and balance issues

mother who understands. She went through much the same problems with her

with the other gender have effectively pigeonholed him as creepy, and he over-

husband when they were still dating. She had advice but I don’t remember it. Oh

heard somebody referencing him by a mean-spirited nickname: Frisky Fingers.

yeah, she wants you to know that you can talk to her if you need like an ear who

His social circle has left him with little out but to try and live down amid quiet

understands. The maintenance man was just concerned and acting weird. I think

reproach. Here, where everybody just does the same shit forever. Here at home,

he was drunk. Anyway, I wouldn’t worry about him. He’s alright. That’s it. I hope

where the tropical patina is but a veneer, a deeper subterfuge for class and racial

you’re doing better. I miss you. Tell your mom I said hi.

segregation.

Your guy, Jordan
Get well soon, okay?

I’m getting thin myself. A nystagmic twitch throttles my whole head. Blunt
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facial affect consumes my senses. Until it assumes my identity, out there on the

(mouth full of ice cubes) “Nah, I said biter.”

job, where blank facial masking is part-and-parcel of the performance, I will

“Well, anyway... she’s married to some Spanish blighter now. In Spain. Total

feel like no other woman or man on earth; always a str8 qu33r, never straight. I

clown.”

chain-smoke cigarettes to keep from gnawing on my tongue. My left breast feels

“You stalk him yet?”

lumpy. The gun is in the desk with the clip. Tonight I will play a tomboy, just down

(knowing nod) “He’s a cholo.”

the block. It’ll behoove me to keep my cardigan unzipped, canned décolletage

“That’s kind of racist.”

to make them look, cowled straws and lipstick ‘til I make it to the door, shut or
otherwise, in case there be somebody on watch. Then, when it’s convenient, I will

“There’s no such thing as race. It’s all culture-jamming. Phenotypical
exploitation.”

show them what kind of man steals from them. I have but one fear: my reputation,

“Yeah, white person is a cultural construct. There’s no such thing.”

which grows every minute like a child.

“And yet there is.”
“Amazing!”

“We were really close friends, but she was real weird, sexy and smart but too
left-brained and antisocial. She had Asperger, I think. I kissed her once when I

I think I’ll get away with it if I can make where I can hide, which is nowhere. If

was feeling frisky and it was funny. Nothing came of it. She was one of my best

I said I was going nowhere, would you believe me? (Laughter) Long as you wasn’t

friends when she left for Spain and got married. Haven’t seen her in ages but I

a cop. What if I told you I was nobody? You’d have to believe me. You’d have no

sometimes wonder about her without necessarily wanting to reconnect... she was

choice. Can you reach out and feel my breast? There’s a lump, I know it. See?

always so weird with guys; dated these sketchy, proudly abusive dudes. I’m talking
cholos too. She tumbled far from the tree alright.”

Damn headshrinker really messed me up. I should show him. Except he’s in
the past and I ain’t going that way. Mess me up, Jeez. You wouldn’t think I was

“Why? She was smart?”

smart, would ya? (Laughter) Gosh, I’m giddy. This sure is a lot of money. Enough

“Not in any way that mattered. She would pull a vanishing act every night,

to buy the most ornery stooge to screw my ass all day long for protection, so I

shack up with some mutton-headed moron so that you’d have to expect it. I was

don’t have to get up. Ha! What a freakin’ digest, man! I ain’t even... (Laughter)

never offended, just baffled at first. To take offense woulda been silly, like almost

I ain’t even gonna play with you. I’m no altruist. I’m the acolyte of... a bitch! I

psychocentric or something.”

am nobody. Criminality is my consequence, my societal function. Codify me. A

“Mm-hm.”

ruthless blow-hard am I. (Laughter) I can’t stop laughing. Jesus Christ! I can’t see...

“I mean you’d get the sense that she was using them all. For their troglodytic

gotta pull over. (Coughing, vomiting) Ugh... I drank too much. (Laughter) I’m

easy-come personalities, and their acromegalic easy-go bodies. Frankly, I have a

a-have a seizure. I espouse my situation permanently. I am centrifugal force. I’m

hard time imagining her feeling sexy, and that lacuna of insight still drives me

empirical too. I exist without context. I suicide myself and dodge the fare. Ha! I

mad. She had the golden ratio tattooed on her shoulder. And it was sexy.”

hijack your shit, just like my thoughts get hijacked! I ain’t no Marxist... From the

“That blighter... lemme get a scoop of that sangria, and shovel in some ice this
time, will ya?”

same subcortical genius that brought you Jesse James, Han Solo, planking, hocking, juggalos, sheisty dubstep OGs, rubicund old ladies beaming at all-you-can-

Joey pours the dregs of the sangria into Dave’s goblet-sized cup.

eat buffets, Betty Crocker, haute couture, ether-induced hallucinations, brunch,

“Blighter?”

penning logorrheic, palimpsestic literature, harsh psychic environments, almost

“What’s that?”

unsightly shufflings of postures sending waves of anxious, vaporized guilt-sweat

“I dunno... you said it.”

akimbo in a crowded auditorium, allegorical dimensions, the televised uncanny

“No I didn’t. When?”

valley of smell-your-farts acting, labored approximations mimicking reality, the

“Just now. You said ‘that blighter’ and then trailed off.”

expression “putting time in at the pillory,” ineffective paternal exhortations, lizard
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brains, seismic cultural events, Du Maurier/The Shining-style red macabre, Jack
Nicholson in Five Easy Pieces ordering the chicken, Cybill Shepherd by the indoor
pool in The Last Picture Show, raucous Falstaffian, the loveable oaf as meme,
hamming it up, crossing the rubicon into extinction, toward nothing.
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moment.”
“You know, as fun as you are to be playful with Jordy, you never do shut up
about how much you miss your ex-girlfriend.”
“She’s not my ex! She’s my fiancée.”
“... Well, I hope you’re happy. Having been your romantic partner for --”

. . . hooked on you . . .

“Romantic partner? What is that, a joke?”
“Two months! Two whole months of tension and suspense you can’t give back!”

“Look at this, BuzzFeed has a new litmus quiz.”
“Oh no... fucking dogmatists, when will they ever learn?”
“This one’s interesting... ‘Are you more LA or NYC?’ ”
“Pssh... lemme see that... What if I like to be active and idle?”

“Look, Emma. I’ve always been clear and frank with my intentions, thoroughly
communicative; have I not?”
“I’ve always been emotionally available to you, Jordan.”
Emma’s features turn aquiline when she’s angry, every soft feature and convex

“You’re fucked.”

bulge attenuating, pointing outward, hooked, her face distending to accommo-

“Funny, J used to love making these color-coded spreadsheet schedules cover-

date an expressive skull, a saurian, almost pachydermic, transformation.

ing up to and including the next five years of her life. I said she should schedule
some recreation and she said there was no room.”

“Whenever you needed scratch, who’s been there?”
“That’s not the point and you know it. Jordan, falling out of love can come

“Hahaha!”

suddenly, or the process can. All you need is to open your mind to it. Think

“Maybe some fuzzy, periwinkly colors.”

psychedelically with me on this one, will ya? Are you open?”

“What’s that like baby blue color in bathrooms?”

“No!”

“I think teal, or aqua.”

“Oh give me a break, Jordan. Don’t yell.”

“Yeah, that’s good shit.”

Emma begins to softly cry. Big crocodile tears.

“J used to love sitting on cold bathroom floors when she was stressed. She’d
press her forehead against the tile, and it took a great deal of trust in her and the
acuity of my reflexes to let her do it.”
“Let her? She sounds like a child.”

“I told you to let it go. I was but one among a cadre of professionals. It coulda
been anybody else.”
“It was twilight talk. Manchurian Candidate. The train sequence’s dreamy,
musical dialogue.”

“Don’t talk about her that way. Besides, it says more about me than her.”

“We’re children, Emma. Our ages don’t matter.”

“...”

“I thought you were needy and unbalanced.”

“I thought she might crack her own head open. Many nights we would keep

“I was acting my metaphysical age.”

each other up in case either of us had a latent concussion.”

A distant set of windchimes sounds unsettlingly digital.

“...”

“... Hello. Grow a pair and pick it up.”

“I bet she’s sleeping now. Her mother tells me she’s perfectly adjusted to her

Jordan’s cell goes off. He zones out. A Miami # again. Jordan, in a performed

natural circadian rhythms. She’s begun charting her fertility again now that the

miracle of the human condition, goes from 0-10, pitches his phone against the

IUD came out, and she’s not even relying on an alarm clock anymore. She gets

wall and pouts. He looks like TV’s so-and-so. This happens lightning-fast, which

up every morning at five, like bio-clockwork, practices yoga on the oriental rug

is still better than the slow burn of baby steps on hot coals prescribed to him by

in her parents’ sunroom, just before the sun comes up, suffusing her eyelids and

his medical team of PhDs.

warming her to a new day with all its clear trajectory and focus. She finally located

“Fuck!”

the tools within herself that she’d misplaced, so easy as it is to forget our happiest

“I can’t do this. You’d kill your own mother to make art.”
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“Oh c’mon, are you shitting me? Try talking to your shame. Go ahead.”

to have more children. Sara is one of the least dowdy women in Honduras right

“The decalage is shifting due to extreme turbulence -- an air pocket, the

now. Her Spanish isn’t as effective as she predicted. The doctors are all sour-faced

aircraft nosedives, and we’re across the aisle from each other -- Jump? I’ll tug and

and frigid per ush’, all but one, who’s cute and knows he is, and slipped Sara his

we challenge gravity together.”

number, having gotten along and cooperated pleasantly. Sara is wise, well-traveled

“It’s no use. No phenomenon at all. There is no one who doesn’t act out a part

and wary of the man’s intentions in a culture that, like most, affords no liberty to

as in a play. We represent ourselves to the world in whatever manner will gain us

women nor wide-berth for platonic friendships; white women particularly hot

the respect or attention we desire. It is neither hypocritical nor dishonest. What

for the currency they carry. Earlier when she made her way toward this nameless

we are inside, if we wish, should stay inside. There is no necessity for the world to

waif ’s bed, introducing herself in American Spanish, she was met with hostile

know who we really are.”

vibes, snubbed. That’s how it sometimes goes. Once in the throes of loneliness,

“Far gone are you, my man.”

they tend to soften up a little. When their water breaks, so too often anxiety. Then
the contractions strike and at this point if they’re not in thrall to the comeliest

The youngest of the three sisters is the prophecy fulfilled.

face in vicinity, extolling the Goddess doula that the Lord hath wrought in all

Curriculum Vitae: Columbia University.

his wisdom and kindness, they’re probably deaf/mute or dumb. “Imagine,” thinks

Professional Experience: Lauds and plaudits all around in the areas of child

Sara, “not having a system to structure your thoughts. I try to think without words

care, reproductive health, sexual education and anthropological research, with

and just can’t do it. I focus on a number, and can muster thinking in quantities

several international midwifery apprenticeships in tow; bulletproof. She has yet

and degrees for awhile, then shapes, curves and rates of change, angles -- concave

to fall in love. Or meet anyone she could imagine fathering children of her own

and convex -- but I don’t feel like I’m getting anywhere in terms of empathy. These

someday. She has traveled to Honduras to put in some hours. She is the recip-

concepts always amount to sensations, and how can you not put a word on that?

ient of a small research grant, to conduct field interviews with rural and urban

How does one process pain in the abstract?”

midwives in the area and get a sense of how they fit into a cultural identity. Since

An antiquarian who collects ships in bottles and precious gemstones, which

her arrival however, she’s been waking up ill with anxiety each morning and phys-

he gifts to her as a token of memory, nothing more, befriends Sara on this most

ical stress, and can barely make it to her volunteer post, supporting up to nine

solitary recreation time she allows herself between shifts at the hospital.

women in labor a day at a public hospital near the coast. Sara has gotten used

The noxious odor of up to fifty uncurtained beds, some empty, some perched

to the effluvial air of this uremic hotbox far from home. Buckets and buckets of

over latrines and buckets filled with every bodily fluid imaginable, some support-

copious blood and feces, a little vomit here ‘n there, piss on all the beds, rows

ing teenagers too small to touch their feet to the ground or stirrups, all receptive

and rows of exposed iron, polyester sheets and cheap non-biodegradable foam

to the shrieks and bellows of dozens of women being cut open and herded like

twins. The medical culture here operates efficiently with zero privacy afforded

cattle so they can cram more and more groaning into the belly. The work never

to the flocks of broken and poor women who show up with no support, having

ends.

traveled many kilometers from their villages to be here. The laboring woman’s

There were three televangelists she watched in consecutive order. The first was

cystic boil pops, hand loosening its painful grip around Sara’s fingers, screams

the living end of programming. Buzzword repetition, canned delivery... likeable

subsiding, and the baby is crowning morbidly. The woman in labor takes a few

enough. Next. This guy had something going. Watching him was mesmerizing.

deep, sustained breaths. The baby cries. Melismatic moans ensue from the previ-

There were dramatic personal touches, dances with life and death, even a little

ous litany of ozone-scraping shrieks. One of the good ones. Yesterday, Sara had to

apologetic science and magical conviction. No apologist herself, she was moved

negotiate a woman’s right to use the toilet, finagle a painfully brief private call to

by the little blip on the TV perched on an aluminum wall-mounted stand oppo-

a tiny, angular teenage mother’s mother, and witness a forceful gang episiotomy

site the bed and a little too far away to be viewed comfortably without glasses

that will in a darkly comic way ensure that the butchered woman’s body be unfit

half-hanging from her face, so if she stares straight ahead she sees the top of the
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wiry frame and can alternate back and forth between viewing the TV through the

often Zionist-backed task forces, equipped with misfiring drones and erratically

lenses or just over. The third was without incident, but made unpleasant carnal

paranoid kill-lists. That they commit gruesome crimes often sparing no personal

associations with the body of Christ that she rather not think about as she dozes

casualties against towheaded men in camouflage, is as reductive a bloodlust as the

off.

former Republican President’s belligerent depositions and occupations of Latin
America; disastrous folly nourished on paranoia and border protectivism, with
The military was prepped to quarantine the city. This he knew with near

the outright stated intent of controlling the global economy in toto, a severely

certainty. White people will have to learn to live with the slight threat of outbreak

backloaded premise. Today, the Americas south of the border remain antago-

for a little while. But a theory coagulating softly in his brain shook him. What if

nized, their infrastructures and sense of justice vilified by the same pundits and

the virus mutates and renders itself airborne? What happens when the first remote

realpolitikos [sic] that secretly finance and supply these same infrastructures

person catches it and is diagnosed? What if the survival rate declines dispropor-

with the weapons and cloak-and-dagger visibility necessary to dispose of Capi-

tionately as the collective fever climbs, and the muggy air is dewed of a trenchant

talism’s unneeded poor, who exist in perpetual subliveable conditions, and which

frostbite, and infirms spiked with carefully titrated purge, emetics of body and

are always counter (these measures) to both democratically sound economic

non-body, vision-seeking plants, writhe and convulse until the Ebola evacuates

growth and national security. These unseen masses feed on slim pickings; local

the papulae in a viscous black liquid you can smoke, like dabs (hash oil), with-

industrial-size garbage dumps where the rats feed on the starving malnourished,

out exposing yourself to reinfection. The price of the precious plant is inflated

spreading disease and growing like cats, the men stripped of their natural means

due to non-equanimity of supply and demand. While Aya once grew all over the

of employment by the five-fingered facepalm of outsourced industry coupled

Americas and remains abundant and commercially accessible today, the process

with the death of agriculture and their working class, resorting to alcoholism

of harvesting their sap is still antiquated and non-automated, the surgical finesse

and gangs (the concept of the homeless is in turn replaced by alcoholics, who are

needed to extract the active enzymes considered the province of shamans, miners

lucky if their relatives shed sympathy or shelter, though familial bonds remain

of science and mysticism, with freemason-like secrecy. Research on Datura is

more firm here than anywhere), while the children are initiated into crime as early

ongoing. Medicinal Use -- Inconclusive. Scientific Value -- Incalculable. Extant

as age eleven and the women assume their posts in remote maquiladoras where

documents state their pods can be found almost anywhere in North America.

danger and distrust is felt within and without while practicing evangelism with

The titration process is at least as dangerous and involved, and their frightening

almost rock ‘n roll ecstasy and fervor as a means of escaping the senseless chaos of

overabundance coupled with the noticeable numbers of independent amateur

their lives, where one is systematically fed into work or death, dependent on age,

harvesters springing up worries me deeply.

income, social position and other factors.

The specter of political precedent set by Reagan continues to haunt the present

What is necessary now more than ever is a complete Sturm und Drang of

century. Even more incredible is the fact that we’re nearing the anniversary of the

those who, by the same lack of visibility that implicates them in hopeless poverty

twentieth’s historic midcentury military-industrial complex prophecy of Eisen-

and unemployment, may also purge themselves of the accountability that would

hower and the prescriptive polite society of Foucault. Ike and ‘Cault should’ve

make anybody with a semblance of a public record a target for cultural jihadists

gotten together and framed a panglobal DSM-style diagnosis of the twin cancer-

and their fatwas, and string together harmful sentences with assured indemnity,

ous ills in action. Even as we approach tech singularity and disease’s logical cure,

turning the same reductive bluster and violence -- hallmarks of their enemies --

Reagan’s aggressive militarism and laissez-faire economics continue to influ-

against them. For if life be brutish and short for some, and lengthy and prosperous

ence foreign policy with the emergence of mercenary factions staging danger-

for others, I can see a vast timeline outstretched, adorned with explosions dotting

ous raids on Middle-Eastern footholds, the chaotic violence of these regions an

the horizon like bright, decorative garlands and ornaments.

apposite backdrop to the backlash of Islamic “extremists” who vie for nothing
more than an end to the persecution of their lands and religion by Occidental,

“Well, Ms. La-Di-Doo. Look who’s back,” says Nathaniel my unhealthy,
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uncommitted manchild, first to greet me upon my return to New York City, wolfie

whole town into a frenzy. Nobody wanted to talk about it. I remember the light-

in the den, doggy at the door. My door.

ning strikes and monsoons, and the startled bobcat in the courtyard the night I

“I hope you weren’t planning to stay long. I got all your sweaters and sundries

went down to get water.

in a blue bin by the closet.” A ghoulish relief of a stub-nosed gargoyle now greets

I lay down on the couch, absorbed my surroundings, got up, and walked

me, suspended over the door frame of my second floor walk-up, where a thousand

toward the window. I don’t remember what else. It got dark and I went to bed.

times more charming faded lettering used to be, remnant of a flower shop that

That was when I had the first nightmare.

predated my tenancy here. Now replaced by this industrial charcoal smudge of a

I meet a girlfriend for coffee. Talks about events since I’ve left. Sounds boring.

statuette in awkward relief, looking hideously cramped and three-dimensional in

Everyone’s having great success. X had a baby, Y’s pregnant, N & M got hitched,

its indented brick womb, arms prying open quarters in hysteria. In terrible taste,

so-and-so’s making mint, Abraham threw a fundraiser for his cancer, David quit

literally warts ‘n all, to say the least.

doing coke and started again, Noah built a ship and set sail around New Orleans,

Nathaniel is one among some gentle pups I admire. But he’s only a man. He
gets a leisurely pass but he’s standing in my way.
“Move.”

ended up staying for a woman. They had a kid. His name’s Friedberg. He has
rheumatoid arthritis.
The nightmares started immediately. I was put in solitary confinement once.

“That’s the kind of talk you wanna have?”

I bit this girl. On the cheek. She was bleeding. I kept thinking of that, before bed.

“No. I was gone, Nate! Where were you?”

I could remember the feeling. I was locked in there forty minutes about, but in

Nate’s complexion goes pale blue. Already on to what’s coming, I reach into my

there it feels like time stops. That’s why I kept going there.

coat pocket, find my keys and jam the sharp one into the fleshy corner of his eye,
cutting, tearing, drawing blood, but letting him have the eye.

The smell of death, they call it putrescence. When it’s a baby, it smells almost
sweetly. A baby lives in a balloon of water. On a placental diet, it sustains itself on

That was the best talk I ever had.

nutrients from the mother’s body. I’d think that if he was happy, he might not wish

I think about my father a lot these days. He used to help me, and he never gave

to come out. Or that if he was gorging himself, he might be caught on his umbil-

me shit about it.

ical cord and die. If I think in Spanish, I think lesions. In English, I hear wounds.

“I’ll suck cock for money, I don’t give a fuck! This is New York!”

Hear a word for the first time and you start hearing it everywhere, like a critical

Nate was gonna start pickin’ and hollerin’ in seconds. His eyes were about to

buzzword. There are no direct translations. Words are engines for thoughts. It’s the

go moist with love. He gets animated, limbs and head aflyin’, and he talks real loud

thought you’re translating. The words are just subtle playthings. It goes, thought

like THIS. You wanna go, “just look at yourself.” The first thing I do is take his bin

into action. Not any other way around.

of clothes and CDs, his pictures, and empty the contents out the window. The next

The smell of placental poop is still not quite right.

I do is let the pipes overflow with clean hot water and lay there and breathe while

Brunch with another girlfriend.

I imagined blue sunsets and tried to relax. I thought of open fire hydrants in the

“On the medical mission, after we administered the vaccines, I got lost in the

summer, and kids dancing in the wake. This is the height of extravagance. Flayed

jungle with this crazy Sylvester Stallone ex-marine ninja and this other guy who

and sutured, I bask in the most decadent feeling in the world.

I kind of liked.”

More than ever I feel like I’ll never find love. I know I’m only twenty-six,
but the Siamese fortune teller said I was possessed, and he’s from Siam and the

“What happened?”
“We used the sun to walk north, and stay north.”

Tibetan land of the dead. Timbuktu in waterfalls. I shaved my legs next, which felt

“Brian and I went to Wyoming this summer and found one of those lily ponds,

good. I shaved my armpits at the hotel, ‘cuz I couldn’t bring myself to do it at the

except it was actually a lagoon, which meant it was deeper, and we went skinny

airport and ‘cuz it felt right.

dipping and told each other stories and made out. It was fun.”

The landlady in Punta Gorda wouldn’t talk about the exorcism that racked the

“Did you guys hook up?”
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“Yeah, and he told me he loved me.”

it made sense in the dream, but we were together, Ceajae and me. He was holding

“Wow, are you a smitten kitten?”

my hand, but it was Lilith, my sister, who was in labor, panting and moaning. I

“I feel adorable.”

reached defensively into my coat pocket. This time I got to keep it.

Nate’s face. Contorting to anger, its contours trembling, you could smell all

And he said to me, “I haven’t seen you in ages. There are so many things to talk

that was wrong with him just by burying your face in his armpit. Earthly and black

about. But this story deserves its own author.” One can conclude that form and

the way life can be.

content are but style and substance, sound and fury signifying nothing.

(Laughter) “See me. Not you. Hahaha, now you!”
“That’s hilarious. Did you do anything else while you were there?”

Name: Lucrecia Robinson. Alias: Lucas. Birthplace: Miami, Florida. Profes-

“Yeah, God... where do I begin? Oh yeah, there was this one girl I worked with,

sion: Drugs w/intent to distribute, petty theft, armed robbery, extortion, assault in

she was seventeen and deaf/mute. Can you imagine? Just take a second and try to

the first degree, criminal conspiracy to obstruct -- emended: supplied information

think without words, or counting. Without a system to structure your thoughts,

and valued cooperation integral to the aid of law officials pursuant to hamstring-

you are beyond the limen.”

ing international, NYC-based sex-trafficking organization. Noted Accomplices:

“Wow... how did you communicate with her? Was it just like impossible?”

Phea Lange, Erica Ross, Timothy R. Thomas. Relevant Medical History: Surgery

“I just held her hand. With some women I’d give them a massage, even if I

to remove both breasts, cancerous. Inpatient at Mobile, Alabama drug rehabilita-

couldn’t talk to them, but this one was trembling, and clearly uncomfortable in

tion clinic, reason: amphetamine abuse. Current Residence: Unknown (privately

her body in just about every way, and pregnant as fuck. The poor thing.”

withheld).

“That’s heavy.”

Collected Testimonies on Record:

“Yeah, I think that’s when I realized... it dawned on me, when she finally gave

Timothy Thomas, incarcerated in NYC for aiding and abetting a series of

birth, after thirty-six hours of holding her hand and feeling her tremble, smell-

high-profile burglaries -- “Well, I’ll always have a special place for that cat but

ing her fear, which was very real however abstract her mind was, when its head

I wouldn’t call it a soft spot. You feel me? Haha! Papa Noël smiles on you. Good

crowned and they sliced her open and took the thing away, as she held my hand,

day.”

up until the orderlies hauled her away and the bed came back kinda sorta clean;

Phea Lange, reformed criminal and public school administrative clerk -- “If

her aura was gone, but I remember thinking that was my twentieth one, and had

you want me to cooperate, you gonna have to do more than that. I ain’t no sucka

the horrific feeling that I wasn’t there for the woman at all. The woman was a

fo’ yo’ tired-ass compliments. Don’t even think about kissin’ my ass. Forget playin’

hollow husk of bundled neurons and tissue. I was there for the births, every single

yo’ charms, you dun forget yo’ manners at yo’ momma’s crib. You crotchety-ass

one of them.”

pussyless willow.”

“Not to make a hackneyed point, but geez, you know that to think in a vacuum,
you have to first suck all the air out, right?”
My aunt slaving long hours behind a desk for an insurance company that raped

Erica Ross, single mother, pharmacy clerk, and documented welfare citizen -(missing, possibly misplaced)
Prognosis: Insignificant. Perceived Threat to US Govt: None.

her. My grandfather awake at three in the morning filling out his tax return with a
library acquired English-to-Spanish dictionary and magnifying glass and copy of the
US tax code, his wife beside him with bloodshot eyes.

The Ebola vaccine was developed by Al-&-Sundries Industries, Inc., with
subsidies from the UN and proceeds from the charitable and ever-generous Venus

I want to fall madly in love and have a baby so bad. It’s a terrifying feeling.

Hamden Foundation, who filed for 501(c)3 tax-exempt status earlier this summer

In my nightmares my sisters were there, but they had different names. Isis was

and whose global outreach program was just skyrocketing in prominence and

called Lilith. Cait, Eve. Lilith was talking about the hominid. Eve was digressing

popularity, as a concerted philanthropic effort on behalf of a few of the world’s

about magic. Ceajae was there too, but he had the same name. I don’t know why

most minted enterprises, with the articulated aim of ridding America’s streets of
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the threat of infection, however negligible the risk, leaving Liberia, Sierra Leone,

and the most advanced cyber-weaponry this side of Silicone Alley [sic], deployed

and other ravaged townships on the Ivory Coast to fend for themselves. Volun-

to man drones with needle-like precision to eliminate certain targets critical to the

teer efforts in said dark corners have all but ceased; medical equipment, sterile

interests of an advanced war, an attritive conflict that has outgrown the need for

facilities, and preparedness training dramatically whisked away from the world

our intelligence, once a beacon of the free world, of mutual trust and consequence

stage, along with it the hope that Ebola’s contamination of American shores

through our voices and our arms, now a clandestine society of rebels with a big,

would heighten awareness and catalyze research, mobilizing the first-world altru-

fat chip on its collective shoulder. Not the intelligence of the CIA or the Truman

ists against a common invisible adversary. No, in fact, Liberia recently went dark

administration, who assessed catastrophic risk and acted boldly, even at the risk

completely, and Sierra Leone is a state of emergency (“Whoever is giving these

of becoming historicized ogres, but the mercenary cherub and devil dyad of auto-

people iPhones, please cultivate some sensitivity. Stop arming them with the

cratic czars, bastions of payroll. You are not on a need-to-know basis, irrespective

means to record history, and instead, give something else out for free, perhaps the

of your security clearance. You will be cussed and cleared for action, in that order.

means to make history,” said Madame President Clinton to cheers from support-

All refractory incidents shall be reported to your immediate superior. Ditto, any

ers, right before sounding a canned exhortation to donate plasma on national tele-

observed contumely behavior, directed against your fellow comrade or subordi-

vision, and days after signing into law a new bill requiring all broadcast pundits

nate, and especially when aimed at the native populations you’ll be helping. These

and demagogues to undergo mandatory sensitivity training, to cease and desist

populations will henceforth be referred to as imperial subjects, for we do not wish

operating under an outdated PC paradigm that refers to any or all foreign climes

to obfuscate the memory nor dilute the measure of our crimes, nor understate the

as especially bleak, citing unspecified economic impacts deleterious to the health

pompous grandiosity and nobility of our mission, patently without equal in our

of the globalized world and, confounding all but the most patriotic policy stal-

storied history. You will face inclement weather and miserable conditions. On the

warts, the integrity of national security). All the while warlords in Aleppo are

field, you will be vulnerable to Ebola first and foremost, followed in no particu-

believed to have weaponized the virus. No cause for alarm, as these chemical

lar order by fruit bats and their cousins, for which I prefer the Spanish variant,

weapons are short-range, to be deployed internally by proponents of an insular

murcielago. Sounds much more gothic and dramatic, dunn’t it? To continue -- rats,

civil war and posing no perceived threat to Western infrastructures. Genocide,

dengue fever, dysentery, HIV and various other blood-borne pathogens which

while infectious, is not contagious. The vicissitudes of empathy turn on a blighted

you’ll want to hold your coffee ‘til after you’ve gloved and administered injections

axis, and automatons on the carousel of progress wave listlessly to an audience of

for, if you’re prone to twitch; you will face large, armored cockroaches...”

casual drones, watching the Hegelian end for us as we watch what they watch, a

From a distance one hears the faint whirring of an unarmed policy helicopter’s

singularity looming never so close. The carousel rotates its open face as the chairs

blades slowing down and coming into focus as the pilot hovers at about twelve feet

stay bolted down and perspective plays a tricky bastard. What you are watching

for under five minutes, chucking a cigarette before clearing his descent. Over a

is a residual negative. What you are eating is byproduct. These absurd mongrels

thousand uniformed volunteers shift in their seats, welcoming the interval to pass

want you to believe in cross-platform jumping, vacuum switching, in wearing

gas, which is about the extent of fidgeting informally allowed in the army.

your clothes inside-out to put off washing them altogether. Large boxes emerging

“Yikes! Well boys and girls, looks like we have an esteemed visitor in our midst.

from tiny, flat circles. They exist. Yes, tell them to vote for democracy, and we’ll

Just the right mentor to kick ya in’na shape and show you how to mainline piss.

take it from there. Look bright and bold, Madame President.

Ask him for some tips on the best way to constipate yourself to prevent pooping

“You may stand down and keep your hawks at bay: men, women and LGBT
queers of the New Military. Your commander-in-chief has ordered that our

the party. Where you’re going, the snakes slither into your soup, the tarantulas
crawl up your ass, and the big snakes...”

complex infrastructure be reorganized and refocused with a mission of providing

The Vice President, ex-sergeant one Bill McGillicuddy, gestures a salute from

systematic aid to the developing world. From now on, you will no longer be the

the height of his ‘copter, before descending steps to the runway. General Angus

United States Army assigned to specialized task forces, equipped with kill-lists

Cotter resumes his retirement speech, though it’s clear that he’s shifted gears away
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from stern professionalism to a saucy feline grin that registers no less dignified

you don’t act surprised. Because I can’t prepare you for war, whatever it means

thanks to his commanding allure and general likeability, tinctured today with the

today. But if I may be so arrogant, I feel called upon by unknown forces to prepare

mercury-in-retrograde humor witnessed usually only by his closest confidantes

you for the most significant event in human history, when homosapien learns

and chums.

what he needs is nothing. In half a decade, perhaps more, but inevitably, your jobs

“... The big snakes, the boas, slither into pelvises... then you’ve seen everything.
You may wish to wear moisture-resistant footwear. Though it may seem to you
counterintuitive, I would recommend open-toed shoes like Crocs, which are inex-

will be to maintain these machines.”
The crowd of soldiers sit perfectly still. A mass inertia without ripple. The VP
does his best to appear stoic for the cameras which continuously hover on him.

pensive and come in all known sizes in abundance at your local Belizean dollar

“If you experience any combination of two or more of the following symp-

store -- rather, thrift shop equivalent. This is because you will be digging in knee-

toms, avoid contact with others and report immediately to your closest medevac

high mud if you’re lucky and quicksand that’ll swallow your whole leg if not so

or designated quarantine facility where you will be purged: torpor -- indolent

lucky, in southern Central America, so damn near the equator that monsoons

or non, contumacity, fever, vomiting, fatigue, suicidal ideation with or without

and lightning storms are a spectacular, nightly occurrence, light from the strikes

intent, localized headaches or migraines, nosebleeds, blisters, sores or other visi-

illuminating the nearby shores of Livingston from Punta Gorda. So the mud never

ble dermal abnormalities, dilated pupils, ocular distortions or aberrations includ-

has time to calcify. The humidity will make your skin clammy and damp, so be

ing increased sensitivity to light... and that’s it. Keep minor sexually-transmit-

sure to keep your beauty products stashed for R&R. Last but not least, do not

ted diseases to yourself, (muttering off record) heh, that’s pretty much alluv’um

suffer survivor’s guilt. Some of you will die with the comfort of knowing this is

(crowd laughter), unless you’re symptomatic, which means roman candle up your

the last gasp of human sacrifice and casualty before the machines take over. Many

kisser or no burn, no dice! You are medics, soldiers, pilots, volunteers, techni-

of you are alive today through the intervention of new medical technologies,

cians, proles, militantly poised to fight an attritive war against an invisible enemy.

the growth of which will be exponential from now on. There is yet to be devel-

One without empirical rank or formation, unconscious of borders. We won’t be

oped and perfected an AI sophisticated enough to stand in for steadfast human

able to formulate an objective that’s convenient to macroeconomic interests, nor

compassion. However resilient the algorithm, the 0s and 1s are still verging on

a strategic position to secure our perceived dominance. There is no good lie to

advances like quantum computing, itself verging on poetry. Once unlocked, this

impart among you. Your operation, whatever valiant-sounding code name they

will open the door to designing and eventually mass-producing anthropods capa-

furnish your cushy conscience with, is an earthly one, perhaps the last... (takes

ble of performing quality fellatio, cunnilingus, and rimming, if that’s your bag. Sex

a brief but punctuated pause to search inward, as it were) Against the specter

is just the beginning.”

of unseen, willfully overlooked atrocity, the ultimate rubicon of privileged isola-

The VP stands at ease flanked by secret service men, hiding embarrassment

tionism will be crossed. You will be shaking the rugs clean and rolling them up.

and growing consternation behind peripheral target recognition and visual field

You will be outnumbered. Waging war against staggering and profuse injustices.

narrowing Ray-Ban aviators.

The infected corpses of the dead, the starving dregs, an oppressive atmosphere of

“Soon the Mars rovers we romanticize will talk to us in every conceivable

dread, systemic misogyny, institutions of rape, hopeless poverty, to topple leaning

language and dialect, and I’m not talking Siri here. Quantum means God. Inter-

hierarchies of inequality with diplomacy and agentive charity. Tackling the issues.

position and entanglement of particles, emulated digitally, will be the key to creat-

This is personal. Your country’s ties are bureaucratic and securely invested, so I

ing the first humanoid android brains, soon encased in a mold made in His sacred

am hereby bound by duty... Duty and old-school loyalty to say, stay the hell out of

image, a vessel of electric impulses and opposable thumbs, blessed with a replicant

the Middle East, and never cross a Jew. Furthermore, think first before you trust

consciousness. The advent of machines built and designed for every imaginable

a Russian. We have poured far too much time and money and diplomacy dealing

purpose will skyrocket with superposition manifest. The machines will be reflec-

with that region of the earth that it is officially off-limits. This is the New Military,

tions of ourselves; in essence, everything we need. Superfluous. I’m saying this so

as sanctioned by President Clinton, but if you signed up thinking this was the
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reformed Peace Corps (smiling), well, Godspeed to ya and good luck. You are

“Of course I remember. I remember everything.”

here because the New Military scrapes the bottom of no barrel, because you are

“Well, I was just wondering if you’d say it again, like you used to, when we

the conglomerate apex of intellect and expertise in America. Boy scouts and nerds
united at last. If the intervention cannot be won, do not be discouraged. There is
no conflict, only psychic barriers to be traversed. The process itself gets you high.

were kids...”
(Laughing) “... That’s what you were wondering? And you say when WE were
kids?”

There are countless worlds out there. Every one of you is a world unto yourself.

“Yeah! We were so young then...”

Each time you make contact with another world, be friendly, for they are essen-

“And you want me to say...”

tially like you. But do not be proud. Never keep count of how many lives you’ve

“Just like you used to. C’mon, see if you remember...”

saved, or how many births you’ve attended, because if you haven’t saved two-mil-

“... What’s up, Doc?”

lion lives and attended fifty-thousand births, you don’t know shit. You’re still a

“(Laughing) Yes! That’s it! Oh Jordy Hallelujah, you just made my day.”

class clown teet-nibbler, a child of stratification to most people who weren’t born

“I’m glad that worked out for you. I can hear you smiling.”

with a tit on their killer lips. If you need it for your resume, keep a numberless

“That’s ‘cuz I am...”

tally under your bed. Gentlemen, gentle-ladies, and others... We’re here for the

“Well, great... anything more I can do for you?”

first time in our history to clean up the mess of our forefathers and in the process

“Well, it’s just that... what have you been up to? How’s Jane?”

forgive ourselves for endemic apathy. Do not bother me with suicide. Men etc. I

“Jane’s perfect as ever. She pays me no mind.” (Chuckle)

speak to you solemnly and make my bed. At ease.”

“Mmm... and your friends?”

The soldiers sit in astonishment, perfectly still, until a slow clap emanates from
northwest. The VP picks up the lead and flashes a calculated smile, rows of perfect
teeth whitened to luminescence. One can imagine them glowing disembodied in

“Mmhmm... so what’s on your mind, Mom? You don’t call much anymore.”
(Sighing, sobbing softly) “I didn’t wanna call ‘cuz... I didn’t wanna say
anything to you but...”

the dark. The former general salutes and dons his cap, head bowed in deference,

“Ma c’mon, what’s going on? What’s bothering you?”

eyes evasively bittersweet. The others are already anticipating the VP’s speech,

“... Nothing.”

bracing themselves for McGillicuddy’s gravelly timbre and long-winded facile

“Okay. So I hear you’re seeing some guy now?”

platitudes, a token appearance servicing his dubious cult of celebrity, non-existent
and to be ritually balked at.

(Crying) “That’s the thing. Everything was going great. We really connected. I
opened up to him. Invited him over to meet the family. We were texting. Making
plans. I’m supposed to see him tomorrow, but he hasn’t responded to my texts and

“Mom?”

I wanna text him so bad but I know that I shouldn’t. Your sister’s going to help me

“Jordan? I was hoping...”

block him on Facebook.”

“I never change my number.”
“How are you?”
“Okay... bit of a tension headache. Smatterings of nightmares in my head.”

“You’re out of your element with this texting/internet thing.”
“I know, I know, but it just makes me never want to trust a man again. Your
stepfather and I, the last year of our marriage, we were like roommates.”

“Oh sweetie, when are you going to the doctor?”

“You can’t let that discourage you from dating, which...Welcome, by the way.”

“Mom, I don’t get checked out again ‘til next year, remember?”

(Sobbing) “No I just can’t do it, Jordy.”

“Remember when you used to call me Doc?”
“Yeah, I was trying to say Dot. That’s what He used to call you. Remember that?”
“He used to call me Dottie... (giggle) I thought it was cute and was wondering
if you’d...”

“Don’t say that. You can. You’re young and beautiful, and a thrill. Jerks like him
are a dime-a-dozen. I even have friends who pull this shit, friends of friends...”
“I know...”
“You’ve been single only a year and look at all you’ve accomplished. You never
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woulda done all that stuff if you were still with Ron. Don’t scare yourself. You’re
all right.”
“Oh you’re so good, Jordy...”
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of transition from fear and hiding to commendable bravery.”
Jane’s wild eyes hog the flash of the cameras, striking fear in Jordan’s heart and
invoking all the tortuous romance of years past in a sickening intestinal swirl.

“I’m okay. Remember, this man is a child. What kind of man pulls a vanish-

“I come forth on behalf of all women who suffer secretly in abusive relation-

ing act? The answer is a very disturbed man does... a disturbed, developmentally

ships. Because there’s no need to suffer privately. It’s not a man’s world any longer.

arrested child. And on my mother? Don’t you worry, I’ve got this creep’s number.”

There are more women in this country than men, and I’m fed up with seeing our

“You do?”

basic healthcare trampled on in all levels of politics. I am not a bargaining chip. I

“It’s an idiom, mom. An expression.”

matter when I’m sick, and I decide if I’m sick. So join me when I say no more! Let’s

“Oh. It just hurts, Jordy. I’ve been depressed. I only want to sleep...”

change the national discourse together, to omit no woman and spare no expense

“Don’t go down that road. Don’t do that to yourself. You’re strong, okay? You’re

in the protection of especially undocumented women, who work hard to feed

remarkably strong. This guy’s a cheat, he’s immature, and he hurt you doing what

their kids, hard as you and me, and remind everyone across the world that to

he does best. Don’t let him get to you. You’re so beautiful.”

condemn or mock feminism as what the Pope so irresponsibly called ‘machismo

“You’re so beautiful, Jordan.”

in skirts’ is to ignore the central issues that roused the core movement in the first

“... You call me anytime, alright?” “Okay, I will.”

place, issues that endure today. We must endure. We must persevere. That is why

“No you won’t.”

I’m coming forward.”

“I will, I will. You get some rest, and say hi to Jane for me.”
“Sure will, Mom. Bye-ee.”

(Cheers) Jordan is a strange mixture of angry and proud.
“Jane Bale is also currently making motions with the court to prosecute her
last domestic partner, Jordan Strong, on charges of third-degree assault, harass-

“The wanted posters are everywhere. Authorities are in deep pursuit of one

ment and criminal mischief, in what his attorneys are arguing was ‘not an assault

drug dealer known as Jack Ringo, wanted for a slew of unconvicted charges in a

at all,’ with ‘no perceivable injury caused to the complainant,’ and that the case

staggering number of local as well as national jurisdictions. The man is considered

‘should be thrown out,’ but which has since become highly politicized. Newly-ap-

heavily armed and extremely dangerous, and citizens are advised to be on the

pointed Assistant DA Harry Whitman says she was treated for redness at a local

lookout but to exercise caution when interacting with the individual authorities

Manhattan hospital and that she was cut by glass from a frame which the defen-

call ‘a loose cannon with a heavy heart.’ He is expected to be on the run, but was

dant had ‘no right to destroy.’ Mr. Whitman said that the prosecution is currently

identified in Brooklyn yesterday by a cyclist who recognized him prowling a public

not ruling out trying this case to the full extent of the law.”

schoolyard and notified the police, and he is likely taking temporary residence at a

“An example must be made, because violence against women is much too

low-key pension, boarding house, former tenement building or hostel. Any clues

prevalent in our culture. We here at the DA’s office are proud of an ordinary

leading to his arrest and detainment will be rewarded in $5000 cash. Anonymous

female citizen like Ms. Bale taking a stand against the systemic delegitimization

tips will likewise be acknowledged by calling the toll-free crimewatch number at

of women’s plight in this country, what has been crudely termed by some attor-

the bottom of your screen. Ringo is most recently wanted for robbery of a Citi-

neys as ‘battered women’s syndrome,’ or the misperceived notion that women who

bank branch in Chicago, wherein he drew a semi-automatic weapon on bank tell-

come forward as victims of abuse become less reliable as witnesses when cross-ex-

ers and took several hostages. He was not apprehended at state lines, and no clear

amined, by serving justice as a very viable witness and by standing up to the forces

motive other than profit has been deduced. He is also wanted on various drug-re-

and machinations of intimidation and duplicitous manipulation that will inevita-

lated and assault charges, including battery of one Jane Bale (eyes widening). Ms.

bly beset her come trial day.”

Bale came forward with the accusation merely a month ago, but the prosecutor

Jordan loses his temper, marches into the bathroom and plunges his face in

says they had dated years ago, and that Ms. Bale’s recent disclosure came at a time

toilet water, screaming into the plumbing. So I’m the third man she’s dealt with a
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restraining order, he thinks. And thinks.
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she better not lie. She could feed the prosecution if they push, though... they’re
coaching her to play the victim, I know it. This case is this rookie prosecutor who’s

“Well then you need to ‘git, ‘Crecia! ‘Cuz whatever the fuck this is, just inn’t
happenin’ right now.”
“Girl, you should calm down.”
“Don’t touch me, or I call the police on you! Here! Take your shit and go!”

younger than me’s li’l whipping boy.”
“It’s all just speculation, man. Your attorney’s job is to manage your
expectations...”
“Manage my expectations?! I can’t believe what I’m hearing. This whole time

“What you think the police gonn’ do? Huh? You know how homophobic they

he’s been saying ‘it’s gonna get dismissed,’ or ‘you’ll get off with an ACD (six-month

is down at 109. They gonn’ take this nowhere near as seriously as you takin’ yo’self.

adjournment), maybe a program and eventually a dismissal,’ all the while I’m just

And that’s a fact!” “Why are you doing this?! Just GO! You don’t want me to dial

desperate for all this to be over so I don’t have to think about it anymore. But I bet

that number.”

he didn’t even see this coming. He hasn’t returned my calls. Jack, I think they’re

‘Crecia goes. ‘Crecia gone. She leaves her stuff, buncha breaks and soul records

lubin’ up to fuck me hard. Six months. That’s the max penalty for AR-3. I was in

and some clothes out on the street, where in a few moments Bronx passersby be

the pen for ten hours and it was dehumanizing enough. I don’t deserve this. My

takin’ ‘em home in time for Christmas.

head’s spinnin’.”
“Jesus Christ, relax. The climate’s totally conducive to your advantage.”

“Some rando... Rando? What that mean?”

“Nah, bro. It ain’t about the climate. It’s about the message. If my lawyer expects

“C’mon JR, where’s your street smarts? Rando -- some random guy.”

me to walk into that courtroom out of my element, he got another thing comin’.

“Mm. So she mad ‘cuz he going to the club to see your 16mm audiovisual

I ain’t no ogre and I’m definitely not gonna be no martyr for women’s rights! It’s

exploration, and missed her own squeeze’s show last week... the previous week

just not right! It ain’t fair! I’m s’posed to walk in there not knowing what’s gonna

rather, is that right? She’s just jealous?”

happen to me?! I’m finna flee the country, homie!”

“Something like that. Let’s take a break.”
“Bust out the goods.”
“You know where they are. Hey, what were you doing yesterday, hangin’ out by
a schoolyard anyway?”

“You’re talking crazy, dude. You’re gonna wear yourself out. Just wait ‘til homeboy calls you back. See what he tells you.”
Wait, wait, wait. Jordan can’t slow his thoughts, and his mood is crashing
violently. He has this habit of catching his breath in the middle of a sentence,

“What’s that?”

which Jane found just adorable. That’s why he couldn’t see the outcome before -- it

“I saw it on the news. And you also never told me Jane fingered you for a creep

was hidden. That’s it! Watch him try ‘n tap that crescent now.

either.” “Man, you know that’s all bullshit. My rapsheet is a two-dollar fabrication,

“Jack, I need you to leave.”

bound in ink by the great Whore of Babylon. Hittites. Fuckin’ Delilah done cut

“Okay. What for?”

my hair! And schoolyard? You callin’ me a pedo, Jordan? Knowing what I been

“I’m gonna try ‘n read the cards.”

through? I’m sicker than a stable of prepubescent cunts, J!”

“You gonna Phone Home, you baby? You gonna get yourself brain-damaged.”

“I ‘unno man, all I know is I handed my lawyer $2500, and now Jane gamin’
the system, gonna take me to trial for what I done, and ring me up another 4k.”
“Who cares? You know you’ll win. What does she have on you?”
“Nothing! The photos they snapped as evidence show a little redness. Hospital

“Then I’ll fix it. I’ll worry about it later. Here’s your pay! Now c’mon, get! I need
to be alone for this to work right.”
“Pfft. I can think of some other reasons why you need to be alone. Don’t mind
me, I’m gone.”

visits and cuts, my ass. The affidavit she cooked up is just a biased account of a

Agent Rx takes one last look at the interior as Jordan cradles a migraine and

verbal altercation, one of many, and when she takes the stand, the first thing that’s

futzes with his phone. He had something to say, but waited too long and saw it

gonna be asked is ‘did you ever hit him?’ and ‘did you hit him that night?’ and...

float away.
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“New York citizen Tarkus Tolke came down with yet another case of Ebola this

wireless via a veritable Gordian knot of antique adaptors he’s been hoarding since

year, the third so far in the year 2046 and second in October. Candy, can you tell

long before the first Ebola outbreak, which is just the first marker that comes to

us if this means that the outbreak is accelerating beyond what we can contain here

mind. Beyond the mire, his handiwork seems to visualize, neatly delineated by

in the States?”

commercial year, the incremental intercentury advance of telephony into video-

“Absolutely not, John. My contacts at the hospital have informed me that Mr.

phony electronics. Jordan’s screen has a spiderweb-crack, microshards embedded

Tolke has been captured, quarantined and doused and will remain in quarantine,

in his palm; rains like asbestos when he turns it face-down, and the interface is

where he will await the Madame President’s personal healer, who will be responsi-

so bugged out that he can’t stay online for several seconds without it glitching the

ble for beginning treatment right away. The patient will be administered schedule

whole thing down. Another text from Emma. “Call me please.” Am I supposed to

II deliriants, likely Mother Aya, and afterwards the disease is expected to leak out

humor this drift? Nothing yet from the weed man. Emma had the magic touch

through his pores, like liquid leprosy but you only lose your complexion and even

with this thing, this piece of shit conspicuous fiberglass husk that passes for a

get to keep your hair.”

phone. I saw her make a call from it, the last time, and she cradled the busted

“What about the concern over the possibility of the virus surviving in the

device on her shoulder, glass rain into ear canal, and uttered phonemes impec-

reproductive glands and being capable of sexual transmission, which some say

cably wedded to open-hearted tone and body language perceptible even through

can happen months after the infected stop exhibiting symptoms?”

tiny receiver-shaped holes, tongue pressed and loaded with regional syncopes.

“That’s a good question, John. The names of all confirmed Ebola patients are

She was talking to her mother. There must be some intrinsic merit to this I’m

being made public with the safety of all New Yorkers in mind. The person’s activ-

not seeing. Some kind of ragged beauty. But recognition in the abstract holds no

ities in the days and weeks leading up to a positive diagnosis are also disclosed,

dialectical promise. He doesn’t miss her.

and the patient is placed on mandatory medical probation for ninety days after

Though not gender-stereotypical of him, Jordan liked spending time with

confirmed recovery, during which they are prohibited from all sexual activity,

Emma because, for all the reasons it felt like a coed sleepover, she was a platonic

sharing of needles and silverware as well as serving containers, including tupper-

female friend who cared. He has nostalgia for that which he’s never had. A white

ware, dining at any public eating establishment, mouth-breathing etc. The citi-

nightie, soft body with firm boobs, and maybe just one more orifice with a little

zens of New York should heed the mayor’s example and breathe easy. There is no

room to poke around down there. And a pretty girlfriend to fool around and stay

further threshold --”

up late talking boys and dreams with. In another life and universe, when he was

Jordan switches the frequency to white noise. He prefers a homophonic backdrop to silence. Trombone drone, didgeridoo, anything that sounds muffled

a little red riding hood, innocent and despoiled at once, twelve years old and my
ass was up for grabs.

or engine-like. It can be ominous, suspenseful or soothing. A vented hum. So

Resigned, and maybe a little defeated, he twists a cap, exerting pressure to

“brother” T is quarantined. Well, shit. I guess I better call his mother. It’s not on

clear the child safety mechanism, and pours four small, round tablets into his

me, but “brother” Larry certainly won’t. He only ever shows up anywhere unan-

one uncut palm. He crushes the phenobarbitals with mortar-and-pestle, processes

nounced and with a sweet tooth, canines bared like they’d scare anyone, bearing

their ground, uneven bits in a blender with soy and peanut butter, and drinks.

exotic party favors. Fuckin’ homemade lobster, gimme a break.
Jordan picks up the receiver and dials. It’s busy. He breathes a sigh of relief.

Made it to Richmond, where I swear the people here be inbred. I ain’t commit-

Well, I tried. He picks up the caller again, this time to text Soft Serve, the code

tin’ or nothin’, but I could sure do me a nice stretch here. Last night, not even a

name for the overpriced bicycle dispatch-and-delivery pot service he relies on

pup but a grown-ass musician trying to mess with the game came up short in the

heavily when feeling lazy. While waiting for a response, he glimpses an earlier text

attitude department. Had to admire his character, though. Some low-level corner

from Emma. “Don’t call me.” Shh. What kind of shit is that? Since having smashed

sergeant or something din’t have change. He say chalk it up to the game, son. So

his iPhone, he’s had a real hellacious ball setting up a vintage red rotary phone to

white boy goes crazy, saying that don’t fly with him; corner store has change, he
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could wait. Corner boy be laughing right ‘fore he stick a piece in white boy’s grill
‘n say motherfucker, go home and take care of them bills.
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unspecified source during the time. Do you happen to know what that’s about?”
“You have private investigators in your firm?”

So this pasty-ass tin soldier run home and jump on his computer. Appar-

“Working the case, my friend. This is the kind of dirt that never comes out

ently, he got this guy’s social security number just from emails and used his IP to

unless you go to trial. She asked for it. Now, did you say she had gone off of what

cross-excavate his entire online activity. Haha, that’s right. A hacker. So he posted

medications near the time of the incident?”

this corner nigga’s expired credit card on Instagram, as some kinda act of intim-

“Zoloft and Klonopin.”

idation. I guess he didn’t realize these were real drug gangs, with arms and shit.

“Zoloft, Klonopin... okay. I think we have an airtight case.”

The little nigga wunn’t even. Word from higher up said let it go. This wunn’t worth

“You told me it would be irresponsible for you to guarantee anything.”

the attention. But soldier boy had some problems. He be mental. Came busting

“That’s true, and I can’t. Right now the prosecution rests on a dearth of

through honky’s ole’ lady’s house while she be at work, and strangled the kid to

evidence. But nothing’s said and done yet. They gotta run it up the ladder before

death while he played World of Warcraft or somethin’. Then he chopped off both

they come to a decision. ‘Til then, the ADA can’t and won’t try anything funny,

his legs, to make him lighter I guess, and dragged him into the garage for some

you can rest assured.”

reason, after which he prolly realized he was outta ideas.

“What are they waiting for? A swan song?”
“Truthfully, you’ve got nothing to worry about. Just sit back and let me do the

Jordan had messed himself regally this time. Forget trouble with the law; he

job I was hired for. Now, the holidays are around the corner; I don’t wanna come

was not only having trouble accessing the immediate-to-near future, he was now

barging into your comfort zone during celebrations, so you’ll hear from me next

so sped up he was taking brambled notes and seeing multiple parallel realities at

week. By then we’ll have a reasonable range of expectation for your hearing. And

once, forgetting which ends connected where, proceeding in a weepy dolphin-

remember, this is only a hearing. If the prosecution decides to throw the book at

like distress echo through ruined posssibilities dimming to near-black silhouettes,

you, you’ll be assigned a trial date and a judge.”

thinking how much he’d prefer to be a woman -- he wanted his emotional faucet

“They gonna lock me up again, aren’t they?”

encouraged, not stifled. He was tired of hearing variations on the “be a man!”

“That’s highly unlikely, so much that it borders on absurd. Take a chill pill,

mentality he was raised under. Finally, exhausted and with his natural gumption

Jordan. I know this thing lords over you, but try and take your mind off. I gotta go.

dwindling to its most tapered strands, his attorney returns the damn call.

Call on the other line. We’ll meet and discuss this soon. Merry Christmas, Happy

“Hello.”

Hannukah etc.”

“Jordan! I’m sorry I’m late! Got caught up with papercuts. I mean paperwork.”

...

“Esquire...”

“Okay... I just talked to the prosecutor, and while I couldn’t get him to agree to

“Look Jordan, I just wanna say upfront, that I know how you must be feeling

an ACD, I have good news. Disorderly conduct; minor catch-all violation. Plead

right now, and that you should unencumber yourself of that stress. My firm has

guilty and it seals after a year. And they’re going to issue you a quote-unquote

your case in a vice, my friend.”

permanent order of protection, which means three years. Apparently she showed

“... How?”

him some text messages exchanged around the time of the incident, and he’s

“Our private investigators are working around the clock. It turns out your girl-

saying there’s anger there. But that’s nothing you should worry yourself about, as I

friend has a history of abusing the system... disability checks, one previous order

convinced him you don’t need a program. So I’ll pick you up and we should be at

of protection filed on a Mr... what’s his name, and one pending; the Jack Ringo

court no longer than a couple hours. Oh, and if you want, I could make another

accusation you heard on the news. Additionally, she didn’t file for four consecu-

motion to get more of your stuff... you said she stole about half of it? Hello?”

tive years, from age twenty-one to twenty-five, during which she was still receiving
disability benefits and... bank statements show a continual flow of income from an

“...”
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The golden hour for ‘Dreen is usually roughly from five to six. That’s when a

nickname she’ll carry with her into adolescence and adulthood like a cool set of

warp to another dimension ripples open and everything gets kind of fuzzboxed,

rough-cut rings. It was an accident, but he’ll never tell her that. He was hollerin’

plugged in. Last night was her birthday party, and some of her schoolmates brought

and yelling, looking for his ‘drines (Dexedrine), violating cupboards and medi-

presents, except for Lonnie, who can’t afford it, or if there’s another reason, he ain’t

cine cabinets until he realized he left it in the glove compartment. ‘Dreen wouldn’t

telling. He always shows up, often barefoot to ‘Dreen’s, but always invited, coy toe

stop saying it over and over.

rap when asked where his parents are, parents whom ‘Dreen’s mother’s never met

She’s getting in costume, dolled up in Seuss colors, but not having it with

or caught the sight of. Lonnie likes the dirt and rocks in ‘Dreen’s backyard, which

respect to her dinner. ADHD was the official diagnosis, about a year ago, when

pleases her, and warms her to sharing toys via some kind of child reverse-psy-

the antisocial episodes began occurring. Mom’s held off on meds so far.

chology that ‘Dreen’s mom acknowledges without the slightest idea how it works.

When it’s her golden hour, she likes to shine. She paces, dances, sings and can’t

Charlie and Rhys also neglected to bring presents, but that neither surprises nor

sit still. Her imagination sprawls out and she inhabits her body and its dreams all

annoys ‘Dreen, who could take or leave their presents and much rather make the

by herself.

twins pick her flowers. The prettiest flower gets the sweet talkin’ girl.
The birthday party was yesterday, but her actual birthday is today. She was
born during the golden hour, the apple of the clan’s eye, and her mother’s first and
only daughter, not to mention the first baby of the bunch since Bobby was born.
Clarissa showed up with a chocolate bunny. ‘Dreen bit off the ears, then the head,
and stuffed it in their massive fridge, way in the back of the vegetable drawer,
where she’s already forgotten about it.
Today she’s eight, and that means she’s old enough to understand. She was
cast as one of the little bird girls in Seussical, the Musical on three separate bills.
Tonight is the third performance, and besides refusing to do her homework, she
is absolutely recalcitrant with respect to the play. She is the daughter her mother
thought she’d never have, and she (the mother) is consummately attuned to
‘Dreen, who’s already seen the school counselor and a child psychiatrist about
her mood swings. The shrink is of a conservative school of thought with respect
to prescribing a child meds, and ‘Dreen’s mother is wary from the years of dependency she feels was put upon her nephew, who called to wish his cousin ‘Dreen
a happy birthday but who regularly withdraws from more committal requests to
tutor her, offer her valuable big brotherly advice (‘Dreen, by force of habit, refers
to Jordan as her brother), or simply talk to her for over a self-allotted time limit
having to do with how busy he is.
Jane used to assume this role before she got sick. It’s no secret that Jordan has
dependency and abandonment issues. Since’s Jane’s departure for calmer pastures,
he hasn’t felt whole. Jane is the only woman he’s ever been serious with, a “needle
in a haystack,” he likes to say to questionable effect.
It was also Jordan who stuck ‘Dreen, whose real name is Cima, with the
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noticing his absolutely terrifying lack of any discernible weakness to dismantle,
and then sort of lying there in a fetal position or child’s pose during an episode or
attack, because some habits are buried way too deep and you can’t rush therapy, so
how else to respond to the quadruple chorus of shouting, persecutory voices quarreling over your own catatonic disconnect, a zero identity, Suzy Quatro, hence the

X.
M I L E S O F H U RT ( ) *

habitual zoning out, tempting the aura, teasing the seizure threshold. A man-made
morning sickness: headaches, nausea, the stunned crystal affect of system shutdown, the sluggish, useless feeling of amphetamine craving and later, simultaneously, the uncut razor-sharp crash of cheap generic substances, to be contraindicated prior to remanding by: side-effects up to and including permanent
neurological damage. You do things you can’t explain and then only remember
doing from a queer outsider or spectator perspective. Adrenal glands surge,
hormonal rage bubbles and boils your head like pituitary abbesses shrieking glos-

No one, not even Janes, shares Jordan’s propensity for zoning out on the couch,

solalia. Simian sweat. The rational cannot win against the mind. It’s like boxing

eyelashes fluttering in a dandruff halo, no one except Emma, whose implacable

yourself. Absurd to frame it as though anything can be won. By its own design,

good cheer could tolerate the occasional audible tongue-thrust or apical conso-

you’ve already lost. Most you can do is cut and recuperate losses from losses.

nance lasting only a brief duration associated with Jordan’s self-diagnosed tardive

Preserve brain cells. Floss. Reproduce. But it’s not always so patent. Lately, Jordan’s

dyskinesia, yet another among a multitude of disorders heaped upon himself to

been appreciating, at the very least, what the CBT introduces to his lingo: simple

try and qualify an unhappy life. Jordan really is challenged though, as anyone

terms like “constructive thinking” and “admission/surrender” have permeated his

who’s witnessed him unmedicated or eating speed can attest. KISS YOUR ENCY-

casual conversations and transformed his identifications to now include “reflex

CLOPEDIC MEMORIES GONE! He envies his friends who’ve never entered the

addict”) and have their faculties intact, even if at the mercy of unhealthy, self-alien-

arena of psychodynamics (the populist TV-type therapy concerned with dreams

ating impulses. Jordan feels that a lifetime of psychiatric care has institutionalized

and family trees and self-revelation through pure “talk therapy” depicted on tele-

him, dealt him the emotionality of a koala bear and jigsaw memory of a potential

vision shows like The Sopranos, In Treatment, et al., usually enacted by an image of

sociopath. Victimizing is one habit-forming ritual he identifies with, close cousins

the patient supine on a chaise longue in a state of urinary repose, with the disillu-

of chronic hedging and blaming. It’s not that he’s a weekend warrior mixer or

sioned therapist stroking his chin in mute rapture at the patient’s intense but calm

unaware that medicine saved his life. It’s that he’s begun to seek holistic help. Offi-

inward-reaching) or CBT (cognitive behavioral therapy, i.e. goal-oriented

cially, he’s learned to read in two languages, equal to his parents’ achievement

self-conditioning strategies designed to unravel hard-wired fight-or-flight

level. And he did it online, during a brief stint of pedagogical interest which

responses, with a focus on cultivating impulse control and emotional self-man-

followed with enrollment in a coding class presided over with amphet-

agement, through methods that can tend to read dangerously close to simpering

amine-revved mania by some sort of evangelical computer preacher from Illinois

self-help with their gentle airing out of your presumed laundry when now you’re

who founded the glorified trade school on Park Avenue during the supposed

hit with a pile of bricks and a “WAKE UP, SHITHEAD!” invitation to this decon-

postmillenial boom of code monkey demand that’s yet to yield return for Jordan,

structionist approach to the gigantic, curlicued dump that is your life but which

Jordan and his trio of references who do good work for him in exchange for two

are in actuality intricately designed to extend a stick to the most helpless, abject

long, disassociative years of mediocre performance and misanthropy, two years

masses, and actually work if you take them seriously and put in the mental effort,

that culminated with sleeping in on his last day, going out with a carbon bang to

keeping a third eye turned inward, monitoring the beast, his careful movements,

those graceful ladies who let him doze off and finally stopped inviting him to
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lunch when he responded in kind once with a silence that “burned a hole’s worth

consequence. His philosophy on app building is, that there is no problem too

of free lunch” (his words) in his wallet and in a few years’ time this computer

challenging for an app. And he wasn’t far off. Lupe’s project was concerned with

preacher had extorted millions of gullible-to-rich New Yorkers by calling his code

health and safety on the walk home through poorly lit ungentrified or teetering

monkey college simply a school, with all the obliterative academic pomp and

neighborhoods where the thing open the latest is a fried chicken joint and a club

flourish that signifies, a lucrative gimmick to, as they say, “bring me your huddled

for elite brunchers, breeding ground for class enmity, alleys and corners camou-

masses.” Identify bad habits and squelch them. Blame mentality. It’s so bad I can’t

flage for buy-out pains, where purse-snatchers prowl amok the recessed economic

even remember things I’ve read or conversations I’ve had sometimes. I’m work-

ruins. Jordan’s app revised an existing one so closely that a phony cease-and-desist

ing so hard to keep the conflagration kindled by my destructive behaviors from

landed in his inbox, to which he complied, learning only later that the aggrieved

spreading. I strive to contain even a millisecond of hurt, because I know how only

company had run with his revisions without compensating him (the problem

a millisecond’s lapse in minute vigilance can create hours worth of sorrow you

with the original app was it required the benighted, beleaguered user to hold their

can’t get back. I promise you that if you give me the chance for my work to be done,

smartphones, some serious bling to be flashing when you’re vulnerable, white and

then God help me it will be done. I love you with everything I have. But what of this

woman in a big, scary city in white America, beguiling in its Ruby-tinted smooth-

is mine? What I have is manifold, but what you’ll get is so much more. What I mean

as-shit novelty belying any semblance of nifty intuition, and remanded to the

is that if you keep your faith in me, you’ll see that I’m more than the sum of my parts.

drawing board by Lupe’s ingenuity, updated with the option to turn on an authen-

I am the result. The fecundity of actualized purpose. I should consider it daily treat-

tic police-siren programmed to detect foreign body heat, violent jerks, and sound

ment, reading and writing, execute and enforce it, not for me but for you. To inhabit

above a certain amplitude or base pitch, conditions like proximity and motion,

the process of excruciating expression. The sound of deeply cerebral, neurotic persons

not to mention approximate walk timer to be set and defined by the user apropos

thinking. To practice endearing contempt of one’s audience. Literature unspools from

to their personal space needs, but with a steep learning curve for the uncod-ed

me. Like a divine force guides my hand and there it is, thirty-five hundred words

user), deciding for him that this Rails business was “all glint, no shinto,” not worth

from my subconscious, projectile-vomited on the page. Social Realism. Romantic

it, not even in place of a natural calling. Jordan nurses a sturdy backbone by seek-

Nihilism. Web Development and Programming. Shit babe, I got this MVC thing

ing contiguity with the mass. The Globalization of Nannies, Maids, and Sex Work-

down. I think I glanced at it once and thought it was Greek, but it’s actually pretty

ers. The period of course enrollment was not an elevated manic high. It was

simple and intuitive. I could totally be a code monkey! It’d get boring sure, but who

traversed through a stoned stupor, well before the ‘Ralls. Before the sudden bursts

cares? It won’t kill you. It’s just a start, and in New York I imagine a good one. The

of sexual aggression and self-important fanaticism cycling with total sexual

school’s founder teaches most of the classes himself, stepping aside only to

dysfunction and bizarre homosexual fantasies that characterized his bleak period,

conduce student interaction, and only with a restive starch and terrorizing blue

before he scaled it down a bit, then up, then back down again when his manu-

gleam would he take a seat, look over your shoulder, study your code with unprac-

script was finished, and up now because he’s writing on the clock, four thousand

ticed intensity, and suddenly he’d stand up, and anything previously supporting

words an hour, trying to throw his hat in some contest. We do fill pre-existing

his weight would settle. He wasn’t a heavy man. He used to look like Jordan, rat

forms, and we embody the lifestyle of an elective career in bourgeois flaming, and

hair and neck beard, but now he’s cut sharp like a domino, and when he used to

we are faggots in common, like it or not. I register disgust all around, I’m covered

two-step over from the kitchen at work, he’d knock over a busboy or stack of plates

in flakes masturbating into human beings, I’m texting like I mean it, regularly

-- ...you clattering brute, revolving door, meddlesome malcontent. Later at home

eating speed and listening to Howard Stern and belaboring a contemplative joke

he’d pat the severance check in his shirt pocket and rock back and forth, back and

out of everything, bunny ears, passing it in as homework, and taking pills to go to

forth on his couch. A Tourette’s move. Code isn’t cryptic. There aren’t seven yous

sleep and do it all over again tomorrow. I take a break in the evenings and I take

arguing over who gets to cut first, just one distilled blue babe talking to a

long weekends too. But in practice this means groping at every available opportu-

man-made machine, a fully cognizant lazer beam of intent. Function equals

nity to mention it, while retracting offers of tutoring cousin ‘Dreen with her HW.
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Writers are classic perverts in the clinical sense. Everything they do is suspect.

Lost Generation. What a reader in 2088 will take away from it however, is not a

There are countries where it is considered dangerous and ill-advised to declare

document of ancient history, but a mesmerizing dissection of what it means to be

yourself one on an immigration form or vocally in person, much less flaunt your

human, written for people of all times. This is sublime. The understated central

notebooks and salacious reading materials, and there are other lands where it’s

crux, the protagonist’s war disability: his mangled genitals, and the impossible

taken with a grain of salt, arousing minimal practical consequence. “Oh, you’re a

central romance, along with the imbibed tirades and detailed, violent bullfights

human fly? In real life? Welcome home. Carry on.” This is no manifesto. We

as, let’s just for exercise’s sake call them metaphors for the futility of trying to

deserve nothing. Worse than rockstars and soap personalities of pretentious

escape the intensely personal and self-absorbed reality of corporeal circumstance;

subscription TV or contemporary, carousing micro-celebrities, we’re wielders of

all of that is just Hemingway the stylist practicing his talent for obfuscation and

feeble word counts; less than mentally-ill, we embody common predators and

understatement, wrestling with what it reveals, by declining to reveal anything

secret stalkers. Horny Nosferatus. Jesus, how many lives we destroy to have our

outright. It is a deliberate engagement with the reader. When he could no longer

selfish ways. Where are the virtuous voices who lifted and held us up as kids, filled

be a practitioner of literature, Hemingway shot himself in the face. His family

us with antiquarian preconceptions about what it meant to tell stories? We think

hid the circumstances of his death from the general public for years. There’s no

in print, and like mono-spaced type-written characters, we’re frilly frippery

division between the personal and the divine. No boundary between writer and

complete, eavesdropping on strangers, breaking into locked drawers, acting inap-

work. No boundaries at all. Not even Thomas Pynchon can escape the myth of

propriately in public, leading socially maladjusted lives, sparing no blood to make

his anonymity. To suggest otherwise is a lie. It would be like saying we owe zero

black ink, and, just like hypocrites exemplified, we enjoin redemption for our

debts to history, God or imagination. To the people I love and have loved, whose

readers without demanding it of ourselves. Somebody’s got to do the dirty work of

names were changed, whose characteristics, mannerisms, personal stories and

parsing the pagan double-speak and concretizing the world around. Magic, mom;

conversations shared and private I cherry-picked and bastardized, whose jokes

see? Here’s a call to arms for ya.

I ruined and made my own. This one’s for you. Yeah right. There’s some token
sarcasm for ya. I don’t give a fuck about anyone but Her. My anything-but-plain

How the Ends May Justify the Means of Production: Everything is writ-

Jane. And Myself. And shout out to Mom. I love you Mom, and I want you to

ten if it’s thought aloud. I’m transcribing, thinking in lexical systems, structur-

know that I see you. That I know how hard you tried. That you’re still alive and

ing all thoughts according to panorama, because the real world is often better

beautiful and suffer forgiveness from no-fuckin’-body. Okay.

for lack of literature, without the bullying dictatorship of words, their libraries

What makes it one of our beloved humanities is that there is redemption on

desecrated and digitized, a linear downward-curve of stock reduction; decorative,

both sides of the aisle, from left to right, above and below poverty lines and

seasonal racks speaking to no one but the high bidder of bourgy lifestyle. I chan-

educational backgrounds, across avenues of taste, in cafes and bodegas, on news-

nel everything around me. Animate the incoming with the outgoing, imaginate

print and cheap recycleable paper with magazine gloss and papercuts, in hard-

and paginate, distort, caricaturize, change names, split persons in two or three

bound skimmer-friendly tomes or more impenetrable doorstops, perfect-bound

halves, hurt feelings. Joey man, what the fuck. So the answer to the woven explo-

matte-finish with quality hojas sporting serrated edges, ‘zines manually made,

ration is two-fold. For one, save your moneyed, tastemaking blog for the funny

mimeographed and stapled, samizdats rolled and concealed in toilet paper, writ-

pages. Two, we must never forget that what makes writing a noble endeavor is

ten on some schmo’s free time away from heating the anvil, just grinding the

our attempt to communicate. That’s the pervy, unbalanced part. Thus, drop all

axe, a pastime for the annals of... what? Redemption for me and you. But the

notions of taste from your empty head and write for an audience, not just any

pap man said no. No quarter on the racks for this vulgar shit, not when said

audience, e.g. please refrain from penning thinly-veiled fictionalized memoirs for

precious racks are driven by conscientious dollars. Toothless workaholism. Irony

members of your generation to see themselves in it. Write for the largest audience

as weaponized inanity, dummy terrorism. Dollars read press. I like thinking about

possible. Hemingway was a stylist. He wrote The Sun Also Rises to describe the

the Stones and Anita Pallenberg, Marianne Faithfull and their influence on the
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signature masculinity. Tattoed-my-heart leather heshers. Champions of words

her spouse, to do whatever he wants. Jordan felt like the cutest girl at the dance.

like “slutty.” Minor celebs. I’m not trying to leave anyone out. If anyone is still

He woke up to a yellow light. The boneheaded humor of The Simpsons as pana-

buying new books out there, modern books, does anything get past the effusive

cea; no, fuck that, but it is fun to think of a thin film of clown makeup peeling off

shill’s word, framed in seraf quotation marks on the back? These kinds of readers

to reveal stories of child neglect (the memory of Marge’s overbearing mother and

are buying books by the barrel and not reading them. I know this because I’m

her well-intentioned axiomatic “Keep Smiling” heralding a timely epiphany for

real enough to admit having been one; once, years ago. Therefore, stop writing.

Lisa, Abe’s reduction into alcoholism and the radical woman who had to get away

The only way literature can be noble again like it used to be (let me in, Goddamn

from the one-night-stand that created Homer etc. etc. These loops of pop cult

it), it would have to be for theoretically everyone, and it isn’t. But it’s not like

analysis and devoteeism is actually a pretty low rung indeed), or to remark that

it used to be. And good riddance to populism. Among other modern catalysts,

this is a transitional record and not a true collaboration with Brian Eno and there-

the internet changed everything by becoming what we always wanted, all of

fore not even in the Berlin Trilogy. This is the document of a breakdown, the kind

us, prophesized for at least a century, realized to its current potential with few

in movies and songs and just music, and it’s lookin’ listening to you backwards

substantial changes, ‘least as far as lit’s concerned, in changing the way we read

and inwards and in motion, shifting from first to second to third, on subway cars

by empowering us to communicate past Warhol’s 15, across time zones and at the

and in nightclubs and venues, and on the internet, hiding in plain sight.

most urgent whim, almost wheedling us to communicate, with words and other
media, recorded and documented. Join us or die along with all the other creepy,
outmoded losers. Submit to what amounts to having a public dossier that others
can access by typing in your name to check you out, or languish in obscurity.
Fuck that. Where’s the creep factor? My name is common enough that I don’t
require a pseudonym. My net activity is close to nil. I’ve never worked a day on
paper. I exist only through words, far as you’re concerned, and I can do and be
anything I please. As a parasite, nature forgives me in advance. I feed on no other
brains. I vagabond myself on your couch. Sustaining myself on your vulnerable
ulcers, I regurgitate and spread my disease. A true philistine and con man, I know
no better. Ever since the loft life and late night booze control sessions with his
mates, he’s lost touch with all those loose hangers-on and euthanized mutts of
lower Miami, the port-of-entry of his parents into this blissful country where
they paid and played, until he left, taking leave of that bastard heritage many
years ago, fed up, passport issued. National identity in America is great because
it doesn’t exist. Your communities are held together by tenuous strands. Cherish
them like myths. Recently, he dismissed a call from an unrecognized number
as accustomed. They left a voicemail. It was Jane calling from a welfare-issued
phone. She talked to L. They want to hire her to support expectant mothers on
Mars. At first she’ll be living with a colonial family, cooking and child care as
well as providing a comfortable framework for natural birth through education
and counseling. The husband is a technician troubleshooting medical drones, and
three daughters under eight just sounds too perfect. She wants to bring him on as

Plagiarism is like getting pregnant. You don’t have to give that nigger credit
for anything.
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internet. You will find this approach less maddening than watching pixels dance
for any stretch of time.
(6) Problems will come. Inconveniences nothing more.
(7) Watch your weekends.

XI.
L A S T R E F U G E O F T H E S P E E D E AT E R S A N D S N I Z Z
HEADS

(8) Ever make a boy cry? Count the times.
(9) Don’t let others get to you. Friends will quietly grow to resent you. Accept
this.
(10) Shuffle the psychic environment: exercise, go for a walk, study in cafes,
visit a museum, people-watch at a public park, patronize the cinema.

Realigning One’s Ch’i -- A Docket Manifesto
(11) Change up the code.
(1) Have a balanced day, not necessarily a stable one!
These are tantamount to the healthy Ch’i.
(2) Discipline will get you somewhere. You have control to say when. A firm

Here’s when the action starts. Every good feeling you’ve ever had is a bad

resolve on behalf of peace, ambience and relaxation will help prevent the self-

omen; a preface of perils that wait for their due bidding to raise them. Leave those

worth crash of hard work.

tired maxims at home by the toilet seat. The effulgent broadcast lights tango with
layers of makeup. The one time I smoked opium in Vietnam, I fell asleep and had

(3) To extract a bug in the mainframe, simply exert delicate pressure and voila!

vivid nightmares of being raped. The onus is on you to cringe. But what if all your

This will intercept any appalling transmissions from the nether regions while

emotional trauma is inextricably linked to feelings of pride and success? Wacka-

putting your Cuban grandmother in stitches when Obama says que hay un dicho

doo. Her soupy, downright Delphine vocals shift to diegetic: the dial of Nicholas

sobre los Cubanos que va “No es facil.” It ain’t!

Ray’s phonograph. There’s something wrong with you, sweetheart. Not even Darby
Crash had that look. Last time was James Dean. The last ginuine reprobate on

(4) Movies. The greatest American invention, after hydroponics.

God’s green earth. Exophasic syllables brutally intact. Stringing together hurtful
sentences. Each and every one of them endophasically formulated to harm the

(5) Try taking fewer doses. As few as possible. One should only dose upon

listener. And they’re selfish, the sentences, since they can only help themselves,

having exhausted other routes. It is equally important to spread your doses out

but together, which is kind of endearing. Dean is rapping on his toes. He looks like

evenly over time.

a sad emoji. Ray said yesterday that he was “chomping at the bit” with this strained
method acting stuff. The overacting is exactly what makes cinema theater. Dean

(6) Breathing will not suffice. Pick a place of comfort you can go to. Don’t have

respectfully believes cinema is not theater. It’s not about where the audience

one? Make it up. It may be as abstract as a song or television show or the scent of

moves their eyes to follow the action and study the decor, but about how every

clover.

appendage of the production pulls you in, guides you toward a meditative state

(6) TV junkie? Try reading to unwind. If too tired, read lite. Or read the

of empathy. Ray’s direction, though he may not yet know it, is exactly conducive
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to Dean’s magnetic stardom, each shot a poem to his eunuch beauty. In film, the

the pistol-shaped pump for his air mattress. Now he woke up on the floor with

audience goes directly where you tell it to; in this case, straight into Dean’s pretty

his sinuses twice their natural size and his mind a motor with split personalities,

rockin’ rollin’ heart.

one slow and one fast, and if each saw to it to sync, the slow one to speed up a

Natalie Wood just tends to hover, peering over the set’s yellow-line demarcated

little and the fast one to slow just a teense, he could spin marvelous yarns. When

fringe as Dean bends over to wipe a fading colorless rag over his Triumph’s greasy

Jane got her restraining order, the grief process ground its bureaucratic gears. The

wheels. To method act is to overreach. Prior to instead of before, vehicle instead

paranoiac decortication that was the legal process sprung him like the chicken of

of car, canine instead of dog, latinate phrases in place of raw human condition.

denial; his own worst enemy, looking over his shoulder, walking an extra block

Hoodoo voodoo. Emotions which Dean has a hard time channeling without slip-

to avoid her, never failing to notice her light off when he paid visits to Tarkus to

ping into this guise of the real me in his character. Ray thinks he should play

watch him amphetaminically deteriorate while his own member engorged itself

it straight like a greaser. Wood is intrigued and a little intimidated by the older

on sadness. It was around this time he met Mal. She was like a dream double, and

Dean, who says “toss me that can, will ya” without a glint of attraction in his eye.

maybe, if Jane was the love of his life, then Mal was something worthy of her own

The problem with the method is that it’s a priori, Ray said. No need to make a

distinction. What it was spellbound him. Here for the first time, Jordan did not try

histrionic stunt out of a self-consciously dramaturgical exercise. Acting is histri-

to reconcile a complex life with a binary application of morals, a system that was

onics. Leave that wacko stuff for the Brandos and Kinskis and their private dress-

correct in its saintly ends justifying ruthless means. He let the skeletons lay and so

ing rooms with vertical funhouse mirrors, says Ray.

did she, and together they had fun.

The last movement of an adagio, maybe Bach, tapers to a tinnitic high note
before coming to a halt. The needle jumps. A modicum of privacy was all Wood

He had a recurring dream of all his father figures and cross-culturally disreputable ancestors in line, all failing in their conjoined responsibility as men.

wanted; specifically she requested it, and Ray couldn’t even give her that. She

Janes started writing, just like Jordan said she should. The first time was at

ducks her head out through the curtain as water continues to run on her in the

home, very near the end, when he caught her writing a letter to him, sobbing, and

square recessed stall that serves as a shower on set, adjacent to an unplugged

then later, when he started writing what would have been the last communicated

stovetop oven. The plumbing is shoddy and Nico has to run the water pump from

message between them, he rolled up and burnt the criminal invective missi(v ± l)e.

downstairs to secure fifteen minutes of steamy alone time she can’t get back.

The stages of separation grief went as follows. The lashes on his heart from

“This is Hollywood. You know you only choose to live in the third world.”

the aptly spectacular climax of their years-long addiction to each other’s misery

“I was just thinking about dipping a cookie in milk for just the right interval so

stung without pause for relief, and they were happy to wait for him to be ready

that it permeates the cookie without causing it to become soggy and overwhelm

to acknowledge what he couldn’t get back -- a feeling of security, now doomed.

the flavor.”

A series of panic attacks that rendered her nurse. The feeling that he was dying,

“Your bile duct is malfunctioning. I’ll go fetch the doctor. Then we shoot.”

now familiar, his heart beating through every blood vessel, pumping THC and

“Oh Nick, can’t we just have one moment where we don’t have to work?”

sweaty palms at 5am, moved him to wake her. She did her best to convince him

“Then what? The studio is gonna pay themselves?”

that he was fine, she herself being victim to crippling panic spells for almost as
long as they’d been together, but his fear had become helplessness, and she called

. . . the lofty, supercilious interiors of bottleneck triple-sex-nine . . .

the ambulance and accompanied him, lapsing into her own visceral cave: fatigued
crying spells, vocalized resentment, embarrassment; as she tiptoed around the

Jordan remembered things as he tossed. Tricked, screwed, finked for a dollar.

smell of pungent death’s embrace characteristic of Brooklyn’s Woodhull, a hellhole

He remembered back at home, how Nick Frank could tell an unmarked car by

presided over by professional angels who gave him more attention and sympathy

the way they slowed down tactful-like, as in the movies. It was also around this

than Jane had left. She later apologized. His incidental two-days-fresh tick-tock of

time that he was forced to surrender his firearms, but they didn’t have to take

his body’s lithium clock meant that eventually, this first, barely perceived stage of
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grief, was to be his last carting-off to inpatient.
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hanging adjacent to the door fell and shattered. The following charges were filed:

Theirs was a physical relationship. In sex, anti-sex, violence and self-abuse, all

AR3 assault in the third-degree, criminal mischief, and harassment, which unlike

made a grotesque spectacle with unwanted range. The second institution to sepa-

the other two misdemeanors, does not seal. Which means that Jordan’s hideous

rate them for reasons of personal and public safety was the NYPD. Jane was the

mugshot will forever be stored in Central Booking’s computer archives. There

trigger-happy cat who put the kibosh on it all, but he didn’t have to shove her, what-

were other charges, which he could’ve easily looked up on LexisNexis, but which

ever the ordeal was. She was blocking his exit. Jane had a way of eliciting his most

his attorney didn’t find cause for sharing, since they were, by all reasonable legal

sinister qualities. As of about two weeks, he had been having nearly hormonal fits

conjecture, purely technical and inconsequential, trained as the prosecutor’s assis-

of rage, like pituitary aneurysms that went off and alarmed his neighbor, Yeardley

tant is to take every virtual angle of criminality and lob it all on there for the legal

St. Laurent, who was coincidentally an attorney dealing in domestic abuse and

teams to reach a resolution and avoid wasting the honorable judge’s time. They

tenants’ rights cases, and phoned the cops on them several times, a move secretly

involved obstruction, as Jordan had snatched the phone post-911 and hung it up,

applauded by their neighbors, who were verging on alliance against the chronic

trying to bide more time and gather more belongings. She blocked his exit and

public abuse leveled against them almost daily -- yells and screams that would

demanded his keys and that’s when he shoved her. Her head/neck area tapped the

wrench your heart and curdle your childrens’ blood, and cathartically explosive

precarious frame which fell and shattered behind her.

sex that wasn’t exactly sexy but gross and showing diminishing returns. Jordan

The prosecution moved to convict. Jane was not ready to be cross-examined.

would devote the rest of his life to “Phoning Home,” and the images, while artful,

On trial, everything was fair meat for the grinding. In the days awaiting the DA’s

were disturbing yet all he had. Het put his sleeve-clipped heart in his mouth and

decision, something of Jane’s stuck with him. He couldn’t remember if he read it

with his money, in as many capacities as considered permissible by his excellent

in her diary or if she had told him herself. It was about how on ayahuasca she saw

team of legal tin soldiers and close friends, put her synthetic prerecorded voice

the men in her life as little jars containing pain. He could feel Jane’s cushy bicep,

and haunting phenotypical traits on the largest screens possible. The third and

smell her armpit, her hand’s palm nestled in his bushel of natty hair, her fingers

final institution to drive a wedge between them was the Domestic Affairs Court of

stroking his winter-dry scalp, and then, the gentle release from her wilderness.

Queens County, issuing a temporary sixth-month order of protection, extended

Acceptance, the final stage. It was a sophisticated notion which offered no easy

to three years when Jane fed the prosecution the text messages they needed to

consolation. Jordan was only a man, cruel and unusual, a petulant dime-a-dozen

establish residual rage.

louse. Lately he was becoming convinced he was hotwired as a woman, to explain

Every square hole is a rounded snizz head. The bare overhead bulb grates

how he could let society down continually and utterly as a groomed gentleman.

flourescent, casting an anxious aura over the floating cigarette ash and tumble-

This was a symptom of bargaining, but as a surrender to the unknown it was clas-

weed happy lamp on Mal’s prehistoric paperwork, mildew dampening the

sic acceptance. He was moving on. We’re all just hurt little algae brains squirming

hoarded stacks. You can make out the globules of perspiration on Tark’s forehead.

in our dilated jars anywho.

The audible hermeneutics of Mal’s Akkadian cuneiform-reading are sweet, even
sexy.

As he waited, he tried to take his mind off. He found himself interested in
a sort of secular Christianity. As a Christian, he sought no more than to echo

Jordan went through several phases of bargaining with the consequences

Christ’s example: to show every last creature the love that God inherently shows

(thousands in legal fees, a hotheaded antagonistic rejection of a plea deal that

in the act of granting life. The same love that Jordan now basked in amid the glow

would’ve exonerated him of all charges in exchange for six sessions of mandatory

of weekly NA meetings, the unconditional light of support radiated by perfect

anger management, the signing of an affidavit by Jane that fanned the politicized

strangers. His NA chairperson was an old ex-sot with zero ulterior motive, even

flames of the prosecution, an illegal lock-out eviction, Jane moving away, a feck-

if some of the other addicts seeking guidance were more than a little bit nympho

less itemized recovery of his prized possessions in family court, the signing of

and batty. But the Bible read like love letters between the Hittites and Amorites,

a new lease, denial of guilt). He shoved her. He didn’t have to. A picture frame

and try as he might, he could not distance the pulchritude of the verses from the
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trumping gestalt; he was still being overpowered, throwing up everytime he cut
romantic losses, snipping with scissors at priceless white bedsheets stained yellow.
His stigma to her victimhood.
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your honor. A danger to society.”
“Objection. Your honor, the defense asks that the witness keep to what’s pertinent to the case.”

Going to trial would not guarantee even four jurors of his attorney’s choos-

“Sustained. No more questions. We break for lunch. I think I’ve heard every-

ing, which said lawman considered “less fun.” A judge may very well preside over

thing I need to hear. In an hour I’ll have your verdict and we can all go home.

the proceedings, making subtle motions toward a guilty verdict and subsequent

Court adjourned.”

conviction. During cross-examination, all of Jordan and Jane’s skeletons would be

The time in Honduras was plentiful. He met the students and they clicked

made to dance, paraded before the prosecution in a seemingly aimless and crude

instantly. They put together the first dissident publication in thirty years of oppres-

show of perversion. But Jordan’s attorney did not think “they were gonna get silly

sion at considerable risk but with careful management. They made a limited twen-

with it and most likely they’d see it for what it was.” An unusual case, because the

ty-five copies and gave them to friends, who later appropriated the homemade

call to the police made by their neighbor was received almost five minutes after

books and made collages with them. A painter saw the collages and painted a

Jordan had exited the building and his apartment of over two years. Jane’s call was

mural. Two months later, no one ever heard from him again. The American

also not made because Jordan wouldn’t leave, as the reason he pushed her was that

government at the time made Amy Goodman’s show when the Office of Immigra-

she was blocking his exit, as she had many times before when Jordan had tried to

tion Services rejected seventy-one child refugees fleeing the disastrous cauldron

leave. She would sit with her back resting against the door obstructing, and cry

of systemic public violence which stepped up its reign of industrial terror after

and yell if Jordan tried to move her. Should Jordan have escaped under different

the 2009 USA-assisted coup of a citizenry-elected President and installation of

circumstances, she’d undoubtedly have sprinted down the street after him in fuzzy

an enterprising puppet of first-class bribery and blackmail. The rejected refugee

white slippers and bathrobe like too many times before. Jordan’s mistake was that

children were deported swiftly and with minimal commotion, but its implications

he simply didn’t know his own strength, as his NA chair would argue; that Jordan’s

were historic. It was the first time the US had sent back outright so many children

history of being victimized made him feel effeminate and weak, debil, como un

fleeing immediate persecution.

flaco maricón, o un payaso maldonado, and it never truly occurred to him that

Honduras, while beautiful and bucolic, and comprised of a great free-minded

his voice was so loud, that he was, even as a small man of 5’9” and 164 lbs, almost

people (during his stay, he tried to count one person in New York City who he

twice his anorectic ex-girlfriend’s size. This reinforcement didn’t allay his ears, but

could in good conscience consider a liberated artist, but those people are either

made them burn like allergies. Reaching acceptance is like those native indians

dead or relocated to more affordable housing), is the compressed lower intes-

who, as a rite of passage into adulthood, must endure two sunrises and a sunset

tine of unrestricted capitalism; the result of, among other things, the absence of

balancing on one leg at the top of a twelve-foot totem pole. The cold of dusk trig-

a unified social compact in the free world, the sense that we each own a piece

gers sneezing, but you get used to it. Cognitive dissonance must be dismantled

or stake in something, rather than institutionalizing half our population or

in toto through ebbs and flows, and the occasional, necessary tidal cleansing. So

putting charity in the hands of cheapskate petite bourgeoisie, thereby essentially

much of it is about controlling your breathing, like getting used to taking cold

(de)valuing human life at zero. In five years, the nation of Honduras has accel-

showers in Honduras or some other backwater artery. “Did you ever hit him?”

erated its game to become the murder and femicide capital of the world, with

“Objection, your honor.”

corruption so rampant that all the men holding big guns on both sides are in bed

“Overruled. Proceed.”

with one another. The job crisis of the early twenty-first century was felt hard-

“Did you hit him that day?”

est here; immense destabilization of the public sector in mainly major coastal

“... I don’t remember.”

cities resulted in an alcoholism epidemic, the growing institution of youth gangs,

“What did the defendant do to provoke you?”

and the rise of evangelism as a desperate means of making sense of the sense-

“He visited a prostitute. He slept with a sixteen-year-old girl! He’s a predator,

less murder. The women are forced to work around the clock at maquiladoras, or
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outsourced US-owned factories. Oligarchies are much easier for big countries to

locate this chaplain. I’ll cover your per diems and travel expenses. I want you to

deal with than a democratically-elected populist will. Here they are prey to abuse

apprise him of the papacy’s concern. I think this is a code red.”

from floor managers, their dogs, and even other women. A large percentage of the

“I don’t think we have a code red.”

unsolved femicides in Central America were discovered in empty lots near these

“I’m speaking figuratively! Go to the church in Arles! Tell the chaplain that I

factories. By night, the women may earn extra money in various service indus-

must have an audience with the mother immediately, that it is of highest exigency

tries, including prostitution, servicing predominantly members of government,

to the Catholic Church. Show him your brand.”

gangs, or both. It may also be considered more discreet for US politicians to hide

“Brand, father?”

their vices in this mouth of Hades; in Honduras, where the citizenship is fed into

“Yes! Your Freemasonric brand!”

the grinning, inviting asshole of the free world.

“I have no such brand, my grace.”
“Well, go get one then! Tell the bishop to inaugurate you. (Unintelligible)

“This will be a lengthy exegesis. Please step right in.”

Christ, the lord.”

“What is it, your Holiness?”

“Your Holiness, the bishop wants to know why you are having me inaugurated.”

“Shut the door.”

“Tell him it’s so he doesn’t have to talk to you. He’ll understand that.”

“Is it the cardinal’s visit that worries you? You know he’ll only want to talk
about his new influence in the Florence chapter of the papacy.”

Jordan’s lockup was relatively short; twelve hours, give or take, of grinding

“No, it’s not the cardinal. It’s the child.”

tedium and feelings of being literally processed through this sort of meat grinder

“Father?”

of Central Booking. The big man from down south was selling five dollar baggies

“The one who voided his lunch on my robes yesterday.”

of heroin, and the lawyer booths that weren’t in use, most of them, were shooting

“Yes?”

galleries. Twice he was asked what he was in for. To both men he was cryptic:

“I haven’t been able to stop thinking about it.”

“politics.” The first was a brown man who let it drop. The second however, broke

“It is quite unusual...”

the ice by offering him a shirt, to which Jordan replied,

“Unusual? I don’t think it’s ever happened before.”

“I already got a book.”

“In all of recorded history?”

“Is loosey Lucy comin’?”

“Well, not that we know of, am I right?”

“Are you asking for a cigarette out of my ass? Seriously? How long you been

“I suppose.”
“No, don’t suppose me. That child had a look in his eye.”
“Your Holiness, do you want me to fetch the chaplain at the church? I think
he’d know the child’s family...”
“... Yes, bring me the mother however. I’ve no interest in meeting the boy’s
father.”

in here, man?”
Across from number three of the four increasingly crowded and dehumanizing
cells Jordan was held, there paced and softly wept a forty-five-year-old overweight
depressive who lived with his eighty-three-year-old mother and was brought in
by a cavalier off-duty sergeant who, as the butt of several jokes that night, was
continually referred to by his subordinates, fellow sergeants and superior officers

“Your grace?”

as “retarded.” The man’s offense, weeping and wailing over a fifteen-dollar bill for

“It’s the mother to whom I am wed. She’s the one who’s going to guide this

chinese tofu and two Heinekens. He offered to call his mother to pay for it. That he

kid toward the light and away from the darkness. That father’s a glorified sperm

was a regular and he did this sort of thing all the time, officer. He was making what

donor. He won’t be around long.”

could only be described as high-pitched squeals for help from his solitary cell.

“... Yes your grace, I’ll inform the bishop right away.”

“Politics, uh? What kinda politicking are you doin’? Them tight-ass jeans?”

“No, don’t tell the bishop. I want you to go directly to the church in Arles and

(Laughter from the other cellmates)
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“If you don’t mind, I’d rather keep it to myself.”
“I feel ya... Aww shit! This nigga done something fucked up. Was it a boy or a
girl?”
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and inhumane the penal code is on the manmeat fed to the system.
Women actually don’t matter in the vast regions of the globe. They can disappear and never be heard from again. They could be murdered by their parents,

(Laughter)

in China and through Middle Eastern honor killings. Many women who report

Jordan pushed his forehead against the bars until it hurt. When he finally met

domestic violence wind up dead the next day, which is why police are required to

with his attorney behind the window, he saw the eventual affidavit that Jane might

consistently monitor and follow up with the victim. While advances in feminism’s

sign. Despite it all, he was shocked at the virulence and one-sidedness of the accu-

goals have been made, women still cannot live without threat of harassment,

sations, what he called “character assassination.” It was malice and spite with cock-

therefore they cannot live the way they want, in peace and, at the very least, with

sure gumption. Angry, he thought about how she was abusing the system to steal

some modicum of respect and dignity without condescension from the major-

his stuff, later reinforced by the locks having been changed when he reports to

ity of men. So Jordan understands he’s going through this for all women, that

his court-granted window of time during which to collect one’s belongings with a

Jane didn’t know what she was doing but neither did he. He contemplated the

police escort. These measures exist to protect women, and as a zero tolerance, hyper-

word “misdemeanor” and its meaning; literally, “acting badly.” Society could not

sensitive policy I’m 100% behind it. Because I love women, and they’re certainly no

tolerate this wanton conduct of noise and destruction by the county’s own citizen

different than men. Women must feel safe because they’re especially vulnerable to

population. The arraignment lasted under a minute and Jordan had to have it

being dominated in a dysfunctional relationship -- the most silently offed, bagged

explained to him by his attorney on the drive to a half-celebratory dinner, happily

and oppressed group in the world. US-led capitalism has ensured that there is no

footed by Jordan for “getting me the fuck out of there already.”

recognized inherent value to life. So if these criminal proceedings are evidence that

The cycle of violence and verbal debasement between the complainant and

real dangerous men will be treated as such, then so be it that I’m in the pen. I knew

defendant went on for about two-and-a-half years. Jordan pictured all the valida-

the rules. Fair is fair.

tion and victim mileage she was going to get out of this. Their physicalities were

In the fourth cell, next to the big man hooking it up, was a beanied French-look-

always worthy of monument. A toxic streak of mutual, inexcisable indignation for

ing white man whose mouth made a clicking sound that was driving Jordan crazy.

all the pre-relationship time spent fucking anybody but each other. A confound-

“What’s wrong, dude?”

ing inability to release jealousy. It is possible to be controlling without trying to

“I got caught with a huge score of molly. I’m fucked.”

be; it’s the surest sign of incompatibility with a person. You can’t help that you

“No, I mean your mouth. What’s wrong with your mouth?”

feel the way you do, and unless you’re a pushover, a saint, or oblivious (willful or

“Uh-uhh.”

unwitting), in which case none of this would apply to you, you’ll act like a human

“What do you have in there? You’re doing this clicky thing.”

being and grow bitter and eventually unhappy. And these feelings are meaning-

Frenchman dislocates and pop goes his jaw, out comes a razor-blade, resting

less, contagious, and the be-all end-all absolution is, no matter how happy this

on his protruding violet tongue like a rusty oyster dripping from a swollen pillow.

person makes you, you can’t be happy together all the time, or even most of the

The fifth cell was where they quickly divvied up those who would see the light

time, and that’s bad news. Oh Janes, I disappeared into you. You were the love of

of moon from those who would have to try and get some rest. Jordan was among

my life and I’ll never forget you. Don’t be a stranger if you like. I want to watch you

the first called to arraignment.

get old. I want to watch your babies’ eyes widen, and let them tug on my beard. All

As hard as he tried, he couldn’t sleep. He avoided eye contact and thought

pro forma.

about time in sixty-second increments, then grew bored and lost count, looking

They would call each other horrible names, defenestrate one another’s posses-

at the expressionist peanut butter smeared on the walls and ceilings by yesterday’s

sions, chase each other down streets and alleys, and sometimes they would relax

captives. He had one of the sandwiches and it did the job, barely, as it was stale and

and talk for hours, make love and nest in their mutually decorated, real deal fanta-

definitely gross. He thought about what he didn’t deserve, and how demoralizing

syland apartment. Jane would make a show of self-immolation by giving herself a
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black eye or concussion. Jordan, not one to back down from raised stakes, picked

famous OD, whom everyone knew as clinical wino fuck-up, but to whom she felt

up the habit of punching himself, though he never quite got the right shade of

endeared, and when she rhapsodized about the past, I always believed her.

purple, putting his commitment into question. When Jane would self-injure,

Mal had been making ‘zines for longer than Jordan, and together they collab-

Jordan would try to restrain her, which only made her scream louder. Jane would

orated on a limited run of twin volume companion scrapbooks of sorts, with

clock Jordan in the temple. Once she struck him in the back of the head, disrupt-

photographs that were too lewd or distasteful for the net, and diaristic logorrheia

ing his equilibrium and knocking him off balance. It took the city of New York to

in a frantic hand by Jordan. The inspiration was a trunk of old diaries Mal had

split them up. If that’s not romantic, the word must’ve changed meanings while I

curated, scanned, supplemented with marginalia, and Dropboxed for Jordan,

wasn’t looking.

who replicated them on his new toy, the Risograph, but failed to reprise any of

Yet there are so many interpretations that it’s hard to make heads or tails of any
of it. And everything fades.

the energy and enthusiasm of this precocious sixteen-year-old girl’s adolescent
writing, which was surprisingly bracing. At sixteen, she knew to trust her story

Mal was different in many ways. If Jane was the flood, Mal was the sublittoral

and tell it simply and elegantly. It’s not that most teenagers and adults don’t have

zone. Brilliant, prodigious and with a melodramatic heart open to darkness and

compelling stories to tell, it’s that most of them don’t know when to shut the fuck

cynicism; a jaded, dry quip in a zig-zag skirt and black rubber corseted thing,

up, one recursive rationalization after another. Mal’s pain at that age is plain, and

skinny like a twig, with the sweetest mashed potato face and the finest liquid-

she knew to let all the vulgar, saccharine details stand, which he just loves (Jordan’s

quilled eyeliner, the deepest spectrum of blacks almost pocked around her eyes,

series of photographs in question were several artfully arranged shots of Jane

like a fountain exploded in her face. She was extremely busy like Jane, but their

crying and gripping her skull, rotating at once toward and away from view, almost

mutual appreciation of letters made them ideal penpals. Whereas Jane was doubt-

as if conscientious of the artistry of their Koyaanisqatsi (lives out of balance),

lessly the darkest person he had ever known, she didn’t enjoy her darkness. Her

supportive of Jordan’s art as she ever was, with their apartment’s green floral lamp-

self-identified base frequency was cheery, sociable and friendly, which didn’t help

lit interiors servicing a sense of space both warm and claustrophobic; Jordan’s way

Jordan to be her foil.

of getting even not with her, but with fate himself, whom he had grown ruefully

Jordan now for once had to keep up with a woman quid pro quo. He was

superstitious of in the wake of their shared tragedy).

more positive and optimistic, more silly and playful, interested in little more than
platonic cuddling, rolling around in the grass and dancing in his living room. Mal
flirted with her darkness, which was intoxicating, something Jane couldn’t quite

“Burnish your rep, polish your pearls, caress your ovals. And don’t forget to
gild your lilies.”

pull off. Jane was either the happiest at any given moment or the saddest. If the

Lucrecia said this to me once. For some reason it stuck. Maybe it was the

two women had a single thing in common, all hands pointed to their coddled

way she said it, which I can still hear; thick southern accent, woe to every word.

childhood. Both were blessed with the most attentive, gentle and forgiving

Lucrecia was, at the time, my girlfriend. We both run double-dutch from the same

parents. In that limited sense, Jordan was the neediest of the three, despite the

neighborhood. Use to drive ‘em skate and break boys crazy, like, who is this ho?

trio of overbearing women that spearheaded his clamored rearing. He and Mal’s

She white, black, ooohhh I think I see some equipment down there. She like me

brains were not obverse like his and J’s, in that Jordy & Mal did little during their

right away. I could tell. I was bussing tables then, fresh out of trade school where

time together consisting mostly of web-chatting (though they both inhabited the

I learnt how to repair air conditioners. I introduced myself and we talked, and

same city, they lived an hour away by metro, plus she being a PhD...) but talk

sooner or later before you know it, the rest be history.

about all the lost loves and powerfully shitty memories of their lives in lengthy,

‘Crecia was a gangster. She’d been on the road robbin’ niggas since she was

detailed email exegeses and correspondences that would actually merit “episto-

fourteen, fifteen. Straddlin’ on her bike. Haha! I miss her. She ain’t had no parent,

lary.” Mal was from Los Angeles, the child of a faded starlet and famous producer.

so she run away from home; she’d been livin’ just with her li’l sister, to take care of

She had made her living acting in some experimental pieces by the late John Dart,

her boyfriend at the time, this ole’ pimp by the name of James Bernard; woo-ee!
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He was nasty. He liked to have his asshole licked while he banged. Don’t ask me
how I know. But he got shot twice in the back of the head, and then she got herself
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“Hey man, that’s her legacy. You ain’t got time for this petty shit, you’re a great
writer. You’re the voice of a generation.”

in Portland all fallen in love with. That’s where I comes in. Catchin’ feelings an’

“She’s seeing Dave now too. Can you believe it?” (apical laughter)

shit. Man, that was the first time I’d ever fallen in love.

“Look, my man. This has nothing to do with you anymore. Understand? As

‘Crecia always be self-sustained. If anybody try to mess with you, and you her
boy, hoo- ee! They wouldn’t even be a fight. Either they knew this girl was bidness,

your editor, I strongly advise you to chew on the stem, okay? Capeesh? You’re
being obsessive, my man.”

or they got they asses whupped, real time cousin, ‘cuz that’s what be happenin’ to

“I am?”

you, right now shawtee. Shit, sometimes she’d whack a nigga just to whack a nigga.

“Well, not clinically, but you’re still feeding the beast.”

That bitch was crazy. Shh, she was cold.
White kids be lucky they get to be rebellious. It’s just a phase for you, smokin’
weed and getting in trouble for petty shit. When you black, it’s a death sentence.

“Alright, well let’s get back to Mr. E.B. White. How does he rate transitive without object? Rather conservatively, I would think.”
“We’ll file that under creative.”

Niggas be gettin’ shot ‘cuz they stole a cigar and ran on the skreet. And they leave
you there for hours. Ain’t no ambulances rushin’ to get to west Wynwood. Huh.

‘Crecia was a black muthafuckin’ transvestite with big ole’ perfect titties from
Taiwan and matchin’ Hong Kong bootleg Versace purse. But she had eyes in

“These are art school kids, from RISD. They only use Exacto.”

heaven, right up until she croaked. She was smart, real whip. She’d always love to

“I just don’t see what it adds. It subtracts. It’s confusing.”

be quoting the bible. Haha. “And Matthew said: peace be to he who done worship

“Don’t you think it’s okay to have to work a little?”

his own kingdom, and for this here whiskey, thank you Jesus.” Haha. Crecia never

“A little? Yes. But as little as possible. You’re writing for readers, aren’t you?”

knew her father, and her mother, well... let’s just say they got some issues. Me? I

“I guess.”

loved her. She was my introduction to techno. I never partied harder than I did

“Because if you’re writing for yourself, I’d recommend a livejournal.”

with her. That cunt could drink like a barracuda. Heh. She was also my introduc-

“This ain’t 2001.”

tion to the street, as I had never really been into the game before. Pretty soon I

“2001! What a great year! So many nice things in 2001...”

started carrying a piece and goin’ off railin’ on some punk-ass guidos. She didn’t

“Hank, can we focus?”

like that. Said I was acting trigger-happy. Like “What you goin’ all macho for?

“Yeah, sure. I think I should tell you, I saw Jane today.”

You got somethin’ to prove?” I said “Get outta here, you serious?” and she’d have

“I don’t wanna hear about it.”

nothing to say to me. Shit, they’d be scared of us. When you was with ‘Crecia, you

“Respectfully, my dude. But you gonna hafta hear about this one way or

felt safe. You felt very safe. ‘Cuz you had to be crazy to fuck wit’ you, if you her.

another.”
“What are you talking about?”

“The first spinal chord was grown in a petri dish today. Scientists in Germany

“Penguin is publishing Jane’s memoirs.”

have isolated the molecules and particles of a human spine and, using refined

“What? She can’t write a tell-all; she’s not famous.”

lasers, produced one in a glass tube. Now, scientists say it is indeed functional, yet

“That’s what I said, but the atmosphere is should I say conducive? Look, I know

until it’s been liberated from its sterile vacuum and transplanted onto a person, we

it’s hard to swallow, but you’re gonna hafto. My man, this don’t mean shit for you.

won’t know for sure what this bad boy can do. But from this reporter’s perspective,

Errybody and their mother know that bitch be crazy.”

put me on the waiting list.”

“Yeah, but she’s publishing our legal saga. Bats or not, she’s makin’ money off

Cheers from the audience.

me. And she already owes me. Why doesn’t she just build a pipeline into my jugu-

“Because I, like many Americans out there today, want to live forever.”

lar? Jeez...”

Sustained cheers.
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“-- one step closer to immortality.”
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from the turn of the century.

Jordan shuts off the screen. He thinks about the obligations being lobbed

He figures he can scrape by for barely a month if that before he’d have to sell

against him by his well-read editor, who arguably earns every cent of spec Jordan

records or get a proper job. That’s if he avoids going out and plunges himself into

gives him. The Elements of Style is just two intelligent men’s attempt at making sense

near-complete isolation, taking no chances, meaning takes his damn pills, and

of language and its subtleties, an achievement deserving of respect. Cross-refer-

keeps everything on the cheap. It helps to have Mal, whose distant business but

ence that with The Chicago Manual and you’ll be good. Troweling through each

almost round-the-clock availability on the internet and text makes him feel like

and every sentence with a magnifying glass, pulling weeds out with his teeth, his

less a loner. Mal simply could not be a more wonderful, sublimely lit presence in

editor has covered every page of his manuscript with red ink, and helped vastly

his life, and the thought of her makes him feel like bothering her, wherever she

improve grammar, syntax, confusing tense shifts etc., while his opinions on form

is, which she doesn’t seem to mind. In fact, both act like regressed little babies

couldn’t get through to Jordan if they were spoken in his long-deceased grand-

whenever they get comfortable, building forts out of sheets, laughing at passing

mother’s voice. Jordan shared something with his editor that Snoop Lion said and

strangers a little too conspicuously, lying around gazing into each other’s eyes and

had resonated with him, about how the LA Dream Team were the first group to

smiling (this couldn’t help but evoke Jane, who’s the only other person Jordan

bring this hip talk of the streets into the nightclub, and everyone would sing along

could let himself fall into, though perhaps this is not unlike falling in love for

to an illicit message, supposing of course they were hip. It happens all the time in

some), and then, inexhaustible darkness, haunting anecdotes eluding count.

the club today. That sense of connection with like-minded strangers is profound to

The amphetamines have crushed his libido, and he wakes every morning limp

me. That’s why my prose aspires to lyricism and musicality. I want to write literature

and repulsed by his own touch, wills a flaccid stroke session, mechanically rubbing

people will want to sing along to. I also want to write a coherent narrative that’s

one out before taking his first pill combo of the day. 30mg Adderall XR (chiefly

not obtuse, but also one that doesn’t operate on autopilot toward a destination. He

to bevel the edges) and 20mg IR (for that cold, motivating punch the XR lacks).

does not feel motivated by a destination or clear sense of transforming purpose.

As a small press publisher, Jordan gets to read his fair amount of user submit-

Life has no destination, apotheosis or denouement. Just derailment, is all one can

ted content; a lot of shopped-around, gestational pieces that ninety-nine percent

hope for, or seek to escape the cycle of, depending on where you are at the time of

of the time lack the violence to earn a modicum of attention among the shiftless

the incident, and there are many such incidents. His favorite stories begin in the

mass of unpublished slush out there. But they think I care. This tract or whatever it

middle and end on a good interval of reflection.

is Mal sent him excites him, locks jaws and draws blood. She thinks and writes in

“That’s fine, Jordan. I just think you should end on a narrative note, not a

real time. You can hear her think. Struggling, groping and grasping for meaning.

poetic or political one, but hey, do whatever the fuck you want. Just fix these typos,

And she was sixteen. Maybe it was only the atmosphere of the project, which was

ixnay serial commas, and for fuck’s sake polish your parallel construction, then I

professional, asexual, and a great deal of fun, but Jordan was beginning to get

think you’re good to go.”

creeped out by this whole sixteen-year-old girl’s diary he was publishing, perhaps

Writing this has been a trial like passing live kidney stones. It’s his last hurrah

the model of edginess his brand is known for, but what was her deal? Why was she

before his next court date, when he may be locked up again, who knows? He’s

so obsessed with this sixteen-year image of herself? Jane might have made a small

also running out of dough, and doesn’t have it in him anymore to do the things

fortune on them, but Jordan, unmoved by manic calling, cuts his losses. Jordan

he knows he’ll have to do to get some. Even dealing seems a losing game. There’s

doesn’t need money anyway. It gravitates and trickles toward him. He has enough

no scratch in pot and flow is slow, and slinging cocaine’d mean he’d have to get

scratch in secrets right now to publish nearly half a million perfect-bound, full

a gun, and that’d be a pretty egregious violation of the order. His mind was an

color ‘zines, each one unique, each one engineered to fuck with her head, or write

expanding and contracting structure with four stories and many rooms, Victorian

her name in the skies near northwest Massachusetts, if he really wanted to get a

and castle-like, with all your requisite turrets and parapets, but collapsing on itself

hold of her. But Mal’s confessionals verged on actual poetry. He was genuinely

like a cylinder contraption, or one of those mass-produced portable doll houses

excited to be working on this with her, and humbled that he discovered and
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inspired her. This is the shit he lives for, not to be dazzled, but to be humbled

“With a name like Sable or Harley? Hahaha! You think this guy’s phoning his

by another writer’s energy. Now that she’s picked up the pen just for herself, she

high school sweetheart? Nah, she’s all business and he likes it. He here for the

plans on applying for a grant to write a nonfiction memoir, a far easier market

music ‘n nothing else.”

as it depends solely on well-written proposals and credentials, which amounts

“Phoning Home...”

to a cover letter and academic advising. She wants to, in a departure from her

“Huh?”

scholastic trajectory’s almost monastic soft science and history bent, write about

“It’s this expression. Jordan says it a lot. I think he may have invented it.”

her own life. Now it just pours out of her. Her thoughts have urgency, but she’s

“What’s it mean?”

in a palliative state while writing. He’s only recognized this in people who write

“... Nothing, let’s go inside before there’s a line.”

because they’re savants and can do it extremely well. Therapeutic and written with

“No, wait a sec, ‘Phoning Home,’ what the fuck does that mean?”

grace, yet sparing no opiate for stable minds. Fighting words, cool in composure.

“Look, it’s got something to do with... well, the way I understand it is, you

She says, she doesn’t know why, but she knows she made a lot of this stuff up.
Only three other peers, and really just two, have riled Jordan’s creativity in this
way, jolting the same gland that engorges during fucking and makes him go fuck.
During the relative isolation that defined much of his life, Jordan was never
anything but anointed with the gift of close friends he sometimes had a hard time

should always be able to phone home, no matter where you are. I think it’s just
about phoning the most familiar place you can think of when you need it.”
“Pfft. Fucking Jordan, the wordsmith. Hey Tark, get a load of this guy’s jumpsuit. It’s decked out in Xmas lights.”
“Huh.”

appreciating (“The gift that keeps on giving”). Not that they weren’t a pill to swallow in their own right -- Tarkus and his volatile ‘Rall-induced tantrums, Dave’s

The Cuban government was prepared to extradite me, no thanks to Obama’s

philandering, Larry’s mooching, and the general air of high-strung snizz head

historic diplomacy. I was fleeing to wherever they’d have me. One thing if they

confrontation and paranoia, the public unscrupulousness of their intimate affairs,

wanna hold my feet close to the flames, a whole other if they wanna press max

Tarkus’s inability to keep secrets, Dave’s passive-aggressive lying, Sal’s stealing --

charges and send me to the pen for six months, where I would no doubt be jailed

none of which Jordan was rookie to himself. He was never short-changed, just

in the psychiatric wing. I value my freedom too much to let them take it away for

pick-pocketed on the twisted merry-go-round where everyone gets a turn.

that long. So I can’t even reveal here where I’m headed; I’ve been legally advised

There were signs all along that they were in over their heads. But they had

to refrain. I’ve retained private counsel. If I’m not granted amnesty, I will change

slipped idly into a user’s lifestyle, wore his clothes, practiced his sleepless habits,

my name and disappear where they wouldn’t bother to expend the resources to

crushed hard on everybody but had little sex all considered. The rollers and snizz

find me and spend the rest of my life as an exile. Because I was jailed for twelve

heads I met, who listened to techno and frequented raves, and of whose sect I

hours, and if I am to define my own limits, twelve was torture. Six months without

deign to consider myself a peripheral member, as an amphetamine head who

my freedom; I discover in this late hour that I wouldn’t wish it upon my enemies

loved techno, were truly liberated artists. They lived like the stoner literary vaga-

nor any criminal against me. It is the garbage bin where we deposit the creeps we’d

bonds in The Savage Detectives and Hopscotch; they avoided stifling day work,

rather just not deal with, and I’m a white artist with investors, not some counter-

took odd jobs which there never seemed to be any shortage of to them, sold drugs,

cultural weirdo. Now the new DA and prosecutor, a public servant, wanna fry me

skipped taxes, and lived often off the kindness of strangers, hungry groupies or

for living. --’s a tough lawyer, but they’re declining to meet with him, meaning

moneyed fans: drug-addled futuristic hippies. If they were successful, it became

anything could happen on that day. Meaning they’re not meeting; they’re angling

another job; to host, perform, spin on a stage or elevated platform for waves of

to bat. Everybody shows their cards. So I must decide if it’s worth the risk of doing

literally ecstatic heads. One guy came to town and the first thing he did was call

six months. I did twelve hours and I’m telling you the answer is no. I support

for a homegirl. He spoke to no one else, just the comfort woman who in hindsight

women’s suffrage but I will not do solid time behind bars for this. -- says there is

seemed his chief invocation, all his reasons for being there and more.

zero possibility of serious repercussions. That this is a nuisance case. That at worst
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I will be mandated to attend a program. That a judge would be furious to be trying

“Don’t cut it too short. I like to be able to run my fingers through it.”

this to the full extent when it should’ve been handled by an ACD. I trust him. I’m

“Your nappy-headed ass?”

not trying to undermine his work. He says I’m the equivalent of a hypochondriac

“Watch that tongue, mister. These locks be all the island thass left in me.”

looking up symptoms on WebMD. By even peeping at LexisNexis, I’ve set myself

“Heh-heh. Lucas, why you still wear that cross? You don’t believe in God.”

up. I’m sure he’s right, but shit do those charges look bad in print.

“I wear it because I’m a hypochondriac o’ the soul. I stay concerned with where
I’m goin’ and shit.”

Lester hit up the shop yesterday. Wanted some molly. I say shore; just pony up,

“So, just in case? That’s what you’re gettin’ at?”

mah main man. He say he ain’t got no scratch, but he could proffuh his computer;

“What I’m gettin’ at is fate, big man. Or karma, whateva you wanna call it. They

then we parlayed. I gave him an ounce of that good shit, not that abject meth but

be unseen forces practicin’ in the everyday, just like you and me, but invisible,

that feel-good crystal kiss. But he wunn’t finished yet. Say can we talk in private.

‘least to most niggas.”

I say nigga ain’t no such thing as private no more. Anything you gottta say to me,

“MmmHmm. You preachin’ that Santeria shit again, ain’t ya?”

you can tell me in my shop. I told ‘Rique to give us un segundo, just to make him

“Nigga, just cut the hair. It’s all the same shit. You ever read Joseph Campbell?”

mo’ comfortable. He say, Lucas listen, and get this, the nigga just wanted to buy

“Joseph who?”

some herb for his grandma, who sick or somethin’. All par for the course, mah

“These niggas done wrote the same book like five hundred times. Joseph

man. But where you gonn’ get the cash for the herb? He say, I got some right here.

Campbell say we need a mythology to live by. It don’t matter which, so long

So I’m like, now you got scratch. Haha. Amigo! ‘Rique hollers what? I say, trai me

as your life is enriched by a personal narrative that frames the journey of your

una lanza, hombre! He say, lo mando con Esteban, que queda mas cerca.

human spirit. All cultures need this. Even if it’s just a tirade that function as a

I was cleanin’ out da whip the other day and found some scrap o’ notebook
paper from years back; I’m talkin’ Florida days. Back den I wunn’t called Lucas,

narrative, as long as it be expiating demons, then it’s pick your poison ‘n purge.
Your soul will thank you for it.”

nor did I run a unassuming auto-shop in no southern Alabama, tight with the

“Nigga, I dunno what the fuck you talkin’ about. You need God.”

authorities and wutnot. Nah, back den I was just a ordinary worker. I clean

“Just cut the hair.”

carpets. There was dignity in work back den, and Pope JP-II know about it --

Lucas smiles. The barber is shakin’ his damn head.

the universal ethic of toil, familiar to all men and women. Work make you more
human, in a very sensible way, an’ even if the pope was wrong about the mines ‘n
shit, his central premise be deep.
Put some drinks in front of me, crush up some Addies and I be givin’ afterhours philosophy seminars. Plato, that was my fav, man. I musta read the whole

“Clarence, why you always playin’ that soft jazz shit? Ain’t you got dat satellite
radio?”
“‘Cause believe it or not, it bring people together. My customers. All of ‘em.”
“Shit, play some Powell or ‘Trane up in this bitch, you get the whole neighborhood turnin’ into werewolves and linin’ up to get shaved.”

corpus. ‘Cept that shit about boys’ penises. I may be a simpleton, but the Theaete-

Laughter. The far away sounds of other shit happening -- toilets flushing, cocks

tus, though widely considered a minor work, that shit spoke to me. It was all about

fapping and whipping about, hairdryers roaring, shavers buzzing, leather making

types of knowledge and makin’ yo’ case effectively, but Plato was a smart-ass about

that friction sound under clients’ shifting postures, and the collective, vaporous

it too, pokin’ fun at himself and his peers. The point of dem books was to disqual-

weight common to musty c. 1950s establishments that’ve never been renovated,

ify everything through dialogue. In Plato’s world, we all sophists. Buncha walkin’

carried by the force of farts pushing through sixteen or so tight assholes at once

talkin’ fallacies wit’ big heads. But hey, whaddo I know?

or in intimate fluctuating symphony, floating in toto, odors overpowered by the

Barber shop. Lucas, aka Lucrecia, is sitting in the chair with his arms flopped

powerful stench of perfume and that fresh holy-like water they spray you with.

down beside him. He’s a regular with the chief barber here, but still has to remind
him to go easy on the length + volume every time.

Sara had been having these nightmares long enough and close enough together
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that she was almost starting to invite them, enjoying them as lucid dreams and

genuine relationship until he died alone and unmarried in the castle’s library. The

playfully enacted fantasies. Ceajae was the sort of character who could flash a

spook factor was a fun thing for the kids.

devilish smile at the possibilities. She’s caught him looking at her like two or three
times. I bet he’s thought of it. I know because I can spot a filthy mind out of a

“Guess what? I got you that cute, dorky thing you’ve been wanting.”

crowd. And rotten minds think alike.

“... the Risograph?”

The upcoming holiday with her clan will ensure several things; Loretta -- the

“No! Gonna have to try harder if you’re gonna guess!”

aging single mother and engineer who happens to be a functioning alcy -- her

“I don’t wanna guess.”

mouth and the surrounding flesh will be stained by Blue Curacao. Just about every-

“... Something wrong? Feeling blue?”

one is amazed at how much this woman can drink and remain socially acceptable,

“... No, honey. I’m just tired is all.”

if a little bit cynical: “I tell my kids, history’s in the past,” says the caustic engi-

“Okee, well it can wait. I don’t wanna give it to you when you’re feeling sad.”

neer to polite Uncle Lester, showing off his antique Roman combs and razors,

“...”

unmoved by any measure of self-awareness. Uncle L’s a bona fide drunk when

“You don’t wanna talk about it?”

drunk. He takes it out on beleaguered Agustina with bitter envy over her willed

“Not really.”

inheritances. A castle from Uncle Bob that she, Cait and Frederick called home

“You mind if I talk?”

for years until they sold it anticipating the birth of Isis and the sketchy backwater

“No, that would be lovely.”

that their old town was turning into; junkmen lurking behind tinted windows

“... Well, the CIA got a pair of golden cuffs with your name on it.”

near the cemetery after dark, a ruined mill economy, pervasive alcoholism and

“Mmhmm.”

remoteness geographically and in terms of posterity’s breadth of opportunity all

“I like having the toilet seat down... do you agree?”

were factors in Agustina and Frederick’s decision to move southwest, where the

“I sure do. I don’t like looking at it, when it’s up.”

finest grade school system in the country resided, and a police station only two

“Yeah, it’s unsightly.”

blocks away, square on their new house’s road. The castle was poorly cared for
thereafter, its legendary sunroom’s massive windows in structural shambles, and

Mal’s cellular rings. She reaches in her purse and stares at her smartphone’s
screen for a good four seconds.

its magical portcullis torn down with nothing remarkable emerging in its place,

“... I have to take this. Do you mind?”

just a destructive afterthought to make its facade resemble something more ordi-

“Not at all!”

nary, the moat with all its singing bullfrogs drained and filled with untilled dirt,

“Okay. Hey. A sprig fell on it? From a tree? Just eat around it. Uh-huh. Uh-huh.

the gardens trampled; it was like a terrible pesticide, despoiler of impure thoughts,

Oh. Hahahahaha! Adam, have you seen this guy’s apartment? Ah, it’ll break your

had taken root there.

heart. Phenomenal and peerless... Are you still talking about the guy’s apartment?

Uncle Sherman, for all his foibles with deceased Auntie Margaret, swooped in

No it’s trenchant, Adam. What goes in the paper is exactly what we need. Well,

on by the town pariah and swept into an immediate second marriage with hands

that’s an ad hominem fallacy and you know it. I’m not gonna look it up for you.

in pockets, still held down a smile better than most. Uncle L however was quietly

It’s when you’re wrong, okay? Well now that’s just an aloof argument. Okay. I’ll see

resentful of his sister, who had the biggest, most architecturally ambitious doll

what I can do. He hasn’t flipped yet. I have to get off the phone. No, he’s not here.

house for a reason, first in line for inheritances of sentimental value because she

He’s kinda been actin’ super sketchy lately. Okay. I’ll call you after midnight. Bye.

simply deserved them, always chatty and genuinely curious, eager to keep her

(click) I gotta run, hon. Muah. Bring you back anything?”

adults company, asking them questions about their childhoods while Uncle L was

“Nah, that’s okay. We still doin’ charades tomorrow?”

out catching ‘coons and getting dirty with the boys. Uncle Bob bequeathed her

“Yuh-huh! Wouldn’t miss it.”

the castle for the simple reason that they were on strong talking terms and had a

“Same time, same place?”
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through the pineless gray shuddering of the mist with steps that evoke a coronary
thud, through Lynchian deltas and treacherous cataracts spawning an oeuvre of

Agustina was a battered, homeless housewife when she and Cait took perma-

overcast impressionist climates and resinous moss onto dedicated highway exits

nent residence at the castle on Church Street. You can still visit it now, and as

spilling over into stubborn suburban arteries, themselves bleeding into former

broke-ass Frederick would say, anyone in a position to invest the money could

valleys and trailer parks so barren that crows alight fearlessly on stopped cars, and

buy the property -- a whole castle with all its gothic trappings -- for under 100k

so as not to leave anywhere out, etc.

and renovate it for only a little more. Frederick claims he once saw the ghost of

So but Uncle L still gets drunk and abuses his sister. His prized daughter Irene

a woman in the parlor from the arch of their dining room, having stood up to

just got hitched and is living in an apartment above a pizza shop. Agustina is

ask what of this clearly demented middle-aged woman who somehow wandered

herself a refuge for lost souls, and once you’re her kid, you’re hers forever. Doesn’t

into their house. Agustina always kept the exterior doors locked and the interiors

matter that you’re not related. Lester’s house has its own hoard of skeletons. His

open, rearing their daughters in an atmosphere of collective trust, under a strict

son Thomas grew up with his own proper set of neuroses centered mostly on

knock before entering policy to engender respect for privacy, the value that binds

compulsive lying. There was also the weirdness about Lester and his wife Agnes

trust. Frederick also once told his daughters that he saw a unicorn in their back-

not letting Thomas and Irene be alone in the same room together, one of those

yard, and neither of the three has ever brought it up again in adulthood, preferring

things you just left alone. ‘Course, Lena Dunham’s making headlines for writing

to keep it that way. All three understood on a precocious and subliminal level

about looking at her sister’s vagina in her memoirs, so I guess the floodgates are

the message of Santa Claus and the torment of Catholic Church, which they quit

open and I can freely admit to having had an incestuous relationship with my

attending once they moved to their new, affluent suburb in the southwestern part

sister and my cousin, and that this is perfectly normal for kids to have libidinous

of the state; in part owing to Isis’s chronic fainting spells at mass. Isis was the sick,

impulses, so normal that I assure you, every house in America contains these

bedeviled child, going through several disconcerting phases that left their mark,

skeletons, if you can even call them that. Thanks Ms. Dunham, for once again

including a dependence on her parents that, while they were resounding in their

opening the door for us pervs and making this nation of readers a more liberated,

household decree that every member must begin working at sixteen (Cait was

compassionate place. If it’s a manufactured publicity stunt, kudos all the more.

selling retail clothes, ballet dancing, and making legitimate art at fifteen, Isis at

Facetiousness becomes you.

fourteen worked at a local ice cream stand even while dropping out of school, and

As the youngest daughter, I’m the most finicky with money and the most

with Sara they were just too tired to effectively enforce self-reliance, going soft as

good-looking. Isis has just got nothing on these chops when it comes to Ceajae or

hyper-active parents often do), meant countless sick days, impulsive and reckless

boys in general. She may be summa-cum-laude or whatever but I’m a real woman.

decisions whose costly outcomes she would come to regret, an early psychiatric

I’m the one who’s most like mom. I know what a woman suffers for. Ain’t no man

profile, early disability checks to help foot the medical bills, and a wildness of

gonna take my black beauty away when I get my hands on him. Ceajae’s only half,

character -- a fierceness of womanhood imparted by her mother’s residual terror

but he knows what I want; I can feel it. Like a spell of Raynaud’s syndrome, the

of scary men -- that was frightening enough in its own dimension. These warped

tips of my fingers and toes deoxygenate when our eyes meet. We have all the same

pieces of ghostly history still exist in America, all throughout New England

tastes in movies and clothes. She just wants him for his money. That’s what the

flanked by rushing streams and weeping willows, and through the Hudson Valley,

fam’s really about; work and money. And they’ve never saved a cent, thanks to my

scattering the evaporated sunsets of August over the white foam-flecked cliffs and

selfish sister’s insanity.

haunted lighthouses of East Maine and Rhode Island and the melted foliage of

She has always gotten what she wants. A charmed life; what a load of horse

fall all the way west to California, but not before grazing a complicated ecology of

pucky. Mom even had to quit her job to take care of her. When she came home

marshes, plains, deep grottoes and heartbreaking painted deserts, buffalo which

for Christmas with Colin I almost gagged. And now she thinks that after screwin’

are much larger in person than you’d expect, dwarfing stray vehicles that wander

her more than fair share she gets to find love? Love with a Swiss bank account?
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Please. Tonight, when Uncle Lester’s got the floor and starts talking about clocks,

out of trouble because I’m one of the good ones. Even Cait played favorites. Still

the metronomic tick-tock, tick-tock that drives me crazy but which he swears is a

does; they’re closer in just about every way, and Cait thinks I hate her kids, even

tonic for craziness, I’ll reach over while everyone’s entertained and distracted and

though I spend more time playing with my nephews than Isis the New Yorker. But

touch Ceajae’s knee, accidentally enough but just a tad sensual, to let him know I

everyone’s so glad to see her and Ceajae too. Cait wouldn’t pick me up from the

care about him, like a brother but also like so much more.

bus stop, arguing that it was only two blocks from her house and grow up, but it’s

I’ve let three different men know I wunn’t playing with restraining orders.

at least five and breezy and I don’t see why she has to be such a bitch. I know she

Never fuck with a cop’s daughter. Daddy ran a thorough background check on

has kids, but gimme a break, I’m her little sister. Sometimes I feel like they’re all

one of ‘em and I found out he wasn’t even in college, didn’t have a job. He was a

just a bunch of hicks.

nobody. Just a small fry in the judicial system’s terms. I felt a little sorry for him,

Tomorrow’s the big day, an untimely reunion hormonally for me, who just got

so Dad said I didn’t have to sign the affidavit if I didn’t want to, even if the stuff in

her period four days early. Fuck! Isis always loved her period, found her body’s

it’s all true. No judge in their right mind would look at a prosecutor’s aggressive

natural cycles calming because, like say a patient accustomed to recognizing anxi-

move here as anything more than opportunistic, careerist arrogance. The defen-

ety attacks can identify the routine symptoms -- sweaty palms, Raynaud’s, tachy-

dant retained private council. He was white and apolitical. Didn’t vote, didn’t

cardia, tightness in the chest or a sensation of constriction in the upper abdo-

pay taxes, lived off his mommy’s allowances. Like I said, I felt sorry for him but

men and the host of afflictions you think you suffer with such certainty that your

betrayed nonetheless. He was assessed to be of no practical risk to society. Later

body mimics their symptoms, things you probably don’t have but are no big deal

that summer from college, he drove his car over a bridge. The autopsy’d shown

anyway: serotonin syndrome, numbness on the left presaging a stroke... and even-

he was highly intoxicated on like two liters of alcohol toxicity, plus had ingested

tually, release from anxiety.

an ill-advised dose of benzos, had THC in his blood, and even a little angel dust,

When Daddy had his stroke, I was the first one to see him in the recovery

which was later determined to have been smoked an hour before the accident at a

room. He looked happy, if a little weak, which is how I knew he’d be alright. His

hustler’s apartment in Worcester who was just being friendly, giving him one for

cheeks had color and he looked dignified in his temporary but frozen state of

the road. Said hustler faced criminal and civil conviction and was incarcerated I

repose, and glad to see me. Daddy’s never played favorites. Mom... I’m not sure.

forget where. He was friends with friends of mine, and you could say I was outcast

She certainly seems prouder of Isis, and only frightened for me, going off to these

for it. What those punks just don’t get is I’m the daughter of a battery victim. I

far-away places where people need me. I’d get started on the bequeathing, which

have a right not to be afraid. Anybody with half a heart could figure that.

seems tilted in Isis’s favor; even Cait agrees, but that’d be petty to call it like that.

Mom was making stir-fry, a vegan treat just for little ole’ me. What is Isis plan-

Petty of any of us to bicker over our parents’ scant collection of heirlooms. But

ning to do? Get hitched with Ceajae... I know how badly she wants a baby. But in

you can’t tell Isis nothing. It’s all just a cutesy game for her. That’s why when she

New York City today? She’d have to be loose somewhere. She don’t have that kind

got to have Brian in high school, she acted like that was just the way the chips fell.

of money. She and hers are barely scraping by on that claustrophobic one-bed-

Actually, she swooped in and stole him from under my spell while I wasn’t lookin’.

room, and that’s only ‘cuz Ceajae’s moneyed; a stockman, scarecrow and pirate of

Mom didn’t stand up for me. Dad didn’t have anything to say. I had to let it go or

thoroughly naughty reading materials. Isis will be losing money in school for ‘til

I’d have looked crazy. Well, wait ‘til I tumble her house of cards.

she’s thirty-five. Sorry sis, he just inn’t right for you, and he ain’t stickin’ around for
a dried-up ole’ cunt like yours.

Isis who loves her periods, loves the almost manic sexuality of increased fertility, and even the burn-out period thereafter. She can’t have ‘em anymore since she

Isis and I had a model childhood and deeply sororal bond as kids. I remember

got that IUD, which by the way I heard was a fight in the hospital waiting room,

she used to pick on me; she and that awful girl Esmé would always make me the

about how Ceaj’ didn’t think Isis was fun anymore. This immediately before a

butt of their cruel jokes. And when mom would try to punish her, she’d never get

nurse shoved a robot through her cervix giving her the agony of a lifetime, makes

around because I’d always be rushing to my older sister’s defense. I’d lie to get her

me think Ceajae is in fact crazy enough to go for it if I make the first move.
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I hate that I have it. I’ve always hated them. I just wanna fertilize my eggs once

Maybe Isis doesn’t put out like she used to. She has been a crab all day to just about

or twice and seal it up down there. When I bleed, it’s viscous strings of bloody

everyone. I nearly had a heart attack when she started crying and told Mom she

ooze upon more and more threads of mucosal matter by the pint. I can’t control it

misses home. It just reeks of stifled dependency. Grow up, Isis.

enough so I often stain my new underwear or get embarrassed when it comes on

I played with thoughts like these until I finally drifted off at about 3am, shortly

suddenly and pools, once seeping through my skirt and onto my hot date’s leather

after my sinuses had returned to their normal size. When I fell asleep, I did so

couch. Once I stained the bath mat, ‘cuz after I had inserted my menstrual cup,

confidently and bitterly, and saw no traces of nightmares.

I grazed my Skene’s gland and aroused myself on accident, and I have no muscle

In the morning, I woke up to the faint sound of Isis and Ceajae laughing

tone when I’m bleeding and open, so it slipped out and splashed on my new Doc

together, emanating through the floorboards. I got sad when I realized I hadn’t

Martens. Now I work out my muscle tone daily. If the strongest muscle in the

laughed like that with someone in years. I haven’t been on a nice, continuous

human body is down there, and it’s true; it is, then mine is the strongest of all. I

string of dates since three years ago, and that was with Rudy, who didn’t amount

can pinch a cock of any size and circumference, and I can target my Kegel maneu-

to nothin’. I heard he was still carving phony Indian souvenirs in upstate New

vers to send tentative waves of fingertip-precise pressure down his shaft. I usually

York. Nate doesn’t count. He just doesn’t; we were good friends. Dating just felt

save this move for that latency period immediately following orgasm. It’s a good

convenient. He wasn’t even a good friend to me; not emotionally available at all

woman’s secret weapon to make him stay, ‘least for a little while, eager as they

-- bailed on me once when Mom had cancer and he was supposed to come visit

often are to just roll over and crash on a budget. But I ain’t no budget girl; if you

with me like last minute because he just couldn’t handle it, even though he was

cummin’ in me, you best be facilitating your little guys. That’s if I like you enough.

fine staying over at my apartment, drinking and smoking with his chums: imma-

I want to have Ceajae’s beautiful half-Jamaican babies. I want to have a

ture, unhealthy, and lazy; totally unaccomplished at everything he set his mind to.

red-headed one too -- maybe Scott; he’s getting old and I think he’d like a kid.

I realize that a lot of my anger these days is directed at Nate. Why, I don’t know.

I could give that to him. I so would. I don’t especially want Asian babies, but as

It just is.

a white woman I have to think what’s practical and what kind of currency I’m

Dad rode upfront with Mom. Cait had to postpone her projected arrival

carrying if I opt for a donor. But that’s a last resort; I wanna fall in love first just

because the baby caught the flu. Not for nothing but typical Cait. I rode behind

like everybody else. I wanna snag me a brute and feel like I need to get my IUD

Dad, and next to me was Isis, who wouldn’t shut up about her new leaders fellow-

‘cuz if I don’t, I risk having a baby, because my body wants his germs so bad I get

ship at school, and made a point of citing how selective the program is several

aggressive, it brings out the worst in me, I turn into an Amazonian vixen with

times. She talked about how she’d been playing fiddle; thanks for the violin lessons

special powers, I pounce on him like it’s rape, and I plunge his throbbing member

Daddy, so proud sweetheart, and tap dancing, but Appalachian style now. I don’t

into my dripping, wide-open cunt. Wide-on. That’s what you call a girl’s arousal

usually get this catty with my sister. In fact, I never do. I’m not sure what brings

state. So I’d get the IUD to have like maybe a year’s fun of just us first.

it out of me now that everything she says is laced with arrogance and warrantless

Last night, as I lay perfectly awake and sound in my mother’s spare guest room,
which when not in use by humans is steadfastly the cat’s room, his dander blan-

arrogance at that. I’d compare it to the tizzy of cattiness that befalls a room full of
girls watching The Bachelor.

keting every surface, triggering allergens and giving me the sniffles and blood-

Lately it’s been stomach aches and abdominal cramps. I’ve been on amphet-

shot, teary eyes, I thought of all the boys I’d made cry. There was Chris, who told

amines for... it’ll be a year end of August. And the side-effects only accumulate

me he loved me. And John, who made me dinner only to regurgitate his end of

as your brain gets progressively used to being used. Fuck with your dopamine

that bargain. Never mind that Isis always gets the proper guestroom, because she

levels enough ‘n you end up screwed and scarred in a cul-de-sac of Tourette’s

never doesn’t have a date. I don’t like the spooks in that room anyway. Nineteenth

tics like you don’t know. That’s also ‘cuz I went off brand name when my insur-

century portraiture of dead relatives, and dark-hued dramatic wallpaper with

ance announced it would stop covering it without prior contraindication; generic

asymmetrical floral patterns. I can’t hear but I bet they’re fucking. Or maybe not.

meds, while hashed together of the same chemical ingredients, follow cruder
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recipes and carry more surprising side-effects. The problem remains that you

pointed east. Being, Sara. Remember? We both welcomed the most morally diffuse

can’t see or operate on the metaphysical mind. What I can’t explain is how, in the

and fatally discursive, most peerless drug acumens around. Remember when the TV

months since I’ve stopped traveling, I’ve gone from having zero sexual interest

spoke Derrida? Kafka’s hair gel? You acted with impunity. Now it’s high time we take

to this: fantasizing and fetishizing about dicking over my own sister to the point

the training wheels off this bike. On behalf of the multiverse, I relieve you.

where I am able to police my own thoughts and do nothing. This is the stuff of
scandal, of asylum intake. Is this the sound of my biological clock ticking? It feels

. . . and bid adieu to these doleful remonstrances . . .

like my uterus is about to prolapse and is confessing in its last gasps, “I wanted to
do that.” But alas, you can’t always get what you want. A mean-spirited truism if
ever there was, and set to song it’s just insufferable.

The two sisters and Ceajae agree to walk to the coast together before parting
ways for the night. They all walk arms crossed from the cold. Ceajae talks the tarot

That evening, after everyone had settled into their shacks, Isis and Ceajae had

and surfing, and a comic he was supposedly writing and having illustrated about

gone for their private stroll, Nana Nancy had visited, fallen asleep, and visited

both, with a twelve-year-old girl protagonist who surfs the galaxy and draws on

some more, after Frederick himself had passed out, having spent the last awkward

tarot and occult symbols to fight the Brood, a race of evil space aliens with cosmic

hour “looking for a vein,” joked Ceajae rather unwholesomely and to everyone’s

powers of clairvoyance and manipulation, who are all-powerful and beset humans

discomfirt or confoundment, the celebration commenced. Loretta’s mouth was

for sport. It’s a little bit like HP Lovecraft, with illustrations by this English boy

blue. She had served them all a “weak one, for the kiddies,” which was not weak

who’s in love with Ceaj’ and snail-mails him sinuous Escher-esque sketches of

but strong enough to put everyone in a silly mood. Able to go to sleep right then

skulls and complicated, gill-like diaphragms -- “He’s an anatomical surrealist.” So

and there but not wanting to, Sara stays up and delicately hovers over Isis and

but the lonely surfer girl’s the only thing standing between her own race and who

Ceajae, not trying to get sucked into any other social vortex at that moment.

knows? The conceit of the serial is that not even surfer girl really knows what the

Everytime she makes eye contact with Ceajae, she gets an arrhythmia and tries to

jester-like aliens want, whose style of mischief verges on little more than clueless,

prolong it as long as possible, until the butterflies burst and avert her gaze.

spirited pranking, and whose astral connections, as I said before, are numerous

Agustina kisses each of her girls on the forehead and embraces Ceajae. She’s

and omniscient, thus making this battle truly a match of wits; the fates of many

going to bed. Loretta and Nana have been bragging for fag hag street cred too

unrelated things in the hands of children. The sand’s glassy sediment embeds itself

long.

a little painfully between Ceajae’s big and adjacent toe. Sara’s concentration is kind

“My son’s gay! I told him to eat a dick! I don’t care.”
“I knew a colored chef who was gay.”

of surfing in place right now. Isis is tuning in and out.
“Phoning Home. It just means calling the past. Aesthetically, it’s the most

Nana is especially of the generation that missed what political correctness and

nostalgically platitudinous thing. But in practice, it’s talking with ghosts. It’s

cultural sensitivity even means. But her heart is firm. Loretta is just characteris-

uncovering a lifetime of buried memories; digging without direction until you

tically a vulgar sensibility, but nobody seems to mind enough to give her a piece.

start going in circles by accident, or force of habit that attaches one to something,

She never puts anyone else in their place and implicates herself so heavily in their

some place that belongs in the past yet constantly, persistently like a nuisance

gregarious holiday that it’s not quite endearing, but not offensive either. It’s a show.

relapse finds its way -- its shapes, forms and textures -- into the present. It’s a

A character study. Documentary fodder.

two-way line as well, meaning the past can contact you too.”

When did we stop challenging each other? Just ‘cos you’d been hurt. Remember

Isis laughs. Ceajae cocks his head and smiles at her. He holds her hand. Feeling

when you said I was the only one who could keep up with you? We were intellectual

friendly, he reaches for Sara’s hand, grabbing it and pulling her close. First gently,

equals, Sara. Cosmic twins. Recall what Immanuel Kant said about lying in the

then firmly. The cold whittles at their shins. The gas heater’s gurgling can be heard

categorical imperative, how it didn’t exist. I never read Heidegger, except for what

through the wall of Loretta’s shack.

he wrote on poetry. He transformed the metaphysical landscape. His shit always

“Transference. Channeler shit.”
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“You dork.”

neighboring shack, slowing to a saunter as she reaches the door, a spooked expres-

“You guys are dorks.”

sion and a start when just as she’s self-consciously balled up her tiny fist in slow

“Hey, you’re my little sister; you don’t get to say that.”

motion to knock, a tight gust issues forth through her breeches from her backside,

Isis seductively waves an index finger as she says this.

deftly levitating her skirt like an act of mana. Suddenly Nana opens the door,

“Like hell I don’t.”

catching her hands busy in mid-adjustment, a little frazzled, and Nana goes,

Sara suddenly sprints off in the direction of the oceanfront carnival. They
watch her image recede for a while before they lock lips and call it a night.
A fit of broad sunrise welcomes the day. Agustina is up and going at breakfast

“Ooohhh. I was just going to see your mother and father. They’ve got fireworks
tonight and I wanna be sure we all get a good seat over by the carnival.”
“Oh sure thing, Nana. Is Sara awake yet?”

by six, and by then Frederick has already consumed his ergonomic breakfast of

“I dunno... I must’ve been out when you three finally turned in last night.”

two protein-rich granola bars, which he calls “cereal bars,” a habit left over from

“You didn’t see her come in at all?”

when he was a kid. Isis kisses Ceajae and emerges from their bedroom her typical

Isis steps in.

ebullient morning self to capture some valued solo time with her parents, sans

“Why no, I thought she was with you.”

Ceajae as he could easily dream big in bed for another hour.

“She was, but...”

“Top of the mornin’ to y’all!”
“Top of the mornin’, angel.”

Isis enters Sara’s abode without knocking, which definitely would’ve irked Sara
had she turned in.

“Where’s Sara? Is she still sleeping?”

“She’s gone.”

“I guess. Didn’t she go out with you two last night? I bet she’s as stubborn as

“Dear?”

Ceajae.”
Isis maunders over toward the window parallel to Sara’s.

“She’s gone, Nana. Her bed’s still made. She must’ve not come home last night.”
The search began immediately by Isis, who walked to the edge of the coast

“Her blinds are shut.”

and tried to recall where they were standing the night before. It was impossible to

“Yep. She’s probably just taking it all in. You know how hard she’s worked this

tell. She took in the vast panorama of sky and sun and felt the enormous ache of

year.”

distance. Like somebody took a dry eraser and blotted out Sara, then filled in her

“Well, should I go wake her? I wanted to spend some sister time too.”

microscopic insignificance, relative to the horizon’s hypnotic size and scope that

“Don’t bother. Nana’s been up since your father. Sooner or later, she’ll be clam-

Old Orchard Beach is known for, blending pastels to camouflage her absence with

orin’ enough to wake Loretta.”

some semblance of contiguity against a heavy, diffuse nothingness. What if she

Frederick, Isis and Agustina laugh heartily.

never came back? Would the pictures that contained her in ivory frames on her

“Is Cait coming with...”

parents’ living room mantle cease to render her image? Would she and her little

“Yep, she’s comin’ with the baby. Should be here by lunch time. Auntie Anabelle

sister be split in two, the frames sealed in the bottomless bramble of the basement?

too. She’s coming just for the day. You know how she is.”
“You know, Mom... I’m gonna just go sneak a peek on Sara. Last night she was
acting weird.”
“Oh, alright hon. For breakfast, we’ve got cheddar and broccoli quiche, iceberg
lettuce on salad with raspberries...”

What are the odds? There is no precedent for this disappearing act in Sara’s repertory. Is she acting out? Are there things inside her I never saw, that no one saw?
You pick what happens. You’re reading. This just became a choose-your-ownadventure story. So fry up some peppers and throw on a working-class album, get
Ceajae to channel Aleister Crowley, because the rest is a waiting game and who

“Okay mom, just a sec.”

wants to read that? Who wants to imagine a family minus one of its members?

Agustina frowns as Isis steps out. Frederick is his usual quiet self. Ceajae

What if everyone moved on and found happiness in new loves and peace in

tosses and turns in a dreamy but lucid REM hangover. Isis marches toward the

humble stardust? I bet you’d still spite your face because damn it, it still isn’t the
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same without you; not the way we wrote it, when we were mad and in love with

control. Remember when we had control? Me either. Now we both get to think

each other and dreamt big plans, when we claimed we were descendant of the

through everything we ignored, but now it’s forever and a day.

same inorganic compounds and that it made us sacrosanct, and the memories we

He was so good to me, mommy. How could anybody be so profoundly fucked up?

were making and all the imagined possibilities for the future -- they’re still with

You know I’m speaking to you. Do you feel me breathe, Sara? Do you hear

us, behind us and ahead -- just different now. Changed irrevocably. What could

me waking up in the night to piss the rim of the toilet seat in a drugged stupor?

be more tragic than a missing person? Cosmic twins, separated at birth, only to

No? I’m trying to reach you, wherever you are. I’m calling collect next time. I’m

return to each other’s arms for a mere blink, at least have the consolation that

boarding a plane or bus to come see you. I know you’ll probably have accumu-

they met -- far from the most tragic thing in the world is that consolation -- but

lated multiple sex partners. I’m wrestling with that notion everyday and learning

a missing person is lost to all with a tendency to make others feel like pieces

to accept it. It’s not too late, Sara. You’re not too far gone, are you? Babe, I’m

of themselves have gone equally missing. Hope burns slowly. Isis is panicking,

here! I’m bloody! Pick up your fallen comrade. I fought for you. Remember when

weeping, saying she knew there was something off last night. An internal struggle

we fought side by side together? Where the fuck are you?! When did I become

between sisters. They called the police. You can read all about the statistics on

the chimera? I’ve been trampled by a demonstration. My medicine cabinet’s been

missing persons, which change the longer they’ve been missing. Did Sara leave

tampered with. Militant freaks have beaten me, left me to lie on the sidewalk with

of her free will? Did she feel forced out? Was she abducted? Did somebody turn

my teeth in the gutter. I’ve been branded a pedophile, blacklisted by the mafia and

on her? By mid-afternoon, the celebration is over, the festivities muted. They

the CIA; I’ve been running from the big man in the high tower, watching me from

wait, and wait. You want me to spell it out for you?

his windowed outpost. I’ve committed no crime but against you, my one and only

Sara never came back to watch the fireworks show. She went permanently

true love. This is all I can do, exclamate like a high-strung sop. It’s not enough to

missing and unsolved. I know Isis was hysterical, beside herself, completely

bring you back to life, but it works for me. And others will fall head over heels

undone. She reached out in earnest. But I don’t know how her family shouldered

for us, like we did for each other, except it won’t be us. We’ll be smarter, more

the grief, though I often wonder. You see, I never went missing, but I went gone

clever and beautiful and badass. And more disturbed. It’ll be different this time

from them too, when they were my family -- Agustina my mother, Fred my father,

but we’ll know it’s still the same. Our lives will be sorted out from the mundane,

Sara my girl, Ceajae my brother. I lost them all when she left me and booted me

edited to a featureless pulp where once there was a face. Every action will bear

from my home because she was scared, but how does the person you know most

credible consequence when I have at those myriad details that make up life in a

in the world get around to scaring you? You’d scare yourself with that attitude.

sterile environment called time. It’ll fit like a pocketbook, perhaps neatly in your

You’d think so, but nah. I was a scary motherfucker to my family and I’ve been

purse; but it could never be happy anymore as the mess we made. It’s an exorcism

stricken from the books. I don’t know if it’s retribution or redemption or poetic

of the highest order, last prelude to a vow of silence. I’m hereby lodging a formal

justice. I’ll never know. And I miss them, but it’s too late for that. On the other

complaint -- pick up after your own ghost, please.

hand, it’s never too late to remember, to wrap your arms around an empty consolation, a delusion that you were still worth something to them, to her, even when
you were a scary larry.
Sara; I must call you Sara now. I shan’t, shall not call you by your real and
beautiful name, but a more common, anonymous one now. I know I came off
strong, but when did this become our dynamic? That I’d say something to piss
you off and you have me brought before a tribunal? I beg to differ; we were better
than that. If I scared you, you could’ve thought it through. If I was anything other
than white, roots notwithstanding, the repercussions would’ve been out of your
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and infuriated Jordan every time without fail. She would go cold and cunty like
the Seine’s own clochard bite. On such few occasions, Jordan used gendered insults
on her. On one, he slapped her. In this emergency state, there was no getting
through to Jane’s deep well of kindhearted sentiment. Or her feelings for Jordan,
which were plain-black and obvious and teeming with attachment desperation. In

XII.
S E V E N L O N G AV E N U E S O F L OV E

Nice, she almost didn’t forgive him for leaving her on the beach without a phone
or euro. He found her ten minutes later, having procured a bar of hash for them
to smooth things over in his coat pocket, to a frosted bitchslap. Jordan, in all his
abundantly charmed life, never got down with the simple intuition to think about
other people when he heated up. The most and least he could do was run away.
They had a blast and loved the fuck out of each other. In retrospect, Jordan
can frankly assess that all their arguments were about power and control. Power
over each other, and the most neurotic control over every touchy aspect of the

In Roatán, or simply Roa, Jane and Jordan wore matching scowls all the way

situation.

from the hour-long ferry ride, through the twenty-minute cab ride on mute to

The girls he dated young before Jane all seemed somehow a discrete web of

the hotel, when they checked into their rooms and spent the next two-and-a-half

discontinuity from himself. There was Branca, bleach blonde like Jane used to be,

hours in frenzied states of argument and laconic states of resentment followed by

who suffered no fools. She was in low-budget Super 8s and 16mm shorts, and at

exhausted cuddling on the floor. When they arrived, they had it out in typically

the time worked in publishing. She was good, as lover and as friend, a soft hand

luxurious fashion in a roach-infested suite with a canopy bed and panoramic view

at cuddling, usually in no rush to spring out of bed in the morning and a lot of

of a very aesthetically sound (8-P) walk-in pool over the cliffs -- and beyond,

fun to be around. But by the time I breathe another sentence, I get bored. Like I’m

the roaring Atlantic with the tiny, faint heads of a group of divers bobbing in the

dropping homages and acknowledgments to people I don’t even know anymore

pummeling crest. Jordan thinks briefly of something he overheard the proprietor

to please my therapist, who thinks restructuring my memories in this way, coun-

say, that a night dive is an absolutely fabulous way to kill yourself for life insur-

terintuitive to drug and reflex addicts who characteristically try to flee from and

ance. Too bad Jordan has no heirs to his name, otherwise he might consider it.

demolish their memory, is exactly the kind of awareness exercise I should be prac-

He has a peculiar reminiscence while scrolling through an unrelated Insta-

ticing. But all I can think about is Jane. And sometimes Mal. As if I slipped into a

gram, of a very dimly lit and verdant passage they walked together, where he was

different lovesuit each time I went to bed with someone and I outgrew them, the

sure they didn’t fight.

lovesuits. I had a hard time imagining, because for two years when I was in love,

Not like in Paris, where they took their psychotic melee to the gates of

every time we fucked, or almost every time, well, I didn’t want a finger up my ass

Versailles, the neatest private room hostel in chic Montmartre and the picturesque

for nothing, or to fuck her so hard it hurt her, and I hesitated, but she said keep

streets of Rue Emile Zola, Jean Vigo, the Boulevard du Montparnasse, the Quai

going, because every finger and centimeter of skin and organ was like white gun

d’Orsay, to the fountains of the Port du Louvre, north to Normandy and the Allied

powder on fire, a bite of raw sugarcane, or a hit of pure oxytocin to the spinal cord.

battlements, and back across the ocean to quaint Provincetown where they first

“Selfishly thinking in the present while blocking out potential future conse-

consummated their loving relationship. Everywhere they went, upon a month of

quences and possible past influences is exactly the kind of behavior that got you

gut-wrenching romance, they practiced and endured terrible, violent fights. Jane

here, Jordan.”

would yell “Rapist!” and Jordan would run straight into traffic, and make threats

What could he say? When you’re right, you’re right.

on their arrangement, while she would play her oldest hand, the one that incensed

“Remember Jordan, this is the judgment-free zone after all.”
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“Doc, I’m ready. The zone cannot hold me. The deed is my baby, but she can
take care of herself.”
“So you think you’re ready? I’m amused. Go ahead. What’s the worse thing
you’ve ever done?”

worth some money, Will and Ariel Durant’s complete Story of Civilization, and
my tin barrister’s shelf, with the glass displays, oh man... my lime-green Hoosier
cabinet! Which we both loved, and I know she picked out, but I paid for it, I paid
to have it shipped, all the way from Texas. It cost me like $800. And I loved it too.

“That’s the thing. It’s not one thing. It’s everything. My life’s work. Everything

It’s just not fair. To this day, I’ve yet to give her any reason not to trust me. She

I am is a lie. In reality, I’m just a two-bit bourgeois loser surviving on a dwindling

changed the locks! For Jesus’ sake, I’m thirty-five. Most guys my age coming out

inheritance, I’m still obsessed with the same girl since we started as butt-buddies a

of a severely long-term relationship are left emasculated. Forget libido, they’re

year ago, and I live under the delusion that I am of any consequence as a ‘liberated

alone and they’re annoying. No one wants to treat them differently, and they’re

artist.’ Who am I kidding, I’m just a flamer who’s awful with finances, even though

used to being special in someone’s eyes, to being number one, the number one son!

nobody’s ever written a goddamn thing about my work.”

(This last italicized part is uttered in affected stereotypical Chinese American) No

“This is not constructive. This is narcissistic self-absorption. This is not a new
problem, but one you recreate every day. And you know the solution.”
“Oh, c’mon, are you kidding me? That’s not good enough? I gave you everything. You’re provoking me.”
“Jordan, I have no reason to provoke you, ever. You’re paying me to help you.
This is your time. I’ll follow you around this room. I’m the guy you want to be
talking to. Believe me.”
“I know I can come on strong. 104,000. That’s my top score in Galaga. Interstellar arcade game from the 1980s. I love that number. I’d get it tattooed on my

wonder they feel entitled to love. They really need it.”
“Well Jordan, we’re just about rounding out our time here, so breathe, compose
yourself, and stop scratching your head over that ottoman. That’s suede and you’re
getting flakes on it.”
Jordan rises suddenly to a stand-still.
“For next week: first of all, take a shower. Secondly, let’s begin to think about
some of the bigger questions. Such as for instance, what is Jordan Strong going
to do with his life? How’s he going to come out on top, when all’s said and done?
When the fat old lady sings?”

wrist if I wasn’t so self-conscious. I guess I could get a vanity plate. It’s not even
that high of a score. Anyway, you asked for some childhood memories so there

“So we going out tonight? :)”

you go.”

“I guess so.”

“That’s good, Jordan. It’s a step. Last time it was the passenger seat of your
stepbrother’s truck, jamming Souls of Mischief.”
Jordan is still kneeling on the carpeted floor next to the ottoman since the fit

“:) I’m stoked to catch Larry’s set.”
“Why you smilin’ so much?”
“Sometimes I smile ‘cuz I’m happy :)”

of self-absorption. Typically, he only enacts this pose post-paroxysm, when his

“Good.”

session is winding down, but sometimes he assumes this posture early on. This

“...”

is not a conscious tic, just a comfortable way to suspend his neck inches from a

“You over the louse yet?”

cushioned surface while declining to fully give in.
“It’s just that... I offered to waive the rent money she owed me, almost $500, for

“... It was last week. And I know these things seem kinda funny, what happened,
but they’re also sad, you know.”

a reasonable window of time in which to collect my belongings. I let her keep the

“I know.”

TV ‘cuz it was mounted to the damn wall, and my black-and-white Ibanez with

“I mean I’m not saying it’ll never happen. I’m just not there right this moment.”

the thunder-bolt fret markers for Sammy, the little kid we once took to see the Blue

“Haha!”

Man Group, and my zodiac globe from the 1930s, my antique dresser, my Sony

“What? I’m just being honest!”

Playstation, three of the very best Simpsons seasons, my entire book and DVD

“I know. Sometimes I laugh ‘cuz I’m happy, you know.”

collection, including the complete Rising Up and Rising Down, which is surely

“:)”
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“...”

He reaches for her hand and rubs his thumb from the jutting bone of her

“So what did your ex do?”

tiny wrist along the metacarpus, which is cartilaginous and prehensile under his

“It’s a long, boring story. We fought a lot. One night I got fed up and left like so

massaging pressure. She blinks sadly and openly and comes in again, this time

many other times before, except this time she had the locks changed. She knows

for a neck peck. He smiles. They do this for about an hour perhaps; listening to T.

how much I love my stuff, hence the malice/spite.”

Rex, hardly saying a word, smiling and then not, and kissing in an intermittent,

Mal and Jordan each snorted a rail of Larry’s leftover coke. The man forgot he

teasing way. Eventually, Mal says she has to be heading home but wants to freshen

handed it off to Jordan at one point to do a little whack in the bathroom, and dude

up first. All yours, he says. When she comes out, almost exactly five minutes later,

was so loaded with wine and snizz plus preoccupied with his upcoming set that

she tells him she’s tired, and could she just knock out on his couch, I don’t want

he all but forgot about it. Not to mention, Larry had only given Jordan the snizz

to be imposing. None of it. We can share the bed; it’s huge. Okay, you sure? Yeah.

because he was paranoid about getting patted down by the bouncer; typical snizz

Alright, amma go pass out then. I’ll join you in a sec; can I get you anything?

head move, typical Larry bust. Jordan had not long to search for justification to

Umm... maybe a glass of water but no stress.

effectively steal his friend’s drugs, something he wasn’t above to begin with, but a
compulsive person doesn’t always know he’s indulging his little devil.

Before Jordan followed her to bed and spooned all night, smelling her hair
like angel cut of the softest fabric, he paused with a crystal water glass in hand,

Nonetheless, the anti-couple got very high and discussed, among other bleak-

only about a quarter tuned into the closing notes of The Slider, staring out the

nesses, lethal injections in Texas. Mal spent little over a half-year traveling back

window of his new apartment, maybe a quarter- watching the trains coming in

and forth between LA and Austin, probably for romance but Jordan didn’t ask.

and away, indulging in what could only be described as a slightly scattered inner

She said that the people in charge of administering lethal injections to convicted

monologue: “I like you, Mal. And I have a one-track-mind. Lately when I smoke,

death row inmates are rarely versed in any kind of medical expertise at all, so if

as you know it alleviates tension before bed, I don’t bother to hold it in as long as

the medical profession can’t unanimously get behind supposedly painless govern-

I can, like it was the last hit on earth, like I was in the sixth grade, which at times

ment sanctioned executions, what does that say about our private sector justice

in life it’s felt that way, causing respiratory cramps that hurt like a ruptured lung. I

system as a whole? Not operating in contiguity, but rather in relative privacy and

wanna cook you a hardy breakfast and whip up some Cuban-style espresso when

without medical protocol, how can we have full accountability over what may very

you wake up with the sugar granulated in a spot of coffee, which, if we’re to adhere

well be deemed “cruel and unusual” to all but the most emotionally invested retri-

to superstition, must be the first drop that percolates, the one with the highest

butionists? Jordan said it was bullshit, and digressed to drop the one inkling of

concentration of caffeine, so say the self-aggrandizing, lying Cubans. She’s nice,

insight he absorbed from reading Foucault’s Discipline and Punish at the loft while

Jordan. Will you treat her right? This is a pivotal juncture, just like the subway

he pooped. Something about the Panopticon, which is some sort of transverse

stop blotting out the horizon. Which train will you board? Will Mal be the one

lens, that is, what is viewed is different depending on which side you’re standing.

that tames you, or will she match you blow for blow like Jane and all the others?”

Mal gently nodded along with Jordan’s confused elisions, her eyebrows concavely

As these and other thoughts cruised on an almost visual axis, Jordan felt like

arched, her eyes piercing in their warmth and concern while decidedly rapt and

he was in between masses marching, soused and given to acts of raw libido. Like

focused, giving Jordan the intellectual consideration he thinks he deserves, eyes

at any moment he could make the decision he didn’t make the other night in line

like trying to understand something very erudite and abstruse.

for the club and accept an invitation to flirt and go dancing, instead of bitching

Emboldened by the suggestion of the demimondaine’s approval, Jordan leans

and hitching it home. But he was only interested in one woman, sometimes two.

over and kisses her. Typical Jordan -- loves surprises. He looks at her kind of seri-

He felt alone among nice enough strangers, and now all he could visualize was a

ously, the look of someone who just wet their pants, and he may have a little. Her

wall, and behind it lay everything unknown; death, lies, and that blasted, dreadful

ultra-comely face twitches pleasantly and says,

cliche: what if?

“Well...”

“So where’d we leave off?”
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“I don’t think I get mad anymore. I think Jane held me by the ankle and drained

“Are you asking me to be? Sure thing, sweetheart. I’m your daddy. Talk to me.”

it out of me. I don’t even have the energy to spar with friends in a chumly way. The

“I’ve been enjoying others’ company. That’s what I’ve been doing. I ain’t fucked

other day, somebody I barely knew said to not be such a pushover, ‘cuz I just sat

anyone or hurt anyone or make anyone feel uncomfortable. I’m like a eunuch. Any

there hollow-eyed while Larry ragged on me. Can you believe it? Me, a pushover!

impression of an ulterior motive falls flat the second I tell them I don’t do that. I’m

I must’ve done stepped off.”

celibate and proud. I’m a sister. A mother. And I emerged only from imperious

“Let’s talk about your new girl. She’s made you a flexitarian overnight, amirite?”
“Nah, she had nothing to do with that. And she’s not mine. She’s my beautiful
friend.”
“And what then if your beautiful friend grew fed up or bored and started
dating someone other than you?”
“... I think I’d be fine with that. I don’t have any possessive or protective feelings
for her. When she doesn’t text me back, I don’t obsess over it on my merry way
home. Sure, I think about her a lot, things considered.”
“She helps you forget about Jane.”
“Let’s just say I’m glad she’s out there, doing her thing.”

mothers. Three of them.”
Spittle foams at his jawline. Jordan oversalivates when he gets too excited. He
thinks of Jane receiving a kush kiss, drool streaming down her neck, recoiling
even though it’s her boyfriend, because drool is still drool. Mr. Therapist looks at
him wide-eyed with affected surprise; a set-up.
“That’s very good, Jordan. Very, very good. And visceral. How long have you
been feeling gender dysphoric?”
“All my life.”
“Interesting. How come you never acted on it?”
“Pfft. What, you mean live as a woman? Sounds grand. I’d get pushed around

“Mmhmm... and you don’t feel as if you idealize the relationship in any way?”

by even more numbered hate groups, some of which pay taxes, in addition to

“Idealize? I dunno what you mean.”

getting bullied into another gender role, in this case that of a stationless queer, by

The therapist creases his forehead as if on command and cradles it in his hand,

everyone I meet. Problem solved.”

massaging his temples and cranial plexus when he says this,
“If you have too much of a good thing, Jordan, you grow weak and tired.

“How do you want people to see you?”
“A gentle soul. Nothing more.”

You wake up every morning and proceed without goals because you’re perfectly

“Ah yes, a good ole’ boy. That suits you wonderfully.”

content to wait. To hear from her to make it all better. You need to focus on getting

“I don’t mind being a man. I really don’t. It’s like it minds me. Manhood.

the pieces of your life together, or you’re going to end up treating her like a doll,

Doesn’t quite fit. I get none of the perks of having a perfect body. I am not reso-

like Jane, a point of projection for all your insecurities and trust issues, which we

lutely masculine or feminine, just somewhere in between an amalgam of androg-

can talk about these sources once you decide it’s important. This is your time.

ynous glimpses. The most I get is hair. They tell their mothers I look like a pirate.”

What’s important to you? You gonna open up, you big softie, or am I gonna have

“Jane did.”

to come in there and getcha?”

“Yeah.”

Of the myriad therapists of diverse ethnic and formal backgrounds Jordan

“Uh-huh.”

has haunted, this was the only one lacking in a discernible school of thought. He

Jordan saw quickly that writing ‘round the clock and speeding would drive

never introduced himself beyond his name and credentials (University of Padua,

him mad and began to lead a peripatetic life he was no stranger to. He’d go to the

Italy), he lobbed no conditioning strategies, and his minimal open-ended stuff

movies alone. He dropped in on assorted friends and acquaintances, departing

seemed personally provocative. Like his one outstanding talent was pegging you

almost as quickly, citing some vague, looming deadline that must be worshipped,

and pushing your buttons and he decided to become a psychologist almost as a

as most people’s company wore thin on him after a while no matter how much

last-minute windfall from a trajectory toward something like forensics, law, or

he liked them in theory; classic introversion. Apart from errands, he tried to find

some other white-knuckle brand of hardcore interrogative science.

things for Mal and him to do. It proved difficult to reconcile her inflexible sched-

“Who are you, my father?”

ule with any kind of real traction or momentum romantically, and in terms of
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their friendship he was never quite on casual drop-in terms with her, she herself
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you’ve won them over on so called ‘edginess factor.’ ”

being relatively private and reclusive in her bedecked den and in the Columbia

“Sounds like you’ve got a rep waiting for you if you want it.”

library, whose stately, magisterial interiors created the perfect mise en scène for

“I want it more than anything right now. And it can’t wait.”

the true life of a tenured academic she played at being, if only for one more year so

“You’re a hell of a thinker, Jordan. But what do you plan to do about income?

she could apply for that grant and publish her successful text and kiss every cent
of debt to those slave-driving indentureships goodbye.
But Jordan persevered. He could see the outline of the end. He couldn’t read

Or just a commitment to pry you out of bed in the morning...”
“Well, I’m not looking for a day job anymore right now.”
“What will you do?”

during this period as any incoming text would flood his notes with hypergraphia

“Write. Keep waking up at some point and writing ‘til I go to sleep, with occa-

and derail the precise focus of his work, and all of the time his mind was locked on

sional breaks like this. I’m just not thinking about it past that. Eventually the rope

Jane, this project, and Mal, whom he was beginning to feel sad about. Here’s a girl

will run out, but by then, with enough dedication, hopefully I’ve blown up on

who had recently been jilted herself, by a likely sociopath, and he couldn’t bring

somebody.”

himself to be honest with her. Here he was again in love, but something wasn’t

“And you’re going to take drugs, to do this that fast.”

right. It wasn’t Jane. In actuality, they had both doomed themselves to impossible

“Well, I’ll take breaks from that too.”

expectations. Neither, as long as they lived, was able to recreate even close to that

“Yeah, coma and cereal breaks, watching Simpsons in your PJs for three days

perfect storm of love. That one can’t always remain with the person that makes

straight while you withdraw and have attacks. Vacations where you’re as good as

them the happiest is the most wrenching, godawful truth. It’s a defeat for the ages.

dead.”

It rips the fabric of space and time and affects every man, woman, child and family

“I have Klonopin now; I shouldn’t have any more attacks.”

forever. In exchange for this observance, the devil offers wisdom, but it’s only a

“... And your cock? What say does he get in all this?”

broken map with faded borders, and color-coordination blurring together into

“Look, I’m not selling my cock. I’m selling my word count.”

a dark, pine green, and the feeling one gets from looking at it is of being stuck

“... I’ll support you Jordy, but you must promise me that after this last throw of

between the gears of an absurd crusade, Aguirre the wretched limp pushing forth

yours, you’ll get a day job.”

and burning trails through the toxic jungle that’s already inherited his weakened

“For you, I’d come to LA with you right now. I’d wear the tightest, stiffest collar.”

body. The memory of an angel-haired little girl -- his reason for fighting -- fades.

“Oo...”
Mal smiles. Jordan is legitimately worried about his libido. What if he’s done

“But I publish nonwriters, which creates a weird energy.”

for? It feels like it’s atrophied, to be sure. He feels lately like a castrated kitten with

“What do you mean?”

a ball of yarn regarding sex, playful and sensitive all over but his cock may as well

“Well, they don’t speak writer, which is refreshing. They spread their legs for

be formed of guts. If only he could have his cake and eat it. A normal drug-free

you if you just ask them nicely. They write on their free time. A guy I know locks

life, a hobby and a career. But the problem is Jordan can’t stand working so much,

himself in the bathroom, runs the faucet and writes for hours.”

that the anxiety of staving it off a little bit longer is invigorating.

“So they’re just ordinary proles?”

He balks at Tark’s belief in the dignity of labor, while knowing full well that

“That’s right. Most of them can’t hold down a steady job. They’re clerks,

his vocation is unsung, unlionized labor incarnate. Thankless, he’s afraid of what

cashiers, delivery personnel, movers, instrument techs, health workers, bartend-

could happen if he didn’t take up the mantle of rogue one more time, only differ-

ers, drug dealers, a pharmacist who loves to play Balderdash and every meeting

ently this time. This time for himself.

revolves around playing this game, and guys I’ve never personally met whom I’d

But there was never any going back. No way to get the poison out in time.

rather avoid. Then there’s the dorks, possibly the vast majority of them, the ones

He did have pretty normal erections on the weekends when he took breaks

who want to be paid, and when you tell them that you can’t, they backpedal ‘cuz

from speed and masturbated frequently. Without the speed, he knew he’d feel
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lousy and unfocused for an indefinite length of time, possibly even indeterminate

“You gonna bust out a cuneiform slab in class or nah?”

of withdrawal itself, but haunted by many factors, such as being able to release the

“Nah, not at Columbia. At Harvard, yes.”

memory of the speed and imagine then implement a functional life without it,

“Those were the glory times yeah?”

and his already long-standing addiction to motivation-murdering antipsychotic

“Hahaha you could say that...”

and mood stabilizing medications like Lithium, not to mention the increasing
psychodependence on benzos to counteract the speed crashes. For some reason,

“I’m meeting a friend for wine. I feel like that’s the most social life I can handle
right now. Feel like I need to go to sleep for a week.”

he kept thinking of Jane’s orthostatic episode, when she weighed ninety pounds,

“You and me both.”

and how he laughed a little simpering laugh when everything read normal and

“That’d be nice.”

it looked like she was going to be fine. She scowled because she didn’t feel taken

“Oh no, did I make a double-entendre?!”

seriously. Then he explained how relieved and how terrified he was before despite

“Haha. Can we just nap? I just wanna snuggle. Nothing else.”

poker face, how hospitals and ambulances give him terrible anxiety and he was

“I’ve been napping solo for some time.”

just happy she was alive. These middling comforts are sometimes all we have to

“Ah Mal.”

keep us from disowning ourselves and taking leave of everything that we don’t

“Yes... ?”

miss because they’re gone, but because they never left.

“You gotta follow your heart.”

Jordan was reading about glioblastoma on Wikipedia. Jane was on her hands

“Who says I don’t!”

and knees, polishing the wood floor. Emma was reading page forty-eight of

“I dunno, who?!”

William Gibson’s Neuromancer. Mal was writing a paper on Renaissance Period-

“I do! My solo cuddling isn’t so bad.”

ization, which trust me, you don’t want to know.

“How do you do it? Do you snuggle your pillow? Do you flank yourself in

I sort of ruined it for her, I know. Now she’ll never be honest again. Nor will I.
He woke up some mornings in a phantom sweat, talking to her in his sleep.

pillows?”
“Sometimes I feel myself up.”

Then he’d wake up and analyze every possible angle. How could he get a message

“Haha! You’re makin’ me blush.”

to her? It was quite illegal.

“...”

Fuck this. I choose permanent disability. Just mail me my goddamn eight
hundred every month and leave me alone.
Jordan is withdrawing from amphetamine abuse. Day one’s never that hard.

“Do you just feel yourself up, or use a vibrator? I’ve been sleeping on a rug.
Thursday I’ll get to rub one out from bed.”
“Whoa, way to take it to the next level.”

It’s roughly days three-to-seven that you’ll want to just sleep through if you can.

“Ha! Vibrators is next-level shit, huh? I was talking about pillows.”

His chest feels tight, and there’s a dull pain rocking forth from his abdomen.

“Puh-huh! Right, you were just talking about humping a pillow.”

His eyelids feel heavy. His lethargy is a dumbbell tied to every limb and barbell

“You put a smile on my face. And I’ll have you know, I’ve been frowning all

suspended from torso.
His editor said his work was “sad.” Of course it’s sad! Life is sad. Life is fuck-

day.”
“That’s more than cuddle talk!”

ing miserable. Every heartbeat pumps viscous bitterness and hatred through my

“You said, ‘Sometimes I feel myself up.’ Bam.”

blood and body, longing and terror to strangle a thousand puppies and violate a

“That was only dry humor!”

thousand skirts. Living through as a means out. Of what? I don’t know. But the

“Well, it’s hard to detect dry humor on G-chat. My bad.”

logic is airtight; from hell, there must be a better place. I have hope. SMDH.

“Haha I know. I just don’t think we’ve quite hit the point in our friendship

A conversation with Mal, his galfriend, over Google Chat, of which there were
many.

where sexting is a thing that happens.”
“Haha, you best be careful what images you be puttin’ in peoples’ heads. ;)
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Winky emoji reinforces humorous tone. I know how this works. It’s hard being

“I guess you’re right...”

beautiful, I know... it’s fucked up. For real, no sarcasm.”

“So what’s in the trunk at home?”

“You know... ?”

“Mementos like... ticket stubs, collages in books I bound myself, receipts,

“Yes, I do. But that’s a digression for another time.”

photos I developed experimentally in a shoddy dark room I once built in my bath-

“Hahah! Are you calling me beautiful?”

room as a teenager. Given that I was quite literally crazy back then, coyness aside,

“Yes, that’s what I’m doing. I hope you don’t mind the occasional compliment.”

I’ve never shown them to anyone.”

“Well, thank you...”

“You’ve come to the right place. Talk about it a little more.”

“I’m gonna go duck under this weather. I’ll catch you later, Mally G.”

“You’ve given me so much confidence. (Sigh) Alright well, the bulk of it was

“Byeee... See y’around, Jordy LSD.”

amassed from fifteen through seventeen. During the onset. Like I said, I didn’t

From the same story I give you slightly vacuous snatches of email exchange,

know why I couldn’t sleep for nights at a time, why my mind raced, why I contin-

converted into dialogue to go easy on the reader’s eyes and combined with actual

ued to do so many careless things that inspired completely debilitating regret in

things said, or more specifically uttered, to resemble hip talk, and not the sort

retrospect, why I espied so many weird things as a child and never talked about

of logorrheic epistolary workout which is closer to actual reality but which you

them, why I’d come home drunk in some other girl’s pair of espadrilles and argue

wouldn’t believe if I just hit copy and paste.

with my mom that they were mine, why I convinced myself that things that never

“See, and this is pretty wicked.”

happened did and so on. When I was nineteen, being locked in my brain became

“Shit! You saw them play?”

so unmanageable that I got help, got on medication, and my writing deteriorated

“Yeah. All of these were stitched together when I was just learnin’.”

severely.”

“Haha, that’s wild. Hey, where do you get that southern lilt from? I thought
both your folks were from LA.”

“...”
“What’s that look?”

“I spent some time goin’ back and forth between Texas.”

“Oh nothing, I just know what you mean.”

“Oh, so what? You’re like Madonna?”

“Tell me...”

“Shut up! You love to tease...”

“Why do you always ask about the dark stuff? Does it turn you on?”

“I’m just messin’ with ya. I love this stuff. Jeezus, if I was messin’ with the shit

“It can...”

you were doing when I was sixteen! I’d be CEO of some bullshit right now, for

“...”

sure.”

“What is that pale, dumb slack on your face? You look stupid.”

“Ha! Really? You think so?”
“Yeah Mal, this is a ‘zine. Look at it. All’s we got to do is make copies.”
“I wrote most of this stuff at the cusp of bipolar disorder. I didn’t know what
was happening to me. I couldn’t sleep.”
“Ah, but you were only an adolescent and you were powerful then too.”
“What was it like for you?”
“Well, all your usual points of inference stand. I was a nerdy street kid. Haha.
And an unreliable narrator.”
“I know what that’s about, at least for me. I couldn’t tell you if half the stuff in
these ‘zines or diaries or whatever you wanna call them is true.”
“But that’s part of not knowing what was happening.”

“We talked about images, didn’t we?”
“Are you going to tell me what it was like for you or am I gonna have to
imagine?”
“Why don’t you just make something up?”
“Oh shut up. Y’know Jordan, it ain’t all too often you have somethin’ in
common with someone.”
“No, it ain’t.”
“So start ‘splainin’.”
Mal knows full well what a number she’s working on poor Jordan’s psyche with
that Hollywood southern accent and the flirty, self-conscious way she warms up
to speak. She knows exactly what she’s going to say, but she wants the delivery
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to be just right. Jordan would follow that tug in his belly around the room at her
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was myself. My cartoons and pot. My linted kingdom.”

every command. Whether she knows it is unknown; whether she even likes atten-

“Aww, your little rescue cat.”

tion is one of those things, but she enjoys having Jordan around, who is “really

“Please don’t talk about him right now.”

good to talk to.” He isn’t her type, but that’s a pool of history. Jordan is here, he’s

“...”

young, he’s on fire with creative energy, and although he’s kind of short and can

“Around twenty to twenty-two, it got worse, and I was irresponsible with drugs

be kind of quiet, he is cute, in this scruffy David Briggs kind of way, and he’s defi-

and drinking back then. My doc thought I was showing schizoaffective symp-

nitely no pushover. He may not rock ostentatious clothing or sniff meth with the

toms fairly typical of manic bipolar and gave me Seroquel. I hated it at first. I felt

purveyors of nightlife, but he’s got a purple v- neck and ripped jeans and he’s out

sedated beyond functioning and irritable as the asscrack of dawn. It took a long

for blood. The bloodlust in his most serious of gazes can be easily confused with

time but I’m kind of sort of used to it by now, and can’t sleep without it. I used

just plain lust of the sexual kind.

to drink a lot of ice coffee, and go less easy on the booze, but I’ve been laying off.

“You keep surprising me. I did not expect us to share a mutual appreciation of

Recently they gave me Adderall which really helps me feel normal and function-

letters. Nor a bipolar disorder. I never kept a diary however, nor do I retain any

ing and productive, but comes with its own set of side-effects like your run-o’-the-

writing of mine pre-2010. I would be honored to read your artifacts. Sweet Jesus,

mill razor-sharp crash and physical detachment.”

never let that shit go. A part of you would never forgive yourself for forgetting

“You throw a good party, Jordan.”

your happiest, saddest moments. I sent you a huge wall of text. Ignore it. Any

“But the thing with the Addies is, like the other stuff, you live in its world, in

editorial feedback is something I’d feel obliged to compensate you for hours of

this case a world of maximal productivity, which isn’t normalizing and tends to

your time with equity at least, and you don’t have the time to smash that many

destabilize one’s mood.”

champagne flutes. I’ve been about this since I was a wee li’l shithead. In middle

“You’ve got these twinkly eyes. Your eyelashes are longer than mine!”

school and most of high school, all my teachers had to obey doctor’s counsel that

He smiles, flattered and happy she noticed. She’s been smiling. Making Jordan

I keep a notebook and be allowed to write at all times. Mostly I’d write down

laugh is a terrific feeling, since although he’s quite given to smiling and laughing

words I liked or didn’t know. Around eleventh grade I started to get vulnerable,

wholeheartedly (check!), whenever he finds something especially funny, laughter

aggressive and disordered. I was hospitalized twice in high school. Meds definitely

erupts from a deep cavity in his soul and every neuron lights up and gets behind it.

helped. I think your analogy about heart and blood pressure illness is more to

“Cheers. To our project.”

the hilt than you think. Bipolar’s primary treatment is medicine. I think it’s in

“To life.”

over ninety percent of cases is it effective. It’s not something where they can hold

“Ditto.”

off and try cognitive first, because often the patient must be sedated at the time

“I just don’t wanna sell the thing, ever again.”

of diagnosis, and because treatment involves stabilizing elevated dopamine levels

“I want to make fifty copies and give most of ‘em away. C’mon, do I look like a

and controlling thyroid malfunction. My uncle had thyroid cancer. They removed

cold-calling saleswoman to you?”

it. I didn’t know you could live without one. His kid has lupus too... Jesus, what a

“Guh. What a nightmare.”

clan of infirms. I may be the little black sheep, but I’m a survivor. During the worst

“So what are you gonna do?”

of my crashes, I thought I was having seizures. I’d get really sensitive to light, then

“Whaddo you mean? I’m gonna make you fifty copies.”

I’d feel cold and like I couldn’t talk and had to go lie down. Turns out I was just

“What about our twin volumes?”

making it up. Jane would come with me but she started to lose patience near the
end. Here she was trying to like operate normally herself and the man she shared

“Look, I’ll do this, but I can’t afford to take time away from my own shit right
now.”

living quarters with was always sick and needy. In the past, it had been the other

“Alright. I feel ya. Well, I imagine it being a combination of self-mockery and

way around, and man, I felt guilty. My partner was sick and all I could think about

sympathy toward a person that I only sort of resemble these days -- I’m not sure if
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you feel the same about your teenaged self.”
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monocultural sweep of gentrification, it became just another renovated tower of

“...”

one-bedrooms for young professionals, smelling and smacking faintly of baking

“There are parts of it that I convinced myself were true but are not, and I can’t

soda and bad vibes. During his first week, when the place lacked all furniture

tell the difference anymore. I think it could be an interesting experiment to be

except a dollar store folding chair and tiny folding table, and cheap sick yellow

candid about that aspect with the reader through the marginalia, which I maintain

polyester drapes he simply clasped in the gap between the glass and their frames

should be the only thing keeping it from standing alone as an authentic artifact.”

to prevent his records and sound equipment from overheating in the twin

“Without editing... I think I can get behind this. I think we should do it.”

east-facing windows’ rising sun (Jordan had few options; his best was to trust

But Mal didn’t really care (or if she did, she was a mess like all the other brats,

this detective, the giant Haitian, to accompany him to get his stuff. The Haitian

saying this and that without meaning it). Not at 6669, the quietly bedeviled, newly

was patient [“I’ve been kicked out of my house before, man.”], and Jordan saw

renovated vacuum where he took up residence for a year following Jane’s illegal

Jane for the first time upon what had then been their longest interval of separa-

eviction. Perhaps later she cared, but it was too late. Perhaps, had he believed in

tion yet, supported by her friend Cat, whom he’d always figured for something

his relationship with Jane enough, they would’ve eventually gotten married. Being

of an incredible phony armchair liberal and was now an off-bleach blonde with

suddenly deprived of his greatest resource sucked out a whole lot of air.

tremendous styled bangs parted to the right, forming immediately lecherous

“So you erased her?”

thoughts in Jordan’s rotten porno-programmed imagination. The detective had a

“No, I didn’t erase her. It just wasn’t worth the effort. Not she, it.”

ball, persistently probing Cat for some quick illustration of her occupation and/

“Well, I don’t disapprove. But didn’t you want something more low-mainte-

or interests, nothing more, but Cat was her usual, uptight washout. Dodging his

nance after your last relationship?”

polite questions with smarmy sarcasm. “What a loser,” Jordan thought, and as

“I have it. It’s as low-maintenance as it gets. It’s a friendship without the ship.”

his periphery scanned his former home he applied the sentiment to the scores

“I see what you’re saying. So, did she tell you to back off?”

of twenty-first century New York height-of-retro memorabilia pinned and nailed

“No, she said don’t get offended if I’m a recluse during finals.”

to the kitchen walls. The rescue cat was locked in the bathroom adjacent. He was

“I see.. so what I’m gathering here is that nothing’s changed. At all.” “We still

settled, he could infer, for the lack of rapping claws on the door, a behavior prac-

talk everyday. I just try not to obsess anymore.”
“Try is good. You wanna know my take on it? I think she doesn’t care. I think
either she’s boring or not interested in you. Which one you think she’d pick?”
“She’s not boring. Even to me, I never... rarely do I ever find her boring. We
even argued the other day. It was great.”

ticed by the little guy before, on other such occasions when Jordan couldn’t take
it and had left, leaving her to her letters and tears, the cat mewling and meowing
and tumbling about the door, feline brain incapable of processing why Daddy was
on the other side; reported by Jane but never in actuality witnessed by Jordan.
The detective declined the women’s offer of wine, claiming he didn’t fancy their

“Mmhmm. I’m gonna let this unwind on its own without commentary or

taste in Bordeaux. He conversed with Jordan, who even with a back-up pal handy

advice, because I think you’ve got this. And I also think you don’t have the inter-

still found the process of carrying thousands of records down into a van mentally

personal infrastructure with this person to survive a spell of indifference. Not yet.

and physically exhausting, records screened and pre-sorted by Jane along with

But something keeps bringing you two back to each other’s inboxes like wood

his clothing, a gesture which at first seemed kind, but having examined the spoils

chips to a burner.”

the next day, anger rose again for she had, for reasons he could only interpret

“Interpersonal infrastructure... who says things like that? I think I’m gonna
need to see more credentials; your hidden ones, where are they?”

as spiteful and malicious, kept every single Yoko Ono record, his Kinks classics
which he owned pre-Jane, his Brazilian OG of Felt’s Ignite the Seven Cannons and

Therapist throws up his hands.

Set Sail for the Sun, along with other baffling claims to his possessions. He let

“I’m just a therapist, Jordan. Just your therapist.”

her keep the TV and three articles of pricy vintage furniture and she decided to

Triple-Six Nine was a flophouse for most of the twentieth century. With the

deprive him of Yoko’s mellifluous guidance through this darkest of times. Not
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to forget his beloved fabric map of Cuba, which dominated a pile of miscella-

ever experienced, that he’d become haunted by some transatlantic flapper in noth-

neous in plain sight and yet was still abandoned in the astigmatic glaucoma of his

ing but frilly coke-white coattails, forever embedded in memory how black and

fatigue. The detective showed him a legitimately funny video of an infantryman in

densely forested her pubic area was. The apparition would usually appear to him

a small militia in Sierra Leone handing a monkey an automatic rifle, who imme-

in the wake of a certain aura that would cycle in sometime after ten and before

diately, instinctively finds the trigger, shooting one of them in the foot. Chaos and

twelve, when he’d already taken Lithium and Seroquel, like striking a match, and

laughter ensues. Jordan thought how problematic it was that he never did like her

most of the time a couple helpings of Klonopin, to seal the fear of panic attacks

friends. Well, most of them anyway. He was, after all, introduced to her by their

that he’d developed in the last days of Jane and Jordan. He would start to get sleepy

mutual friend Sean, who gravitated toward Jordan but still couldn’t muster up the

very quickly, like waves breaking on jagged cliffs so he could almost taste aqueous

gumption to help him move, feeling awkward and displaced in Jane’s home, and

salt, and he wasn’t quite ready to nod out but could hardly be bothered, could

fond [Jordan was] of a certain pocket of neurotics whom he felt showed character

not even summon the motivation to brush his teeth, freshen up or even make

even in their turpitude; even when the baggage they carried brought mice, squa-

his “bed,” i.e. the punctured air mattress he stayed using along with a dollar store

lor and feng shui turmoil into his home during an inauspicious sublet by Jane’s

polyester comforter set and the Turkish rug which he did claim and salvage from

immediate [--ly preceding] ex that yielded zero agreed remittances for rent, a debt

his ex’s ruckus, as layers of padding that weren’t quite floor. He’d reach for the one

they urgently needed repaid while they slummed it in Central America with a

lovely article of bedding he did own -- a fuzzy thing his mom brought him on her

compromised bank account and Jordan pulling dwindling funds out of his ass, but

visit to New York immediately following the separation, that was real cotton and

which desisted in exigency on their safe and not-quite-penniless return to a sham-

looked like an eskimo suit with wool that was like fur gleaned from the hides of

bolic painter’s den, whereby Jordan found himself backed into a corner of ambiv-

two survivalist polar bears.

alence, willful sympathy and accepted financial loss, nuanced as the loveable ex’s

So as he crawled, irrupted head-first and prone into his disheveled, erupted

neuroses and taste in memorabilia were; however annoyingly hyper-polite and

cocoon, the flapper would make her presence known by clearing her throat like

ultimately skittish and insincere the subletter’s mind-bending talent for fucking

“Mmhmm” and jiggling the olives in her martini glass like she was formally invited

things up for Jordan, Lupe harbored a natural fondness for these characters rooted

company, and here I was, the bad host who couldn’t see to it to announce my

deep in the chthonic maw of tongue-compressed empathy for low-lives whence

unconsciousness in advance due diligence of my guest’s departure. I’d roll to the

he derived all his relationships -- and mutual leisure time spent, the two eskimo

side and look straight into her black irises. My eyes surveyed downward, noticed

brothers standing stock-still over Jordan’s turntable and gushing over old, elusive

her practical nudity, and the first time this happened, I shook up in alarm and

pop records, diverting their stillness only to spar in stasis over which record to

she vanished. This is the habit of apparitions, though not well-known by many;

flip next, sailing on the smooth gradient conversant with their shared timidity and

that you can see them, with the right temperament even talk to them, but do a

mild temperaments resistant to badgering of any sort, while taking deep drags of

double-take and flash, they’re gone. The flapper reappeared to Jordan multiple

a ganja cigarette to ease the mind. He was hoping, in about six months when the

times that first December, and had he stayed on at that address, not stewarded

order was lifted, to ask her for the remainder of his stuff, just his OOP books and

Jane’s wreckage, he wonders if he may have seen her the next. He could always tell

his damn map, except, nuh-uh, the circumstances would not be propitious to this

she was the flapper ‘cuza the outmoded way she spoke, a 1920s speakeasy ramble,

outcome and things wouldn’t go that way, no matter how fast he wrote or how

even though she had a flair for anachronistic fashion and on separate evenings

desperately he tried to will it).

sported everything from pretty classic mod-ish attire to a stripped leather jacket
and skinhead chelsea, and once she wore nothing but silver weights around her

. . . reptilian dreams . . .

wrists and ankles. I asked her if this was a dom’-ish thing and she said, “If ya
wanna call it that, sure buster,” with a scrapbook-perfect smile, the kind with

It was during his first month at Triple-Six-Nine, the rainiest December he’d

dimples alight and the darlingest overbite. I think she’d been a real woman in the
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flesh once, although the images he saw of her were like discarded pin-ups from

he thought of a mundane recollection from middle school, when a schoolboy

his high school sweetheart’s bedroom. He wanted to cuddle her, but if you can’t

crush told him he had to have patience. This was always his issue, that patience felt

put your arms around a memory, then whatever this is, it’s all just memories too,

like death, whereas destruction was rebirth, natural selection of the keepers in life.

maybe someone else’s, awakening inside Jordan’s twilight half-sleep which was

Yet bless me peepers, these ghostly women were gorgeous. He never told a soul.

demarcated by like a haloed streak of leaded gold paint to bar the unholy. In this
safe zone, his sanctuary, the spirits emanated from the beak of his espresso maker,

. . . or learning to live without love . . .

where the most superstitious of caffeinated ooze would percolate and brew. These
spirits would hang from the ceiling lamps, pole-dance his heating tubes, and prac-

In Triple-Six Nine, he did a lot of thinking and writing. He thought about

ticed general perversion on his psyche. He was immune however, to their threats

how his work reflected a bizarre outlook that became an informative environ-

of sex. The most he could do was offer them a beer, or some wine or water, but

ment to inhabit. He thought, “What could I do for literature besides giving them

they each already had their own, from cognac highballs to tall glasses filled to the

what they want?” He was perfectly positioned, given his legal issues, to talk about

brim with ice and Fernet, cubes swishing and clicking on the inside of the glass

women and takes readers places they’d never go. Not as personal redemption, but

like Jordan sometimes does, and Jane’s father too, which Jane hated like she hated

as sincere, solemn tribute to the most reviled and oppressed people on the planet.

all tics. Still, the image of the flapper was pathos embodied for him, and he looked

It is legitimately hard to have a cunt, be ye a spoiled, coddled princess or violated

for her among the lucid dreaming crowd, asked for her, never caught her name,

street urchin. I know it’s hard because I know it’s hard to have my brain, my cock,

and when he found her, she was always ready to go, go, go. But he only wanted

my circumstances, privileged or otherwise, and the dementia of being a person in

to ask if she was alright, if he could get her anything, which confused her and

the same body with the same genetics and the same cravings and revulsions, feel-

probably kind of offended her too, this sweeping rejection of her carnal advances.

ing like a load-bearing mule that resents you for life, and you can’t tell it to take a

Jordan’s life was a practiced series of abusive behaviors on himself and other

break because life without motion is truly unbearable. So you eschew hygiene and

people, namely his loved ones, friends and lovers.
One time, one of the women turned out to be a man. He was grazing and

virtue and bully this poor mule into slavery, exhaustion and finally death, because
that’s what mules do if they’re not invalid.

sampling their genitals in a circle when he brushed the large, uncircumcised dong

Therapist’s office. Jordan is awkwardly postured, looking like a bag of bones

of a transvestite. He laughed, thinking here’s this sexually deviant ghost dancing

tossed haphazardly on a chaise longue. His therapist stares at him with bloodshot

like Iggy in his airbrushed glue-smelling bachelor pad. His hideout from himself.

eyes, chin clutched.

“My foreskin keeps blowing up his ass.”
It’s true, the transvestite was now sodomizing a diminutive Asian gigolo he
must’ve brought with him, and yes, his foreskin was thrice the width of his cock,
and oh indeedy, his boyfriend was now incontinent from the rear. After they clean

“Look Jordan, I don’t wanna drop a pile of harsh invective on your ass, buddy,
but if you don’t...”
“I don’t wanna cut you off, but why don’t you just shove it up my ass, that way
our little deal will be complete.”

up and apologize, the Iggy transvestite is still powerfully erect, playing sex party

“Jordan! Now I’m not a man who’s afraid to grapple with demons. I grapple

by himself, prancing around looking for more holes to fill. Jordan never has any

with demons all day long, and not just in this office. I have a teenage daughter. Last

sex with a ghost, or phantasmagoric orgasms from sneaky oral sex (no sneaky oral

night, she calls me at three-thirty in the morning on the highway, coming from

sex from ghosts at all). Despite the grinning invitations and outright carnal theme

Atlantic City, and asks me if I could stay on the phone and guide her home, that

of these haunted extravagances, he’s just too damn tired for sex these days.

she was running out of gas and the highway was dark and she didn’t know what

In the morning, as he cleaned up the mess from last night’s revelries, he thought
of all the women in the world lacking patience for play. They were the alphabucks,
contending with the best of their circumstances and the worst of men. And then

to do. I asked her if she’d had anything to drink. No? Did you smoke something?
Be honest, dear. No.”
Jordan’s therapist takes a long pause, prompting a temporary zone of peaceful
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respite. Jordan isn’t interested in hearing the end of his story, not in the least.
“Now Jordan, this isn’t much of a story. She was a little bit hysterical about her
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“Is the paper in English? I’ll write it for you if you pay me.”
“...”

gas meter, and probably only thought she was sober, but I waited with her on the

“I’m having trouble taking things seriously. I’m profoundly unmotivated.”

line, ‘til she got to the next highway exit, and until she skidded into the gas station,

“Me too. I don’t think this is the kind of paper you’re equipped to write. No

and I waited with her while she pumped her gas. Then she told me she felt a whole
lot better and that she was now just around the corner, that go back to sleep dad,
I’ll see you in fifteen. And she was home in about twenty. No, this isn’t a story.
This is the real life of a parent. A dad. I don’t know what she was doing in Atlantic
City. She could’ve been blowing ten guys for a hundred lines of cocaine, I dunno.
I don’t care, as long as she’s healthy. I trust my kids. I’ve never had reason not to.
Shit, I hope to God she’s chasing dicks and lookin’ at tush. Just like I want you to
be chasing tail. But not Ivy League tail. Nah. C’mon, what is that, a stopgap? You’re
a language barrier away from having a mail-order bride. You can do better than
that. Plus I don’t think she likes you. She’s humoring you. Y’know how I know?”

offense.”
“...”
“Either way... I wouldn’t pay anyone to write my paper ;) or take it on the
house.”
“I could use the money if you provided the reading material. Trust me, I could
write up a storm about anything.”
“I have no money. And also I don’t think you could write a paper on the historiography of the debate about the invention versus development of cuneiform.”
“Well, that’s why I would read about it first. I would have to charge you for that
time as well.”

“How?”

“I could do a better job ;)”

“Because nothing’s happened yet. Nothing is happening, Jordan. This isn’t even

“Haha. Okay. Every college campus has someone like this. I’m just saying;

about sex; although, heh... duh! You are nothing but a virtual repository for this
girl’s good grief. And she’s nothing to you but a reminder that you aren’t a creep,
even when you act like one, even though you’re not even honest with her, even

they’re professionals. But you have no money. And too much integrity.”
“I used to be the paper writer on campus when I was an undergrad. Paid for
my groceries.”

though, it doesn’t matter, because you should be getting some tail! You need a

“Ah! So you’re a hustler! Integrity’s not the card, it’s perfectionism.”

reminder, your cock needs a reminder, and this can’t wait. This isn’t like missing

“Well that was eight years ago.”

a ‘scrip refill. I’m telling you like a friend, LIKE, but not as your friend, rather as

“Long time ago. We were all weird then.”

your hired help, I want you to go out tonight and catch some tail. I want you to
wear a condom. And I don’t wanna hear any excuses; next week, I wanna hear all

When Jane was an anorexic dropout teenager, she used to shoplift half her
wardrobe without mom noticing.

about it. And if you cry, don’t cry, but cry, it’s okay, don’t worry. Everybody cries

He watches Mal’s Google Chat icon go green for about ten minutes, then yellow.

before, during and after sex. It’s totally normal.”

Detox, de pinga. I took the red pill. Or is it the blue? I feel much better now.

“Is our time up?”

Both kinds of pain are gone. The guilt, well, the guilt is assuaged by just how far

“Eh, we got ten minutes. You wanna tell me a sob story, or you wanna start

gone I’d be without it. Without a source of self-conflict, I’m a soulless tin soldier.

writing me that check, which you never bring made out for some reason, and

Give me a false sense of identity wrapped in blankets, give me numerous depen-

which takes you about ten minutes to drag your pre-arthritic, tweaked-out paw

dencies tied to dependencies, social trust issues; anything but the cold hard,

over the fancy check in that illegible, nightmarish hand of yours.”

grinding truth. Oh mercy me, save me from being fed to the machine. I dream of

Jordan is at home, supposedly writing.

her every night now. Send me an angel. Throw in a vision of a poor old colored

“I was trying to write a paper but it wasn’t really happening.”

lady depositing her innards in a plastic bucket then dying, and I’m good.

“People don’t write papers. God does. Maybe he’s busy. That’s why they say you
can’t rush inspiration. You should just kick back.”
“Ugh, it’s so hard.”
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. . . infection begins . . . or becoming the boring person you always wanted . . .
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Cafe. The table across from me appear to be studying for a premed exam.
“Cartilage! Plants! Vaginas!”

Anxiety ebbs and flows throughout the day. It began like any other madness
episode, except for the all-inclusiveness. The lunar calendar was awry in a milk-

Blacklisted, exiled plagiarist/author living as recluse under a different identity
lost. Forgets whether it’s even real. Tabloids.

shake of bad horoscopes converging on a wicked central premise: whether it was

The junkheads in Belize City had dispatched a bunker squad of extortionists

in the air or water is presently unknown. But the slow curdle of dairy gone rotten

to Toledo. I felt it my civic duty to report what happened. We were arrested and

was evident the moment you pulled one after another off the shelf. The putative

parted from our women, who were strip-searched near a toilet. Among them a

parallels were increasingly numbered and menacing. Regardless of age, income

minor. They let us go in exchange for a bribe. A hapless form of closure; they’d

or health, everyone he knew was falling prey to psychostimulatory hangover, one

been conducting that lame-footed highway robbery on the speechless locals for

moment as pronounced as the creases overlapping the sea, the same creases he

over a year. Ripping them off with red tape. I mailed a notarized statement as

dreamt intermittently of every night, punctuated by taboo, the next as incipient

proxy in my absence.

and diffuse as the panic spells that surrounded him at all times, aligned and lockstep in their flanks, spears at ease yet firm like ready cocks.
“Firm up your reports, gentleman and wretch alike. This ain’t basic training.
We’re wanted at 0100 for briefing.”

Beneath us our reptile brains. Heard something on the radio about a lobotomy
that rendered the patient incapable of not watching child pornography.
Remember the opium dens of San Bernardino? The crack dens of Little
Havana? Remember how we used to lie on mattresses in broad daylight, the

Angus swivels one-eighty in his chair.

windows blackened with masking tape, shooting up, getting high, watching the

“What have they got?”

clouds go by outside?

“Fuck if I know! I’m just a lieutenant. Maybe the next step in human evolution.
They said it could be mental.”
“Who’s they?”
“The whitecoats, Ang! Fuck am I revved up! If you need me, I’ll be catatonic in
my office pending all further withdrawals.”
They’re stuck in their context: policemen, proles, walkabouts; all just happy
they gettin’ their overtime, doubtful they’ll ever find the time to spend it nor the
offspring to validate their financial stability. What they were really talking about
was, as a matter of course, always beside the point.
Referring of course to the class of ribald inanity that passes for work in these
dusty quarters. Lance bites his tongue as he passes me, skulking in the abyss of
these suckers -- procedural cubicles for the lumpen aristocracy. Papular acne
bursts forth from pores like larvae ecstatic to be born. Withdrawal symptoms.
Going on four months now and still not clean. Two pills now. One for the
drubbing I’m gonna get at morning, and one at night for sleep. Snowball effect.
Old friends. They’re working, earning merit raises, sitting at bars alone
fuming. They stuff you in these pathological boxes. Patterns of behavior. Double
standards. High school. Practice what you preach, fucker.
In order to grow you must rebuild. X.

A slave knows to keep his mouth shut. Secrets always assume.
“What do we have here?”
“Nothing less than a stone’s throw from mass infection. Authorities are mobilizing. They say it could be code red, but I’ve heard that before. The keepers of the
peace operate under zero tolerance.”
“Pfft. Zero tolerance for shit-giving. Another uprooted pot to piss in.”
“Alright. Then we’ve got bedlam on all fours, gentiles versus Jews, cylinders
overheating...”
“The sorrows and accumulated scorn of the living have nothing on the dead
trees and their noxious fumes.”
“Maybe so, but there’ll be no time to mourn, much less your aching verdure.
Where’s the report?”
“Bunker squad’s still kicking it around.”
“Well, what are you waiting for? Go get it, buster.”
“I’ll bust your chops you heathen baboon.”
“Don’t start.”
New studies show key similarities in the brain anomalies of people with
anorexia nervosa and body dysmorphic disorder. EEG readings found abnormal activity in the visual cortex of the brain during the very first instants when
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the brain processes global information as opposed to minute detail. Perceptual

in the bottom of the bottle and the greenest indo leaf. As the window open I release

restraining is a behavioral exercise whereby participants are encouraged not to

everything that corrode inside of me.

focus on details and process objects more globally.

“I mean, if there’s something wrong with ya, there could be a dozen things

In a syllogistic format, scientists have investigated possible neurocogni-

wrong with you. Gall-bladder infection. Makes urination difficult, like your

tive processes underlying the formation of paranormal beliefs. Among them --

symptoms. Feels like it’s pushing up from your lower abdomen. Look, there’s

patterns of functional hemispheric asymmetry possibly related to perturbations

lots of things that could go wrong. But most likely, it’ll be your heart that gives.

during fetal development, schizotypal ideation, psychodynamic stress coping

Eventually.”

(survivors of sexual abuse, violent and unsettled home environments, childhood

“Listen, no disrespect, but I just don’t feel comfortable with them in the apart-

trauma, people who perceive themselves as having little control over their lives

ment by themselves. I mean c’mon, this is New York City. You just don’t do that.”

may develop paranormal beliefs) -- and people with higher dopamine levels may

“That’s not paranoia. They were legitimately trying to steal from you.”

have the ability to find patterns and meaning when in reality there isn’t. What’s

“Pfft... give me a break. You take every side against me.”

called magical thinking.

“And you like it, bitch.”

Convenient. The forces of subjugation would sooner have you believing in
poltergeists and culpable mental illness than in human garbage. Unlike a glamorous episode of CSI, solving murders is expensive and taxing on resources usually
already tied up in vested interests. The protocol in any precinct or law firm is to

“I do, but I prefer you don’t use a gendered word like that.”
“Good. You’re thinking about other people. That’s good!”
“Man, you are so wacky. This is one wacked-out set. I can’t believe I’m hearing
this shit! Do you smoke pot?”

make it go away; there are even acronyms clean and unclean for the procedure.

“I do, and I believe it keeps me very healthy.” The therapist smiles.

See: Elisa Lam, Kendrick Johnson. Try not to worry or feel threatened for your

“Welcome to your life, buddy. It’s great!”

own sake.
And because evil wants what evil gets. If you’re alone in this world, mercurial
loudmouth or free spirit, you will make enemies. To you, the dwindling practitioners of tarot, it is lonely, drudging, grinding, maddening work that will kill you
if you let it. The rewards are few and more often than not thankless. Do not quit.
It is more necessary than ever to have stories that invite us into other worlds, to
communicate profoundly. Do not harbor any delusions that failure is not worth
the effort.
What you gave me is a cliche: your anxiety. But what you turned me into is
a better person. We never earned each other’s clemency. What about redemption? I want universal therapy; the recovering and terminals in the same room
forever: chiaroscuro. So tell your mother to allocate the spoils as she pleases. My
impudence knows no bounds; my petulance will one day wear me out. Everybody
deserves an advocate. If paper could bring the same restlessness and urgency as
blank verse, then from one poet to another, this device will not operate without
input, so consign these kisses to eternity and swallow the index: All I have in
life is my new appetite for failure and I got hunger pain that grow insane tell me do
that sound familiar? If it do then you’re like me, making excuse that your relief is
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never moisturize except to curry favor.
. . . a rather petty, incorrigible and artless settling of accounts . . .
I did take her phone. She was calling the police on me. At the demand that

XIII.
C AT H E X I S

I leave my home of two years immediately in pajama pants and flip-flops. My
home that I furnished. That she invited me into when she should’ve known better.
Because I was taking too long to leave. I hung up the phone and bagged my meds
and pot and I think one change of clothes. She blocked my exit and demanded my
keys. I pushed her away from the door. On a separate occasion, we broke up during
a fight and I started separating everything of mine from her’s. I took her phone
then too, because it was mine -- a gift from my mother -- which I then loaned to
her when she couldn’t get her iPhone 6 ‘til her contract renewed in February, in

I am a registered, documented citizen of New York State USA, but for the

four months. I had already given the phone to a Belizean woman who served us

purposes of this report it suffices to say that I am a human being. Names have

meals for ten days while we were there. I was also going to take the modem, which

been changed, but these all happened.

less than a month later I cut among my losses, about a hundred-and-forty-three

Talk about identity as a relationship to a place that feels like home, even if it

dollars at Best Buy. All of this was crazy. None of it was an assertion of power over

isn’t. Then talk about New York as a nativeless city and its identity transforms.

her or an attempt to “cut her off.” It was all about controlling what I could manage

Populated by people just passing through, it’s a city that reinvents itself faster and

to control, a hotwired defense mechanism on overdrive. Remember Jane, when

more ruthlessly than any settlement in history, where money dances like a flux of

you said I was kind of short and kind of quiet? When you tried to justify dating

cock fights, and the spectators shout at you to keep it down so they can concen-

somebody who wasn’t your type to your friend by lying about having slept with “a

trate on the game, prodding and zapping their dense coop of humans and tunnels.

few of the flashy guys I usually like” and afterwards coming to terms that you only

I ran into my new neighbor in the hall today. I glanced in that direction only

wanted to be around me? Well, you lied through your teeth into a world of hurt

to notice I left the front door at the end of the long, narrow hall wide open. I went

for both of us and I have but one question for you. Who’s quiet now? I may have

to close it when his blurry silhouette rushed at me. He stopped before the stairs

weighed more but your nails were longer and you was older and more abusive

long enough to flash me a stare like he’d seen a ghost. He sprinted down the stairs

than I ever was, and you should’ve known better than to push your uptight baby-

and gored the building’s entrance with both arms curved and elbows outstretched

crazy hormones on me bitch. If you felt threatened, you should’ve known better

like horns.

than to go off your meds. And if you knew all the secrets I still ain’t told, you’d be

“What we’re experiencing with gentrification is a reversion of the GI bill
phenomenon of the American suburb. I predict in the coming years a situation
much like in Europe, where the wealthy classes reclaim the inner cities and the
suburbs become our slums.”

scared to have me near a pen again. I wash my hands of you. And if you’re ever
wondering if I hate you, know the answer is yes. I regret nothing.
I told my friend Sal he oughta slow down on the snizz. He looked pale, drenched
in sweat, and tweaking in an even more intense, abrasive way than usual. A typical

We are the shitty gentrifiers, the Burroughs-like bombers, the entrepreneurs

addict’s reflex is to act surprised when they’re asked if they’ve used today, and then

and patrons of redundant, overpriced coffee and gourmet restaurants. We walk

get stock-serious and hedge with something like “Yeah, well, a little bit.” My take

our dogs all day and wear our beards baby boomer long. We purchase outra-

is that this is a reframing of context; the surprise is that you asked, when of course

geously priced vinyl reissues in three-hundred-dollar double-bagged hauls. We

I’m using today, like there was any other possible answer? On multiple accounts,
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Sal had been “outta control.” At the club, you’d find him literally plastered to the

they still have a friend, that they’re alive somewhere and perhaps waiting. That

club’s white leather armoire, you’d ask if he had any snizz, and he’d bumble some-

kind of crying is accompanied by incredibly strong panic symptoms and sounds

thing incoherent and laugh, a several-days-gone laugh, tic of dementia. He said

like the victim is gasping for breath.

he was going to AA on Thursday after these two consecutive techno parties he

Agent Rx’s PCP experience culminated in intense suicidal ideation and intense

was throwing and promoting. It’s his first solo venture into promoting and he’s

psychotic hallucinations for six hours, itself the culmination of long-term heroin

been successful. By day he consumes Adderall and codes -- freelance. Occasional

abuse and an honest crack at a methadone program. After a stint in rehab, life

mule and art handler, mover of flexible trades; manual laborer. Legal fees aside,

went on. Agent Rx is now clean (give or take), and a devoted husband and father

he’s making ends meet. He’s generally good on his word, and his close friends give

to a beautiful baby girl.

him minimal stress on being repaid, knowing he’s ultimately good for it, and I

Some kid hanged himself with a belt after a meth binge. He’d been addicted

mean c’mon, they love the guy! With the softest spots in their strained hearts. Perf.

and in and out of patient rehab. He’d had two prior intake-bound suicide attempts;

My friend Agent Rx came by high as shit on PCP today. I told him he needed

sleeping pills. He was a model and DJ, little queer micro-celebrity. Ask a meth

help, that for real, he’s gonna die, and he listened. He and his girl broke their lease
on their shitty, conveniently located studio apartment and checked into rehab in
Montana, so they could be near his family. Agent Rx was a rock ‘n roll legend. His

head what the devil looks like; if anyone knows, it’d be one of them.
I know an ex-marine who’s forty-three, dealing with post-traumatic stress
disorder. Another high. Another crash.

life story will be written about eventually, but not now. He was the first new friend

And poor old Nick Frank just went bats. Nobody knows where he went off

I made in New York. He was always good for the money I let him hold. We’d met

to or what happened to him. There was even a cleverly staged death hoax and

and been friendly already, as he’d toured Florida multiple times, and twice given

phony memorial. Everybody he knew showed up and it became a memorial for

characteristically alcohol-fueled performances in my hometown. But in New

Nick’s mutual friends who had passed on, who couldn’t be there to wonder (Rory

York we came together on more than just past mutual experience and friends. We

inspired a toast to his unforgettable don’t-give-a-fuck-ness, “Andre the Giant’s

both loved drugs, music and weird movies. He helped me find my first job in the

cousin in drag,” spoke Elmer to knowing friends and a bemused catering service,

city. Agent Rx believes that “junkie” is a stigmatizing term, so I don’t use it in his

beside his new girlfriend Lydia, whom everyone loved and thought, “she seems

company. He and his wife were users, and we’d all go the movies together. They’d

good for Elmer,” while Marie’s struggle with breast cancer was news to some and a

both be ensnared in each other’s armpits withdrawing during the slow burn of

somber note to the evening, and everyone paused and struggled within themselves

a new hallucinatory epic about DMT and the Tibetan Book of the Dead or some

to fill in the blanks of a very attractive and promising autistic enigma’s European

shit, but I ain’t no nerd. Anyway, he told me he’d been tagged. That no matter how

20s, married and residing in Barcelona, with next to nothing else known by her

guilty he felt about it, being a heroin user in a relationship meant he had to show

closest local confidantes who had an understanding and appreciation of Marie’s

her how, because she was going to initiate herself anyway, with or without him,

company, for reasons all in turn found themselves pondering, etched like chalk

and he must shine a light and take every precaution to make sure she was safe.

on a parking bumper, from going to the same schools, residing with her mysteri-

There are things that could go wrong.

ous parents in the same expatriate neighborhood all through adolescence, from

He was twenty-two years old when he OD’d, and Agent Rx lost it. How could

being a horrible friend and sure bet of a disappearing act, and for embodying an

such a special kid with so much behind him and so much promise nod off while

asexual beatific ideal, as home was a town where the boys were either degenerative

he pieced his own thirty-one year life back together? It’s impossible to know the

delinquents who dressed well enough to pass for debonair at the time, or dweebs

grief he felt, perhaps that his intimate friend would never know his daughter, or

with ageless pudgy and mottled, usually bespectacled faces, irrespective of weight

that life was simply too scary and fragile to hold; death violent and black, the most

or carbon dating) where the fuck does a man of that portly build and stature,

painful, unknowable thing. But I know he cried and cried like only two kinds of

with that face and personality, just completely disappear and no one hears of him

people cry -- those who have lost a friend to death, and those who don’t realize

again. We all guessed he definitely shaved his head. The official consolation story
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is that he had become a monk at a meditation retreat in Thailand, his cueball

roses, the darkness of my personal cinematheque devoured as the all-seeing eye

scalp shit-smooth and massive, now a magic 8-ball for tourists who’d no doubt

made skittish, balletic grace on my psyche, cutting its teeth on my example, carv-

think he was from the area, finally assuming the role of the wizened abbot he’d

ing out a niche in boutique books, searching for peace of mind in the ire of my

spent many years seemingly preparing for. His Instagram account, with its noto-

peers, while trying to forget things like when you said you’d never seen me unhap-

rious spamreels of parking garages, pit bulls, and pagan street demonstrations,

pier. Where’d I go? They know: nerves are delicate, mood unstable; not an either/

documented for his followers who scrolled through scores of it daily and clicked

or proposition by any means. The consequences of their ministrations will seem

“Like” on autopilot until the feds paid him a visit for snapping pics of Turkey Point

profound, but it is only a light. Black holes twelve billion times the size of the sun

Nuclear Facility and being an all-around institutional headcase who was tired of

and ancient as carbon will blot out all intent. We’ll chase the vagaries of lineage

being disrespected, too late to the grown-up game, and in compliance it got taken

into transcendence using chiefly our minds. Your bodies will handle the rest. The

down. No doubt they are watching. Anyone close to him merits further paranoid

internet was, however vast to some in this advanced day and age, a lonelier place

investigation. They make quick work of profiles, sifting through scurrilous, adver-

to Nick’s devoted spam cult.

sarial political content of a controversial nature on the daily. Protecting billions of

Everybody else? They turned out A-OK.

little lives. How will they make do if what Professor Hawking posits is confirmed?
When we make for Mars and Europa, in a pitiless migration of spurned intellects

. . . certificates of disposition . . .

far beyond the spoils of what we used up and enjoyed in haste, a violent abnegation of America for the promise of celestial bodies that may not welcome us. The
all-seeing eye may act with impunity, flaunting successful preemptions of terror
as a smoke screen for other abuses. Theoretically, no one is safe from its accusing
glare. Witnesses will be deponed en masse; a wicked consortium of vested inter-

An urgent knock on the door as a glorified bathroom bouncer makes the
rounds of seven adjacent porta-potties at Casa Nueva.
“You gonna open up in there or keep it privo? Haha. Nah, they been doin’ blow
in there, makin’ out I dunno what for like a half hour. Should I?”

ests exposed before the harsh twilight of a most decadent autumn. You’ll foist your

More pronounced and punctuated knocking this time. The bouncer gets fed

value system on me, but I tell ya you’ll be dredging up juice from a cold vein. Do

up and decides they getting booted from the club tonight, teach them a lesson

not worry, formal allocution will be waived in lieu of payment for withholding

about minding the clock and discretion while they at it. Such poverty of common

evidence against the virile blockheads. You didn’t think you were the only one

sense and ignorance of the basic rules could done shut down the whole shebang.

watching, did ya? No amount of royal finery will avail you in space, where the

“Hey! Open up in there! I’m comin’ in! You got five seconds! Five... four... three!

stone-faced hegemon will answer to zero gravity and lack of oxygen in the not so

Two! One! Alright, you done write yo’self the ticket, nigga! Time to bounce!”

amenable nor distant future. Your silver-tongued tautologies won’t insulate you

He pries open the door and unceremoniously looks over his shoulder to afford

from charges of unscrupulous compromise. Now (here today) is the winter of

them a reflexive modicum of privacy and see if they simply bounce on their own.

our discontent. Under a tainted zodiac the cobalt dawn will light all our fires,

When he turns to face, he finds them -- one boy with his head nodded out on the

the world of aspirants will alight on shed feathers and the shellacked plumage

toilet, and one girl’s head lying sideways on the tile, with one bell-bottomed leg

of the kakistocracy will seem very pale indeed. You gonna eat that all alone by

hanging out the doorway. Three pink powders in horizontal array lay parallel and

yourself? Offered to glimpse the maelstrom and tumult therein and without, in

seemingly untouched on the toilet’s stickered and graffitied tank.

the shallows of concupiscense where one may dip their toes in the sweetest cesspool imaginable and go swimming, if one might, in bottled nectar, where you saw

“Aww... Fuck. Party’s over. Aight, y’alls got to get outta here, we got an OD! The
police will be here momentarily! Errybody git!”

me, reflected in the bathroom vanity, turn into Howard Hughes before your very

The bar staff was alerted by bathroom guy’s clearly alarmed, however inco-

sockets, because I had to end my addiction to people and to you if I was ever to be

herent banshee yells. The dancing dispersed first. The DJ cut the record and the

well again, though no guarantees. An actualized bouquet of uncarefully stemmed

night’s entertainment began the rushed march of equipment out the backdoor
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and into the van, in no rush to scuffle with the authorities. The owner was not

giving all my business to Dunkin’. I dunno when the owner evicted him, and if he

present, but would be prompt and punctual at the scene in the morning, bright

did, whether he had the spare change on him at the time.

in AM colors, to answer procedural questions. Accompanying them to the nearby

I am surrounded by addicts. To prohibit or attempt to control this in any way

precinct, they were unable to lob charges against the proprietor, who was white,

is insane, impractical, ineffective at every intended aim, irresponsible, irrepara-

had no priors, and kept at least three degrees of separation away from any of Casa

ble, and philosophically absurd, a strain of police state fascist hysteria histori-

Nueva’s shady dealings at all times. The two deceased were well-known, not a

cally linked to at least two central issues: control of a population, and fear of said

couple but definitely an item, and scores of people who hardly knew them took

population. Classism is nothing but the struggle for power and entitlement. A city

personally to social media to level the requisite barrage of sympathies and shock

without natives is an amusement park; you can exist there, but can you live there?

invariably accompanying the fallout and aftermath of any and every public OD.

Forget about keeping it up, can you fuck without getting physically worn out? The

The fatalities were a classic cocktail of cardiac arrest, a likely suicide pact with

powerful have and accept access to any drug they damn well please, any woman

Herculean levels of Oxycontin plus cocaine and alcohol toxicity determined in the

whose time is for sale, unless they’re incompetent or else somebody’s out to nail

toxicology reports preceding the unnecessary, criminal court-mandated autopsy.

them. Society is the hypocrisy of human psychology in play for a larger share of

The perpetrator who sold them the off-label Oxy was apprehended and faced

the meat and wine. Except he doesn’t always eat, the fatso ‘Raller. Sometimes he’s

the full brunt of the nightstick and gavel, pegged with a racist rapsheet naming

just in it for the ceremony. When he gets home, he distracts himself from the

him head of a major conspiracy to distribute MDMA, Oxycontin, and cocaine at

agony of his daily existence with whiskey, a cigar perhaps, maybe some young

several venues in Brooklyn and Queens. Nailed at the scene of multiple club-spon-

girls. But it’s all impersonal. He doesn’t remember what the struggle was even

sored and/or endorsed events. Incarcerated at Altona for eight years following a

for. He wants to minimize the threat of heart attack through the most advanced

toughly prosecuted trial. An accomplice and coconspirator was named, “bagged”

in metal hearts while increasing the rate and quality of orgasms with perfor-

in the system’s terms, but said suspect fled the state with a lackadaisical bench

mance-enhancing drugs by night, when he can finally turn himself off and turn

warrant. Casa Nueva hosted one more of its legendary parties before conclusively

down. Before the next person tells him to turn up.

shutting its doors. The increased police presence made a shitshow of harassment

I don’t believe in the dignity of labor. I try and remember how miserable we

complaints to make business seem unmanangeable to the proprietor, who was

were, but I guess the sadness isn’t in misery, mutual or not, but in how I can only

now facing all sorts of pressure from the city, the parents of the deceased, and

remember the plush places I can no longer go to. I doubt I will ever look back

reduced economic patronage to shut down what the local, aesthetically tabloid-

and think, “We were miserable, she was miserable, she flippin’ called the cops

style but actually humbly literate and civic-minded paper called “a cesspool of a

on me within a month of dating, it was dysfunctional, it had to end one way or

blank generation studded with vintage jewels, cowled in trench coats and drunk

another.” Because those were just the cruel games we played. More than anything,

on the anonymity of nightlife.” No overt homage was paid to Richard Hell, Rich-

I remember her intrepid sense of righteousness, her commitment to me and us in

ard Myers, or any of the Voidoids known, if you’re in the know, from genera-

all matters, how she believed in my work when few did, and in a greater capacity

tions past. The owner took his hundreds of thousands and opened up another

sublimated its signature masculinity, and though I can’t quite render a perfect

redundant, innocuous cafe, winning on location but kind of pathetic in its feeble

memory right now, I’ll remember how accurate I was the night we met, when I

attempt to cater to hipsters with its cynical blend of yuppie ingredients on Betty

took a sojourn outside for a cigarette and I told Tark, “Her beauty’s gonna haunt

Crocker-style fast food recipes (brie and gorgonzola grilled-cheese on ciabatta,

me, man.” And he laughed while scoffing, said “Whatever, man,” and soon after

tofu and goat cheese on banana bread) and its checkerboard cookie-cutter facade

went on his merry way, leaving the two of us alone by vodka spritzers and candle

which was shortly taken residence of by the most polite beggar you’ve ever seen.

light to commit a forgery in the name of eternity. Whatever it means, my mind

You’d feel so bad for him you’d have to tell yourself to stop coming there or next

still hasn’t pardoned me. But we both knew what we were getting ourselves into, so

thing you know you’d be putting up this poor sap in a penthouse. Geez. I started

I can’t complain, being apprised of the rules in advance. Wherever my old lady is
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now, I hope that amid the dysmorphia and memory loss of aging, she’d still recog-

words. That’s why I wrote this thing, to carpet-bomb these inboxes and swallow

nize me. That’s the stuff life’s all about. Love used to fill up my heart; it made music

the index. Because I do long for connection, especially with those I’ve sabotaged,

sound different. Now I look for love as complete as what I once had and slowly

who always outnumber those who’ve stuck around, people like Tark, who’s just a

I’m beginning to realize it doesn’t often happen more than once, twice if you’re

good friend I suppose. And because of what you said: do something. Take care of

lucky. We forced the pieces together to make them fit, and eventually the pressure

your people. Attached please find the whole shit shebang.

netted and weakened the cheap material until I snapped and all the frames came

You should have the keys in your mailbox already. Go to the apartment. In the

crashing down upon years of assumed permanence, a graveyard of sickness and

bin beneath the bed, the middle one, there’s an album. Behind the pages with the

health. She boiled my blood, compressed my ventricles, nauseated me, released

sleeves, there’s a pocket, carved in leather with a knife. Bring the pictures in that

energy that gave life dimension, and tempted me to cross the line and so I did. My

pocket. All of them. Okay, I got the keys. Will do. I can’t travel tonight, but I’ll see

soft palate ached from trying to twist my jaw around and bite it. She cried. I know

you tomorrow afternoon. How surprised am I? Jane was always a sentimentalist.

she did, because she called me that same night to say there was a warrant out for

Missed call from Tarkus. Not now, man. What you gettin’ into? Oh, nothing too

my arrest. She didn’t want this. Simply stated, our conduct with one another could

heavy. Not down to chill if that’s what you’re getting at. Jordan felt like he’d been

not be tolerated by society. My attorney would surrender me to the precinct the

waiting for this moment. How long, he wasn’t sure. But she needs him now. What

following week, but the order of protection’s terms would be causally in effect as of

pictures is her mom sounding off about? Who knows? I never found out if she

the subsequent evening. The last time they met without escort was the morning in

kept any of ours. I bet that’s what they are. Who cares? I’m going up north to see

the wake of the disaster, when she agreed to meet him by the building’s entrance,

my family. Oh no, good thing the father’s got a weak heart or he might box me.

having carefully stowed his toiletries and a few changes of clothes in a tote bag for

She’s right without knowing how she’s right. I can’t hustle up there, but here, I have

him. Tears stained her eyelids salmon. As for how she felt, he still only has half a

my ways. I’ll keep ‘em separate. Uh hello, yes I’d like to buy two tickets -- pardon,

clue. The other half got locked up behind legal pro forma, when everything had

one ticket to... that’s right, tomorrow morning, as early as ya got. That’ll do. Thank

to be swiftly and all business-like communicated through the detective. When her

you. Good night.

health worsened years later, it was her mother who quite surprisingly got in touch.

“The reason I’m here is I’ve got an anger problem. I’m not from Uzbekistan, I

To please come housesit. The damn cat’s still alive. She can’t break the lease as it’s

don’t subscribe to Mr. ... how do you pronounce it? Molotov? Well, Mr. Molotov

much too sensitive and potentially ephemeral a situation right now. You can’t be

and I have wildly different ideas about how to treat women. We come from very

here because what will you do for employment? I dunno; I don’t care, how sick

different parts of the world, so I’m not judging. But, when I get angry, I don’t

is she? The doctor is ready to start ECT. Is she hearing voices? All day and night.

think. Not about myself, or about other people. I lose control. Now, I don’t know

You can visit. She gets frightened sometimes even with me, but she says you’re the

what everyone in this room has lost, and I don’t think you can measure loss. But

only one she trusts. I’ll come. Not the most ideal circumstances, but I’ll come. Is

in a matter of minutes, my anger took everything from me. I mean, not my life,

she ready for me? She’s ready. Good. Look ma, I’m not much for a sac of healthy

or anybody else’s, thank Christ, but my home, my girlfriend, my cat. I don’t know

testes these days, but I’ll co-opt on some sperm and we can have a baby, if that’s

my own strength or the force with which I yell sometimes. I was just a nerdy kid. I

what she wants. She only asks a favor. What’s that? An expurgation of certain...

just played in the street; ever since I was a little kid, I’d like to throw rocks at cars,

details. Okay, let’s hear it.

in the streets... but now I’m all grown up, and I’m learning that I can destroy lives,

I keep expecting Agent Rx to come back from his dust binge, but that already

and my own life. And I don’t even have to want it. My rational mind doesn’t have

happened. I’m haunted by the way things went off without much incident or report

to want these things. My brain just craves the adrenaline; like honey to a mad

to me personally, but that’s how life goes off, and it’s not about being included or

bee, my body gets pent up with rage and I have to release it by hurting someone

getting involved when there’s a gulf from here to Mars, but about observing and

verbally, or by doing what got me in here, by shoving someone, like a child might,

taking part, letting people know you care with your deeds more than just your

away from a door, into a glass frame, which shattered by accident, but which was
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the accident? I don’t know why I’m like this. But I’m sure I exist. And believe there

“Mizz, please. If I don’t stay in this program, my surrogate dad’s gonna cut me

are others like me -- vampires, who’re addicted to fresh blood, who oscillate wildly

off, and I’m gonna have to move back to the city for work. And I won’t be able to

between orgasmic euphoria and bed-bound lethargy, and suffer for the suffering

be with my fiancée or my baby. Please Ms, have a heart. It’s a small town. Ain’t no

they inflict. I’m not trying to get away with anything. I believe there’s a better

laundry-list of options for me to cherry-pick from. This is it or I’m out.”

way. I have to, to paraphrase a friend who’d be here if he could, had he not found
another island of refuge in the sun. Or I’d kill myself probably, if I wasn’t such a
pussy. But hey, this isn’t my personal therapy session. So pass. Umm... the next guy
can go; let him go. Thanks for listening, guys. Yeah. Okay.”
“Thank you, Jordan... however, I think you misunderstood Molotov’s story.
This is not an anger management training. This is a support group for movement
disorders.”
“I know... I got plenty of those too. What’s the difference? Has anyone not

“Very well. Then please limit what you say to include up to and no more than
the... tics you described.”
“Yes, ma’am. I’ll be a good boy, for real. Happy to clear up the confusion and
get on with it. Who’s next?”
There are two kinds of workers in the world. Let them speak.
I am a mercenary. I come on behalf of loneliness, handsomely furnished for
my talents.
I want something. If I can’t have it, I make a mess.

noticed the way I make a kissy face at every other interval, or the way my lips
smack and my teeth grind, or how I can’t stop rubbing my tongue against the

Heh heh. Look at your little tyke shorts. You look ridiculous. Hasten them

cavity between my right canine and my... wait a minute, misunderstood his story?

steps, boy! We gonna be late. No, I can’t make you. Haha! Viva sonrisa, amigo.

You telling me Molotov didn’t beat his wife? Am I hearing this correctly? ‘Cuz I

Man, why I have to capitulate and recapitulate this point to you? What’s the

thought I just heard this player say he boxed her ears for laughin’ at him.”

matter? You ain’t happy there? You rather be kickin’ it at home wit’ me? Heh

“No, he didn’t ‘box her ears’ (air quotes), Jordan. Yuri here has a movement

heh. I’m flattered. But, your mom would kill me. I mean, they’d lock me right up.

disorder that causes him to lose control of his limbs. I don’t think you’re in the

You wouldn’t want that, would you? It’d get under your skin, believe me. You’d

right place. There’s a snowstorm tonight. Don’t you wanna get out early and beat

cry in no time. Then you’d miss yo’ playdate, fo’ sure. You don’t wanna leave li’l

the weather?”

Rosemary hangin’. Start off yo’ crush on a sour note like that. Lesson one: neva’

“No, I wanna stay. I’m sorry, but I do think I’m in the right place. I’ve been told

underestimate a female you be diggin’ on. Fe-male. Neva’ take advantage. That

by professionals before, you know; I’ve been sent away. I lose control of my limbs

means yo’ girlfriend, junior. Because girls play dirty like Lady Macbeth. That’s just

all the time. I wake up sometimes with back pain and spasms.”

a character in a scary story. I tell you all about it when you ready to stop cryin’

“Listen, you can ride out the length of this session here with us tonight, but

and bein’ scared. They walk up behind you and stick you, stab you on the side of

there are other specialized venues for what you are describing. Unless you wanna

the neck, just like that. And be careful where you get yo’ shit tangled up. Don’t be

limit your side of the discussion to the subject of learning to live with movement

dippin’ yo’ toes in the same pond yet, boy. ‘Cuz relationships be jail sometimes.

disorders, I’m gonna have to ask that you call your insurance and get them to refer

You know I once faked my death to get out of one? Haha! You wouldn’t be here

you elsewhere.”

if I done otherwise, so be grateful. That’s between you and me. But... that said,

“Christ, what would you have me do? Chop myself up into thin slices of ham,

always sprint headfirst into love. Just dunk your head in that poison. Embrace

put ‘em in little tupperware containers and mail ‘em to my insurance for verifica-

your troubles. It’ll hurt, but you can’t ever take pain for granted neither. What

tion that I’ve gone bad? Jesus, the inner negro in me be getting riled up; that’s for

I would give to feel real heartbreak again. It only happens once, maybe twice. If

damn sure.”

you’re lucky. Boy, do yo’ spanish homework. Lemme see that. Mm. Say it with

“Jordan, this is exactly the kind of talk that could better be remedied by a

me. El payaso maldonado cruso la calle. Asi, amigo. Chévere. You’ll thank yo’

professional in anger management. Here, you’re just gonna get scowls in pretty

teach when all yo’ wonderbread friends be wishin’ they’d learnt early, like you. It’s

spades. Okay?”

harder to learn later. You see why. Just be patient, partnuh. You got so much life
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left. Me, I’m feelin’ just like the doctor say, a bright head gone dim. But I’d have to

magical thinking or what have you, but this year is special because I have it on

be one selfish fuck not to impart my Spanish to ya. You thank me later. Believe me.

incontrovertible authority who’ll be there.

Communication is important in the real world. You can choose to live in a bubble

People watch more television and movies than ever -- old, new -- it’s the mara-

of privilege if you like. I know yo’ ma might think that’s okay, and she know what’s

thon generation. It’s on at 10pm, no messing around. I arrive early to sit in the

best for you. That’s yo’ mama. Yo’ daddy don’t have as much to give you. You’ll be

back. You’re already there. For just over two and a quarter hours, I stare at the back

seein’ Wednesdays and Thursdays wit’ me, but yo’ mama be takin’ care of you long

of your head. In a dark theater, it’s finally apparent that your parents are dead. You

after I be dead ‘n gone. That’s why I gots to do the best I can now. So you’ll remem-

may have been abreast of my coming, but I didn’t ask. When the credits rolled we

ber me. Oh, I know you remember me. But you won’t be seein’ presents wrapped

waited to be alone. Like Nick used to lisp, we sherished. Which meant more or less

in no fancy paper or ribbons from Santa under my tree. But that’s straight, ‘cuz

to love. Now if I can just stop managing my life long enough to enjoy it, we could...

Santa’s got yo mama’s cross street. Gonna line yo’ pockets with gold! Haha! I talk
to him last week; he say you been good. Treating yo’ mama right, standin’ up for
‘yo peers. I heard what you did last week. Now that’s mighty heroic of you, to take
a bicycle hubcap to the grill fo’ that li’l girl. But don’t let it get to yo’ head. That
mean, always remember: you supposed to be good. You went above and beyond,
but I hope you always remember, that history be written by the ones who say yes
and no with every fiber of they heart... yo’ life will be filled with riches if you share.
Stand up fo’ yourself, because others will try ‘n take advantage of your kindness. I
done make the mistake of bein’ generous before. All you have to do is stick to the
baseline. Be a good Christian soldier. Follow yo’ own dreams, not someone else’s,
even when yo’ alone, especially when you’re alone. That’s the test. Tell yo’ friends...
because even when they want the best for you, that’s still they plan, not yours. At
the end of the day, you’se got to be happy. That’s all they really is. Den you be aight.
Now, c’mon. We almost there. It’s just one more block. What?
. . . a Christmas miracle . . .
“You’re really sick and twisted, you know that?” When Larry feels deponed,
Larry gets personal. But I know what he means and I also know for a fact he’ll
back off, muddle it with some semi-apologetic throwback to friendship. I know
because of access. Always an undercurrent of cynicism to knowing something
you shouldn’t.
Today is Christmas day and the IFC is holding their annual screening of It’s
a Wonderful Life, a film magical in the way it succeeds despite my cynicism for
emotional manipulation and contrived saccharine set-ups; for all my principaled,
opinionated qualms with George Bailey, I still wholeheartedly submit to this
movie year after fleeting year. The older I get, the sweeter the surrender. Call it
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